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1. Information Systems and 
Organizational Change 

"For technology, every day is a working 
day" (Bruno Latour, 1996a: 86). 

The Pervasive Role of Information Systems in 
Organizations 

The relation between information systems (IS) and organizational 
change has been a central concern in IS research for some time. While new 
IS shape organizational behavior and structure, the role and meaning of IS is 
largely shaped by organizational circumstances. The two are inextricably 
intertwined: there is a reciprocal relationship between IS and organizations, 
each shaping the other (see e.g. DeSanctis & Poole, 1994; Kling & Iacono, 
1989; Monteiro & Hanseth, 1995; Orlikowski, 1992). In other words, 
contemporary organizations are entangled with technology. One cannot 
understand organizations without understanding technology or understand 
technology without understanding organizations, since IS and their organi
zational contexts have transformational effects on each other. 

The pervasive role of IS in organizations and society at large has di
rected our attention to the new problems and possibilities related to new IS. 
Arguably more than anything else, new IS make the exchange of symbols 
between people far less su bject to constraints of space and time. This, in 
turn, has lead some writers to the conclusion that we are presented with a 
"new reality" (Castells, 1996; Poster, 1990). This new reality has been de
scribed as an "age of information" or an "information society"1, an age 
which presents us with new problems and possibilities compared to those in 
the "age of production" (Castells, 1996; Poster, 1990; Webster, 1995). 

1 For an overview of sociological theories on post-industrialism and 
informationalism, see Lyon (1988). See also Bell (1973); Harvey (1990). 
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The questions concerning the broad societal impacts of IS and the 
questions concerning the impacts of IS on individuals are important; how
ever, this thesis focuses on the organization rather than the individual or 
society. Important issues associated with the role of IS in organizations in
cludes, for instance, new forms of work activities, new forms of organiza
tions, and new forms of power structures. But even though new IS may be 
associated with changes in organizational structure and behavior, new IS can 
also reproduce existing structures and behavior. As important topics here we 
find the possible automatization, routinization, and dehumanization of 
organizational work (see e.g., Kallinikos, 1996; Kling, 1996; Zuboff, 1988). 
Indeed, the discourse on IS in organizations sometimes pictures IS as a so
lution to most organizational problems, and sometimes IS are pictured as 
the root of most organizational problems. The above discussion should not 
be taken to imply that IS determine organizations, but rather that the inter
action between IS and organizations is complex and that there is a need to 
better understand this relationship. 

In the municipality of Umeå, two specific problems were seen as severe: 
untimely information for decision-making purposes and information over
load. The identification of these problems served as a s tarting point for the 
Powerplay2 project—a project aiming at solving these problems with a new 
IS. The people who identified these problems were people working at the 
accounting unit at the municipal management office in the municipal orga
nization of Umeå. 

The problem with untimely information for decision-making purposes 
resulted from the rapid growth of the organization in recent years. This 
made it difficult for existing procedures to handle the growing budget. For 
example, when the financial outcome for a certain department in the mu
nicipal organization was compared to the expected outcome in the budget, 
action was taken when it was found that the department had spent more 
than planned. This proved to be somewhat unsatisfying, and people at the 
accounting unit believed that the situation could benefit from information 
being available sooner. As an attempt to better deal with this situation, the 
procedures were changed as the organization developed new accounting 
procedures in order to produce accurate information in a timely manner. 

2 The reason for the project being called the Powerplay project was because it was 
concerned with the design and use of an application with the name Powerplay. 
Powerplay is developed by Cognos, an international corporation with corporate 
headquarters in Ottawa, Canada. 
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With this new procedure, budgets will be produced every four months in
stead of once a year3. But as the budget grows—in 1998 budget expendi
tures exceeded SEK 1.65 billion4—even small discrepancies between ex
pected outcomes and actual outcomes have dramatic effects. Thus, the 
organization desired to produce more timely information so it could re
spond more efficiently to changing conditions. In this case, it was interesti
ng to compare actual outcomes and expected outcomes more often and in 
more detail, thus making it possible for the organization to act on this 
information in a timely manner. 

The problem with information overload had to do with what kind of 
information and how much information organizational members have to 
deal with (see Schultze & Vandenbosch, 1998). In the municipal organiza
tion of Umeå, accounting work had long been a specialized activity in the 
sense that different actors played different parts in the process. Thus, they 
also had different information needs. Common to all organizational mem
bers, however, was that they were drowning in a seemingly ever-increasing 
flow of information and that they were working in an organization that was 
becoming more and more complex. These changes put pressure on the cog
nitive abilities of the organizational members. With the new accounting 
procedures, demands for more timely information for decision-making pur
poses also increased the information load for all organizational members 
involved. 

The starting point for this thesis is to examine how the municipal 
organization, using new IS, deal with these problems: the problem of 
untimely information for decision-making purposes and the problem of 
information overload. However, dealing with these problems by means of 
new IS is n ot simple and straight forward. Experience suggests that new IS 
can indeed contribute to an organization's effort in dealing with the prob
lem (Simon, 1971), but also that the problem can increase due to new IS 
(Sproull & Keisler, 1991; Swanson, 1992; Zmud, 1990). 

But as new IS are increasingly used in organizations, the need for 
understanding the meaning of IS in organizations also increases. The theo
retical and practical consequences of such understanding are of critical 
importance. It is th is complexity in the interaction between IS and organi
zations that I shall address in this thesis. 

3 This was decided in January 1997 by the municipal board in the municipality of 
Umeå. 
4 Approximately USD 191 million. 
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This study focuses on the design and use of IS by examining the inter
pretations and actions of people involved in the project. Studies that collect 
such data can be classified as " interpretive case studies" (Walsham, 1995); a 
growing body of literature in IS research is based on this approach (Boland 
& Day, 1989; Klein & Myers, 1999; Walsham, 1993). 

Interpretive studies generally seek to understand phenomena by focus
ing on their meanings for people. Interpretive methods in IS research are 
"aimed at producing an understanding of the context of the information 
system, and the process whereby the information system influences and is 
influenced by the context" (Walsham, 1993: 4-5). Because I used a three 
year longitudinal study, I gained access to organizational members' actions 
and interpretations as they took place, or soon thereafter. This approach 
gave me access to the complex character of IS projects, whereas approaches 
relying on historical reconstruction often produce an overly rationalized and 
tidy picture (Walsham & Sahay, 1999: 41). 

Clearly, learning more about the role of IS in organizational activities 
involves learning more about the limits for organizations to evolve with IS, 
especially concerning the organization's ability to evolve with IS and with 
the IS ability to stabilize within the organization. Studying how an organi
zation evolves with IS and how the interpretations of organizational mem
bers change, requires a theoretical framework that is sensitive to the ongoing 
negotiations among the organizational members. Moreover, such a study 
also requires considerable time; enough time for the organization to reach 
some sort of stabilization concerning the IS. 

The Relationship Between Information Systems and 
Organization 

The role and meaning of IS in organizations—especially its implica
tions for organizational activities—is a popular subject for discussion. But 
even though the design and use of IS in organizations have attracted the 
attention of numerous researchers, researchers have been criticized for 
failing to accumulate consistent research findings and for neglecting to build 
coherent theoretical frameworks (Attewell & Rule, 1984; Markus & Robey, 
1988). 

I believe that one problem related to existing conceptualizations of IS 
and organizations is that not enough attention has been paid to the 
relationship between IS and organizations. There is a need for more work in 
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this area and more precise language needs to be used. For instance, there is 
no genuine distinction between organizations and other levels of analysis, 
such as groups or individuals (Henfridsson, Holmström & Söderholm, 
1997a; Markus & Robey, 1988). Another problem has to do with concep
tualizations of IS. The vagueness in defining content as well as context in 
existing research is problematic. Indeed, many conceptualizations are not 
well defined with respect to the technology to form an appropriate basis for 
IS and organization (Monteiro & Hanseth, 1995). This lack of precision 
has been characterized as a convenient fiction which deletes nuances of 
technical differences (Kling, 1991; Monteiro & Hanseth, 1995). 

The literature offers several different accounts of the role and meaning 
of IS in organizational activities. One account starts out from the posi
tion—implicitly or explicitly—that IS are a resource in organizations that 
can be managed in a deliberate way. As such, IS are often portrayed as a tool 
with which a deliberate manager can break down existing organizational 
cultures (Hammer, 1990). This planning approach, which is highly influ
ential, has been challenged by attempts to understand the use of IS in the 
light of cultural and political aspects. Thus, there exist no single idea of 
what the role of IS in organizations is. Rather, much of the existing empiri
cal findings seem to contradict each other (Boudreau & Robey, 1996). 

It is a common idea to think of IS as an enabler of organizational 
change (see e.g., Hammer & Champy, 1993). However, many empirical 
findings show that the role that IS play also can be that of an inhibiter of 
organizational change (see e.g., Gill, 1995). Similarly, many empirical 
findings seem to be contradictory. IS have been related to seemingly contra
dictory phenomena: empowered employees (Attewell & Rule, 1984); 
oppressed employees (Nelson, 1990); extended hierarchy (Blau et al., 1976); 
reduced hierarchy (Crowston, Malone & Lin, 1987). 

In an attempt to describe the new organizations that emerge from the 
meeting between traditional organizations and IS, it is often thought that IS 
enhance flexibility in the new organizations, whatever we chose to call them. 
Imaginary organizations (Hedberg, 1991), adaptive organizations (Toffler, 
1985), hybrid organizations (Powell, 1987), virtual organizations 
(Mackenzie, 1986) and postmodern organizations (Baskerville et al., 1992) 
are only a few of many examples. However, these new organizations don't 
just turn up out of no where; hard work is needed to establish them. Thus, 
organizational adaptation of IS can often be problematic. Using IS in new 
ways often presupposes changes in organizational characteristics such as 
formal structures and communication channels and also hierarchies of 
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power and value systems (see e.g., Ciborra, 1996; Coyne, 1995; Orlikowski, 
1992). Questions concerning competence and cooperation are often raised 
in relation to design and use of IS in organizational contexts and, perhaps 
not surprisingly, IS projects sometimes end up in confusion and conflict. 
This can be interpreted as organizational defense mechanisms (Argyris, 
1990). Despite efforts to create a more collaborative and open communica
tion environment, efforts in this regard have often failed (see e.g., 
Orlikowski, 1993). As explanations for this limited success, lack of critical 
mass (Markus, 1990) and cognitive and structural misalignment 
(Orlikowski, 1993) have been identified as causes. 

While there are disagreements on the relation between IS and organi
zational change, there seems to be an agreement that IS can trigger changes 
in organizational structure and/or behavior. However, current studies have 
been criticized for a lack of a theoretical grounding (Henfridsson, 
Holmström & Söderholm, 1997a) and analyses of the impact of IS on 
organizations have proved inconclusive (Markus & Robey, 1988). A narrow 
focus on organizations, which lacks a detailed understanding of the role and 
meaning of IS in organizational activities, is a central problem for many of 
the current approaches. 

How should we approach IS and organizations? As I see it, a problem 
in many of the current approaches is that 'one dominant logic' is sought to 
explain the complex relationship between IS and organizations. According 
to Kling (Kling, 1991; 1992a), it is because IS are consumed rather than 
simply deployed that makes IS potentially socially transformative. Thus, IS 
can play a key role in restructuring major social relationships (Kling, 1991: 
344). Kling disagrees with, for instance, Shaiken (1984) and Zuboff (1988), 
who argue for the significance of'one dominant logic' behind IS: it is either 
all transforming or all non-transforming. For Kling the starting point must 
be to stop analyzing technology and start considering technologies. Some 
technologies are transformative and others are not and thus, if one abandons 
the idea of 'one dominant logic', one must seek to understand its role and 
meaning in the social and political processes in which technology is a part. 

There are a few studies, however, that have managed fully to engage the 
relationship between the meanings of technological artifacts and their socio
political milieu. I find actor-network theory (ANT) of Michel Callon, 
Bruno Latour, and John Law particularly interesting. ANT directs attention 
to the ways in which technology functions in networks, and how the 
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enrollment of active allies (humans, machines, and other actants5) are a 
primary mechanism in the establishment and maintenance of these net
works (for a recent review of ANT debates, see Law & Hassard, 1999). In 
this thesis I will use ANT to explore the relationship between IS and organi
zations. 

Information Systems and Actor-Networks 
Latour (1987) argues that we can best understand technological 

development by considering it as a process of negotiation in which alliances 
are built up by recruiting external interests and new allies. In accordance 
with this, I argue that IS are best understood as elements in actor-networks 
and not as elementary objects. In addition, I believe that the process of the 
negotiation of the role and the meaning of IS should be put into focus. In
creasingly more advanced technologies are intertwined in the economic, the 
social, and the cultural aspects of society. Concepts like virtual organizations 
(Sotto, 1997) and network organizations (Sproull & Keisler, 1991) are signs 
of this. The actor-network model is an analytical model that can help us to 
better understand the complex interaction between IS and organizations. 

In actor-network theory, the world and every element in it are made up 
of networks. As Law puts it, the world consists of networks: 

[The] metaphor of heterogeneous networks... lie [s] at the heart of actor-net-
work theory, and is a way of suggesting that society, organizations, agents 
and machines are all effects generated in patterned networks of diverse (not 
simply human) materials. (Law, 1992: 380). 

The concept of a network of actors is not merely the sum of several 
relationships. Rather, it emphasizes that every interaction within a particular 
relationship takes place in the context of other relationships. The outcome 
of a specific relationship is therefore not only dependent on that very 
relationship, but on other relationships in the actor-network. Thus, it is 
possible to perceive a structure of relationships in the flux of interactions. 
These relationships are by no means static; they develop over time through 
recurring interactions. A relationship between two actors is a mutual 
orientation towards each other and in general a mutual understanding of 

5 In the ANT terminology, the notion of actant is used to refer to anything that 
acts. For the purpose of this thesis, I will use the notion of actor when I refer to 
anything that acts. I believe that the idea of IS as actors has been discussed in IS 
research and therefore my use of this notion should be understood as such. 
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facts, of artifacts or of whatever issue that is negotiated between them which 
comes to a convergence. It is this negotiated order that facilitates coordi
nated action and it will also, after some time and through repeated inter
actions, become institutionalized. 

The actor-network model does not distinguish a priori between content 
and context or good and bad. The starting point is rather that it is impossi
ble in advance to decide whether new technology will be a success or a fail
ure (Latour, 1987: 258). What is crucial to the result is whether the actors 
participating in the process of design and use of an IS manage to build a 
stable actor-network around the new IS (Latour, 1996b). Thus, the actors 
build an actor-network that consists of a number of different elements that, 
when taken together, hold the IS in place. The actor-network may consist of 
different elements. The elements may be technical, economic, personal, 
social, legal, or cultural. In this way the content of new IS are formed at the 
same time as the context is established into which new IS fit. When the 
network has been established around a new IS, this IS becomes stabilized in 
relation to notions about what the possibilities and consequences of such an 
IS are. At this stage Latour claims that the IS have become a "black box". 
When IS are not black-boxed this is due to the fact that the actors did not 
succeed in building up a sufficiently solid and comprehensive network to be 
able to keep the different elements in place. 

In order to understand the design and use of IS as a process—a social 
process involving relations and negotiations, where the IS can be analyzed as 
a non-human actor—design as well as use of IS should be included in the 
study. ANT provides a framework that is focused on IS as social production 
as well as a social product. IS do not only work on society, but are the work 
of society (c.f. Latour, 1987). IS are also socially constructed as the 
"outcome" or effect of various social processes. 

The actor-network approach perceives actors as involved in attempts to 
promote their own contributions and turn them into black boxes—that is, 
into knowledge, which is accepted and used on a regular basis as a matter of 
fact. Actors are involved in what Latour calls "trials of strength" (Latour, 
1987: 74) in which they try to convince colleagues and outsiders that their 
contributions are valid and useful. A successful trial means that an ongoing 
concern has incorporated the contribution into its institutional set of 
practices. In order to succeed in trials of strength, actors, who compete 
among themselves, have to align various "allies" in order to strengthen their 
cases and make them more defensible. An ally is anything that bears upon 
the strength of the contribution in question—including, of course, other 
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actors who support the contribution. "Facts" are also allies, but in order to 
use them in support of certain arguments, the actors who recruit them must 
convince their colleagues that the facts are indeed facts. All these 
allies—facts, people, money, theories, instruments, machines, practices, 
organizations, and so forth—constitute a network which upholds and 
ratifies each element of itself. 

Purpose, Research Questions, and Importance of 
Research 

IS and organizations are inextricably intertwined. There is a reciprocal 
relationship between IS and the organizations using IS, each shaping the 
other. But in order to understand how IS and organizations are entangled 
with each other, we have to uncover the complexity of their relationship. 
The purpose of this thesis is to create better understanding of the design and 
use of IS in an organizational context. However, any understanding that is 
gained at the organizational level has implications for other levels o f this 
study, such as the individual and the societal. 

In order to fulfill the purpose of this study, I will present an exami
nation of the design and use of a new IS in the municipal organization of 
Umeå. Such an analysis cannot dissociate itself from the role of technology 
in the transformation of society and the conflicts and social problems that 
emanate from general societal change. It is therefore important to demon
strate the significance of IS in the changing relationships between the indi
vidual and society at large. Thus, in generating better understanding of the 
design and use of IS in public organizations such as the municipality of 
Umeå, I also take into consideration the ongoing changes in public organi
zations. 

For several reasons it is important to create a better understanding of 
the design and the use of IS in an organizational context. First, an under
standing of these processes might help IS designers to create better IS. Con
sidering that the resources demanded by the host organizations can be 
enormous, this should clearly be of interest. Whether the efforts to make 
change reaches their goals or not, vast amounts of resources are usually 
demanded. Moreover, besides the frequent high costs for IS, the efforts to 
change IS sometimes ends up in failure (see e.g. , Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 
1987; Sauer, 1993). A better understanding of the design and use of IS in 
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an organizational context potentially can inform IS designers in why and 
how the waste becomes so enormous. 

Second, an understanding of these processes may be of interest for 
other organizational members other than IS designers. Since new IS often 
affect the organization as a whole, and thus affect many organizational 
members with different professional roles, it is important for these organi
zational members to be aware of how they can become affected by new IS. 
By being aware of this, they can also become aware of how they can work 
actively to adjust the IS to their own interests. 

Third, an understanding of these processes might be of interest not 
only for those working in a organization that is affected by new IS, but also 
for those who come in contact with these organizations. Clearly, new IS are 
important for organizations in their activities and for the quality of the 
products and/or services produced. This is especially important for public 
organizations that produce services for the public interest. Indeed, the good 
and bad social aspects of computerization are often reported as far reaching6. 
Thus, the understanding of IS is of central importance in contemporary life. 
The study of IS in public organizations, then, has immediate political rele
vance. 

The pervasive role of IS in organizations and society—the diffusion of 
IS and the increasing dependency on them in everyday life—articulates a 
need for placing and understanding IS in a wider context. However, much 
of the current research has a narrow scope of inquiry, leaving out organi
zational and societal issues7. But if new IS really are revolutionary, we need 
to take a step back and reflect on how they are being designed and used. 

The purpose of this thesis, thus, is t o create better understanding of the 
design and use of IS in an organizational context. In doing this, I focus on 
negotiations among actors, negotiations that are translated into techno
logical form. More specifically, my study of an IS project in the municipal 
organization of Umeå also touches upon the following research questions: 

6 See Kling (1996) for a comprehensive compilation of articles on the far-reaching 
and diverse social aspects of computerization. 
7 Clearly, the notion of organization within IS research is not as rich and complex 
as it is within organization theory. In fact, within IS research the notion of 
organization is often similar to the common-sense notion of the organization held 
by practitioners (see e.g., Henfridsson, Holmström & Söderholm, 1997a). Indeed, 
new approaches are needed in order to establish a richer research community 
(Stolterman, 1995). 
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How are IS adapted to organizations? How do IS support organizational 
change? How do IS support decision-making? 

The relation between organizational activities and the IS used to 
support them is indeed complex. A classic debate in systems design literature 
is whether the new IS should support existing or future activities in an 
organization. Certainly, many argue that new IS contribute to the creation 
of new organizations and new organizational activities (Baskerville et al.y  

1992; Mackenzie, 1986; Powell, 1987; Toffler, 1985). But while organi
zational activities often are reported to change due to new IS (Kallinikos, 
1996; Zuboff, 1988), the focus for this thesis lies in the mutual shaping of 
IS and organizations. 

Indeed, the complexities of IS and organizational transformations 
requires well thought out theories to better grasp the role and meaning of IS 
in organizational activities. The logic o f determination underlies most IS 
research. This idea maintains that one variable accounts for or determines 
variations in another variable (Boudreau & Robey, 1996: 43). By contrast, 
theories that employ a logic of opposition expla ins organizational change by 
focusing on forces in opposition that promote and oppose social change 
(Robey & Bourdeau: 1999: 4). I agree that we need to make use of theories 
that employ a logic of opposition in IS research in order to make sense of 
the interplay between IS and organizations (c.f. Robey, 1997; Robey & 
Boudreau, 1999). In this study, the ANT is used because it is well equipped 
to make sense of the interplay between IS and organizations. ANT is also a 
methodology that rests on the idea that technological innovation, and the 
strategies that shape it, may be described in a network vocabulary. The net
work vocabulary emphasizes the interrelated and heterogeneous character of 
its components, whether they are social or technological. 

In order to make sense of how IS are adapted in the municipal organi
zation of Umeå, and how IS support organizational transformation, I 
"followed the actors" (Latour, 1987) so as to actually see how they used and 
understood their IS. In order to make sense of how IS support decision
making, I used Bladder's et al., (1993: 1017) recommendation that research 
on knowledge work should be focused on what people do, rather on what 
they know. This suggests that peoples' work practices should be analyzed by 
focusing on situated actions in a particular setting (Suchman, 1987). 
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Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter 1 begins with a discussion of the role and meaning of IS in 

contemporary society and, in particular, in organizations. The purpose of 
this thesis is to create better understanding of the design and use of IS in an 
organizational context. This is f ollowed by three research questions: How 
are IS adapted to organizations? How do IS support organizational change? 
How do IS support decision-making? 

This sets the scene for the discussion of the relationship between IS and 
organizations in Chapter 2. The lack of focus on the relationship between IS 
and organizations within current IS research is discussed, and current 
studies within IS research are criticized for a lack of a theoretical grounding. 
The chapter concludes that in order to cope with contradictions in IS and 
organizational change, theories that employ a logic of opposition should be 
used. 

In Chapter 3, ANT is put forward as an approach that better deals with 
socio-technical issues. In the actor-network view, the design and use of IS in 
an organizational context can only be understood when focusing on the 
interactions among key actors, where humans as well as non-humans are 
included. IS emerge out of this interaction. The argument here is that there 
is not one dominant logic that defines IS, but rather IS should be seen as 
negotiated and as having a potential of being socially transformative. 
Central concepts in the actor-network vocabulary, such as i nscription and 
translation, are introduced. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to a presentation and discussion of research 
methodology. The case study design is presented along with the arguments 
rationalizing the methodological choices. The chapter also includes a 
presentation of how the study was conducted and a critical discussion on the 
methods used for data collection, interpretation, and analysis. While 
Chapter 5 contains a detailed presentation of the design and use of a new IS 
in the municipal organization of Umeå, this is further analyzed in chapter 6. 
Chapter 7 concludes with a discussion on the findings of the study. 
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2. Delineating the Relationship Between 
Information Systems and Organizations 

The purpose of the discussion in this chapter is to explore some of the 
basic concepts and approaches related to IS and organizations. More specifi
cally, conventional thinking on IS and organizations is p resented and criti
cized. It is argued that organizational issues are largely bracketed in conven
tional thinking, and that more thorough theoretical frameworks are 
necessary for practical application and theoretical reflection. In order to 
better understand the complexities and contradictions involved in IS and 
organizational transformation, more theoretically informed approaches are 
explored. A basic assumption is that both social and technical elements must 
be included in the analysis in order to grasp the complexities and contra
dictions involved in IS and organizational transformation. The chapter con
cludes that the ANT allows us to cope with the contradictions in IS and 
organizational transformation. 

Traditions and Trends in Information Systems Research 
Like all other disciplines, IS research has its trends and traditions. 

Indeed, IS/IT as objects of study are associated with many trends. However, 
IS research is still a young discipline and is yet to develop clear-cut tra
ditions. But the diversity of the field and its lack of clear research traditions 
can be seen as an opportunity rather than a problem. Because of this, it is 
possible to interpret the role of IS in a social context in new ways. 

In trying to give an account of the developments in Scandinavian IS 
research, Bansler (1989) divides Scandinavian research in systems develop
ment into three major traditions: the systems theoretical tradition, the 
socio-technical tradition, and the critical tradition. 

Table 1 illustrates how, for instance, the knowledge-interest of a 
systems theoretical tradition works with profit maximizing: actors adopt a 
harmony perspective in the sense that a common interest is assumed to exist 
in capital/labor relations. In contrast, the critical tradition assumes 
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capital/labor relations to be in conflict, and also asymmetrical since the 
workforce is assumed to be oppressed. Thus, industrial democracy is the 
main concern for the critical tradition (see e.g., Ehn, 1988). 

Characteristic for both the systems theoretical tradition and the critical 
tradition is that they adopt a perspective on IS in a context based on the 
interest of a certain stakeholder. While the systems theoretical tradition 
adopts a management view on IS and assumes that there is no conflict 
between this view and others, the critical tradition adopts the view of the 
user. 

Systems 
theoretical tra
dition 

Socio-technical 
tradition 

Critical tradition 

Knowledge 
interest 

Profit maximizing Job satisfaction, 
participation 

Industrial 
democracy 

Notion of the 
organization 

Cybernetic system Socio-technical 
system 

Framework for 
conflicts 

Notion of the 
labor force 

Objects (systems 
components) 

Subjects 
(individuals) 

Subjects (groups) 

Notion of capital 
/labor relations 

Common 
interests 

Common 
interests 

Opposing 
interests 

Table 1: Three theoretical schools (Bansler, 1989: 5). 

This client-oriented approach that is so apparent within Scandinavian 
IS research has recently been criticized, based on the idea that IS research 
needs to broaden its view as a whole (Henfridsson, Holmström & 
Söderholm, 1997a; Henfridsson, Holmström & Söderholm, 1997b; 
Stolterman, 1995). This is especially important in a time when IT are por
trayed as defining forces for our society. There are three trends here that are 
important in the discourse on IS/IT. Even though these trends are yet to 
become traditions in the sense Bansler talks of traditions, they are important 
to consider and probably these trends will be reflected in future traditions in 
IS research. The three main trends are as follows: (1) the increasingly per
vasive roles of IS/IT in organizational and social change; (2) new manage
ment ideas concerning how to best manage IS/IT in organizations; (3) new 
and more theory-informed approaches in IS research. 

First, I think it is important to consider how the increasingly pervasive 
roles of IS/IT has resulted in a turbulent period where technology plays a 
central role in organizational as well as social change (see e.g., Castells, 
1996). Increasingly, individuals are forced to handle large amounts of 
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changing information in order to live a stable and controlled life. As 
Bauman states: "modern society is a site of mediated action. Few, if any 
daily and mundane tasks may be accomplished without the assistance of 
supra-individual—specialized—knowledge, that may either come wrapped 
into a tool or a black-box type gadget, or be delivered in a verbalized form 
of spoken or printed briefing" (Bauman, 1991: 210). Giddens contends that 
the fundamental question of social theory, the 'problem of order', is to 
"explicate how the limitations of individual 'presence' are transcended by 
the 'stretching' of social relations across time and space" (Giddens, 1984: 
35). This cannot be achieved, however, without considering new IS/IT, and 
the ways in which IS/IT play a part in societal and organizational change 
processes. 

The information society, we are told, distinguishes itself from the agri
cultural or industrial society in that the largest portion of an information 
society's workforce is in the service sector of the economy (Bell, 1973). This 
new economic system relies on knowledge work, the production of infor
mation and knowledge. At the core of this new society is the new IT that 
support knowledge work (Pentland, 1995; Stein & Zwass, 1995). 

As Castells (1996) notes: 

In the new, informational mode of development the source of productivity 
lies in the technology of knowledge generation, information processing, and 
symbol communication. To be sure, knowledge and information are critical 
elements in all modes of development, since the process of production is 
always based on some level of knowledge and in the processing of infor
mation. However, what is specific to the informational mode of develop
ment is the action of knowledge upon knowledge itself as the main source of 
productivity. (Castells, 1996: 17). 

This new era brings with it a new paradigm of growth, one in which 
the intangible commodity of knowledge facilitates economic growth (Bell, 
1973). The current information-based economy focuses on the dissemina
tion ofinformation and the creation of knowledge (Beck, 1992). In order to 
thrive in this era, corporations must focus on the production, acquisition, 
growth, and application of knowledge (Drucker, 1993; Nonaka, Takeuchi 
& Umemto 1996). 

This new paradigm does not only exist on the societal level and on the 
industrial level, it also exists on the organizational level. Thus, many authors 
have discussed the value of knowledge creation and the need to build 
organizations that allow for the creation of knowledge (Argyris & Schön, 
1978; Nonaka, 1994; Senge, 1990). Research on learning organizations has 
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received much attention recently. The learning organization literature tries 
to answer the question "How do organizations learn about their environ
ments?" (Daft & Huber, 1987: 5). To answer this question the literature 
discusses ways that an organization can acquire and distribute data and 
interpret and share the meaning of information (Daft & Huber, 1987). A 
learning organization is a place "where people continually expand their 
capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive 
patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and 
where people are continually learning how to learn together" (Senge, 1990: 
1). For an organization to be a learning organization it must not only create 
knowledge but also modify its behavior to reflect the new knowledge and 
insights. 

It is clear that new IS/IT are understood as a c entral force in organiza
tional and societal change. There is much effort devoted to increasing our 
understanding of how the new technology affects our lives and how we best 
can live with new technology. I believe that it is important that IS research 
account for the trend concerning the increasingly pervasive role of IS/IT in 
organizational and social change. 

Second, I consider it is an important trend to look at how new 
management ideas can best manage IS/IT in organizations. Indeed, new 
technologies are often related to increased flexibility for the host organi
zation. In current management approaches IS are predominantly under
stood as having a support role to core activities. However, it has been 
suggested that IS must be understood as a core activity for organizations 
because IS are intertwined with all activities in the organization (Broadbent 
& Weill, 1997). In such an approach, we find a situation where manage
ment ideas are focused more on reducing uncertainty than on encouraging 
adaptability8. This has been criticized, and it has been argued that tradi
tional management ideas do not fit contemporary organizations. Rather, 
instead of stronger management we should turn to "releasement" as 
management ideal (Ciborra & Hanseth, 1998a). Releasement has to do with 
a management ideal that is not concerned with "top-down" management, 
but rather with ecouraging local initiatives and letting go of control. 
Moreover, in this view the installed base (the pre-existing technological 

8 This management idea is also inherent in the kan-ban (or "just-in-time") system 
(see Womack, 1991), which—due to its focus on rationalization rather than 
encouraging adaptability—has been considered as a extention to "Fordism" and the 
core ideas behind mass production (Castells, 1996: 158). 
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infrastructure) is seen as a powerful actor that cannot be controlled. 
However, designers do have an influence over its future influence but this 
influence has more to do with cultivation than control. 

Much of the academic and practitioner literature have portrayed IS as a 
determinate force for knowledgeable managers to transform their organiza
tions. Deliberate change to IS in organizations has come to be viewed as the 
strategic means to direct changes to an organization. However, this is more 
than often contradicted by practical experiences of adapting IS in organiza
tions (Orlikowski, 1993) and also by social theories that hold that organiza
tions will change only slowly and also indeterminately. Indeed, the 
increasing enthusiasm concerning the promises from the new technology is 
dampened by a disconcertingly high failure rate. While many efforts to 
change fail to reach the goals set up for the process, other efforts fail to pro
duce any results at all in terms of new IS. 

Most efforts to change demand enormous amounts of resources from 
their host organizations. A 1994 survey in the USA showed how only 16% 
of the IS projects came in on time and on budget. Moreover, 31% of the 
projects failed to show any products at all in terms of IS applications. The 
total cost due to waste and failures concerning IS projects were estimated to 
be 81 billion dollars (Cafasso, 1994). Presently, IS cost US firms nearly one-
half of their annual capital expenditures and IS increasingly affects how 
firms organize, do business, and compete (Keen, 1991). The cost of IS has 
exploded, which has resulted in enormous investments in IS applications, 
investments that also have stimulated increasingly complex organizational 
changes. Clearly, IS are becoming increasingly central to organizational life 
and are having an impact on all industries and at all levels of organizations 
(Benjamin & Levinson, 1993). 

No wonder then that there is a seemingly endless stream of books, 
management courses, and methods promising to give answers for how to 
succeed in managing IS as a resource in organizations. These resources 
generally provide normative prescriptions on how to put IS to better use in 
an organization. Indeed, management gurus and IS researchers alike often 
portray IS as a key to successful change for modern organizations. The 
successful adaptation of IS has been seen as a strategic opportunity for 
directing organizational change (see e.g., Brynjolfsson, 1993; Malone et al., 
1987; Rockart, 1988; Short & Venkatraman, 1992, Venkatraman et ai, 
1993). Clearly, IS have the capacity to enable change in various ways: the 
ways in which organizational work is executed (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994); 
the effectiveness and efficiency of an organization (Fiedler et al., 1995); the 
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possibilities for collaboration and control (Zuboff, 1988); the knowledge 
demanded for the execution of various tasks (Ehn, 1988); and the organiza
tional and occupational structure of work (Barley, 1986; Kling & Iacono, 
1984; Orlikowski, 1996). 

However, even if it is often assumed that IS have the capacity to enable 
changes in an organization, characterizations of IS and organizational activi
ties are diverse in the research community. There are those who emphasize 
the importance of strong management and of flexible organizations in order 
to achieve change (Bashein et al., 1994; Benjamin & Levinson, 1993). 
Other researchers have emphasized the importance of structural fitness 
(Barley, 1990) or technical fitness (Earl et al., 1995) while others still have 
emphasized the social interaction and political issues involved in the process 
of organizational (Kling & Iacono, 1989). 

The recent boom in methods or guidelines for better managing IS in 
organizations reflects a general recognition that IS are becoming increasingly 
more important in contemporary organizations. However, the reports on 
failure rates indicate that IS and organizations are far more complex than 
these methods and guidelines suggests. Thus, I believe that it is important 
that IS research devotes some effort to discuss how to best manage IS/IT in 
organizations. 

Third, I see it as an important trend to examine the new and more 
theory-informed approaches in IS research. I suggest that considering the 
increased importance of IS/IT in organizations and society, a theory-
informed understanding of IS is to be preferred over "common-sense" inter
pretations of IS. Therefore, the increase in theory-informed approaches is 
welcome. But there is much to be done in this area. For instance, in a review 
of all articles published in the Scandinavian Journal ofinformation Systems 
(SJIS) since 1989, it was found that out of a total of 53 articles, 18 were 
found to address IS and organization as an object of study. But the concepts 
used to name and frame the objects of a study—whether they were 
empirical or conceptual—were used in a common-sense way. Clearly, 
organizational issues can be framed and defined in a wide variety of ways, 
but in the case of the articles in the SJIS, they were framed in a common-
sense way rather than based on a theoretical understanding of the objects of 
study. Thus, instead of being used as a theoretical concept, the notion of 
organization is inflated through overuse (Henfridsson, Holmström & 
Söderholm, 1997a). 

It was found in the review that a common way of understanding 
organizational structure is as "locality", i.e. as a "place" where things 
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happen. Organizational behavior is often equated with "work", which 
perhaps is not surprising, considering the user-oriented tradition in Scandi
navian IS research. The understanding of organizations reflected in organi
zational structure as locality and organizational behavior as work is far f rom 
theoretically grounded. On the contrary, they are rather very common sense 
oriented. Clearly, the common-sense understanding of organization found 
in the main body of Scandinavian IS research is relevant, in the sense that it 
is directly related to the common sense of practice. But while practitioner-
oriented research is r elevant, theoretically grounded approaches are equally 
relevant since they contribute to the development of theories on IS in 
organizations. Thus, based on the findings in the review, the authors 
recommend—as a complement to the existing body of IS research—a more 
extensive use of social and organizational theories. 

In a reply to the article, Kautz (1997) believes that this argument 
stands on a weak basis, since IS researchers are very much aware of the 
theories advocated in the article. This could be a matter of debate in itself, 
but the point with the argument was that organizational theories were not 
used by IS researchers. They might be aware of, or informed by, these 
theories, but still the theories are not used. In fact, if IS researchers are 
informed by organizational theories, but still choose not to use them, the 
question of why organization theories are not used becomes even more inter
esting (Henfridsson, Holmström & Söderholm, 1997b). 

A central question here is how to conceive of the relationship between 
IS and social context. This question belongs to the more encompassing 
sociological question of how to move simultaneously on the levels of social 
action and social structure (Beck, 1992). It involves in a very direct way the 
issue of action versus structure, and of the intention of the agent versus 
external constraints. 

While the state of IS research have been classified as a "fragmented 
adhocracy" (Banville & Landry, 1989), and diversity and pluralism seems to 
be the order of the day (Hirschheim, Klein & Lyytinen, 1996), there is a 
growing maturity in the field today. Diversity and immaturity do not stand 
in conflict with each other. IS research is characterized by diverse but well-
defined paradigms. For instance, interpretive IS research is becoming more 
and more well defined, and there is an ongoing discussion on what the 
character of interpretive IS research is (see Klein & Myers, 1999). Thus, the 
maturity can be found in rather well defined paradigms. I see pluralism as 
fruitful, but I also argue for more theory-informed interpretations of IS. 
When discussing the interplay between IS and organizations, I find it as 
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important to make a distinction between ways of conceptualizing the 
relationship between IS and organizations. To me, some conceptualizations 
contribute to the maturity in the field, and some do not. 

Professional IS researchers and designers, however, often tend to equate 
IS with technical elements, the physical or material system of the functional 
parts. This conception omits the social and organizational complexity, and 
if applied unreflectively, we end up with a view of IS as merely a neutral 
tool. But there is no such thing as technology 'in itself. I agree with the 
view expressed by Lee (1999) in his definition of Management Information 
Systems: 

...because no technology implements itself, there is more to MIS than just 
information technology. In a sense, an information system is an 
instantiation of information technology, where the same information 
technology can be instantiated in different ways. One dimension of MIS, 
therefore, is that it involves not just information technology, but also its 
instantiation. (Lee, 1999: 7, italics original). 

Lee makes the distinction between intellectual technology and 
industrial technology. Intellectual technology, Lee argues, has functionalities 
that are not fixed at the outset, but rather ambiguous and re-negotiated in 
practice: 

Information technology is an intellectual technology. In the process of its 
instantiation into one or another information system, a given set of infor
mation technology becomes subject to the shaping influence of the intellects 
of its implementers and users, who can end up creating an information 
system that the inventors of the supporting information technology never 
had in mind. (Lee, 1999: 8). 

I agree with Lee, as his definition of IS involves not just information 
technology, but also its instantiation9. In this instantiation, Lee describes 
how information technology becomes subject to the shaping influence of 
the intellects of its users. Lee's definition opens up the possibility for 
researchers to pay attention to the logic of opposition between IS and 
organizations—the processes of mutual shaping. As Lee points out, the same 
information technology can be instantiated in different ways, something we 
have seen examples of (Barley, 1986). 

9 I prefer IS before MIS, since I believe that talking of Management Information 
Systems directs unnecessary focus on management as a specific organizational 
group, or management tasks as specific organizational tasks. To me, IS are open to 
more organizational members and to more organizational tasks. 
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To sum up, even though IS research can be criticized for failing to 
accumulate consistent research findings and for neglecting to build coherent 
frameworks (Markus & Robey, 1988), there is a growing interest in 
developing the underlying theories of IS and organizational transformation. 
In particular, there is an interest in theories that employ a logic of 
opposition, thus coping with contradictions in IS and organizational trans
formation. Clearly, it is important for IS researchers to reflect on and make 
use of theoretical advances in other disciplines (Robey & Zmud, 1992); 
however, some recent efforts in IS research—a number of theory-informed 
approaches that employs a logic of opposition to the relation between IS 
and organizations—indicate a certain degree of maturity in the field. By 
contrast, other recent trends in the field—as they are expressed in many new 
management approaches—employ a logic of determination. This refers to 
the idea that one variable accounts for or determines variations in another 
variable (Boudreau & Robey, 1996: 43). Indeed, a challenge for a researcher 
who tries to make sense out of how IS and organizations mutually shape 
each other, seems to be how to deal with IS and organizations as opposing 
forces. 

Information Systems and Decision Making 
The value of information lies largely in how it affects choices made. 

Not surprisingly perhaps, the value of IS has also been related to the ways in 
which the use of IS affect organizational choices. Efforts in managing 
information are largely driven by an ambition to improve decisions 
(Feldman & March, 1981). But does the process of decision making 
necessarily benefit from having more information available? This idea can 
certainly be questioned: 

The gathering of information provides a ritualistic assurance that appro
priate attitudes about decision making exist. Within such scenario of per
formance, information is not simply a basis for action. It is a representation 
of competence and a reaffirmation of social virtue. Command of informa
tion and information sources enhances perceived competence and inspires 
confidence. The belief that more information characterizes better decisions 
engenders a belief that having information, in itself, is good and that a 
person or organization with more information is better than a person or 
organization with less. (Feldman & March, 1981: 177-178). 

The idea that "more information is better" has been central in the 
developments in decision support systems. The debate would benefit from 
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focusing on what kind of information should be available, rather than how 
much. In order to make decisions, decision makers need a great deal of 
contextual knowledge, which can be details about the historical, social, 
political, and economic issues surrounding the organization. To be sure, 
even if IS have a potential role to play in this context, most efforts indicate 
that the view of decision making underlying most decision support systems 
have been insufficient. 

March (1994: 3) points at the following questions to keep in mind 
when studying actual decision-making: What determines which alternatives 
are considered? What determines the expectations about consequences? 
How are decision-makers' preferences created and evoked? What is the 
decision rule that is used? 

By far the most common portrayal of decision making is one that 
interprets action as rational choice. Rationality is defined as a particular class 
of procedures for making choices (March, 1994: 2). A rational procedure 
may or may not lead to good outcomes, but there is a widely shared belief 
that a process well controlled will lead to a good product. The conviction 
that a good outcome will follow if decision-makers follow a certain process 
underlies much of the normative literature on decision making (for a 
discussion, see March, 1994). In recent years, ideas of limited—or 
bounded—rationality have become integrated into theories of rational 
choice. A core idea is that even though decision-makers try to be rational, 
their actions are often less than completely rational because of practical 
constraints such as limited cognitive capabilities and incomplete 
information. 

Much effort in decision support systems has been directed at dealing 
with these problems by means of new IS. The idea that good outcomes will 
follow from a rational decision-making process has been an assumption 
behind much effort in decision support systems. 

The Powerplay application is an EIS (executive information system) 
aimed at providing executives with easy access to relevant information, both 
external and internal. An executive information system is "a computer based 
information system used for providing executives with information. The 
users are executives themselves and/or information providers to executives" 
(Mårtensson & Mähring, 1992: 4). 
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In describing the characteristics of EIS, Watson et al.y (1991: 14) argue 
that most EIS 

• are tailored to individual executive users; 
• extract, filter, compress, and track critical data; 
• provide online status access, trend analysis, exception reporting, and 

"drill-down"; 
• access and integrate a broad range of internal and external data; 
• are user-friendly and require minimal or no training to use; 
• are used directly by executives without intermediaries; 
• present graphical, tabular, and/or textual information. 

An EIS can be used for monitoring market developments and internal 
processes in the organization. An EIS can also be used for spotting trends 
and "what-if' analyses (Vandenbosch & Huff, 1997). 

Failures in EIS projects are common, and among the reasons for fail
ure, the following are common in the EIS literature: generation gap 
(executives are not used to computers since computers weren't used when 
executives started their careers); the nature of executive work (complex and 
in parts highly intuitive, and thus difficult to support); and problems with 
user friendly technology (Watson, 1990; Young & Watson, 1995). 

An important precondition for the successful use of new IT is a 
"champion" for the technology (Beath, 1991; Reich & Benbasat, 1990). IT 
champions are managers who actively promote their vision of IT use. They 
push the project past normal barriers in order to realize the vision. Central 
to the idea of IT champions is the notion of champion resources, which 
consists of three separate entities: information, material resources, and 
political support (Beath, 1991: 356). 

First, champions can be understood as bearers of information necessary 
for change, in a situation where the potential role of the technology is not 
well understood. Such information includes not only the potential role of 
technology, but also what effort it might take to realize this potential. 
Second, champions need resources to realize their vision of IT use. Such 
resources include, for example, access to technical experts. Third, champions 
need certain political support in order to bring about change. It has been 
observed that commitment from an executive sponsor is crucial (Rockart & 
DeLong, 1988). This person is typically the president or vice president of 
the organization. The executive sponsor usually assigns an operating sponsor 
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to manage day-to day development of the EIS, which includes working with 
executives, IS personnel, and vendors (Watson et al., 1991). 

To sum up, when it comes to the role of IS in decision making, much 
effort in the area has had to do with making more information available for 
decision makers, with an implicit assumption that the decision would 
benefit from this. This is well in line with an assumption widely spread in 
decision making theory: that the product of decision making, the decisions, 
will become better if only the process of decision-making would be more 
rational and more informed. The debate concerning the role of IS in 
decision making would benefit from focusing on what kind of information 
should be available, rather than how much. 

Information Systems and Organizational Change: 
Making Sense of Contradictions 

Much of the IS literature operates with a simplified model in which IS 
development follows strategic plans which are aligned with business 
strategies in a one-directional, top-down way. Business strategy determines 
the technology strategy, which guides actual development with very little 
bottom-up feedback (see B roadbent & Weill, 1997). Such reliance on the 
planned aspects of the design and use of IS reflects a managerial bias that 
neglects improvised and emergent aspects that tend to occur in real-life 
projects. Conceptual frameworks that cannot account for all aspects of 
development processes—planned, improvised, and emergent—are signifi
cantly limited. The purpose of this thesis is to create a better understanding 
of the design and use of IS in an organizational context. If we understand 
the characteristics of this development, we will have a better chance of 
developing approaches to better guide the development process of IS and 
their inclusion into a wider context. 

It is central that the theories used in IS research can make sense of 
empirical findings that at first might seem contradictory. In the next 
section, I will address two central contradictions in IS and organizational 
change: that IS can enable as well as disable organizational change and that 
organizational change can be anticipated as well as opportunity-based. 
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IS as Enabling and Inhibiting Organizational Change 
New IS are very often pictured as having enabling and revolutionary 

effects on organizations and society10. For instance, Krantzberg claims that 
the information age "has indeed revolutionized the technical elements of 
industrial society" (Krantzberg, 1985: 42). Concerning technology's societal 
effects, he claims: "While it might be evolutionary, in the sense that all 
changes and benefits will not appear overnight, it will be revolutionary in its 
effects upon our society" (Krantzberg, 1985: 52). 

Until the mid-1980s, the chief attribute of new IS were seen as lying in 
its ability to automate existing procedures. The main benefit in using new 
IS were the possibilities to do the same things faster and cheaper than when 
the same tasks were undertaken manually. In business activities, its use lied 
in automating existing procedures, an approach that naturally left the 
business itself unchanged (Sauer & Yetton, 1997: 4). 

The picture has changed, however, and today organizations often look 
beyond automating existing procedures. As Sauer and Yetton notes: 

As companies have gained experience with the technology, they have 
discovered that IT's capabilities extend well beyond mere automation. In 
fact, automation has proved to be something of a Trojan horse. It conceals 
more potent capabilities. As Zuboff (1988) has remarked, IT has the 
capacity to informate processes—that is, in automating information flows IT 
permits the capture and analysis of data that can be used to refine, improve, 
and redesign the basic business process underlying the automated system. 
The potential to inform IT can lead a corporation to review and reform the 
way it conducts its business. Thus, in its strategic role IT enables the corpo
ration to change the way it competes so as to significantly improve bottom-
line performance. (Sauer & Yetton, 1997: 4-5, italics original). 

The enabling roles of IS/IT are especially articulated in approaches 
such as strategic alignment and business process reengineering (BPR). In the 
expected benefits from new IS, the solution has often been pictured as 
"more of the same"; more technologies and also stronger management of the 
new technologies: 

One reason Information Technology investments have not translated into 
higher productivity is that they have primarily served to automate existing 
tasks. They often automate inefficient ways of doing things. Realizing the 
potential of Information Technology requires substantial re-organization. 

10 Among those who subscribe to such a view, we find Forester (1985); 
Negroponte (1995). 
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The ability to re-organize tasks as they become automated rests largely on 
the availability of a coherent infrastructure, i.e. a flexible network to inter
connect the various computer-based business activities. (Bar & Borrus, 
1993: 6). 

It is often argued that technological development is t he main cause of 
organizational change and that IS are enabling revolutionary changes in 
organizational structure as wel l as i n organizational behavior11. The tradi
tional view of the business organization with clear boundaries, limited rela
tionships with other organizations, and a focus on internal efficiency and 
effectiveness has been reported to be no longer adequate. Today's organiza
tional boundaries are blurring partnerships with clients and competitors 
with allies. Furthermore, quality and efficiency issues extend well beyond 
the traditional enterprise boundary. The major strategic successes involving 
IS in the last two decades have entailed a redesign of inter-organizational 
relations (Davenport, 1995; Hammer & Champy, 1993). 

Thus, it has been reported that the role of IS in organizational change 
processes can be a revolutionary one. The effective use of IS, it has been 
said, is both an element of a competitive strategy and often a core compe
tency required in the emerging competitive arena. In examples of organiza
tions that have made use of information technology to build and sustain 
new relationships with suppliers or customers and achieve significant 
competitive advantage, a common theme is the use of IS is directed to 
improve the coordination activities across organizations that are critical to 
developing and delivering products and services to a market. 

Central to the revolutionary view of IS is an understanding of IS as an 
enabler for the organization to change and re-direct its efforts. Morton 
provides us with an example of such an understanding: 

...information technology is a critical enabler of the re-creation (redirection) 
of organisations. This is true because it permits the distribution of power, 
function and control to wherever they are most effective, given the missions 
and objectives of the organisation and the culture it enjoys. (Morton, 1991: 
17). 

Morton offers an understanding of IS as an enabler for the organiza
tion. It is clear that this position is supported by many others in IS and 
organization research. Organizational boundaries, culture, practices, and 

11 For a discussion on the history of technological revolutions, see Krantzberg and 
Pursell (1967). 
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procedures, for instance, may be transformed by adapting IS. Organiza
tional structure may be profoundly impacted and threatened: division of 
labor, conflict resolution, coordination mechanisms, accountability, 
authorities, and identities. 

IS can potentially reinforce as well as re invent organizational structure. 
Indeed, IS have been reported to change institutional patterns and reinvent 
organizational structures in a fundamental way. A major principle of the 
reinvention movement is to create an organization that will "work better 
and cost less." A concomitant of that is t o do more with fewer people, less 
money, and less overhead. The challenge, as it is o ften perceived, is to be 
able to reduce staffing while maintaining a high quality work force and 
assuring an increase in effectiveness in the delivery of products and services. 

Benjamin and Levinson (1993) emphasize that for IT-based change to 
be effective, technology, business processes, and organization need to be 
adapted to each other. Planning and coordinating work becomes 
instantaneous; the organization acts ahead of technological advances by 
knowing "what they are going to do with technology before it becomes avail
able" (Hammer & Champy, 1993: 100, italics original). 

Some empirical findings suggest that the role of IS is not always that of 
an enabler of organizational transformation with revolutionary organiza
tional transformation as a consequence. Indeed, when talking of IS and 
related organizational changes as "incremental change," it is sometimes 
suggested that IS reinforce, rather than reinvent, organizational structure. 
Thus, IS lead only to very small changes in organizational structure as well 
as in organizational behavior. For instance, Kling maintains that in the 
process of integrating IS and working practices, where IS designs should be 
thought of as the design of the work situation of which the technology 
becomes an intertwined part (Kling 1996: 278ff), organizations can, in most 
cases, only be changed incrementally. 

A good example on how IS can reinforce rather than reinvent organi
zational structure, is provided in a study of EIS adaptation in a major 
Swedish organization. It deals with the difficulties in persuading employees 
to use new tools, especially IS, in their work. This study showed how the 
refusal of IS in an organization can maintain and strengthen the status quo 
in the organizational structure. The study highlights the prevalence of orga
nizational structure, and it reports that in highly institutionalized organiza
tions, a technology that reinforces the existing structure is likely to be 
adapted whereas technologies that threaten this structure will meet heavy 
resistance (Holmström, 1999). Moreover, empirical findings also suggest 
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that IS, rather than being an enabler of organizational change, can disable 
an organization's ability to change. This is noted by Lucas and Olson 
(1994), who point at how IS constrain organizational flexibility by 
embedding routines into new IS, routines that are not changed overnight. 

Similarly, Gill (1995) notes how an organization that introduced new 
IS in order to remove middle management, also removed its ability to per
ceive environmental changes. Thus, the new IS inhibited organizational 
change. 

To sum up, it seems as if IS cannot be exclusively understood as either 
an enabler or an inhibiter of organizational change. In fact, IS that at one 
point enables organizational change can later prove to inhibit further orga
nizational change. Thus, theories used in order to understand IS and orga
nizational change must be sensitive to what is seemingly a contradiction: IS 
can both enable and inhibit organizational change. 

Anticipated and Opportunity-based Change 
The revolutionary role of IS in organizations and its potential as a key 

enabler for successful organizational transformation has been widely 
discussed since the 1980s. For example, the way in which American Airline 
won dominance in the domestic market in the USA with their SABRE 
reservation system gained much attention (see McKenney, 1995). 

As a result, organizations have become increasingly aware of the 
potential benefits that can be found in IT use. Since the mid-1980s, two 
approaches to IS/IT management has become particularly popular: IT 
strategic planning and IT strategic alignment (Sauer & Yetton, 1997: 6). IT 
strategic planning is concerned with ensuring that IT plans match strategic 
plans for the business. Thus, the approach deals with securing that IT efforts 
are in line with core-business efforts. Sauer and Yetton note how there lies a 
strong belief in plans and planning at the heart of IT strategic planning: 

...the literature on IT-based strategic change, although it sees IT as the prin
cipal enabler, still casts IT in a support role rather than treating it as a critical 
driver. Both practitioners and researchers have accepted the seductive argu
ment that has dominated organisational thinking: we should know where we 
are going (strategic vision), we should organize to get there (restructure), and 
then we should align our IT to this strategy structure design. (Sauer & 
Yetton, 1997: 2). 

The alignment idea is basically that organizations should align their 
approaches to computerization with other major organizational strategies. 
Strategic alignment involves configuring the organization so that IT are 
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strategically, structurally, and managerially aligned to the business strategy, 
structure, and management processes. The basic principle behind strategic 
alignment is that IT should be managed in a way that mirrors business 
management. 

Criticism has been leveled at the underlying rationale behind strategic 
alignment. Yetton (1997) argues that it is best either to integrate IT into the 
business, thus making possible for a single set of decisions to cover both 
business and IT issues, or to accept IT as merely a service and outsource it. 
Strategic alignment, Yetton concludes, is a compromise between the two. 
Sauer and Burn (1997) observe a number of "pathologies" inherent in 
strategic alignment. The roots of the pathologies, lie in the assumption that 
IT and businesses should be kept separate. 

Sauer and Burn (1997: 9Off) cite misalignment as a problem in 
strategic alignment. This occurs when a company tries to align IT with the 
business but the business is not in a state of tight fit. IT stagnation occurs as 
a part of a common cycle of innovation. Moreover, globalization alignment 
with global organizations presents special difficulties for alignment. 

How can the apparent failure of IT to deliver on its promise be 
explained? Clearly, questions remain about current management techniques 
because the benefits of IT are still not realized in most organizations (see 
e.g., Sauer, 1999). Indeed, the basic strategic alignment rationale is 
questionable. The strategy formulation as a driving management force is 
taken for granted and applies also for IT management. The strategic align
ment model simply assumes that IT strategies should be aligned with 
business strategy (Yetton, 1997: 36). IT do not "fit" nicely in organizations. 
The strategic alignment model assumes individual businesses are not given 
full ownership to IT since they do not lend themselves to being split up 
across divisions; IT services and projects often span over more than one 
division (Yetton, 1997: 37). 

Kling and Allen also criticize the assumptions behind the alignment of 
IT and businesses (Kling & Allen, 1996: 266). Practical problems will 
occur, they argue, since in the ideal situation for systems development, the 
client organization would 

• provide computer scientists with an absolutely clear, consistent, 
complete; and unchanging set of requirements for a system design; 

• know exactly what they want from the very beginning of the project; 
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• adequately anticipate how the final system (yet to be built) will be 
used; 

• know the major organizational effects of the design choices (yet to be 
made). 

According to Kling and Allen, these assumptions will not hold in the 
typical world of organizational computing. Another way of thinking about 
IS would be to reject the idea that organizations are easily understood and 
that it is possible to put forward and use simple routines for managing IS in 
organizations. Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that the role of IS in 
practice often differs from the ways in which they are portrayed in manage
ment literature. For instance, the classification of infrastructure into utility, 
dependence, and enabling, as suggested by (Broadbent & Weill, 1997), is 
questionable since infrastructures tend to drift with no apparent logic 
(Ciborra & Hanseth, 1998a). 

Clearly, some researchers have criticized the idea that IS can be 
managed in order to achieve desired changes in an organization because 
organizational changes are due to the adaptations of IS as t hey emerge rather 
than as directed phenomenon. For instance, we can see many and signifi
cant signs that organizations fail to reach new levels of performance 
expected from IS investments (Orlikowski, 1996). Whether considered as a 
failure or as a success, most cases of design and use of IS indicate that the 
technology tends to drift over time. Drifting, in this context, refers to the 
shift of the role that the technology plays compared to the initial plans or 
objectives initially expected from the technology (Ciborra, 1997: 8). This 
technology drift, or unintended consequences,12 when designing and using 
information technology, needs to further examination. 

The merging of computers and communication technologies, together 
with a more widespread use of databases and networks, have stimulated an 
interest in IS planning. Together with the resources demanded, and the 
increasing dependence of organizational activities on IS, this has fostered a 
rationally planned approach to the IS adaptation in organizations. Basically, 
it is widely believed that there exists a set of clear-cut intentions for "IS 
enabled changes". These intentions will be more or less identical to the out
comes of the change process if correctly managed. Such proactive planning 
has been criticized in other fields, such as corporate strategy literature 

12 Orlikowski and Gash (1994) label this as unanticipated outcomes. 
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(Pettigrew, 1988), and some notable criticism has also been raised against 
this perspective in IS research (Ciborra, 1993; Ciborra, 1997). 

Ultimately, we cannot ignore the gap between anticipations and out
comes concerning IS and organizational transformation. The so-called 
unanticipated consequences can no longer be trivialized and looked upon as 
merely accidents. There are many examples where the consequences of IS in 
organizations are unanticipated (Ciborra, 1996; Orlikowski, 1993). While 
contradicting the proactive planning approach, organizational change due to 
the introduction of IS in these cases, which illustrates the frequent presence 
of unintended consequences, can be seen as emergent and contingent13. 
Clearly, the management of IS in organizations is fraught with difficulties, 
tensions, and contradictions. IS seem to drift uncontrolled and despite the 
rational plans, IS design and strategy ends up in a much less rational 
bricolage (Ciborra, 1997). Furthermore, organizational goals are not always 
complementary and even may be conflicting. Moreover, they are frequently 
left unstated or unclear for political reasons (see e.g., Orlikowski, 1996; 
Zuboff, 1988). 

It has often been the case that IS are used in ways that were not initially 
anticipated by the designers (see Orlikowski, 1993), and that the same IS 
are used in different ways in different settings (Barley, 1986). This has much 
to do with the ways the users learn about IS and also about their work 
situation. Ciborra calls this learning process drift: 

By drifting, I mean a slight or significant shift of the role and function 
in concrete situations of usage, that the technology is called to play, 
compared to the planned predefined, and assigned objectives and 
requirements (irrespective of who plans or defines them) ... Drifting can 
be looked at as the outcome of two intertwined processes. One is given 
by the openness of the technology, its plasticity in response to the re
inventions carried out by users and specialists, who gradually learn to 
discover and exploit features and potentialities of groupware. On the 
other hand, there is the sheer unfolding of the actor's "being in the 
workflow" and the continuos stream of interventions, bricolage and 
improvisations that "color" the entire system life cycle. (Ciborra, 1996: 
8f). 

The change in use that is c aptured in the drift concept is typical for 
most IS projects, since side effects in terms of actual change are different 
from that intended. Thus, taking drift into consideration, we soon under-

13 The unintended consequences of organizational change is well documented 
within organization theory (see e.g., Pettigrew, 1988). 
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stand that appropriating IS and organizations is a complex and often time-
consuming effort. It is particularly difficult to establish large IS with the 
appropriate infrastructure that can support the organization and the IS. Due 
to the size and complexity of many IS and the difficulties involved with 
changing IS, the role of plans and planners becomes limited. Ciborra and 
Hanseth (1998b) reports how IS management seems to work best with a 
"releasement strategy" when attempts to manage IS are replaced with brico-
lage. 

This 'ad-hoc' approach is clearly very different from the approaches 
suggested by management models. Indeed, Ciborra (1997) severely criticizes 
strategic alignment by arguing that Henderson and Venkatraman's model is 
an idealized picture of how things could be and that any simple ethno
graphic study would show how the model differs from real world 
experiences with the infrastructure of IS. Ciborra argues that this model is 
based on the idealization of strategy an d technology by placing them into 
boxes and connecting them with arrows (Ciborra, 1997: 72). The distance 
between the strategic alignment model and real world issues will result in 
"breakdowns, deadlocks, and ultimately impotence" (Ciborra, 1997: 71). 

To sum up, it is clear that the ideas that can be found in IT strategic 
planning are very different from those proposed by Ciborra. While IT 
strategic planning underlines that organizational changes can be anticipated, 
Ciborra maintains that organizational changes can only be opportunity-
based. A more reasonable position is open for both possibilities. Thus, 
rather than to assume one particular type of organizational change, a theory 
should be open for all possibilities. 

Coping with Contradictions: Theoretical Perspectives 
When it comes to understanding the role of technology in social 

development, two important approaches have dominated: technological 
determinism and technological constructivism. The first approach generally 
overlooks the social context that technology is a part of, holding that the 
development of technology follows its own logic and that the technology 
determines its use (Winner, 1977). The second approach easily reduces 
technological development to social or cultural forces, holding that society 
and its actors develop the technology it "wants" and uses i t as they want, 
implying that technology in itself plays no role (Woolgar, 1991) 

With the purpose for this thesis in mind—to create better under
standing of the design and use of IS in an organizational context—we soon 
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discover that we are faced with a complex pattern of interaction. 
Technology does not determine organizations, and neither do organizations 
determine technology. Indeed, technology is society, and society cannot be 
understood without understanding technology (Bijker et al.y 1987). 

The analysis of the two contradictions identified in IS and organiza
tional transformation—that IS can be enabling as well as inhibiting for 
organizational transformation, and that organizational transformation, due 
to the adaptation of new IS, can be anticipated as well as oppo rtunity-based, 
leads me to look for alternative theories. These alternative theories should be 
able to cope with these contradictions by employing a "logic of opposition" 
(Robey & Boudreau, 1999) thereby positioning researchers to better under
stand the contradictions involved in IS and organizational change. This 
logic of opposition appears when there are opposing ideas about the role 
and function of IS in organizations, but also in the opposition between IS 
and organization. To me, it seems as if the most important opposition can 
be found between IS and organization. Today, there are many approaches in 
IS research that embrace the idea of IS and organization as mutually deter
mining. The challenge lies in naming and framing this opposition or mutual 
determination between IS and organization. 

It has been, and most certainly will continue to be, a debatable issue 
whether the role of IS in organizational transformations should be 
conceptualized as enabling or inhibiting. Kling's solution to this problem is 
for us to stop analyzing technology and start considering technologies. Some 
technologies are transformative and others are not (Kling, 1991). 

Another debatable issue can be found in relation to conceptualizations 
of the nature of the change process. There are, broadly, two opposite stands 
in this debate. On the one hand, we find arguments suggesting that organi
zational change, due to the adaptation of new IS, is a planned process and 
that organizational change can be anticipated. On the other hand, we find 
arguments suggesting that organizational changes, due to the adaptation of 
new IS, cannot be anticipated but should rather be seen as opportunity-
based. A promising way to better address this issue is to differentiate 
between kinds of change. Orlikowski (1996) differentiates between three 
types of change: anticipated, opportunity-based, and emergent. The antici
pated changes are managerial changes that are planned in advance and occur 
as i ntended. Opportunity-based changes are introduced during the imple
mentation process in response to changing environments. This type of 
change is s till planned, but not in advance. Such change can be understood 
as adjustment to feedback. Emergent changes are those that come to light 
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over a longer period of time. They are the typical 'unintended consequences' 
of most major IS projects. Thus, it is important to be open for these unin
tended consequences, and to differentiate between kinds of change is a start. 

In the following pages, some theoretical perspectives are explored con
cerning their ability to cope with the contradictions involved in IS and 
organizational change. Even though it is important for IS researchers to 
reflect on and make use of theoretical advances in other disciplines (Robey 
& Zmud, 1992), some recent efforts in IS research indicate a certain degree 
of maturity in the field. This maturity has to do with a number of 
theoretical perspectives that, in different degrees, all can be said to employ a 
logic of opposition in its understanding of the relationship between IS and 
organization. These theoretical perspectives include social construction of 
technology, institutional theory, organizational politics, and structuration 
theory. I discuss the strengths and shortcomings of these theoretical 
perspectives and contrast them to ANT in order to better explain the 
reasons for choosing ANT as the theoretical perspective for this study. 

Social Construction of Technology 
From the early 1970s, social scientists have become increasingly aware 

of the constructivist ideas brought into focus by Berger and Luckmann 
(1966). While much debate in science studies have focused on what some
times have been perceived as the provocative constructivist position, this 
position has been seemingly less provocative in technology studies. Most 
people can agree that technological artifacts are constructions. 

When reviewing conceptualizations of IS and organizations based on a 
constructivist view, it soon becomes clear that this view does not always 
employ a logic of opposition. Indeed, some radical constructivist approaches 
tend to downplay the opposition between IS and organization, suggesting 
that IS are completely socially constructed (see e.g., Grint & Woolgar, 
1997). I still consider much of the IS research that is inspired by construc
tivist thoughts as examples of approaches that employ a logic of opposition. 
Moreover, I believe that constructivist ideas have been important for "the 
turn to the social" in IS research. 

According to Bijker (Bijker, 1992; Bijker, 1993; Bijker & Law, 1992), 
technological artifacts are open to sociological analysis. Not only in their 
design and use, but also in their technical content. 

The term "social constructivism" is sometimes used in a narrow sense, 
to refer to the influential social construction of technology (SCOT) 
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approach that was outlined originally by Pinch and Bijker (1987) and a 
number of related approaches, such as that of Woolgar (1991). The SCOT-
approach upholds the principle of symmetry, and avoids all reference to any 
actual character of technology in its analyses. Technological change is to be 
explained by reference to social practices, particularly by reference to 
processes of interpretation, negotiation, and closure by different actors and 
social groups. Technology is u nderstood as a social construction and it can 
only be explained by focusing on the social processes that have constructed 
it. In a broader sense, constructivist studies of technology also includes what 
are called "social shaping" approaches14 (MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1985). 

There are some features common for constructivist studies of 
technology. Most importantly, social constructivism includes a conception 
of technological development as a contingent process. Accordingly, techno
logical change cannot be analyzed as following a fixed, unidirectional path, 
and cannot be explained by reference to some inner technological logic. 
Rather, technological change is seen as best explained by reference to a 
number of technological controversies, disagreements, and difficulties that 
involve different actors. These actors or groups engage in strategies to win 
from the opposition and to shape technology according to their own plan. 

Most social constructivist approaches employ a principle of methodo
logical symmetry, or methodological relativism (Pinch & Bijker, 1987). 
This principle has to do with how the analyst remains impartial as to any 
"real" properties of the object of study. Rather, the analyst should 
symmetrically analyze all claims. This is because analysts claim to have no 
independent access to the world, and thus no independent way of evaluating 
knowledge claims of others. As a consequence of this principle, when 
applied to technology, the analyst will generally avoid making claims about 
the true nature of technology. 

The social constructivists place society prior to technology and argue 
that an artifact is developed according to social interests. They refer to 

14 The social shaping approaches retain conventional distinctions, between the 
social and the natural, and between the social and the technical, and study the way 
in which social factors shape technology. They do not reject a role for nonsocial 
factors in technological change, and are also willing to attribute properties and 
effects to technology, although these properties and effects are usually claimed to 
be defined relative to a particular social context. Because technologies are socially 
shaped, these properties and effects are in large part social properties and social 
effects, that can be attributed to social biases or politics "built into" or "embodied 
by" these technologies. 
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"interpretive flexibility," which says that an object, like technology, is con
tingent on interpretation and interpretive frameworks. The properties of 
objects are not inherent in the objects themselves but are products of social 
construction. For example, Woolgar and Grint's (1991) constructivist view 
holds that the capacity of technologies remains essentially indeterminate, 
both during conception, design, and development and beyond the point of 
sale and use. Their position is t hat what a computer is for, what it can do 
and achieve, must be considered as a matter of social construction. 

Kling (1992a) criticizes this position and the idea that technology is 
developed according to social interests. First, Kling accuses Woolgar and 
Grint of a "crusade against error" and of a claim to exclusive legitimacy in 
their theoretical approach to the social analysis of technology. Second, Kling 
maintains that sociologists take a self-denying position that prevents them 
from engaging in practical debates and that thereby allows the powerful, and 
those with vested interests, to dominate public discourse about technology. 
Third, and to Kling most significantly, the theoretical account of Woolgar 
and Grint appears to render technology irrelevant. Is there no difference, 
asks Kling, between guns and roses? What makes being shot a social 
accomplishment rather than a technical event? 

The third criticism concerns the issue that technologies can actually do 
things, or influence people's actions: 

Usually, there is an interplay of multiple interacting influences, and causal 
arguments rest on interpretations in which one explores different lines of 
explanation. Woolgar and Grint criticize my interpretations, and further 
they eliminate any possible role of computers, except perhaps as social 
symbols. (Kling, 1992a: 352). 

The essence of the dispute between Kling and Woolgar and Grint lies 
in their understanding of technological capacity. From their constructivist 
position, Woolgar and Grint maintain that any alleged influence of 
computers is its elf a social construct and not derived directly from the so-
called technical capacity of the technology (Grint & Woolgar, 1992). Kling 
argues, however, that there is a fundamental difficulty in their skepticism 
about technical capacity, and that there indeed are capacities inherent in 
objects, capacities that have little to do with interpretation. 

An analyst who argues that technologies do nothing by themselves is staking 
a position close to that of the folk saying, "Guns don't kill, people do." In 
contrast, 1 would speculate that an increase by 300,000 guns per year in 
pistol, assault rifle, and associated ammunition sales to young gang members 
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in Los Angeles would almost certainly increase the number of murders by 
shooting. (Kling, 1992a: 258). 

This is a typical reaction to the social constructivist view, to present a 
'hard case', a case with a seemingly self-evident rhetorical force. The purpose 
is to present an idea of'an objective technical core' inherent in technologies. 
Grint and Woolgar (1997: 154) label this as 'the onion model of 
technology'. This model recognizes the existence of social and cultural 
factors surrounding a technical core. This core does not require 
interpretation. 

Kling argues that Grint and Woolgar are "endlessly reflexive" and 
unwilling to build alternative narratives. He also argues that the arguments 
of Grint and Woolgar suggest that technologies of all kinds are inconse
quential, that printing has played no significant role in the rise of literacy, 
that cars have played no role in the development of suburbs. 

Continuing with his gun example, Kling claims that assuming a gun to 
have a fixed capability does not imply that it must be used in a particular 
way. Moreover, he does not deny that with the passage of time, the guns of 
today may have different meanings for those who will have them in the 
future: 

But in 1991 contemporary pistols and assault rifles also have unique capa
bilities of tearing flesh and splintering bone with high-speed bullets, when 
compared with other kinds of weapons, such as knives and hands. Without a 
gun, it is hard to tear so much flesh and splinter so much bone so rapidly 
and readily and with such focus while standing 10 feet away from an 
intended victim. Today, they also have special capabilities in expediting 
murders, capabilities that should not be lost in endlessly iterative reinterpre-
tations... physical objects like guns and roses, have some capabilities that are 
not only arbitrarily derived from the talk about them. It is much harder to 
kill a platoon of soldiers with a dozen roses than with well-placed high-speed 
bullets... the capabilities of specific technologies can be real enough that 
differences in the equipment and ways of organizing it do matter in ways 
that cannot readily be neutralized by "better talk" after the fact. (Kling, 
1992a: 362). 

In short, Kling's case against Grint and Woolgar is as follows: first, 
technologies do have certain capabilities; second, to deny this is to think 
that any technology can do anything. At its core, the debate is concerned 
with whether the effects technologies have are of a social or technical origin. 
To be sure, in discussing the role and meaning of IS in organizational 
activities we need to move beyond this dichotomy between social and 
technical. Thus, we need to take a closer look at attempts to move beyond 
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not only technological determinism but also social constructivism in 
technology studies. 

Certainly, the technological constructivism has sometimes been 
pictured as rejecting the possibility of establishing "the truth" about 
technology or anything else. Kling (1992a, 1992b) and Winner (1993) have 
attacked what they see as a n 'excessive relativist' view for being politically 
naïve. This naivete, it is claimed, only leaves the field open for those already 
powerful. 

This position is severely crit icized by Grint and Woolgar (1997), who 
label the position as 'epistemologica! McCarthyism'. That is, if social 
constructivists are unwilling to criticize morally dubious acts, they must be 
in favor of them (Grint & Woolgar, 1997: 146). On the contrary, Grint 
and Woolgar hold that being skeptical about truth claims does not 
necessarily mean that one accept all truth claims as valid. Furthermore, 
Grint and Woolgar claim that their position is of a normative relevance. 

Before focusing on this issue in detail we need to specify the ground rules. 
Contrary to realist assumptions, skepticism about claims does not mean that 
constructivists accept all truth claims as equally valid. Their aim is to assess 
why some claims are considered true and others false, or some more true 
than others. To emphasize the constitutive function of representations does 
not entail accepting them all as equally true or untrue. Indeed, since there is 
a tendency for 'successful' truth claims to be deployed through the resources 
of powerful actors, constructivist critiques tend to deconstruct the claims of 
the powerful rather than those of the weak. In this sense, the constructivist 
approach has normative relevance even though this does not depend on the 
inference that because the claims of the powerful are not objective the claims 
of the weak are objective. Instead, the skepticism is applied to any claim to 
have found the 'truth' or 'the only way for all humanity to prosper'. Being 
skeptical of truth claims, messiahs, and all things eschatological is one thing; 
being willing to join the march to the promised land is quite another. (Grint 
& Woolgar, 1997: 145). 

More than anything else, Grint and Woolgar's position highlighs the 
problems connected to the constructivistic position when taken to its 
extreme. Indeed, there is more to computers than just talk and 
interpretations. Even though everything is interpreted, there are limits to the 
interpretations. Technologies have capabilities that not only have to do with 
the interpretations a user might have concerning its role. Thus, the 
constructivist position, in its extreme, is not a fruitful position when it 
comes to creating a better understanding of the role and meaning of IS in 
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organizational activities. However, it is necessary to acknowledge that IS are 
largely socially constructed. 

One of the most interesting constructivist approaches in IS research 
can be found in Orlikowski and Gash's article on technological frames 
(Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). Borrowing from (Bijker, 1987), Orlikowski 
and Gash (1994) have developed the idea of how technological frames play 
a vital part in this process. Bijker (1987: 108) refers to technological frames 
as the ways in which relevant social groups attribute meanings to an artifact. 
A technological frame is the repository of knowledge, cultural values, goals, 
practices, and exemplary artifacts shared by a social group, which structures 
their understanding of objects and processes in technical innovation, and 
their subsequent actions. In analyzing a particular process of technological 
innovation, the analyst can choose to include not only the technological 
frame of social groups that have been influential in determining the out
come of this process, but also the technological frame, and changes therein, 
of groups that have failed to have their voices heard. 

Technological frames are defined by Orlikowski and Gash (1994) as 

...that subset of members'organizational frames that concern the assump
tions, expectations, and knowledge they use to understand technology in 
organizations. This includes not only the nature and role of the technology 
itself, but the specific conditions, applications, and consequences of that 
technology in particular contexts. (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994: 178). 

Frames, whether they are technological or not, are definitions of orga
nizational reality that serve as vehicle for understanding and action (Gioia, 
1986). To interact with technology, people have to make sense of it. In this 
sense-making process, particular technological frames are developed. 
Orlikowski and Gash (1994: 183) points out three sub-domains of 
technological frames—nature of technology, technology strategy, and 
technology in use—three sub-domains that incorporate different forms of 
assumptions, expectations, and knowledge to be used when understanding 
technology in organizations. Nature of technology refers to people's images 
of technology and also of their understanding of the capabilities and func
tionality of the technology. Technology strategy refers to people's view of 
why their organization acquired and implemented the technology. This 
includes their view of the motivation behind the decision to implement and 
use the technology and, furthermore, the likely value of the technology for 
the organization. Technology in use refers t o people's understanding of how 
the technology will be used and the likely (or actual) conditions and conse
quences concerning this use. Orlikowski and Gash (1994: 184) define, in 
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short, these three sub-domains of technological frames as the answer to 
three questions: what the technology is (nature of technology), why it was 
introduced (technology strategy) and how it is used to change work 
(technology in use). 

Orlikowski and Gash argue that incongruent technological frames 
provide an explanation of the unintended consequences associated with 
technology implementation. Since a technology artifact can be interpreted 
differently by different actors, they will also construct different interpreta
tions of it, based on their interaction with it. Such interpretations of 
technological frames are not likely shared by all the stakeholder groups. 
Orlikowski and Gash define congruence as "referring to the alignment of 
frames on key elements or categories" (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994: 180). 
Hence, incongruency implies differences in expectations, assumptions, and 
knowledge about some key element of the technology. The authors argue 
that incongruency is inhibits IT from enabling change and they 

expect that where incongruent technological frames exists, organizations are 
likely to experience difficulties and conflicts around developing, imple
menting, and using technologies. (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994: 180). 

As examples of this damaging incongruency the authors mention their own 
observations of an IS project that was suspended due to communication 
breakdowns and conflicts. 

To sum up, IS research inspired by constructivist thought focus on 
people's interpretations of I S. It highlights how peoples' assumptions, expec
tations, and knowledge used to understand technology in organizations is 
crucial for the possibilities and restrictions to IS diffusion. There are, 
however, some shortcomings related to this approach. More than anything 
else, the focus is entirely on social processes and the material aspects of socio-
material processes are lefi out. Clearly, we also need to take into account how 
technologies restrict and enable organizational activities. 

Institutional Theory 
It has long been recognized that organizational change is difficult. For 

instance, Merton's (1957: 195ff) work on bureaucratic structure describes 
how two the dysfunction of a bureaucracy relates to organizational inertia. 
First, bureaucracies are subject to excessive rigidity in the application of 
rules and regulations, which constrains their ability to respond to either 
environmental shifts or internal organizational growth. Second, 
bureaucracies are inherently conservative and resistant to change. Thus, 
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organizational structures can be reinforced by new technology. New IS that 
become accepted in the organization can be seen as technology that rein
forces the organizational structure. 

Taking into account the environment of the organization, the impor
tance of changing the organization in relation to environmental changes is 
often stressed15. "Organic" firms are better equipped to sustain themselves 
in turbulent environment (Burns & Stalker, 1961). The very efforts of the 
organization to maintain a constant external environment produce changes 
in organizational structure (Katz & Kahn, 1966). This is in line with Scott's 
(1987) argument that organizational structure and goals are driven by the 
preferences in the environment. The structure is determined by the infor
mation processing capacity requirements of the organization which in turn 
are governed by the IS being used. 

The idea that organizations are entities that are stable and hard to 
change is a view that perhaps is best argued for in so called institutional 
theory. Institutions seem to be defined in a variety of ways. Meyer, Boli, and 
Thomas (1987: 13) understand institutions as "cultural rules giving 
collective meaning and value to particular entities and activities." Similarly, 
March and Olsen (1989: 160) believe that political institutions are 
"collections of interrelated rules and routines that define appropriate actions 
in terms of relations between roles and situations". A common theme in the 
institutional approaches lies in an ambition to explain why organizational 
structures and values endure, even though challenged. 

According to institutional theory16 (see e.g., March & Olsen, 1989; 
Powell & DiMaggio, 1991), social, political, and professional institutions 
act to consensually structure social relations. Institutions are supra-
individual organizations that influence other social relations. These struc
tures exist, at least initially, to reduce uncertainty by limiting diversity and 

15 This point is elaborated on in Scott (1987). Recently, it has also been noted how 
new technologies can allow for an increased sensitivity to variations in the 
environment—in markets, and as well as in changes in production process 
(Castells, 1996: 155). 
16 It has become customary to speak of the distinction between "old" and "new" 
institutionalism in organization theory (see e.g., Powell & DiMaggio, 1991). Old 
institutionalism emphasizes the centrality of norms and socialization processes of 
rule and role conflict and rules and identities often are taken for granted. New 
institutionalism continues the emphasis on rules and roles. A difference is that 
identities are seen as the results of actions and not so as much their antecedents (see 
e.g., Meyer, 1986). 
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variety of action. While individual choices to some extent shape the 
construction and reconstruction of these institutions, social actions are 
limited by a bounded rationality and are tied up to a history of patterned 
interaction17. 

Indeed, institutional analysis can lead to rich studies of the ways that IS 
are developed, deployed, and used in complex multi-level social systems 
(Kling & Iacono, 1989). Kling and Iacono (1989) maintain that 
characterizing CBIS18 as institutions is important for three reasons. First, 
the usability of CBIS is more critical than the abstract information 
processing capabilities of the underlying technology. Second, CBIS are 
based on stable social structures of support (infrastructures) which are more 
difficult to replace than those with less developed social structures and fewer 
participants. Third, CBIS vary from one social setting to another according 
to the ways in which they are organized and embedded in organized social 
systems. 

Perhaps the most interesting attempt to understand IS by employing 
ideas from institutional theory can be found in the so called web-models 
(Kling & Iacono, 1989; Kling & Scacchi, 1982). It should be noted, how
ever, that although Kling and Iacono's concept of web-models is clearly used 
in a way that is close to the ideas within institutional theory, I would not 
argue that the theory is embedded within web-models. I do argue, however, 
that the authors use them in conjunction with the theory. 

Web-models define a context by taking the following aspects into 
account: 

• the social relations between a set of participants who can influence the 
adoption, development, or use of the focal computing technologies; 

• the infrastructure available for their support; 
• the history of commitments made in developing and operating 

related computer-based technologies. 

Web models examine the social context of the settings in which IS are 
adopted, developed, and used (Kling & Scacchi, 1982). 

17 Many critics have pointed at the issue of change as something not taken care of 
by the institutionalists. It is claimed that stability, rather than change, is the natural 
order (see e.g., Czarniawska & Sevón, 1996: 4). 
18 CBIS stands for computer based information system 
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Walsham, Symons, and Waema (1988) characterize web models as 
follows: 

The basic tenet of web models (Kling and Scacchi, 1982) is that a computer 
system is best conceptualized as an ensemble of equipment, applications and 
techniques with identifiable information processing capabilities. Each 
computing resource has costs and skill requirements which are only partially 
identifiable; in addiction to its functional capabilities as an information 
processing tool it is a social object which may be highly charged with 
meaning. There is no specially separable 'human factor' for information 
systems: the development and routine operations of computer-based 
technologies hinge on many human judgement and actions, often influenced 
by political interests, structural constraints, and participants' definition of 
their situations. (Walsham, Symons & Waema, 1988: 53). 

In short, web models view information systems as complex social 
objects constrained by their context, infrastructure, and history (Kling & 
Scacchi, 1982). 

To sum up, the key strength in the institutional approach lies in its 
focus on the persistence of organizational structures. Even though new IS often 
can be related to organizational transformation, organizational stability is 
often overlooked. But while institutional analyses are rich in many ways, the 
web-models have their limitations. First, the web-models are no t focused on 
technology. Moreover, all conceptions of the term "institution" share a focus 
on social practices that persist, even when they are not very efficient, or 
effective. Thus, the web-models are not focused on understanding change. This 
shortcoming is said to be central for most institutional approaches19. 

Organizational Politics 
Organizational politics as a theme in IS research has arisen from at least 

two sets of considerations. First, that there are alternative means to any 
technological end, and also that there are always a lternatives to any techno
logical end. Thus, to stress that there are alternatives in any given situation 
and that choices between alternatives always is ro oted in political considera
tions, lies at the heart of the organizational politics theme. Second, consid
erations concerning the extent in which decisions concerning IS are under 
the influence of formal institutions and that societal power structures 
affects, and is affected by, decisions concerning IS, is also a politica l issue. 

19 For a discussion on the character and shortcomings of institutional approaches, 
see Scott (1995). 
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Langdon Winner is one of the most prominent organizational politics 
researchers. Winner questions the view that technology is n eutral and that 
the impact and importance of technology depends wholly upon the use to 
which we put it. According to Winner, the neutralist view is an overreaction 
against technological determinism. Since this holds that social developments 
are not driven by technological developments, it has become a common
place to assume that technology has no impact in and of itself. 

In response to the technology neutral view, Winner's (1977) argument, 
that "artifacts have politics", is suggesting that there indeed are political con
siderations built into technologies. Sometimes they are obvious for us to see, 
and sometimes they are less ob vious. In his book Autonomous Technology, 
Langdon Winner (1977) argues that our reliance on technologies allows us 
to ignore the political effects of their function. 

It should be noted, however, that the technological determinist 
position has been criticized. In particular, technological determinist con
ceptions of technological change presupposed in many philosophical studies 
of technology (e.g., Winner, 1977) have been claimed to be empirically 
inadequate (e.g., MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1985; Pinch & Bijker, 1987). 
Technological determinism renders technology in line with nature and 
naturalness. It is like a fact about nature—eternal and inherently given. As it 
is given it consequently cannot be changed. To show that technologies are 
social constructs may open up possibilities for addressing questions of social 
change. 

In his famous article Upon Opening the Black Box and Finding It Empty: 
Social Constructivism and the Philosophy of Technology (Winner, 1993), 
Winner outlines a critique against the social construction of technology. His 
criticisms, in summary, are as follows: 

(1) By focusing on processes of technological innovation, social con-
structivist studies tend to disregard the social consequences of techno
logical choices. 

(2) Social constructivism tends to recognize only social groups that 
have a role in "constructing" technology, and not social groups that are 
impacted by technology but have been suppressed or even excluded 
during its construction; it ignores deep-seated political biases in 
technological choice, and power struggles by which the initial agenda 
of technological development was set. 
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(3) Social constructivism disregards that technological change involves 
dynamics beyond those revealed by studying the characteristics and 
actions of relevant social groups, such as deeper cultural, intellectual, or 
social origins of social choices about technology, and autonomous 
properties of technology. 

(4) Social constructivism does not take evaluative stances or invoke 
moral or political principles; indeed it apparently disdains evaluative 
stances. 

For Winner, the important task is not to study the effects or impacts of 
technological change, instead he is c ommitted to "evaluating the material 
and social infrastructures that specific technologies create for our life's 
activity" (Winner, 1986: 55). 

In one of the most ambitious political analyses of IS and organizations, 
Zuboff (1988) shows that digital control enabled operators in pulp paper 
mills to monitor and intervene in production processes by analyzing and 
managing representations of the production process. These representations, 
displayed on computer screens, have informed the work of the operators and 
their work became more abstract and distanced from its physical referents. 
There is s ome empirical evidence supporting the argument that work be
comes more abstract, with examples like radiological technologists (Barley, 
1990) and office workers (Zuboff, 1988). 

IS/IT are often thought of as something that can enable change. 

There is a widespread acceptance that information technology (IT) have 
evolved from a traditional administrative, back-office support orientation 
towards a more strategic, central role within organizations. (Venkatraman et 
al, 1993). 

This change in role for IS has also changed the ways in which organi
zational behavior is affected by the IS adaptation. For instance, IS can be 
seen as something that facilitates the process of empowerment of the lower 
levels (Ehn, 1988; Mintzberg, 1979: 183). In the informated organization, 
workers would be empowered by virtue of access to necessary information to 
perform higher-level tasks (Zuboff, 1988). 

Automation efforts at lower levels in the organization have been much 
debated within IS research. For instance, the so-called Scandinavian tradi
tion—and later the participatory design movement—have been directing its 
efforts in trying to find alternatives to automation. These efforts place 
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significant emphasis on empowering users to create and realize their own 
designs (Bjerknes et al.y 1987, Ehn 1988). 

The participatory design project DEMOS illustrated the difficulties in
volved in implementing IS in an organization that, in part, resisted the 
technology. At one of the research sites, a train repair shop, the focus was on 
the plans of an introduction of a database that was to keep track of various 
movements of the repairmen in their work, and its relation to the tools 
needed to carry out the work (Ehn, 1988: 292). The computer application 
was in a sense a compromise, since the management agreed in changing the 
system of wages. Previously, the wages were, in part, based on what was 
carried out in the repair shop. A study showed that it was important to 
change from piecework to basic monthly wages. This was important for the 
solidarity within the group, the experience of "pleasure" in the work from 
the workers point of view, and also for the quality in the production (Ehn, 
1988: 295). 

Nevertheless, there was a lack of planning in the repair shop that cre
ated problems in relation to keeping track of tools and having the right tool 
available at the right time. The new IS should have taken care of this. The 
new application was analyzed and based on the analysis of the application 
and the work environment in general, the research group came to the con
clusion that the system should be stopped. Later on, this became the case. 
From the researchers side, it is argued that the union, who were the active 
part in resisting this technology, were not negative towards technology, but 
rather interested in learning more about the consequences that technology 
would have on workers. 

To sum up, a key strength in the political analyses of IS lies in their 
focus on conflicting interests in the design an d use of IS. It is important for 
researchers studying IS and organizations to be aware of the interests 
promoting and resisting change. The ideas in the political approach direct 
attention to these opposing forces (Robey & Boudreau, 1999: 175). How
ever, as the projects described above illustrate, there is a lack of focus on 
technology in the political analyses. 

Structuration Theory 
Adaptations of structuration theory have proved useful to study various 

aspects of information technology in organizations (Barley, 1986; 
Orlikowski, 1992; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991). Structuration theory 
provides a connection between human action and social structure (Giddens, 
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1979). The key principle in structuration theory is that of the duality of 
structure: human action is enabled and constrained by structure, but struc
ture is also the result of human action. Thus, the duality in structuration 
theory refers to the way in which action and structure presupposes each 
other. 

As Lyytinen and Ngwenyama (1992) summarize, 

all social activity, including work processes, can be viewed as enabled and 
constrained by social structures that are continually produced and repro
duced via human agency. (Lyytinen & Ngwenyama, 1992: 21). 

Giddens (1979) isolates the three dimensions of institutionalized social 
structure: signification, legitimization, and domination. He also identifies 
three key processes of human action during interaction: communication, the 
exercising of power, and sanctioning of conduct. The dimensions of struc
ture are linked to the processes of interaction (the two poles of the duality) 
by means of three modalities: interpretive schemes, facility, and norms. 

Structuration theory suggests that any process study needs to consider 
the interdependence of human action and social structure. Furthermore, it 
proposes that human action and structure represent a duality. That is, social 
structure provides enabling and constraining elements that are drawn on in 
human interactions, and in so doing social structures are produced and re
produced. 

Crucial to the idea of structuration is the theorem of the duality of struc
ture.... The constitution of agents and structures are not two independently 
given sets of phenomena, a dualism, but represent a duality. (Giddens, 1984: 
25). 

According to the notion of the duality of structure, the structural properties 
of social systems are both medium and outcome of the practices they recur
sively organize. Structure is not external to individuals: as memory traces, 
and as instantiated in social practices, it is in a certain sense more internal 
than exterior... (Giddens, 1984: 25). 

The duality of structure in interaction can be understood as follows: 
Agents communicate, exercise power, and sanction their own behavior and 
that of others by drawing on modalities (stocks of knowledge, rules, and 
resources), and in doing so produce and reproduce structures of significa
tion, domination, and legitimization. Structures of signification are always 
associated with the structures of domination and legitimization. Thus they 
form a totality that can only be isolated analytically (Giddens 1982). 
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Indeed, structuration theory provides an important overarching frame
work for theorizing about the relationships between technological change, 
beliefs, action, and structures (Orlikowski, 1992). In the structuration 
approach, technology is viewed both as constructed and enacted by humans 
and as having institutional properties that constrain and enable human 
action (Orlikowski & Robey, 1991). 

Walsham points at what he believes is the strength of the approach: 

The main contribution is not in its conception of either action or structure, 
but in its reconciliation of the two levels in the duality of structure, and its 
use of modalities as a linkage device. (Walsham, 1993: 68). 

Orlikowski's (1992) adoption of Giddens (1979; 1984) structuration 
model is a sophisticated attempt to make sense of the interplay between 
technology and organization. Technology, Orlikowski argues, has a dual 
nature that overcomes the dualism of objective and subjective approaches. 
The principle is "that human actions are enabled and constrained by struc
tures, yet these structures are the result of previous actions" (Orlikowski, 
1992: 404). 

Orlikowski outlines a picture of what she labels as the "structurational 
model of technology". This model is an attempt to outline how human 
agents, technology, and institutionalized properties are thoroughly inter
twined. 

Figure 1: Structurational Model of Technology (Orlikowski, 1992: 410). 

The arrows in the figure are described below: 

a). IT as a product of human action 
Technology is an outcome of such human action as design, develop

ment, appropriation, and modification. Thus, the claim that IT is a product 
of human action does not limit itself to the simple fact that designers often 

Institutional Properties 

Technology 

Human Agents 
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play a crucial part in the creation of IT. It also includes the production that 
takes place in use. Orlikowski refers here to a design mode and a use mode, 
which refers to different modes in the production of IT where different 
forms of production are central in the different modes. When the use of the 
technology has become routine, the technology becomes "invisible" and part 
of everyday life in the hosting organization. 

b). IT as a medium of human action 
Technology facilitates and constrains human action through the provi

sion of interpretative schemes, facilities, and norms. IT, thus, can function 
as a resource as well as a res triction for human action. This is, in essence, the 
duality of technology. IT can not only enable and simplify certain action, 
but also restrict and hinder certain patterns of action. 

c). Institutional conditions of interaction with technology 
The institutional properties affect the human actors in their interaction 

with IT. The rules, norms and procedures that, taken together, create a 
specific culture in an organization are institutionalized over time, which 
affects the human actors. This also is reflected in the use of technology. 

d). Institutional consequences of interaction with technology 
IT affects the institutional properties, either by reinforcing them or by 

changing them. 

The duality of technology recognizes that "technologies are products of 
their time and institutional context, and will reflect the knowledge, 
materials, interests, and conditions at a given locus in history" (Orlikowski, 
1992: 421). Orlikowski notes how the definition of technology has itself 
generated several problems. She notes that most writers deploy a conception 
of technology as hardware (see e .g., Zuboff, 1988). Although Orlikowski 
finds this approach valuable in providing insight into the determining 
aspects of technology, she finds it deficient in largely ignoring the action of 
humans in developing, appropriating, and changing technology. As a conse
quence, this perspective furnishes an incomplete account of technology and 
its interaction with organizations (Orlikowski, 1992: 400). 

The structurational model of technology is a way of taking into 
account the material aspects of technology, but also how technology is 
socially constructed. Thus, technology is social ly transformative as well as 
socially transformed. Orlikowski, recalling 'interpretive flexibility' empha
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sizes that "there is flexibility in how people design, interpret, and use 
technology, but that this flexibility is a function of the material components 
comprising the artifact, the institutional context in which a technology is 
developed and used, and the power, knowledge, and interests of human 
actors..." as well as time (Orlikowski, 1992: 421). 

This position is criticized by Grint and Woolgar (1997): 

There is a clear technicist tinge here, to the extent that Orlikowski allows a 
residual place for 'the determining aspects of technology'. It is not clear by 
what criteria she intends to achieve a 'complete account of technology', 
although this appears to approximate some kind of sufficient balance 
between technology and the social. (Grint & Woolgar, 1997: 22). 

Indeed, this could be developed further. The roles that technologies 
play are not reflected on in detail. For instance, for Orlikowski 'mediation' 
refers merely to interaction with the technology, rather than to the more 
general and pervasive processes of interpretation of the technology. 
Orlikowski asserts that 'the softer' approach means "we cannot examine how 
different assumptions, knowledge, and techniques can be embedded in 
different artifacts or practices" (Orlikowski, 1992: 399). It is not clear what 
prevents this line of enquiry20. 

Clearly, while Orlikowski argues that a major contribution with her 
model is that it accounts for technology in a better way than many other 
models, the structurational model of technology is limited on this point. 
The social constructivist approach is limited, Orlikowski argues, by the way 
it 'tends to downplay the material and structural aspects of interaction with 
technology' (Orlikowski, 1992: 401). But this criticism "misses the point, 
since what counts as material and structural is i tself a social construction" 
(Grint & Woolgar, 1997: 22). 

The problem at the heart of Orlikowski's approach is highlighted in her dis
cussion of Barley (1986, 1990), that argues that technologies trigger organi
zational restructuring in ways that reflect the pre-existing organization. 
Barley claims that, although technologies are fixed in form and function 
across time, the 'meaning' of a technology is defined by the context of use. 
This contrast implies a distinction between contextualized meaning and, 
presumably, an immanent non-contextualized objective reality. The former 
is grafted on to the latter. Quite what a context-less meaning looks like is 
very unclear. Thus at one point in the discussion Orlikowski argues that 

20 Indeed, the ways in which assumptions, knowledge, and techniques are 
embedded or "inscribed" in technological artifacts is thoroughly examined in other 
works (Akrich, 1992; Akrich & Latour, 1992; Latour, 1992). 
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technology is interpretatively flexible, hence the interaction of technology 
and organizations is a function of different actors and socio-historical 
contexts implicated in its development and use . . . the duality of technology 
identifies prior views of technology—as either objective or as socially con
structed product—as a false dichotomy (1992: 405-6). Here she seems to be 
adopting an anti-essentialist line. (Grint & Woolgar, 1997: 22f). 

Being anti-essentialists themselves, Grint and Woolgar would 
encourage following such an anti-essentialist line. However, in their exami
nation of Orlikowski's position, they come to argue that she runs into a 
paradox. 

But the problem immediately resurfaces when she argues for a division 
between two different modes of human interaction with technology: 'a 
design mode and a use mode'. She goes on to 'emphasize that this 
distinction is an analytic convenience only' (1992: 408). Orlikowski 
subsequently appears to have accepted the division as real rather than ana
lytic: 'recognizing the disjuncture in time and space between the design and 
use mode allows us to analyze the role of multiple organizations in develop
ing and deploying a particular technology' (1992: 422). She further claims 
that designers have a greater capacity to attribute meanings to technology 
than do users because these capacities are themselves constrained by the 
interaction between technology and organization. Yet she subsequently 
reaffirms that this 'apparent disjuncture between the design and use stages is 
artificial and misleading' (1992: 409). (Grint & Woolgar, 1997: 23). 

Clearly, Grint and Woolgar's point is well m ade: Orlikowski alternates 
between, rather than trancends, the modes in the social/technical 
dichotomy. So, how do we resolve this paradox? Orlikowski's position seems 
clear at the point where she accepts that there indeed are constraints set by 
the material characteristics of the technology (Orlikowski, 1992: 409) and 
these seem to override any degree of interpretative freedom that humans 
may have. However, she also claims that "[i]t is only through human action 
that technology qua technology can be understood" (Orlikowski, 1992: 
410). Thus, it would seem that technology, as Orlikowski understands it, is 
simultaneously independent of human action and yet irrelevant without it. 
Indeed, as Grint and Woolgar note, the dual nature of technology that 
Orlikowski outlines is highly questionable: 

The paradox is overlaid, rather than transcended by her conclusion that 
technology has a dual nature: as objective reality and as socially constructed 
product (1992: 423) (our emphasis). But it could still be said that what 
counts as objective reality is itself a social construction. In other words, it 
could still be argued that 'objective reality' and 'social construction' are not 
two aspects of the same artifact—if they were it would imply we could sepa
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rate out the two—they are different ways of saying the same thing. (Grint & 
Woolgar, 1997: 23). 

In their critique, Grint and Woolgar end up saying that 

what starts out as an anti-essentialist move, an attempt radically to restruc
ture previous approaches to technology, ends up as just one more version of 
technicism hooked into structuration theory. This is not a necessary conclu
sion. For example the social constructivist argument does not deny that 
material artifacts have constraining influences upon actors. But it does hold 
a question mark over what these constraints are. (Grint & Woolgar, 1997: 
23). 

Indeed, the main problem with Orlikowski's model is h er attempt to 
keep separa te the social and technical dimensions. Furthermore, the model is 
abstract and not fine grained enough for empirical studies (Monteiro & 
Fianseth, 1995). What we need, to better understand the role and meaning 
of IS in organizational activities, is t o base this understanding on a defini
tion of technology that does not distinguish a priori between technical and 
social dimensions. 

To me, there is a clear distinction between structuration theory and 
ANT. While structuration theory is something of a meta-theory, ANT is a 
more detailed methodological and analytical device. Moreover, ANT intro
duces a new vocabulary with concepts such as inscriptions, non-human 
actors, and their part in the processes involved in translation. While these 
concepts are useful for analysis of empirical data, structuration theory does 
not provide a similar tool for analysis (for a similar view, see Barrett & 
Walsham, 1995). 

Monteiro and Fianseth (1995) presents a critique that has to do with 
the abstract model that structuration theory offers, with a particular 
emphasis on technology. They argue, for instance, that Orlikowski's (1991) 
study of "case tools" is far too general since there are a variety of case tools 
that are very different in terms of technical particularities. 

Structuration theory is not only criticized for not being specific about 
technology. Jones (1999: 129) has argued that there are some problems 
involved with applying structuration theory when trying to be specific about 
how IS are used in organizations. In an attempt to modify structuration 
theory, Jones tries "to move beyond the pure subjectivism of Giddens 
structuration and to incorporate a form of material agency" (Jones, 1998: 
299). 
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Jones continues, 

the realist critiques of structation theory suggest that a relatively objective 
notion of structure is not incompatible with human agency. Technology 
may, therefore, be recognized as having an objective character, capable of 
exerting agency in its own right, rather than simply being 'traces in the 
mind' of social actors. (Jones, 1998: 298-299). 

To sum up, a key strength in the structurational approach lies in its 
focus on the relationship between social and technical dimensions. This 
focus makes the approach sensitive to socio-material processes. A 
problematic issue in Orlikowski's model is that she puts technology between 
human agency and structure, and thus re-establishes a dualism that 
Giddens' structuration theory achieves to overcome. Moreover, the attempt 
to reformulate structuration theory within IS research points at one of the 
main problems connected to the approach: the problematic relation to 
technology. To me, it seems as if Walsham (1993) attempts to overcome the 
duality between human agency and structure, and this approach might 
result in a less problematic relation to technology. Another problem is that 
the structuration model is an abstract model , not only in framing technology 
but also in its use. 

Towards a Richer Conceptualization of IS and 
Organization 

The design and use of IS in an organizational context may be concep
tualized in many ways. However, the approaches discussed above all 
embrace the belief that IS are a crucial factor in organizational life because it 
simultaneously enables and inhibits organizational activities. The 
approaches are all based on a duality that is pa rticularly useful for studying 
contradictions, as they consider the relation between IS and organizations as 
an interplay between opposing forces. 

The theoretical perspectives considered here are all mature theoretical 
perspectives. Of course, each perspective has its limitations, but they are all 
products by a sustained development by its proponents. The ultimate test 
for any theory lies in its relation to real world problems. As noted by Robey 
and Zmud (1992): 

Theory should be a tool, and the only requirement for its successful use is 
the ability to see the parallels between theoretical constructs and real prob
lems. (Robey & Zmud, 1992: 25). 
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A sign of maturity, in this perspective, would be a wide range of experi
ences with applying certain theoretical perspectives to real problems. I 
would like to emphasize that I consider the theoretical perspectives 
discussed above as mature, and that they contribute to stabilizing the field 
since the field also becomes more developed as these theoretical perspectives 
are continuously developed. Even though findings in interpretive IS research 
cannot be easily generalized between settings, I don't find that a lack of this 
kind of generalization would suggest that IS research should be considered 
as too diverse or immature. 

I argue that there is a certain level of development in IS research. The 
development can be found in the growing experiences with evolving theories 
that employ a logic of opposition. Such development depends on the 
generalization that Yin labels as an "analytical generalization", where the 
researcher "is striving to generalize a particular set of results to some broader 
theory" (Yin, 1994: 36). However, such development will probably not lead 
to a consensus on what theories, research problems, or research methodolo
gies are most appropriate. Rather, fully developed IS research is 
characterized by diverse but well-defined paradigms. Interpretive IS research 
is becoming more and more well defined, and there is an ongoing discussion 
on what the character of interpretive IS research is and how studies within 
that paradigm should be evaluated (see Klein & Myers, 1999). 

The degree of diversity depends on the level of analysis. While IS 
research seems diverse at one level, it is characterized by consensus on other 
levels. Thus, IS researchers share some larger paradigms while arguing about 
the differences that exist. The discussion on the differences between ANT 
and structuration theory, for instance, is important when it comes to find
ing the theory best suited for certain purposes within the interpretive para
digm. The present state in IS research, as I see it, is characterized by the 
different paradigms becoming more and more developed. When it comes to 
interpretive IS research, I think that the idea of making a distinction 
between theories that employ logic of opposition and theories that employ a 
logic of determination, articulates well what characterizes theories in the 
paradigm. 

The previous discussion on the four theoretical perspectives showed 
that while they all are theoretical approaches that acknowledge and cope 
well with contradictions in IS and organizational transformation, all 
approaches have key strengths. These are outlined in table 2. 
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Theoretical perspective Authors Key strength 
Social construction 
of technology 

Orlikowski and Gash 
(1994) 

Detailed treatment of 
people's interpretations of 
IS 

Institutional theory Kling and Iacono (1989) Focus on the persistence 
Kling and Scacchi (1982) of organizational 

structures 

Organizational politics Ehn (1988) Focus on conflicting inte
rests in the design and use 
of IS 

Structuration theory Barley (1986) 
Orlikowski (1992; 1993) 
Orlikowski and Robey 
(1991) 

Focus on the relation 
between social and 
technical dimensions 

Table 2: Theoretical perspectives and their key strengths 

This is by no means a "magic list"; there are certainly other theoretical 
perspectives worth mentioning. For instance, Boland (1985) argues for a 
phenomenology of IS research where IS researchers "read the interaction 
during system design and use it in order to interpret the significance and 
potential meanings they hold" (Boland, 1985: 196). Moreover, Schultze 
(forthcoming) shows how the ideas of the French sociologist Pierre 
Bourdieu could be explored in IS research. Among the interesting findings 
when using this framework, Schultze discusses the role of identity among 
organizational actors as something to pay attention to when analyzing 
actors' interpretations of IS. There are certainly many theoretical perspec
tives worth mentioning, but I chose the ones in the above table because I 
found them to be perspectives that have been discussed and criticized in 
detail. More than anything else, however, I chose them since I believe that 
they are all perspectives that, in different degrees, employ a logic of opposi
tion between IS and organizations. 

Like Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991) I suggest that the employment of 
a variety of approaches is important and crucial to the development of 
profitable IS research. For this study, however, I agree with Deetz (1996) 
who argues for researchers to be careful to adopt more than one discourse, 
in terms of underlying assumptions, an a given research endeavor. 
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All the approaches discussed end up with the insight that "information 
technology has both restricting and enabling implications" (Orlikowski & 
Robey, 1991: 154). However, conceptualizations like (Orlikowski, 1991; 
1992; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Walsham, 1993) have been criticized for 
not being detailed enough with respect to the technology to form an appro
priate basis for understanding the role and meaning of IS in organizational 
activities (Monteiro & Hanseth, 1995). It is n ecessary to push further and 
to describe in some detail how and where IS restricts and enables action. 
Clearly, even though the discussion above pointed at some strengths and 
shortcomings connected to the approaches discussed it is true for any 
theoretical perspective that it has some strengths as well as some 
shortcomings. One option, then, would be that once aware of the short
comings of one of these approaches, one might make more careful use of 
that theory. All theoretical perspectives discussed incorporate the argument 
that in order to understand the relation between IS and organization one 
needs to focus on the interplay of opposing forces. To explain why I believe 
that ANT is a theoretical perspective well suited to my purpose, I propose 
three methodological recommendations of using a logic of opposition when 
creating a better understanding of the design and use of IS in an organiza
tional context. I then discuss these methodological recommendations in 
relation to my choice of theoretical perspective. 

First, in order to create a better understanding of the design and use of 
IS in an organizational context, I recommend theories that are process-oriented. 
These are theories that are open for the possibility that technologies can 
enable as well as inhibit organizational transformation, and that organiza
tional change can be anticipated and then seen as an opportunity. 

Second, I recommend a focus on technologies rather than technology. 
Thus, I recommend that IS researchers be open to the possibility that a 
technology can differ depending on context. The design and use of IS in an 
organizational context cannot be understood by understanding either some 
technological characteristics or the social setting exclusively. This position is 
supported by reports that have shown how the merging of IS and organiza
tions often is followed by other consequences than those intended (see e.g., 
Holmström, 1999; Orlikowski, 1993). 

Third, I recommend theories that are detailed , both when it comes to 
technology as well as use. A lack of precision on these issues has been 
characterized as a convenient fiction which deletes nuances of technical 
differences (Kling, 1991; Monteiro & Hanseth, 1995). 
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To me, ANT is a theoretical approach that is well suited to focus on 
the process of design as well as use of IS in organizations. This is the case 
with other approaches as well, but a common problem is that IS often 
become a background issue in many approaches. Among the approaches 
discussed here, I consider structuration theory to be an exception since, as 
we have seen in Orlikowski's model, there is an explicit attempt to focus on 
technology as well as organization in the analysis. But as noted by 
Henfridsson (1999: 32), the concepts used in the structurational model of 
technology are a bit too experience-distant to provide a genuine sense of the 
particular context they are applied to. By using concepts like inscriptions 
and translation, I believe that ANT is p rocess-oriented, and also include IS 
in the study, in more detail than most other approaches. Indeed, ANT can, 
potentially, inform IS studies in such a way that they become detailed. This 
is because ANT is sensitive to the context and focuses on technologies, and 
also because ANT is theory and methodology combined, which means that 
the researcher comes close to the objects of study. ANT has been described 
to be ontologically relativistic, in that it allows the world to be organized in 
many different ways, a t the same time that it is empirica lly realistic as i t is 
well suited to be used in describing organizational processes (Lee & Hassard, 
1999: 392). 

However, the discussion on what theoretical approach to make use of 
can only be taken to a certain point. Clearly, there is no thing such as "a 
best theory", and instead of focusing on theories as such we should focus on 
theorizing, a process in which theories are a part (Weick, 1995). Weick 
(1989) understands theorizing as "disciplined imagination", and theories as 
something that disciplines the research when it comes to focal points in 
his/her research. This is a pragmatic point, and one that I find valuable. 

Walsham takes another pragmatic standpoint, when he discusses why 
he finds actor-network theory useful: 

This author has found it valuable to think of things as actants and to con
sider whose interests they inscribe, represent and speak for. This is not the 
same thing as assuming a symmetric position for people and things. 
(Walsham, 1997: 476). 

Adapting such a view, we should see IS as ac tive parts of contemporary 
organizations. In order to understand how contemporary organizations are 
entangled in technology, we cannot understand one without the other. 
Thus, even though there is no "best theory" and even though my theorizing 
using any of the theories above while aware of its shortcomings would 
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probably delimit these shortcomings, I argue that ANT is better suited to 
my purpose than any of the other theoretical perspectives. 

Thus, when using ANT it seems reasonable to focus on what happens 
when IS and organizations interact and, in doing this, involving human as 
well as non-human actors. Where does this leave us then, when it comes to 
design and use of IS in an organizational context? In line with a performa
tive definition of organizations, IS can be understood as a trigger of change, 
as a change agent, and thus an intertwined part of the organization. Clearly, 
IS are adding greatly to the complexity of organizations (Czarniawska-
Joerges, 1993: 15), but by itself it does not create any specific type of orga
nization. However, the technology facilitates and also enhances the oppor
tunities for change. For instance, when discussing electronic networks, 
Sproull and Keisler see i ts potential role in "transforming ... leading to and 
reinforcing fundamental changes in how people work, interact, and think" 
(Sproull & Keisler, 1991: 159). Moreover, they make it clear that 
technology on its own cannot create such a transformation, and that "the 
realized benefits depend ultimately on the policies, designs, and vision of 
people who want to organize work in new ways" (Sproull & Keisler, 1991: 
175). In short, even though IS may be understood as a transforming force, a 
well-developed understanding of IS also includes the context where IS are 
situated. ANT opens up for a richer analysis since it pays attention to IS and 
organizations as opposing forces. 

To be instructive in an inquiry concerning current organizational 
transformations, one has to supplement it with a grasp of the interplay 
between IS and organizations in more detail. ANT goes a long way in de
scribing which actions and how these actions are enabled and constrained 
and I suggest that the framework provided by ANT is more promising than 
most other theories in this regard. 
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3. Understanding Information Systems 
and Organizations: The Actor-Network 
Approach 

In the preceding chapter, I argued that among the many theoretical 
approaches directed towards generating a better understanding of the rela
tionship between IS and organizations, ANT is well suited to help me fulfill 
my purpose. In this chapter I will explore the encounter between IS and 
organizations in more detail. In particular, I suggest that this encounter can 
be more adequately understood by the actor-network approach. This 
approach steers away from traditional conceptual dichotomies, such as 
subject/object, agent/structure, nature/society (see e.g ., Latour, 1993) and 
puts the focus on both technology and its social context in the socio-
technical actor network. 

The concept of translation is used to characterize how actors' intentions 
are changed as they are allied to an actor-network. The concept of 
inscription characterizes the intentions of designers and initiators involved in 
technology. 

Understanding Information Systems and Organizations 
as Actor-Networks 

People and Technology 
Dahlbom (1996) underlines the importance of avoiding the dichotomy 

between people and technology: 

Our discipline has always defended a people perspective. Sometimes this has 
been combined with a rather superficial view of the relations between people 
and technology, and sometimes it has even meant a negative attitude to 
technology. Mustering support from the social sciences and humanities in 
our battles with narrow minded computer engineers, some of us have 
acquired bedfellows who know nothing at all about technology. But since 
there is no doubt that technology still is the most important social force in 
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our modern society, it is of the utmost importance that we take technology 
seriously and develop an understanding of its changing and complex roles in 
human affairs. Such an understanding cannot be based on an outdated and 
simplified dichotomy like the one between people and technology. 
(Dahlbom, 1996: 37f). 

While this dichotomy has shaped our academic systems and defined 
professional identities (Dahlbom & Mathiassen, 1997), people and 
technology should not be seen as d istinct but as intertwined. To this end, 
there is an emerging terminology of cyborgs, monsters, hybrids, and quasi-
objects which aims at capturing the entanglement between people and 
technology (see Haraway, 1991; Latour, 1993; Law, 1991a). 

ANT does not provide ready-made answers to questions about the 
design and use of IS in organizational contexts, but it does suggest some 
ways of looking at this process. By starting to trace a network behind an 
artifact, it becomes possible to understand this artifact as a hybrid associa
tion that is both social and technical. Every technological artifact is 
dependent on a heterogeneous network that supports the use of the artifact. 
Callon refers to the network in which a technology is embedded as "the 
world that this technical artifact structures and mobilizes" (Callon, 1993: 
251). Studies within the actor-network approach analyze the way in which 
social consequences are built into technologies (e.g., Akrich, 1992; Latour, 
1992) and the way in which "truths" about the consequences of a 
technology are socially negotiated and constructed. 

ANT rejects technological determinism that suggests that technologies 
cause change in society independent of the particularities of the social con
text. Instead, ANT views the social consequences of technologies as the 
result of social interpretation and negotiation. Moreover, ANT considers 
technologies in all negotiations (see e.g., Latour, 1991). Callon (1986b) 
warns of the danger of 'changing register' when we move from concerns 
with the social to concerns with the technical. 

The design of IS may be conceived as a s truggle to configure the user. 
For instance, Woolgar (1991) describes how designers of new IS argue over 
the profile of the users of the new IS and what design features might be 
appropriate for these users. Woolgar points out that the design of IS are 
influenced by the profile of the hypothetical users. Thus, IS are limited to 
predetermined types of interactions with predetermined users. That is, the 
ability for IS to adapt to unanticipated needs of the users is inhibited. 

IS influence actors by restricting or enabling certain actions. Latour 
emphasizes the notion that artifacts shape human action in several works. 
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For instance, he argues that an artifact, such as an automatic door-closer, 
indeed is anthropomorphic. It is so in three senses: "first it has been made 
by humans; second, it substitutes for the actions of people and is a de legate 
that permanently occupies the position of a human; and third, it shapes 
human action by prescribing what sort of people should pass through the 
door" (Latour, 1992: 235). This holds for most artifacts: humans make 
artifacts; artifacts can perform substitute actions in lieu of people perform
ing the same actions; and artifacts shape human action. 

Purposes and functions of technologies cannot be read from their con
sequences. Conversely, consequences of technologies cannot be read from 
some initial purposes. Rather, social change may be seen as unintended con
sequences of multiple and complex series of practices increasingly mediated 
by IS. The social impact of IS is malleable in that it may support very 
different social developments. In this study, the concept of 'translation' is 
the key to understanding how IS are related to organizations and organiza
tional transformation 

The strategies for building both facts and artifacts through the creation 
of actor-networks encompass both actors' intentions and the technologies' 
unanticipated consequences. The translations involve different user-pro
ducer groups at different stages of the process. In the first stage, designers 
"inscribe" in the artifacts certain user-values depending on the designers' 
desired outcome and on their perception of the profile of the anticipated 
user-groups. In other words, there is an explicit and/or implicit idea about 
the user and the context of use embodied in IS (see Akrich, 1992; Akrich & 
Latour, 1992). Thus, IS are open for only certain types of interactions with 
users. When these artifacts meet the expectations of the inscribed user-
group, however, they undergo a sequence of translations depending on the 
user-group's perception of possible use. These inscribed user-groups seldom 
encompass all social groups and when IS are more stable in the context in 
question, new actors are enrolled in the inscription of the artifact and differ
ent interpretations of the artifact take place. 

The translation model offers methods and concepts to open up the 
innovation process not post hoc, but as the process occurs (see Callon, 
1986a; 1986b). Moreover, since the translation model is process oriented it 
has no bias towards successful artifacts and therefore is suited for analyzing 
processes that end up in what is commonly seen as a failure (see Latour, 
1996a). ANT has been used to analyze different large technological projects, 
such as the British TSR-2-plane (Law, 1988) and a new subway system in 
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Paris (Latour, 1996a). What is missing, in fact, are not stories of failure, but 
rather stories of success. 

In ANT the importance of an "actor" is that it cracks the wall between 
social actors, who possess reason and intention, and artifacts, which may 
"act" but without intention. An important argument in his theory is that 
the actors are represented by spokespersons that try to act in the name of all 
actors in the network. 

ANT provide us with a perspective of IS in which organizations and IS 
are mutually determining. This perspective differs from many other per
spectives as it moves between both technological and social determinism 
Instead, IS should be understood as a network result, a result of the 
interaction of heterogeneous elements in an actor-network. As Star (1991) 
writes, "the analytic freedom accorded by this heuristic is considerable; in 
fact Latour and Callon's work has opened up a whole new way of analyzing 
technology" (Star, 1991: 43). 

Michel Callon (1987) argues that 

[t]he actor-network is reducible neither to an actor nor a network. Like net
works it is composed of a series of heterogeneous elements, animate and 
inanimate, that have been linked to one another for a certain period of 
time.... The entities it is composed of, whether natural or social, could at any 
moment redefine their identity and mutual relationships in some new way 
and bring new elements into the network. (Callon, 1987: 93). 

ANT has been used as a theoretical perspective in different contexts, 
including studies of technology in general (Latour, 1996a) and information 
technology in particular (Latour, 1996b). Actor-network theory is 
concerned with investigating "the creation and maintenance of coextensive 
networks of human and non-human elements that, in the case of 
information technology, include people, organizations, software, computer 
and communications hardware, and infrastructure standards" (Walsham, 
1997: 466f). 

In contrast, an actor-network theory highlights the social and the 
technical as inseparable and that they should be analyzed in a similar way. 
ANT provides us with a theoretical perspective with which to speak about 
technological innovations and the strategies that shape them. The following 
table summarizes some of the key concepts in the ANT approach. 
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Concept Description 
Actor Both human beings and non-human actors such as 

technological artifacts 
Actor-network Heterogeneous network of aligned interests, 

including people, organizations and standards 
Enrollment and translation Creating a body of allies, human and non-human, 

through a process of translating their interests to 
be aligned with the actor-network 

Delegates and inscription Delegates are actors who "stand in and speak for" 
particular viewpoints which have been inscribed in 
them; e.g., software as frozen organizational 
discourse 

Irreversibility The degree to which it is subsequently impossible 
to go back to a point where alternative possibilities 
exist 

Black box A frozen network element, often with properties of 
irreversibility 

Immutable mobile Network element with strong properties of 
irreversibility, and effects which transcend time 
and space; e.g., software standards 

Table 3: Summary of Some Key Concepts in Actor-Network Theory 
(Walsham, 1997: 468). 

The actor-network perspective stresses that the networks are rarely 
stable for long and are always bringing in new elements and thus changing 
the relationships among actors. The actor-network approach, as it is used in 
this thesis, focuses on real-time analyses, seeing how the network unfolds 
and transforms from the perspective of one of its actors21. 

Using ANT, Latour and others present a perspective in which 
technology is as much an actor as a human is. Actors are not passive but 
they vary in the extent to which they influence or resist the influence of 
other entities (Callon, 1993). Such a view of actors is necessary if one is to 
follow the mutual determination of both technology and society. While 
people shape technology, the artifacts and practices of technology also shape 
human behavior. Latour (1992) calls this phenomenon "prescription". 

21 Monteiro and Heps0 (1998) show how ANT also can be used to study how a 
network has unfolded after a certain project has come to an end. 
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The process of translation is a process that "creates mixtures between 
entirely new types of beings, hybrids of nature and culture" (Latour, 1993: 
10). By acknowledging hybrids, Latour problematizes the social/ 
technological split. 

Callon and Latour (1981) uses t he analogy of black boxes to describe 
how actor-networks change: 

An actor grows with the number of relations he or she can put, as we say, in 
black boxes. A black box contains that which no longer needs to be recon
sidered, those things whose contents have become a matter of indifference. 
The more elements one can place in black boxes—modes of thoughts, 
habits, forces and objects—the broader the construction one can raise. 
(Callon & Latour, 1981: 284-285). 

When we speak of black boxes, we are dealing with the creation of 
asymmetries. Clearly, we end up with actors of different size even though 
they are all isomorphic because some have been able to put elements into 
black boxes to alter their relative size. 

It is important to emphasize that for Callon and Latour differences in 
size between actors is a result of black boxes, and not something that can be 
taken for granted. Thus, we cannot distinguish a priori that there is a 
difference between actors in terms of micro and macro: 

We should miss the point completely, if we distinguish between 'individuals' 
and 'institutions'; if we supposed that the first fell within the sphere of 
psychology, and the second ot economic history. There are of course macro-
actors and micro-actors, but the difference between them is brought about 
by power relations and the constructions of networks that will elude analysis 
it we presume a priori that macro-actors are bigger than or superior to 
micro-actors. (Latour & Callon, 1981: 279f). 

The actor-network approach suggests that all actors are isomorphic. 
Isomorphic does not mean that all actors have the same size but that there is 
no way to anticipate the size, since it is the consequence of negotiation. The 
best way to understand this is to consider actors as networks. No actor is 
bigger than another except by means of a translation that must be examined. 
A difference in relative size is obtained when a micro-actor can enroll allies. 

The question of method is also resolved. How can we examine macro-actors 
and micro-actors, we were wondering, without confirming differences in 
size? Reply: by directing our attention not to the social but towards the 
processes by which an actor creates lasting asymmetries. That among these 
processes some lead to associations which are sometimes called 'social' 
(associations of bodies), and that some of the others are sometimes called 
'technical' (associations of materials), need not concern us further. Only the 
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differences between what can be put in black boxes and what remain open 
for future negotiations are now relevant for us. (Latour & Callon, 1981: 
285). 

...macro-actors are micro-actors seated on top of many (leaky) black boxes. 
They are neither larger, nor more complex than micro-actors; on the 
contrary, they are of the same size and as we shall see, they are in fact simpler 
than micro-actors. (Latour & Callon, 1981: 286). 

Latour talks of a translation process in order to capture the process 
where actor-networks grow and change. 

To me, a central quality with the actor-network approach is its concern 
for the specifics. Even Langdon Winner, who is generally critical of non-
determinist views on technology, finds the actor-network approach valuable 
because of its "conceptual rigor, its concern for specifics, its attempt to pro
vide empirical models of technological change that better reveal t he actual 
course events" (Winner, 1993: 438). 

Organizational Change as Translation 
Process thinking has been attracting more interest lately from both 

theorists and practitioners. Organization theorists argue that process models 
provide a unique perspective on organizational innovation and organiza
tional behavior (Van de Ven, 1992; Van de Ven & Poole, 1990). 

Technology change or technology transfer is typically described as a 
process of diffusion (see e.g., Levitt & March, 1988; Rogers, 1962). Diffu
sion theory describes technology transfer as a process in which three main 
sets of factors bear on the decision to adopt or to reject the technology in 
question. These sets of factors have to do with the attributes of individual 
recipients (their attitude towards change), the characteristics (norms, values, 
culture) of the social system which they inhabit, and features seemingly 
intrinsic to the technology itself (complexity, flexibility, etc.). 

This view is contrasted to the actor-network model. In this view, the 
artifact has no inertia but is moved actively by each social actor with whom 
it comes in contact with. These social actors, individuals as well as institu
tions, can do many different things with technology, not just adopt or reject 
it. What comes into focus is the movement of technology, the flexibility of 
technology, and the process of stabilizing technology. 

Latour contrasts the diffusion model with that of translation: 

the spread in time and space of anything—claims, orders, artifacts, 
goods—is in the hands of people; each of these people may act in different 
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ways, letting the token drop, or modifying it, or deflecting it, or betraying it, 
or adding to it, or appropriating it. (Latour, 1986: 267). 

A definition of translation is given in Callon and Latour (1981): 

By translation we understand all the negotiations, intrigues, calculations acts 
of persuasion and violence, thanks to which an actor or force takes, or causes 
to be conferred on itself, authority to speak or act on behalf of another actor 
or force. 'Our interests are the same', 'do what I want', 'you cannot succeed 
without going through me'. Whenever an actor speaks of 'us', s/he is trans
lating other actors into a single will, of which s/he becomes spirit and 
spokesman. S/he begins to act for several, no longer for one alone. S/he be
comes stronger. S/he grows. (Callon & Latour, 1981: 279). 

The translation model requires that we focus on understanding how 
people and things strengthen and weaken actor-networks22. To this end, the 
translation model is very different from the diffusion model. 

Classical theories of diffusion are very popular but also ill suited to 
studies of organizational or institutional development (Brunsson, 1998). 
March (1999: 137) questions two critical assumptions in diffusion models. 
First, there is the assumption of reproductive reliability. This has to do with 
how objects of diffusion are assumed to spread through a population with
out themselves being changed in some way. Second, there is the assumption 
of network exogeneity, which has to do with how the relationships that 
affect the process of diffusion are assumed to be unaffected by it. These two 
assumptions are turned upside down in the translation model. In this 
model, 'objects of diffusion' are assumed to change as they spread through
out a population. In addition, the translation model assumes that the 
population changes. 

Latour describes the translation process as a process in which 

[c]laims become well-established facts and prototypes are turned into 
routinely used pieces of equipment. Since the claim is believed by more than 
one person, the product bought by more than one customer, the argument 
incorporated in one more article or textbook, the black box encapsulated in 
one more engine, they spread in time and space. (Latour, 1987: 132). 

This translation occurs as actors enroll allies in the actor-network. 
Latour states that even after closure is attained, the process of translation 
continues. Even after a black box is closed around an artifact, the translation 
process continues, since an artifact has no momentum of its own to survive. 

22 For examples of this translation see Callon (1986a) and Latour, (1987). 
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An artifact must therefore be continuously re-negotiated (Latour, 1987: 
137ff). 

Callon emphasizes that it is important to analyze the material that is in
scribed rather than to talk of translation in general: 

...it makes little sense to speak of translation 'in general'. We have to define 
the medium, the material into which it is inscribed: roundtable discussions, 
public declarations, texts, technical objects, emodied skills, currencies—the 
options are endless. Nevertheless the elementary operation of translation is 
triangular: it involves a translator, something that is translated, and a 
medium in which that translation is inscribed. (Callon, 1991: 143). 

Callon discusses how technical objects can be treated as a program of 
action coordinating a network of roles: 

In practice it is not too difficult to describe the programs embodied in 
technical objects, or the ways in which their sociotechnical components act, 
communicate, issue orders, interrupt one another and follow protocols. The 
reason is that descriptions or "textualizations" are common. Technical 
objects are not as dumb as we think! (Callon, 1991: 136). 

According to ANT, human actors and non-humans actors are linked 
together in a web of relations, an actor-network. The interest of an actor can 
be translated into technical and social arrangements, and after some period 
of time, the network consisting of many different interests becomes stabi
lized. This stability is the result of an alignment of interests among actors 
(Callon, 1991). Thus, an ANT describes how heterogeneous interests are 
translated, stabilized, and finally inscribed in the technology (Akrich, 1992). 
Once stabilized, an actor-network becomes seemingly irreversible (Callon, 
1991) and thus resistant from further translation. With technology aligned 
with the network, the network becomes even more durable (Latour, 1991). 
As these networks become irreversible, we come close to a situation where 
the technology seems autonomous (see Winner, 1977). 

Watching ideas or artifacts change, we observe a process of translation. 
Translation means the creation of a new link that did not exist before 
between two actors. This link modifies, in part, the two agents; a displace
ment or drift from original states occurs. 

Actor-Network Theory and Information Systems Research 
When applied to IS research the empirical focus of ANT has been to 

attempt to trace and explain the processes whereby relatively stable networks 
of aligned interests are created and maintained. When successful, networks 
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of aligned interests "are created through the enrollment of a sufficient body 
of allies, and the translation of their interests so that they are willing to 
participate in particular ways of thinking and acting which maintain the 
network" (Walsham, 1997: 469). 

IS become especially interesting when it comes to enrolling interests in 
the network. As non-human resources, they can be used to "stand in or 
speak for", or to be delegates for, particular interests (Bloomfield et al., 
1997). The notion of inscription becomes central, as Bowker and Star 
(1994) point out: 

Modern information technology embed and inscribe work in ways that are 
important for policy-makers, but which are often difficult to see... 
arguments, decisions and uncertainties and processual nature of decision
making are hidden away inside a piece of technology or in a complex 
representation. Thus, values opinions, and rhetoric are frozen into codes, 
electronic thresholds and computer applications. Extending Marx, then, we 
can say that in many ways, software is frozen organizational discourse. 
(Bowker & Star, 1994: 187). 

The idea of software as frozen discourse has been said to be an example 
of an inscription that resists change and displays properties of irreversibility 
(Walsham, 1997: 469). 

Traditional approaches have been criticized for lack of specificity about 
the interplay between IS and organizations (Monteiro & Hanseth, 1995), 
and for failing to provide a genuine distinction between the organization 
and other levels of analysis, such as groups or individuals (Henfridsson, 
Holmström & Söderholm, 1997a; Markus & Robey, 1988). Alternatively, 
ANT may better support the understanding of detailed relationships 
between technical and non-technical aspects of designing and using IS 
(Hanseth, 1996: 5). The main reason for this claim is t hat ANT does not 
operate with preconceived distinctions about technology and society. Latour 
(1993) calls this separation a "purification" of hybrids. Hybrids in the sense 
that they can only be understood as inseparable relationships among various 
human and non-human actors. According to ANT, each actor is dependent 
on the entire network; different interests or requirements can be translated 
into technical and social arrangements. 

At the beginning of a project these translations do not necessarily work 
well and the enrollment of heterogeneous elements into a network is of ten 
fragile and contested. Actors can be unfaithful to their assigned roles 
(Hanseth & Braa, 1998), and stability is an achievement that cannot be 
taken for granted (see Callon, 1986b; Latour, 1996a). 
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This stability and irreversibility of translation is achieved by an align
ment of interests (Callon, 1991). Irreversibility of a translation derives from 
the impossibility of returning to a situation where the translation was one of 
several options. Thus, ANT describes how heterogeneous interests are 
translated, stabilized, and finally inscribed in the technology (Akrich, 1992). 
The network becomes even more durable when technologies become part of 
the network (Latour, 1992). As these networks become irreversible, we near 
a situation where the technology seems autonomous (Hughes, 1994). But 
stability is never absolute; even networks of the most rigid regimes can be 
undone. According to ANT, an actor-network is built by negotiation 
among key actors. Their negotiations, which can often be open conflicts, are 
the driving force in this process. Different actors have different intentions 
and interests and naturally try to further their own interests. Conflicts of 
interest are common in design processes; such conflicts are generally 
resolved by the ways in which some actors succeed in protecting their pro
grams against conflicting programs that may conflict with their interests (see 
Hanseth & Braa, 1998). Walsham (1997) points out that successful net
works are created through the enrollment of sufficient allied interests which 
maintain the network. 

If the translation process succeeds, it will inscribe certain relationships 
and properties in the technology. The technology can thus be understood as 
an "actor" that influences human actors. Technology is an actor; it acts in 
and on the network. To me, it seems as if an ANT is well suited to be 
instructive in my inquiry into the design and use of IS in an organizational 
context. 

The Translation Process 
The purpose of this thesis is to create a better understanding of the 

design and use of IS in an organizational context. How then would one go 
about doing this using ANT as a t heoretical perspective? The actor-network 
perspective rests on three tenets (Callon, 1986a): (1) Generalized 
agnosticism—analytic impartiality as to whatever actors are involved in 
controversy; (2) Generalized symmetry—the use of an abstract and neutral 
vocabulary to understand the conflicting viewpoints of actors, entities, or 
actants (these terms will be used interchangeably); (3) Free association—the 
rejection of a priori distinctions between the social and the natural or the 
technological. Within this meta-theoretical framework, actors are treated 
not simply as actors but as multifaceted entrepreneurs who engage in activi
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ties that normally are seen as being outside their territory. Thus, they need 
to harness a multiplicity of human and non-human actors to extend their 
influence. They must engage in what Law (1991b) refers to as 
'heterogeneous engineering'. To do this they must convince others to join 
them—that is, they must enroll other actors. ANT has evolved a variety of 
terms to conceptualize the recruitment of allies by entrepreneurs. 

At the core of the ANT vocabulary we find the concept of translation. 
To describe this concept, I turn to Callon's (1986b) study of scallops by 
biologists in the fishing community of St. Brieuc Bay. Three biologists 
attempted to develop techniques for cultivating scallop in order to restock 
St. Brieuc Bay. In this effort, they constructed an actor-network in which 
they assigned roles to the involved actors. This specific project failed: the 
biologists were unable to translate the interests of the fishermen from profits 
to a desire to sustain the scallops. However, the fishermen were initially 
enrolled and the study helped Callon in identifying four distinct stages of 
translation. Thus, adapted from Callon (1986b), four stages of translation 
are recognized during which the identities of the actors, the possibilities for 
interaction, and the margins of maneuver are negotiated and delimited. 

1) The problematization or how to become an indispensable actor 

Certain actors, or initiators, attempt to impose themselves and their 
definition of the situation on other actors. Thus, they seek to be 
indispensable to other actors by defining the nature of the problems and 
suggesting that these problems would be resolved if the actors negotiated the 
'obligatory passage point' suggested by them. This includes 

a) the inter-definition of the actors, and 
b) the definitions of obligatory passage points 

2) The devices of "intéressement" or how the allies are locked into place 

This is a series of processes by which the initiators seek to lock the 
other actants into the roles that are proposed for them in that program. 
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3) Enrollment: How to define and co-ordinate the roles 

A set of strategies in which the initiators seek to define and inter-relate 
the various roles they allocate to other actors. 

4) The mobilization of allies: the spokespersons as representative 

A set of methods the initiators use to ensure that spokespersons for 
various relevant collectivities are able to represent those collectivities 
properly and so the initiators are not betrayed by the spokespersons. 

In the following pages, I will outline these four stages of translation in 
more detail. 

Problematization, or How to Become Indispensable 
Technologies cannot be understood as a neutral social medium; how

ever, they can be understood as subject to contingency as they are passed 
between people and shaped and reshaped. This goes to the heart of the 
matter in ANT: when two or more agents interact or when two or more 
goals coincide the end product can only be understood as an emergent 
phenomenon. It cannot be reduced to the goals of either of the agents. 
However, technologies are built in a process of social construction, a process 
driven by the interests of all the participants. 

In the problematization phase, a primary actor or initiator 
problematizes an issue. The problems and identities of other actors are 
defined by the initiator in a way that makes the initiator an "obligatory 
passage point" (Callon, 1986b: 205) for the solution to the problem or 
issues. In Callon's words, problematization "touches on elements, at least 
partially and locally, which are parts of both the social and natural worlds" 
(Callon, 1986b: 205). He continues: 

Each entity enlisted by the problematization can submit to being integrated 
into the initial plan, or inversely, refuse the transaction by defining its 
identity, its goals, projects, orientations, motivations, or interests in another 
manner. In fact the situation is never so clear cut. As the phase of problema
tization has shown, it would be absurd for the observer to describe entities as 
formulating their identity and goals in totally independent manner. They are 
formed and are adjusted only during action. (Callon, 1986b: 207). 

Problematization is a stage in the process of network building where 
certain actors are concerned with defining their identity and other actors' 
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identities in the network in such a way that makes them an obligatory point 
of passage. 

Intressement or How the Allies Are Locked Into Place 
At a general level interressement is "actions by which an entity attempts 

to impose and stabilize the identity of other actors it defines through its 
problematization" (Callon, 1986b: 207-8). In other words, one actor raises 
issues and defines the identities of other actors. 

A statement which captures this process might have the following form: 
You have identity X (you are fishermen), yet you are hampered from fully 
realizing that identity (ensuring fish stocks). Furthermore, intéressement 
encompasses a variety of strategies and mechanisms by which one entity, 
whether that be an individual like Pasteur (Latour & Woolgar, 1979) or a 
small group like the three biological researchers of St. Brieuc Bay (Callon, 
1986b), attempts to 'corner' and enroll other entities: scientists, public 
institutions, the general population, scallops, and electrons. The initiator 
achieves this by making himself indispensable to the actors and 
indispensable to the solution to the problem. 

To interest other actors is to build devices which can be placed between 
them and all other entities who want to define their identities otherwise. A 
interests B by cutting or weakening all the links between B and the invisible 
(or at times quite visible) group of other entities C, D, E, etc. who want to 
link themselves to B. (Callon, 1986b: 208). 

Furthermore, as Callon notes: 

The intéressement, if successful, confirms (more or less completely) the 
validity of the problematization and the alliances it implies. (Callon, 1986b: 
209-210). 

To be sure, intressement is "founded on a certain interpretation of 
what the yet to be enrolled actors are and when as well as what entities these 
actors are associated with (Callon, 1986b: 211). Thus, intéressement is as 
much about locking new allies into place as about cornering the entities not 
yet enrolled. 

Enrollment: How to Define and Co-ordinate the Roles 
Enrollment requires the initiator to convince other actors to join him. 

Thus, it is a multilateral power process. For Latour (1986) power is not a 
possession but an arrangement of assent: 
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"Power" is always the illusion people get when they are obeyed....[they] 
discover what their power is really made of when they start to lose it.... it was 
"made of " the wills of all the others....power [is] a consequence and not a 
cause of collective action. (Latour, 1986: 268-9). 

Indeed, intentions and intentional influence are of central importance 
in organizational life. This is emphasized in what is labeled as "ideological 
control"; this control takes place by influencing ideologies held by organiza
tional actors, shaping their ideas of what reality is about, how reality should 
be, and how the desired state can be reached (Brunsson, 1985; Czarniawska-
Joerges, 1988). Ideological control in organizations tends to be based on 
authority rather than on motivation (Czarniawska & Joerges, 1996: 30). 
Thus, motivation is central to enrollment since enrollment has to do with 
bonding elements together. On enrollment, Callon (1986b) says the 
following: 

Why speak of enrollement? In using this term, we are not resorting to a 
functionalist or culturalist sociology which defines society as an entity made 
up of roles and holders of roles. Enrolment does not imply, nor does it 
exclude, pre-established roles. It designates the device by which a set of inter
related roles is defined and attributed to actors who accept them. Intresse-
ment achieves enrolment if it is successful. To describe enrolment is thus to 
describe the group of multilateral negotiations, trials of strength and tricks 
that accompany the intressements and enable them to succeed. (Callon, 
1986b: 211). 

In short, enrollment is the successful outcome of problematization and 
the intressement processes. 

Mobilization of Allies 
A technology is only stabilized when the heterogeneous relations 

involved are themselves stabilized. Closure, thus, refers to a state where the 
stability and durability of the network is relatively assured. Callon (1991) 
has directly addressed the issue of durability by elaborating on such notions 
as intermediaries, actors, and convergence. An intermediary is anything 
passing between actors which defines the relationship between them and 
this includes "scientific articles, computer software, disciplined human 
bodies, technical artifacts, instruments, contracts and money" (Callon, 
1991: 134). Such intermediaries compose, order, and form the medium of 
the network they describe: "they define and distribute roles to humans and 
nonhumans" (Callon, 1991: 137). Intermediaries are usually hybrids in the 
sense that they are mixtures of texts, artifacts, people, and money. In such 
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mediations, in setting up and reinforcing particular identities for others, 
such an intermediary becomes an actor. Callon defines this as " any entity 
able to associate texts, humans, nonhumans and money" (Callon, 1991: 
140). 

The stabilization of a technology is the result of the controversy and 
strategy that surrounds technical change. Stabilization of a technology 
implies that its contents are black-boxed and are no longer a site for contro
versy. Its stabilized properties come to determine the way that the 
technology functions in society. In other words, the technology becomes 
institutionalized. 

Callon (1986b: 216) prefers to speak of mobilization of allies when 
addressing a stabilized network. To mobilize is to render entities mobile 
which were not mobile beforehand. This is done by representing an entity 
so that it can be mobile. That is, providing an audience with models or 
other abstract representations instead of the actual entity being discussed. 
For instance, Callon gives an example of researchers who exhibit graphical 
representations of larvae instead of exhibiting live larvae to their colleagues. 
Thus, the researches have become spokespersons for the larvae. 

Actor-Network Theory: Some Critical Voices 
There have been some critical voices raised against ANT (see e.g., 

Amsterdamska, 1990; Bloor, 1999). In this section, I will briefly discuss the 
criticism that has been raised and I will discuss whether or not the criticism 
is germane to this study. I will discuss four criticisms that have been raised 
against the assumptions informing ANT. The four criticisms can be classi
fied as follows: ANT as anti-humanism; ANT as relativism; ANT as techni-
cism; ANT as managerialism. 

The idea that ANT is an expression of an anti-humanistic idea focuses 
how ANT views non-human actors in its analysis and how it maintains that 
human and non-human actors should be treated as analytical equals. The 
central difference between ANT and other approaches lies in the way ANT 
focuses on non-human actors: 

The ethnomethodologists forget to include in their analyses the fact that 
ambitguity of context in human societies is partially removed by a whole 
gamut of tools, regulations, walls and objects of which they analyse only a 
part. We must now gather up what their analysis leaves out and examine 
with the same method the strategies which enlist bodies, materials, dis
courses, techniques, feelings, laws, organizations. Instead of dividing the 
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subject with the social/technicals or with the human/animal, or with the 
micro/macro dichotomies, we will only retain for the analysis gradients of 
resistivity and consider only the variations in relative solidity and durability of 
different sorts of materials. (Callon & Latour, 1981: 284, italics original). 

This is a controversial idea: some people believe that by placing non-
human actors on the same level as humanactors is to inflatehuman value. 

Collins and Yearley (1992a) are critical of ANT because the theory 
does not distinguish between human actors and non-human actors. They 
believe this is an abdication of human responsibility. As a response to this, 
Callon and Latour (1992) argue that they indeed acknowledge differences 
between people and machines, but they refuse to make the distinction a 
priori, rather they prefer to treat them as "actants". Collins and Yearley's 
(1992a, b) c ritique addresses the radical symmetries of ANT and argue that 
the common actant status that technological artifacts and natural entities 
and humans are given by ANT is highly problematic. 

The debates around anthropomorphism arise since we believe that 
there exist human actors and non-human actors, without realizing that this 
attribution is a choice (Latour, 1992: 236). According to Latour, an artifact 
is anthropomorphic in three senses: first, it is produced by humans; second, 
it substitutes for the actions of people and is a delegate that permanently 
occupies the position of a person; third, it shapes other actors' behavior 
(Latour, 1992: 235). 

The fear of including non-human actors in our analysis soon runs the 
risk of becoming ridiculous. Obviously, there is a difference between human 
actors and non-human actors. ANT understands technologies as actors; this 
assumption allows for a more comprehensive understanding of how people 
and technology are intertwined with each other. I do not want to make an 
ontological statement by including non-human actors in my analysis, I 
merely think this makes sense from an analytical point of view. 

ANT has been criticized for being an overly relativistic approach. For 
instance, critical voices were raised against the work of Bruno Latour in the 
discussion that followed the so-called "Sokal affair". Alan Sokal, a physicist, 
designed an experiment, or rather a hoax, to test whether science critics, 
many of them relativists, really were serious scholars. He submitted an 
article to a journal devoted to post-modernism and social construction 
theory, an article that was a deliberate parody of the kind of language used 
by relativists. The editors of the journal accepted his manuscript and pub
lished it. When Sokal revealed the hoax, he also directed a severe criticism 
against people that he felt were the worst offenders among the relativists. He 
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wrote a critical chapter of the works of Bruno Latour in his book that 
followed the hoax. 

Sokal is concerned that "intellectual impostors" like Latour were 
abusing concepts that they did not understand. His book criticized 

certain intellectual aspects of Post-Modernism that have had an impact on 
the humanities and the social sciences: a fascination with obscure discourses; 
an epistemic relativism linked to a generalised scepticism toward modern 
science; an excessive interest in subjective beliefs independently of their truth 
or falsity; and an emphasis on discourse and language as opposed to the facts 
to which those discourses refer (or worse, the rejection of the very idea that 
facts exist or that one may refer to them). (Sokal & Bricmont, 1999: 173-
174). 

The critique was not only directed at Latour, but at many other French 
intellectual social scientists. The critique, although interesting as an exercise, 
is not a very elaborate positivist critique against interpretivist research. Sokal 
is worried about the damaging effects of an epistemology based on the social 
construction of "truth". He believes that the growing tendency to see ideas 
in socially relative terms—truth defined by negotiation and not by empirical 
observation and intellectual rigor—is a threat to science and reason. 

As a critique against Latour and ANT, this is n ot very precise, and in 
Pandora's Hope (Latour, 1999) Latour expresses his surprise over the nature 
of the Science War debates. In particular, he notes that it is a very strange 
idea to believe that people that are concerned with science studies should be 
"anti-science". With this logic, biologists would be "anti-life" and 
astronomers "anti-stars" (Latour, 1999: 2). Latour has previously made an 
explicit distinction between his own work and relativism when he argues 
that "at the end of the process, there is indeed a nature we have not made, 
and a society that we are free change; there are indeed indisputable scientific 
facts, and free citizen" (Latour, 1993: 140). Latour makes this assertion to 
distance himself from absolute relativism and social constructivism. Thus, I 
think it is fair to say that there is an important difference between the 
approach to technology proposed in the ANT perspective and that proposed 
by those whose view relies on relativism. 

Besides being criticized for being a relativist theory, ANT has also been 
criticized for not being a technicist theory. The key problem for those 
addressing such a critique is the notion of inscription. Grint and Woolgar 
argue that 

[t]he actor-network approach to technology thus attempts to transcend the 
distinction between the social and the technical which, we have argued, re-
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emerges in the guise of technicism in many of the attempts to fashion alter
natives to technological determinism. The extent to which actor-network 
theory succeeds in transcending technicism is unclear. (Grint & Woolgar, 
1997: 30). 

As their main argument for their idea that there is a 'residual 
technicism' in ANT, Grint and Woolgar suggest that it is unclear if the 
ANT-informed analyses treat non-human actors as having 'real' properties 
or if these properties are social constructions. 

This is a cr itique that should be considered since it highlights a central 
issue in ANT. The critique from Grint and Woolgar assumes that there 
exist only social constructivist and technological determinist appproaches. 
However, the relativist/constructivist camp as well as t he determinist camp 
criticize ANT, since ANT does not belong to either of these positions. 

Inscription emphasizes that technologies are social constructions, but 
that some social constructions take on a material form. This is be cause the 
designers of technology have an idea about the context of use and this idea 
is ref lected in the technology. I believe that this view is very different from 
the deterministic views of technology, and therefore I believe that the 
critique formulated by Grint and Woolgar does not hold. 

There have also been critical voices raised against ANT because of its 
perceived 'managerial bias'. The argument supporting this is that ANT 
scholars only focus on the actors enrolled in an actor-network and they do 
this from the perspective of the enroller. But what about the actors excluded 
from the actor-network? 

Star (1991) provides us with the example of excluded actors. In the 
eyes of a large hamburger restaurant chain, her preference for not having 
onions on her hamburger because of an allergy to onions does not move the 
restaurant to accommodate her preference. The restaurant chain is such a 
powerful actor that it does not need to enroll her. Thus, she becomes 
excluded from the actor-network. 

I believe that the issues raised by Star are relevant and certainly worth 
considering. There are other questions that need to be addressed: Why 
choose to start at one point and not another? Why follow some actors and 
not others? What about the actors who never enroll? These are certainly 
important questions that need to be considered when using ANT as a 
theoretical perspective. 
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Information Systems as Elements in Actor-Networks 
As it is argued in actor-network theory, technology can be understood 

as an actor. ANT scholars have stressed the power and importance of arti
facts in today's society (see e.g., Latour 1991) and they have stressed that all 
relations should be seen as both social and technical: 

Purely social relations are found only in the imaginations of sociologist, 
among baboons, or possibly, just possibly, on nudist beaches; and purely 
technical relations are found only in the wilder reaches of science fiction. 
(Law & Bijker 1992: 290). 

Such claims have been criticized by other researchers because the social 
actors and the technical actors are being viewed and analyzed equally and 
the same terms are applied to both social and technical actors (Callon & 
Latour, 1992). Collins and Yearly (Collins & Yearly 1992a) argue that it 
clearly is a step back to a natural science view of human action when we 
view the actor-network paradigm as a natural and a social phenomenon. 
Callon and Latour (Callon & Latour, 1992) reply that this yardstick, with 
society and nature on each extreme, is not steadfast. They also maintain that 
their interest lie in explaining society as it relates to technology. 

Indeed, some IS researchers claim, in line with the ANT arguments, 
that IS are an increasingly incorporated but are also a complexly intertwined 
part of many human activities. This, in turn, is claimed to have disqualified 
the classical distinction between social and technical (Monteiro & Hanseth, 
1995); neither the social nor the technical are can be studied in isolation. 

In actor-network theory, actors do not necessarily have to be human 
(Callon & Latour, 1981; Latour, 1993; Law, 1994). For Law, materiality 
acts in ways that may involve people. Agency is seen as an effect in networks 
of heterogeneous materials: "An agent (like a machine) is a network of 
different materials, a process of ordering that we happen to call a 'person'" 
(Law, 1994: 24). To avoid subjectivism and cartesianism, this approach 
treats an individual, as well as ev erything else, only as a member of networks 
(Law, 1994: 33). 

Technological designers inscribe a vision of the world into their 
designs. Consequently, designs embody a script which contains expectations 
about user behavior, social relations, and so on. Studying the process of 
inscription and the resulting script of an artifact enables the analyst to reveal 
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how designs exclude certain social groups, or work against certain social 
groups' interests in other ways. 

Law (1991c) defines agency as follows: 

I want to say that an actor may be pictured as a set of relations which in 
some measure has the effect of (a) characterising, (b) storing and (at least in 
some instances) offering a degree of discretion with respect to 'power to' and 
'power over'...In this way of thinking, agents are both sets of relations, and 
nodes in sets of relations. (Law, 1991c: 172-3). 

The network of actors is defined as interconnected relationships where 
actions and ongoing activities are coordinated. Actors, human and non-
human, involved in a network will therefore repeatedly interact with each 
other and these repeated interactions over time will result in relationships 
between interacting parties. The relationships evolve through reciprocal 
learning and increased adaptation to each other and the resources that the 
other actors control. The relationships an actor has with other actors affects 
the coordination of activities. The structure of these interdependencies gives 
the network a certain stability and continuity, but tensions within or 
between the layers will also provide seeds for change. 

In this context, non-human actors refer to technological artifacts that 
impact humans, thereby ordering, albeit conditionally, their actions. Law 
(1991c) writes about agency: 

[o]n the one hand we live in and are constituted by a set of relations which 
are organized in a range of different ways and have a series of effects; and on 
the other hand, we are embodied in a range of materials....one of the best 
ways of stabilizing relations ... is precisely to embody them in durable 
materials: relations that tend, everything else being equal, to generate effects 
that last. (Law, 1991c: 174). 

Technical artifacts participate in building heterogeneous networks that 
bring together human and non-human actors. But how can one describe the 
roles that they play in networks? In answering this question, it is difficult to 
adopt technological determinism which pays no attention to social links in 
the network or network effects. It is e qually difficult to adopt social con
structivism which denies that artifacts can be actors. 

The difficulty involved with finding a proper vocabulary is to avoid 
terms that assume a distinction between social and technological issues. 
Latour describes the current state of affairs as a s ituation where non-human 
actors knock at our door, demanding a place in our analyses: 

To balance our accounts of society, we simply have to turn our exclusive 
attention away from humans and look also at nonhumans. Here they are, 
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the hidden and despised social masses who make up our morality. They 
knock at the door of sociology, requesting a place in the accounts of society 
as stubbornly as the human masses did in the nineteenth century. What our 
ancestors, the founders of sociology, did a century ago to house the human 
masses in the fabric of social theory, we should do now to find a place in a 
new social theory for the nonhuman masses that beg us for understanding. 
(Latour, 1992: 227). 

Indeed, non-human actors are no different from human actors in that 
they are themselves effects; they are networks in their own right and as such 
carry with them certain properties and functions. Latour specifically empha
sizes how non-humans can replace humans who would normally need to be 
disciplined into performing their tasks. 

To sum up, I argue that ANT steers away from traditional conceptual 
dichotomies, such as agent/structure, and seeks to put the focus on both 
technology and social context, the socio-technical actor network. The 
concept of translation is used to characterize how actors' intentions are 
changed as they are allied to an actor-network, whereas the concept of 
inscription is us ed to characterize th intentions of designers and initiators as 
they are inscribed in technology. 
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4. Research Methodology 

In this section, I present the research methodology in this study. First, I 
discuss the interpretive epistemology that the study is based on. Second, I 
outline the interpretive case study and how the use of ANT has methodo
logical implications. I discuss my own role in the case study and also data 
collection, data analysis, and the interpretations of the case study. I conclude 
the section with a discussion on the credibility of the study. 

Interpretivism in Information Systems Research 
This study is based on an interpretive epistemology (Orlikowski & 

Baroudi 1991; Walsham 1993), using a single in-depth case study to create 
better understanding of the design and use of IS in an organizational con
text. 

Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991) write that interpretive researchers 
"attempt to understand phenomena through assessing the meanings that 
people assign to them" (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991: 5). This ambition has 
been central to this study, as I have tried to observe and question the organi
zational members and their interpretations of the design and use of the 
Powerplay application in the municipal organization of Umeå. A number of 
authors (e.g., Markus & Robey 1988; Orlikowski, 1992; Robey & Azovedo, 
1994) recommend interpretive approaches in seeking a better understanding 
of the emergent process of organizational transformation through informa
tion technology. Interpretive approaches used for gathering research data 
require an underlying theory; in this thesis I draw on ANT which has 
recently been utilized in the IS literature (Hanseth & Monteiro, 1995; 
Jones, 1998; Walsham & Sahay, 1999) to provide a basis for a dynamic 
process perspective. 

I approached this research project from a qualitative design. I agree 
with Denzin and Lincoln's understanding of the word qualitative design: 

[qualitative] implies an emphasis on process and meanings that are not 
rigorously examined, or measured (if measured at all), in terms of quantity, 
amount, intensity, or frequency. Qualitative researchers stress the socially 
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constructed nature of reality, the intimate relationship between the 
researcher and what is studied, and the situational constraints that shape 
inquiry. They seek answers to questions that stress how social experience is 
created and given meaning. In contrast, quantitative studies emphasize the 
measurement and analysis of causal relationships between variables, not 
processes. Inquiry is purported to be within a value-free framework. (Denzin 
& Lincoln, 1994: 4). 

Generally, qualitative research can be characterized as the attempt to 
obtain an in-depth understanding of the meanings and 'definitions of the 
situation' presented by informants, rather than the production of a quanti
tative 'measurement' of their characteristics or behavior. This concern 
reveals the subjective beliefs of those being studied and it is common to 
ethnography, participant observation, and various other strands of qualita
tive research. 

The purpose of this thesis is to create better understanding of the 
design and use of IS in an organizational context. Approaching this purpose 
from a qualitative design, I become, as a researcher, a part of the research 
process myself. Thus, it becomes important "to reflect not only on the 
members" world but more importantly "on the world of the researcher" 
(Golden-Biddle & Locke, 1993: 614). In the process of conducting a 
qualitative case study, the researcher conducts a "cultural critique" (Marcus 
& Fisher, 1986) where his/her own role, including assumptions and prior 
knowledge becomes important to consider. 

The key to managing the unstable dialectical relationship between 
ethnographic observation and social critique is t o re-conceptualize validity 
in terms of reflexive pract ice. Reflexivity refers to the researcher's conscious 
self-understanding of the research process (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983), 
or more specifically, the researcher's ability to be skeptical and question the 
testimony of the respondents as well as of his own observations. That is, he 
must be skeptical of the respondents' answers to his questions and his obser
vations of the respondents' actions. He must always ask himself these 
questions: Are the respondents merely telling me what they think I want to 
hear or are they telling me their real understanding of the situation? 
Furthermore, the researcher must ask himself if he is merely seeing what he 
wants to see or is seeing the real situation as it unfolds in front of him? 

However, the purpose of reflexivity is not to produce an objective or 
value-free account of the phenomenon under study, because qualitative 
research of this kind does not aim to end up with results that are 
independent of the researcher. 
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Actor-Network Theory as Methodology 
Under the motto "follow the actors", a methodology of how to study 

the builders of actor-networks is presented23. The basic idea is to build maps 
of the activities of human and non-human actors as an actor-network is 
built. 

Using qualitative interviews, participant observations, and document 
analysis as data collection techniques, I came close to the actors in the net
work—indeed, I became an actor myself. This was crucial for me in order to 
be able to trace the actor-network and make informed descriptions of this 
tracing process. 

Callon emphasizes the importance of these detailed and developed de
scriptions: 

The methodological point is that the observer should not exercise censor
ship. S/he should collect all the translations. None should be rejected a 
priori. There should be no division between those that are reasonable and 
those that are taken to be fantastic or unrealistic. All the entities and all the 
relationships between these entities should be described—for together they 
make up the translator. (Callon, 1991: 143). 

Relying on technology as a guide can be an effective way to learn to 
know the design and use of IS in an organizational context. There are risks 
involved with this approach because of the high failure rates among IS 
projects. In this case, relying on technology as a guide was effective. 
Following the technology, I started with meeting the people who promoted 
Powerplay—the initiators—and successively met actor groups that were 
enrolled in the actor-network. The initiators of the Powerplay project saw 
the project ending in December 1999. By this time, I had been in the field 
since December 1996—for 36 months. 

My Role in the Actor-Network 
According to Adler and Adler (1994), non-interventionist observation 

has traditionally been the hallmark of the ethnographic method. However, 
observers always intrude and even if they try to stay "invisible" they cannot 
claim that the data is collected independent of their own influence them. 

The longer I stayed in the field, the more I felt the need to be a full
blown actor myself and let people know what I felt about the issues 

23 The idea of "following the actors" was first explored in Callon (1986a). 
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discussed. This was due to two reasons: First, access to peoples' thoughts 
and ideas were crucial for me in this study. If this access were limited, then 
my study would also be limited. I could not expect organizational members 
to be open to me about their thoughts and ideas if I was not as open to 
them and gave them my thoughts and ideas in return. Second, I felt that I 
had a moral obligation to express my thoughts and ideas to the organiza
tional members. I felt that I could not keep silent if I believed that I had 
thoughts and ideas that could be of value for the people in the organiza
tion24. 

Occasionally, I intervened in a semi-formal way, giving my thoughts 
and ideas to organizational members in meetings and discussions. Regularly, 
however, I met with people from each actor group in an informal way in 
their offices, in meetings, at lunch, or just in the corridor. There were also 
casual e-mail conversations with these organizational members. This gave 
me the opportunity to have my say on this "mundane interventionist level." 
I also intervened by taking initiatives myself on three occasions. These 
occasions were all in discussions with the project manager where I proposed 
what to do in the project, proposals based on my interpretations. 

My first initiative was in the spring of 1997; I proposed the idea to the 
project manager that a successful adaptation of the Powerplay application 
would include a proper balance between stability and flexibility in the appli
cation. I suggested that the stability would have to do with the content, the 
data, in the application. Flexibility would mean that every department 
would be able to adapt the Powerplay application according to its specific 
needs. This would mean that different departments would use different 
features in the application, but the 'information core' would nevertheless be 
the same. The project manager agreed with my idea and after this discussion 
there many discussions were held about the use of the Powerplay application 
in terms of stability and flexibility. These discussions were not only from the 
perspective of the project manager, but also from the perspective of other 
organizational members. 

The actual effect of this intervention is hard to estimate. I believe that 
the intervening discussions on stability and flexibility helped make the 
initiators define their implicit ideas more carefully and even more explicitly. 
From the start of the project, there were very explicit ideas about standardi
zation of key ratios, which had to do with the information core. Thus, there 

24 These arguments for taking on an active role as a researcher are also expressed by 
Walsham and Sahay (1999). 
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were ideas that stability, when it came to information, was important; how
ever, these ideas—and especially its relation to flexibility in the 
actors—became more explicit after this intervention. 

My second initiative was in the spring of 1999; the project manager 
and I discussed why the municipal sub-units were relatively critical against 
the project even though they had no real explicit criticism against the 
content of the project. At this point I had talked to people in all municipal 
sub-units and I had a feeling that there were some problems involved with 
the idea about Powerplay being the solution to the two problems identified: 
the problem with timely information not being available to the decision
makers and the problem with too much information being presented to the 
decision-makers at one time. I proposed the idea that the municipal sub-
units were completely different than the departments at the city hall, and 
that considering this difference it was hard to know exactly what problems 
the Powerplay application could solve in the municipal sub-units. I pro
posed that the application should not be presented as something that would 
solve these two problems since these problems were not seen as pervasive a t 
the municipal sub-units. The discussions about these problems had 
inhibited the implementation of Powerplay. Once these two problems were 
put in the background, Powerplay was established. 

My third initiative was not used by any members of the organization. 
This proposed my to set up a public 'Powerplay version' on the Internet. 
While this was seen as an idea that was acceptable, it was not seen as some
thing that had priority. The first time I proposed this idea was in the fall of 
1997, but the idea was not really seen as a need before December 1999, 
when we discussed the way in which the public had been engaged in the 
debates concerning the economical problems in the organization. I proposed 
that the public should have access to Powerplay reports on the Intranet, 
reports that were not very complicated to understand and that were updated 
three times a year. The project manager saw this some merit in this idea. 

The degree of my involvement varied over time; as the project evolved, 
I became closer to the organizational members and my influence on the 
actors in the organization increased. According to the classification of Adler 
and Adler (1994), my role resembled that of a peripheral-member-researcher 
in that I interacted closely enough with the actor groups to establish a per
spective similar to that of an insider. I did this, however, without taking on 
any work responsibilities. Thus, I did not tell practitioners what to do—I 
tried rather to provoke ideas or inspire people to reflect and act for them
selves (see Astley & Zammuto, 1992). 
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The Interpretive Case Study 

The Research Setting 
This study was initiated by chance. I talked to a person that I knew 

about his work and he told me that he was just about to become the project 
manager for an IS project in the municipal organization of Umeå. At this 
point, I already had a case study that I was going to use for my thesis, but I 
had some problems with getting the access I wanted in terms of interviews 
and participant observation (for a discussion of this case and these access 
problems, see Holmström, 1999). Thus, when I heard about the idea to 
start this IS project in Umeå I became interested, especially since the project 
manager was someone I knew very well. The issue of access would not be a 
problem. I was also interested in following a project from its inception 
through its completion. I was interested in talking to the people that had 
the initial idea and to see how the project would grow (or fail) as more 
people would become involved. So I jumped at the chance to follow the 
Powerplay project from the very start. 

Together with a colleague, Ola Henfridsson, I started to study IS 
efforts in the municipal organization. While I focused my attention on the 
Powerplay project, Ola Henfridsson directed his attention at the design and 
early use of an IS in the social services department (see Henfridsson, 1999). 
We secured funding for the major part of the project from HSFR (the 
Swedish Council for Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences). 

The Centrality of Interpretations 
Case studies have a long history of use in fields such as organization 

studies and management studies. There are multiple definitions of case 
study research and it covers a wide range of research methods, from single 
in-depth case studies to multi-site, multi-method studies. 

Yin (1994) defines a case study as an empirical inquiry that investigates 
a phenomenon within its own context, using multiple sources of data 
collection. Yin suggests that a case study is a form of inquiry that does not 
necessarily depend on ethnographic or participant observation data but that 
other more "mediated" access to the case also can be valid. 
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Benbasat et al., (1987) present the following definition of the case 
study: 

A case study examines a phenomenon in its natural setting, employing 
multiple methods of data collection to gather information from one or a few 
entities... The boundaries of the phenomenon are not clearly evident at the 
outset of the research and no experimental control or manipulation is used... 
The case study researcher may have less a priori knowledge of what the 
variables of interest will be and how they will be measured. (Benbasat, et al., 
1987: 370). 

This definition is applicable to this case study: I examined the design 
and use of IS in its "natural setting" employing multiple methods of data 
collection. The boundaries of the case study were not evident from the start. 

Selecting cases is a difficult process, but the literature provides some 
guidance in this area. Stake (1995) recommends that the selection offer the 
opportunity to maximize what can be learned, knowing that time is limited. 
Hence the cases that are selected should include willing subjects. 

In this case study, my purpose was to create better understanding of the 
design and use of IS in an organizational context. In this process, I wanted 
to describe how the Powerplay IS was designed and used in Umeå, and also 
to create a better understanding of this process. 

Latour has been criticized for being primarily interested in how things 
work and not why they work. He tells us that it is not necessary to search 
for political drives, for some short-term monetary or symbolic profits to 
study Pasteur. Instead we just have to look at what he does in his laboratory 
as a scientist (Latour & Woolgar, 1979). But looking at what Pasteur does 
only answers how he does things and not why he does the things he do. 
Shapin, in his review of Science in Action, addresses this very question: 

we 'follow' scientists around; we 'enter' their laboratories; we 'watch' them at 
work; we 'understand' the nature of science and technology. But we don't 
'explain' why they make the choices they do, why the controversies we 
observe come to be closed and why they are settled as they are. (Shapin, 
1988: 542). 

Clearly, descriptive approaches address how people use IS. In my study, 
for example, addressing the 'how' question would be to answer how IS are 
designed and used in an organizational context? The 'why' question, how
ever, attempts to explain why IS are used. Such an explanatory approach is 
appropriate in some cases. However, because my approach is interpretive, 
this is n ot within the ambitions of my study. An interpretive such as m ine 
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seeks to answer the following question: what is the meaning of the design 
and use of IS in an organizational context? 

As Gummesson notes, the aim of case studies is not "a superficial 
establishment of correlation", but to reach a fundamental understanding of 
structure and process (Gummesson, 1988: 79). In this study, my ambition 
is to create a better understanding of the design and use of IS in an organi
zational context. Initially, I built my interpretations by positioning myself in 
the physical and intellectual context of the particularities of the case study 
project and the case study itself. After establishing myself in the context of 
the case study project and the case study itself, I developed interpretations 
about the motives and actions of the actors involved in the case study 
project. 

The Research Process 
Coffey and Atkinson (1996) wrote, "the segmenting and coding of data 

are often parts of the qualitative research process that are taken for granted. 
All researchers need to be able to organize, manage, and retrieve the most 
meaningful bits of our data" (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996: 26). 

With this in mind, my process of collecting and analyzing data is 
described below. 

Data Collection: Interviews, Participant Observations, and 
Document Analysis 

I conducted the case study over a period of 36 months, from December 
1996 to December 1999. I used three methods of data collection: inter
views, participant observation, and document analysis. I will describe each 
data collection method below. 

First of all, however, I would like to address the issue of research 
assumptions and prior knowledge. It is clear that all empirical observation is 
dependent on prior knowledge and research assumptions. After all, how are 
we to know what data are worth collecting unless we have some sort of pre
conception of what might be worth looking at? 

I have prior experience studying the interplay between IS and organi
zations from my study of an IS project in a large Swedish organization: the 
MoDo organization (see Holmström, 1999). The experiences from that 
study formed my assumption that design and use of IS in an organizational 
context has to do with negotiations among key players. 
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I conducted qualitative interviews in two different phases. The first 
phase was concerned with the expectations organizational members held on 
the Powerplay application. This phase took place after the people inter
viewed had been informed about the Powerplay application but before they 
had had any practical experiences using it. 

The second phase was concerned with organizational members' actual 
experiences with using the Powerplay application. Because different actor 
groups came in contact with the application at different times, I conducted 
my interviews as soon as the people I interviewed had had experiences with 
using the application. An exception from this was the first interview with 
the department controller at the social services department. They started 
using the Powerplay application at the social services department as soon as 
the project started, and therefore the first interview to some extent also 
covered actual experiences with using the Powerplay application. 

The interviews were semi-structured in their character, and I had an 
interview guide for both phases (see appendix 1 and 2) that roughly guided 
me in the interviews. In the first interview phase, there were a total of 17 
interviews. The number of interviews was decided from the way I "followed 
the technology". I came in contact with and interviewed key users in every 
department that had come in contact with the application. In addition, I 
conducted two additional interviews with the project manager between 
these interview phases, in order to understand better the whole process of 
the design and use of the Powerplay IS. 

The interviews were all taped and the tapes were transcribed. The tran
scriptions of the interviews are published separately (Holmström, 2000). In 
the second interview phase 18 people were interviewed. I interviewed the 
same people, and then an additional person. The additional interview was 
needed because a controller at the school department began extensive work 
with the Powerplay application. Another difference between the two inter
view phases was that three persons had left the organization since the first 
interview phase. They had all been replaced in the organization and I inter
viewed these people in the second interview phase only. 

In order to protect the people I interviewed, I do not identify them by 
name. They are identified as follows: I for initiator; PDC for positive 
department controller; SDC for skeptical department controller; T for 
technician; P for politician. In order to track people, I gave each person a 
specific number. In addition, I made the distinction between the first and 
second interview phase by noting this with "a" and "b" respectively. Thus, a 
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quotation from P2b is a quotation from politician number 2 in the second 
interview phase. 

I conducted a total of four interviews with the project manager. These 
interviews are labeled IIa, lib, lie and I Id. The additional interview with 
the controller at the school department had begun to work extensively with 
the Powerplay application is labeled as PDC4b. The people that had been 
replaced between the two interview phases are Ti, P3 and SDC3. 

I also collected data through participant observation. I felt that I 
needed to collect data not only about what people say they do, but also what 
they do. I agree with Geertz (1988) that the purpose of studying other 
people is not to classify them, but rather 

to enlarge the possibility of an intelligible discourse between people quite 
different from one another in interest, outlook, wealth, and power, and yet 
contained in a world where, tumbled as they are into endless connection, it 
is increasingly difficult to get out of each other's way. (Geertz, 1988: 147). 

I felt that the participant observations were a crucial element in this 
study, in order to enlarge the possibility of an intelligible discourse between 
the organizational members and myself. 

There is a growing critique in IS research that suggests that simple 
identification of the qualitative case study with an open-ended interview is 
insufficient (Cavaye, 1996; Ngwenyama & Klein, 1994, see also Silverman, 
1998). The key problem with relying only on interviews is t hat people are 
generally unable to explicitly articulate that which the researcher investi
gates. Thus, we should not only ask questions but study people in situ 
(Ngwenyama & Klein, 1994). 

I initially met the organizational members when I conducted the first 
interview phase. As it turned out, there were people from every actor group 
that were interested in staying in touch and discussing issues concerning IS 
and organizational change. This enabled me to have continuos meetings 
with people from each actor group. Thus, I got a better understanding of 
their everyday concerns and the discussions were also much more relaxed 
and honest as we learned more about one another. During these conversa
tions and meetings, I took hand-written notes, which I used as a basis of 
more elaborate descriptions of the discussions. These notes were completed 
immediately after a discussion. 

Even though I did conduct continuos participant observations with 
every actor group, I did not conduct participant observations among the 
skeptical department controllers. There were two reasons for this. First, the 
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participant observations conducted were conducted in order to track 
changes in IS use and the reflections organizational members had on these 
changes. Since the actual use of the Powerplay application started as late as 
the fall of 1999 in the municipal sub-units, I did have not many reasons for 
conducting any participant observations at these sites. One reason that 
would make participant observations interesting would be to investigate 
why they did not start to use the Powerplay application any earlier. The 
second reason for not conducting any participant observations at these sites 
was because my observation technique relied on a casual and relaxed rela
tionship between the researcher and the organizational members. Because 
the working sites of the skeptical department controllers were located out
side of the city of Umeå, this relaxed relation was hard to achieve. Any 
meeting with them had to be carefully planned beforehand. I could not just 
"show up" at their offices and expect them to be there or to have time to 
discuss recent issues with me. Even though many of the other participant 
observation interactions were planned beforehand (by phone or by e-mail 
conversations) I had a very relaxed relation with the organizational members 
I conducted the participant observations with. 

The document analysis was conducted for two main reasons. First, as I 
initially became acquainted with the case, I had good use of the IT strategy 
documents produced in the organization. Besides an IT strategy for the 
whole organizations, there were also local IT strategies at most departments. 
Second, I used document analysis for a specific purpose when I used the 
report produced by consultants in an investigation of the problems at the 
social services department. 

Data Analysis 
A central difficulty with qualitative research is that the methods of 

analysis are not well formulated (Miles, 1979: 590). It is typically described 
that themes or patterns emerge out of the data material, but this process of 
emergence is hard, if not impossible, to describe. It is clear, however, that 
the researcher's personal and theoretical biases play a central role in this 
process. In order not to override the interpretations from the perspective of 
the organizational members, I believed it was necessary to start out with 
practical interpretations about the aspects of their work environment and at 
a later stage move on to more theoretically informed interpretations. 

My way of accomplishing this was to design the initial interview phase 
with three broad themes, themes that would be able to cover the ideas and 
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beliefs organizational members held concerning the IS. These themes were 
adopted from Orlikowski and Gash's definition of technological frames 
(Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). A technological frame is "that subset of 
members' organizational frames that concern the assumptions, expectations, 
and knowledge they use to understand technology in organizations" 
(Orlikowski & Gash, 1994: 178). These technological frames are divided 
into three sub-domains: nature of technology; technology strategy; 
technology in use (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994: 183). These three sub-
domains incorporate different forms of assumptions, expectations, and 
knowledge to be used when understanding technology in organizations. I 
felt that, taken together, they cover a wide range of different ways of under
standing IS in organization. Thus, I used these three sub-themes as a guide 
in my first interview session. I developed a questionnaire based on these 
themes (see appendix 1). 

Even though ANT provides some methodological assistance to the 
researcher with the idea to follow the actors in a case, and also to focus on 
how the IS are negotiated, ANT alone cannot provide sufficient help to the 
researcher. It is important, however, not to rely on ideas that incorporate 
explicit or implicit ideas about the world that are opposed to the ideas in 
ANT. In this respect, the way I used the notion of technological frames was 
merely to cover a wide range of different ways of understanding IS in orga
nizations. This would then enable me to focus on how IS came to be estab
lished. I also used my research questions to focus the interviews on the 
topics of interest. In the first interview phase, I focused on issues related to 
the research question that dealt with IS adaptation: How are IS adapted to 
organizations? In the second interview phase, I focused on issues r elated to 
changes in the organization related to the establishment of the Powerplay 
application, issues that were covered by the two other research questions: 
How do IS support organizational change? How do IS support decision
making? 

After the interviews were conducted, the taped interviews were 
transcribed. With these three sub-themes—nature of technology, 
technology strategy, and technology in use—as initial themes, I began the 
"cut and paste job" of categorizing my data. As I pasted statements into 
separate documents for each of these three themes, new themes emerged. I 
worked like this with the data collected from the interviews as well as the 
data from field notes. 

Following ANT, my data analysis was concerned with how different 
actor groups interpreted the Powerplay application an how they felt about 
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the idea that Powerplay was to be established in the organization. Thus, I 
could trace the process where the actor-network grew larger as new actor 
groups were enrolled and I could see in a detailed way the issues that 
emerged in the negotiations among actor groups. 

The second interview phase was less exploratory in its character because 
I was well acquainted with the project by that time. The interview 
questionnaire was also much shorter compared to the questionnaire for the 
first interview phase (see appendix 2). The second interview phase took 
place after the organizational members interviewed had had some experience 
with using the Powerplay application. 

I spent considerable time conducting participant observations. In table 
4, I summarize my interactions with the actor groups and the themes that 
dominated these interactions. 

Actor Group Themes Number of 
interactions 

Initiators •Problems in the use of economical figures 
•Balancing stability and flexibility in IS use 
•Standardization of key ratios 

54 

Department 
controllers 

•Analysis of economical data 
•Presentation of economical data 
•Access levels 

22 

Technicians •Client/server version or web-version 
•IT infrastructure 

14 

Politicians •User friendly applications 
•Transparent economy 
•Democratic technologies 

17 

Table 4: Description of participant observation efforts 

I also a ttended meetings and user training sessions that involved several 
actor groups at once. The document analysis served as background infor
mation, but the report produced concerning the problems at the social 
services department was important in analyzing the specific problems in that 
department. 

Developing Interpretations 
To describe the ways in which interpretations are developed in qualita

tive research is clearly a difficult thing. Nevertheless, it is of central impor
tance to invite the reader to understand the logic behind the interpretations, 
which include the process from which the interpretations are developed. 
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My interpretations started initially as being very close to practice. In 
Clifford Geerz's words, they were experience-near. A concept that is experi
ence-near is "one which an individual—a patient, a subject, in our case an 
informant—might himself naturally and effortlessly use to define what he or 
his fellows see, feel, think, imagine and so on, and which he would readily 
understand when similarly applied by others" (Geertz, 1979: 226f). Chapter 
5 explores experience-near concepts. In Chapter 5 I describe the design and 
use of the Powerplay application in the municipal organization of Umeå in 
detail. It is done in a way to reflect the words, ideas, hopes, and fears that 
the organizational members had concerning the application and its role in 
the organization. The idea of "following the actors" provides the structure of 
the chapter, as each actor group is introduced in the same order as they 
came in contact with the IS. 

In chapter 6 my interpretations move beyond mere practice and 
practical considerations; I present interpretations that are more theory-
informed. The main difference is that while chapter 5 predominantly 
answers the question of how the Powerplay application was designed and 
used in the municipal organization, chapter 6 is more devoted to further 
explore the meaning of the design and use of the Powerplay application 
based on the description in chapter 5. The interpretations I present in 
chapter 6 resemble the concepts that Geertz labels as experience-distant. 
Such a concept is "one which various types of specialists—an analyst, an 
experimenter, an ethnographer, even a priest or an ideologist—employ to 
forward their scientific, philosophical, or practical aims" (Geertz, 1979: 
227). The interpretations took time to emerge, and they emerged out of the 
interplay between me, as a researcher and actor, the project actors, and the 
case study itself. 

The Credibility of the Study: Reliability and Validity 
There are drawbacks to any research approach, which of course also 

includes this study. In order to be able to evaluate the credibility of a study, 
the research audience must have a means for this evaluation according to 
some criteria. Such evaluation can be done by using the criteria of reliability 
and validity. However, an evaluation of interpretive case studies has to be 
done in a way that acknowledges the actual character of interpretive 
research. Klein and Myers (1999: 68) note that "[although] interpretive 
research does not subscribe to the idea that a pre-determined set of criteria 
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can be applied in a mechanistic way, it does not follow that there are no 
standards at all by which interpretive research can be judged". 

As with all research efforts it is critical that the study displays both 
reliable and valid measures in its procedures. Both Lincoln and Guba, 
(1985) and Miles and Huberman, (1994) discuss methods to ensure reli
ability and validity in qualitative analysis. Although it is not advisable or 
feasible to employ all suggested methods, multiple forms of reliability and 
validity checks are necessary to ensure that a study is reliable and valid. 

Reliability typically regards the extent to which observations by 
multiple researchers studying the same phenomenon with similar purposes 
will yield approximately the same results (Gummesson 1988). The concept 
of reliability is thus closely related to issues like universality and 
repeatability. Evaluating my study from such criteria would, of course, not 
result in a favorable review. An interpretive study relies heavily on the 
researchers own presupposition and skills. Because of this, any other 
researcher would end up with very different results. Thus, the criteria of 
reliability have to be reformulated in such a way that it acknowledges the 
role of the researcher as interpreter. 

An interesting attempt to this is found in Miles and Huberman (1994). 
They argue that reliability in qualitative research "ride[s] largely on the skills 
of the researcher" (Miles & Huberman, 1994: 38). Some characteristics to 
look for to improve reliability in a researcher-as-instrument situation are as 
follows: 

• Some familiarity with the phenomenon and the setting under study; 
• Strong conceptual interests; 
• A multidisciplinary approach, as opposed to a narrow grounding or 

focus in a single discipline; 
• Good "investigative" skills, including the ability to draw people out, 

and the ability to ward off premature closure. (Miles & Huberman, 
1994: 38). 

In this study, I made an effort to ensure all four qualities were 
accounted for. In terms of familiarity with the phenomenon, I had prior 
experiences with large IS projects in complex organizations. I had followed 
an IS project at MoDo—a large Swedish organization—and that project was 
characterized by unintended consequences of IS use and complex negotia
tion processes between actor groups (Holmström, 1999). The application in 
that study was an EIS with many similarities to the Powerplay application, 
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even though the Powerplay application was a more complex application. 
Moreover, the MoDo organization was a complex organization with regards 
to its size and the large number of departments. Thus, I had a reasonable 
familiarity with the phenomenon and the setting under study. 

Strong conceptual interests in this context refer to the concepts used by 
the organizational members. These included concepts related to IS as well as 
the organization's economy. Even though these two areas were familiar to 
me, I had no prior experience with organizations in the public sector. Thus, 
in order to develop strong conceptual interests I read a wide range of articles 
on the phenomenon being studied; i.e., I read literature on the situation as 
viewed by organizations in the public sector. Therefore, I was reasonably 
prepared to encounter the case and the concepts used by the organizational 
members. 

Due to the very nature of this research, a multidisciplinary approach 
was essential from the conception of the project. Therefore, I made use of 
theories from IS research, but also from organization theory and the field of 
Science and Technology Studies (STS). Thus, my approach was not 
grounded in a single discipline but in several disciplines. 

Finally, whether or not I was a good "investigative" researcher is diffi
cult to say. However, the fact that I developed relationships with people 
from every actor group that were based on mutual interests would suggest 
that I did "draw people out." The mutual interests were expressed by how 
some organizational members regularly initiated contact with me to discuss 
current events. Their interest were focused on my interpretations, since the 
employees in the municipal organization recognized and appreciated the 
difference between my own theory informed interpretations and their own 
interpretations. 

Validity regards the extent to which an observation measures what it 
purports to measure. Validity means that a theory model or concept 
accurately describes reality. Validity, thus, has to do with the credibility of 
interpretations. As Kvale (1989) notes: 

...validation involves checking the credibility of knowledge claims, of ascer
taining the strength of the empirical evidence and the plausibility of the 
interpretations. (Kvale, 1989: 78). 

My way of doing this was to try to be open with the reader about my 
personal and theoretical biases, and also to publish the interviews in full 
length in a separate report (Holmström, 2000) for the reader to check parts 
of the basis from with I form my interpretations. 
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Kvale continues by noting: 

...to validate is to question, in particular to continually ask what is being 
investigated and why, and also ask about the when, where and who of an 
action. (Kvale, 1989: 81). 

I believe that I had a closeness to the action in my study that helped me 
to be aware of these issues. 

This study also employed the following methods to enhance both the 
validity and the reliability of the findings: 

• Triangulation of sources 
• Triangulation of methods 

Triangulation of sources included interviewing members from a variety 
of stakeholder groups—initiators, department controllers, technicians and 
politicians. Triangulation of methods was achieved by using participant 
observation data, data from secondary sources, such as documents, and 
interview data. Moreover, checks were made by informants from all actor 
groups to ensure that no errors were made in the case write-up. The people I 
interviewed all read the transcriptions of the interviews I had conducted 
with them in order to ensure that no typographical errors were made and 
that they actually had said things in the interviews that they were comfort
able with. Also, in chapter 5 the reader is provided with a description "close 
to practice", including a detailed description of the Powerplay application 
and many direct quotations from organizational members to supplement the 
text and conclusions to provide a connection between what was said and 
what was learned. 
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5. Powerplay: Patterns in an Emerging 
Actor-Network 

This chapter introduces the Powerplay project—the process of design 
and use of a new IS in the municipal organization of Umeå. An interpretive 
case study research project was undertaken over a period of 36 months. The 
Powerplay project was a systems development project that was described as 
crucial for the organization's future. It was intended to deal with two perva
sive problems: the problem with untimely information for decision-making 
purposes and the problem with information overload. 

In this chapter, I describe the design of the Powerplay application in 
the municipal organization. I describe how the client/server version was 
established in the municipal departments. I also describe how specific 
Powerplay versions were designed for politicians and for financial units. The 
chapter ends with a description of how the Powerplay IS did not completely 
stabilize because new issues emerged that required a constant re-adaptation 
of the application. 

The Municipal Organization 
Now that the basic topological properties of networks have been dis

cussed, there should be no difficulty in seeing that using ANT as a 
theoretical perspective is about tracing actor-networks. 

In this chapter, I address the question of design and use of IS in an 
organizational context, as it appeared in the Powerplay project. This exami
nation leads to an exploration into the effects of the entanglement of IS and 
organizations. This case study will show that the design and use of IS in an 
organizational context can only be successful when there are allies aligned to 
the actor-network, which makes the actor-network stronger and more 
stable. The case study will also show why a simple acceptance of the new IS 
on behalf of the new allies is not sufficient for the new IS to be established 
in the organization. Rather, the IS must be negotiated among all the actors 
involved. 
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The organization where I have conducted the case study is the munici
pal organization of Umeå. Umeå is located in the northern Sweden and had 
about 103,000 inhabitants in 1998. In 1998, there were in total 11,449 
employees in the municipal organization. 

It is not necessary to be a part of the actor-network in order to trace it, 
but it certainly makes it easier to trace25. I was a part of the actor-network in 
this case. I started to "follow the actors" around in December 1996 when 
the actor-network was initially fragile. By doing this I could see how the 
actor-network grew and became more stable as more elements were aligned 
with the network. As the actor-network grew larger and stronger it also 
became more controversial. By the end of 1999, the project had participated 
in reinforcing a management ideal that was questioned by public opinion 
(i.e., by citizens in the municipality). 

There were protests, which took the form of several demonstrations, 
against how the municipal organization was managed. Teachers and 
students in several schools went on strike, municipal managers left their jobs 
as protest against the changes, and a police investigations was initiated to 
investigate whether the management of the municipal organization was 
acting within their legal bounds. 

Budget expenses, especially labor costs, had grown larger during the last 
few years and wage increases were seen as problematic. The municipal orga
nization had more and more problems in maintaining their services at a 
consistent level because of the lack of money. This was an important back
ground issue for the Powerplay project. 

Decision-making by employees at the municipal management office 
was negatively impacted by the lack of timely information and by the prob
lem with information overload. These two problems had become pervasive 
by the end of 1996. Existing technologies used for analyzing and presenting 
financial data were perceived as unsatisfactory. The need for new 
technologies and procedures resulted in a group of employees in the 
accounting department (a department in the municipal management office) 
to explore the possibilities of using a new IS for dealing with financial issues. 
In December 1996, this group decided to use Powerplay as a means of 
dealing with these problems. 

25 An exception can be found in Monteiro and Heps0 (1998), who studied the 
introduction of Lotus Notes in a Norweigan oil company after the introduction 
was completed. 
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The research questions I focus on are as follows: How are IS adapted to 
organizations? How do IS support organizational change? How do IS 
support decision-making? In order to find an answer to these research 
questions the significant actor groups in the project are introduced and their 
interests in the project are explored. Furthermore, the links between these 
actor groups are investigated in order to make sense of the ways in which 
they are aligned and committed to the project. 

The Powerplay project is viewed through the analytical lenses of ANT 
(e.g., Akrich, 1992; Callon, 1986b; Latour, 1983; Latour, 1987; Latour, 
1992; Latour, 1996a). By looking at the Powerplay project as a growing 
actor-network, the strategies played out by key actors in order to align 
support for their interest in the project is emphasized. The new IS is th e key 
element for the new actor-network, enhancing not only flexibility but also 
stability in the organization. Before describing the project in detail, I will 
briefly describe the basic assumptions and ideas guiding this study. 

The story about Powerplay is a story about active builders of a socio-
technical actor-network. The focus of attention lies in exploring how actor-
networks grow, change, and stabilize. On the one hand, actor-networks help 
us to understand the embeddedness of the Powerplay application—and thus 
its stability—as a part of an actor-network. On the other hand, under
standing the Powerplay application as part of an actor-network, means 
change in one part can introduce dynamic changes in other parts of the 
network. 

The people that came in touch with the technology were obviously not 
in the position of the engineers who designed the technology in the first 
instance, but they were, in some respects, co-constructing a new IS and 
dismantling an existing infrastructure. With this in mind, how should we 
best describe and understand the adaptation process? What are the various 
actors doing when appropriating the technology for their own needs? 

I will address these questions by using Lie and Sorensen's belief that 
"[t]he difference between designers and users should not be taken as an a 
priori fact. It has to be explored" (Lie & Sorensen, 1996: 4). ANT 
researchers explore the tension between designers (the context of produc
tion) and users (the context of use) by applying the concept of script to 
designate how designers want users to use the technology they develop: 
"...like a film script, technical objects define a framework of actions 
together with the actors and the space in which they are supposed to act" 
(Akrich, 1992: 208). Although the script is prescriptive, it is st ill flexible, 
and the fate of any artifact is in later user's hands. Thus, scripts reflect, by 
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inscribing onto the technology, the designer's anticipation of where the 
technology will be used, who will use the technology, and how they will use 
the technology. In addition, scripts reflect how users adapt or re-write the 
scripts provided by the designers. This is the point: users do not passively 
accept the scripts the designers inscribe in the technology. Once technology 
is i n the hands of the user, the preconceived ideas the designer held about 
the technology may not conform to the users ideas or needs. The script is 
formed when people use technology and assign their own meaning to it. 

In this chapter I wi ll give a detailed account of the Powerplay project 
and present the details and difficulties of the project. In focusing on how 
certain organizational behavior is inscribed by the deployment of the 
technology, I stress the multi-faceted conditions of IS and organizational 
change in which IS are socially constructed and open for multiple interpre
tations. 

During the last several decades, the Swedish public sector has been 
undergoing extensive re-thinking. A market consciousness has permeated 
down to public organizations and its values and ideals are sought to help 
public organizations regain their legitimacy. New organizational forms and 
administrative routines are being tried out as the power of authorities as well 
as boundaries among authorities are being questioned and revised. This 
renewal of the public sector is, in part, a consequence of the central 
government cutting funds. Swedish local government, administrating 
municipalities and counties have witnessed a massive reorganization during 
the last decades. There is a strong trend of decentralization (Sköldberg, 
1994) and many researchers have pointed at the messy nature of these 
reorganizations (Brunsson, 1985; Czarniawska-Joerges, 1988; Jönsson, 
1988). 

The influence of local government has been largely undermined as a 
result of the criticism against the quality of locally handled services and the 
efficiency of the organizations (Sköldberg, 1994: 219). From the 70s, the 
discussions concerning municipal organizations have focused on municipal 
problems and crisis (Jacobsson, 1994; Jönsson & Lundin, 1976). Many 
different management plans have been presented as a way to increase 
government influence and efficiency. Over the years, many ideas concerning 
decentralization (Jönsson, 1988; Solli, 1988), management by objectives 
(Pilgren and Svensson, 1989), and financial management models 
(Sanderberg & Sturesson, 1996) have fallen in and out of fashion in 
municipal organizations. 
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National government, local government, and county government are 
the three levels of government in Sweden. A municipality typically consists 
of a town and its surroundings. The municipal council is the top-level 
department in the formal municipal organization and the council members 
are elected every fourth year in general elections. The council elects 
members to the municipal board and to the specialized boards. While the 
boards consist of politicians, the administrative tasks are handled by 
municipal civil servants in the administrative departments. 

The municipal organizations have been described as being reformative 
and internally split. They are reformative in the sense that they have a strong 
tendency to try different approaches. An example is the way in which 
market solutions were adapted throughout Swedish municipalities—a radi
cal change of thinking for municipal organizations. Municipalities are often 
seen as i nternally split because of the differences in philosophy among the 
sub-groups in the municipal organizations often leads to conflict and lack of 
understanding different view points at different levels (see Müllern & 
Östergren, 1998). 

The services provided by municipal organizations are considered 
unsatisfactory when compared to private organizations. Wallenberg (1994) 
discusses the activities performed by municipal organizations as directed to 
the citizen and consisting of the following parts: 

• Public goods (infrastructure—streets and roads); 
• Individual services (child care, elderly care, etc.); 
• Public authority issues (social welfare). 

Clearly, IT can play a role for municipal organization. Practical experi
ences with the use of IT in municipal organizations, however, are far from 
varied. In a government bill it is stated that the strive for increased efficiency 
"has been the foremost driving force behind an increased use of IT in the 
public sector" (Government bill, 1995/1996: 5). It has also been stated that 
there is an idea among municipal organizations that increased IT efforts will 
stimulate local businesses and arguably create new opportunities in terms of 
more vacant jobs. Also, there is a widely spread fear among the municipal 
organizations that they will keep up with larger societal changes 
(Håkansson, 1996). One of the main obstacles for municipal organizations 
in their efforts in deploying and using IT is incompetent application of IT 
projects: 
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Besides infrastructural obstacles in certain geographical areas, the lack of IT 
competence at different levels is the factor believed to be the largest obstacles 
for the municipal organizations in their IT-development... Even though our 
finances are tough, the necessary financial investments [in new technology] 
are not seen as a deciding factor. (Håkansson, 1996: 8). 

Regardless of the reasons behind investments in IT, most municipal 
organizations have invested heavily in new IT and the technology has had 
and is increasingly having an impact on municipal organizations. Most 
municipal organizations have formulated an explicit IT strategy that states 
how and why the municipal organization is or will be using IT (Håkansson, 
1996). The municipal organizations' growing interest in using new IT can 
be seen as a r esult of political ambitions at the national level. But it can also 
be understood in a larger perspective, as a part of a new local network 
economy (Goldkuhl et al., 1998). 

An important and interesting question is how the new technology is 
influencing political decision making (Bourcier, 1994; Frissen, 1994). To 
this end, it is important to focus on and understand the relation between 
politicians and municipal civil servants. On a formal level, the politicians 
govern the organization. The relation between politicians and civil servants, 
however, is not as simple as that between those who govern and those who 
are governed. In fact, civil servants often have an advantage over politicians 
when it comes to knowledge and initiatives on crucial issues (Brunsson & 
Jönsson, 1981). 

Modern information technology is looked upon as of fering municipal 
organizations new possibilities for carrying out their core activities in this 
new situation characterized by scarce resources. IT infrastructure can have a 
major impact on organizational activities, such as cross-functional informa
tion sharing and collaboration. Indeed, the process of gathering, integrating, 
and disseminating information between functional areas of the organization 
is troublesome and complex. Cross-functional information sharing is vital 
for activities such as cooperation between technically specialized and dis
persed groups. In particular, accounting, as a social and institutional prac
tice, can be viewed as a way of intervening and acting upon activities, 
people, and objects in such a way that they are changed. 

In the municipal organization of Umeå, the work of the accounting 
department is directed towards making accounting work and accounting 
procedures in the organization as professional as p ossible. As a part of this 
endeavor, they helped initiate the Powerplay project. 
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The Powerplay Application 

Powerplay Architecture 
Typically, an IT infrastructure solution for an organization entails 

multi-site deployment with numerous Windows, Webs, and mobile users. 
Thus, it must deliver fast response times across the varying bandwidths of 
LANs, WANs, and the Internet. This requires a scaleable architecture, in 
the sense that it must allow for an increase in users and/or data traffic, and it 
must also allow for the possibility to satisfy local and diverse needs. 

Powerplay from Cognos is an OLAP-tool (Online Analytical 
Processing) that supposedly meets these requirements. It is said to give i ts 
users fast access to information crucial to their business. Thus, decisions can 
be more informed. It is based on the idea that multi-dimensional views on 
the business are consistent with and reflects the business logic and is thus 
more relevant to decision-making than other alternatives. 

The customized OLAP data models, which are called Powerplay cubes, 
are supposed to mirror the business philosophy. Administrators use a drag-
and-drop graphical interface to create dimensions like time, products, and 
geography, and measures like revenue and costs. Administrators use Power-
play's Transformation Server to build cubes. From their various data stores 
they create a model that specifies the structure of the data in the cube. The 
Transformation Server, running on UNIX or Windows NT, uses this model 
to build and populate the cubes. 

The architecture is scaleable in the sense that it can allow for an 
increase in users or data traffic by easily and quickly adding more processing 
power. Powerplay allows organizations to leverage their existing infrastruc
tures, including databases, NT and UNIX platforms, and OLAP data cubes. 
Moreover, to ensure that user needs are satisfied, an enterprise OLAP solu
tion must let users choose how they interact with OLAP data. The solution 
lets users author and distribute OLAP reports that meet the varying needs of 
the users. Installation, deployment, and maintenance is m anaged from one 
single point of control. The users themselves download upgrades and 
patches from central location, which makes the maintenance costs low. The 
cubes are easily distributed, updated, and stored on servers. The cubes are 
built with an application called Transformer. Impromptu is the report gen
erator—the application used to fetch data from the database. 
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Powerplay Cubes and Reports 
In this section, I will describe the multidimensional functions of 

Powerplay26. Multi-dimensional functions refer to the ways in which certain 
important indicators can be highlighted and further analyzed. Each chosen 
part of the organization is arranged in a dimension and taken together, they 
provide the user with a multidimensional picture of the organization. 

There are two types of reports that can be made by Powerplay applica
tion: the Explorer-report and the Reporter-report27. In the Explorer-report, 
information in a multidimensional cube can be analyzed in one dimension 
at a time. The information can be represented in different ways. This report 
is generally used when changes have been made in the cube in order to 
check what categories have been added or removed. This is illustrated in the 
figure below; categories are in the far-left column (i.e., '1997' and '1998'): 

[jJPowerPlay " [PPIayl of Budget05 (Explorer)] 

ö File gm View Explore F grmat loüte Window fcleip Jgjxl 
H f-MQlSlGHln IHftlliJMfeMfeMu! 

ö5 foaturn 1 T£KNKONTOR£TFK ) fÄa feaskòntonl Ì~Àila verksamheter j |~Alte aktiviteter j |~A#a projekt j |~ABa fria koeter] • j M | i 
- 051 052 055 056 TEKN.KON 

TOR ET/F K 

1997 -20 80r 550 ! 4  451 935 ! 290 993 j 5  396 270!  1 21 7  246 i -9  451 107 

1938 ^ f— 6 998 ! 3  583 359 i 2  446 578 ! 42 1 49 640 : 1  50 9 880!  46 676 695 

Datum -20 800 552 i 8  035 294 j 2  737 570 \ 47  545 91 0  ! -292 634 i 37  225 589 

Figure 3: Explorer report 

For the report, an external source of information—a multidimensional 
cube—is required, something which is g enerally created at a central func
tion. The information can be viewed in different ways, and the cross-table is 

the default value: jtH. Alternative ways of representing the information can 

be chosen from the menu: HPl MM M H M M M 
The Reporter-reports is used when one needs to add information on 

different levels from different dimensions and for calculating values. Catego-

26 The description is based on the way Powerplay was presented in the user 
education program in the municipal organization of Umeå. 
27 The Screenshots presented here is from Powerplay 6.0 (the client/server version). 
This was the version originally established among department controllers, and 
some still use this at the end of 1999, while others are using Powerplay 6.5. 
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ries can be added in Reporter-reports as we ll. This can be done either by 
adding the exact information level o r by using information from different 
levels. 

[fl ^ T 05 (Reporter)]  

i Fife E d: Explore C alculate F ormat lo afs ) £wkw j jafr -igj x| 
* I tWSSlfclöl fö <»|«|iiHiaHi*Mh(| 

Ss* Datum 11 TEKN.KONTORÊT/FK | [AHa baskonton 1 Ulla verksamheter j jAlte aktiviteter | |Alte projekt I fitìa tria Köster | •(•ili 
050 051 052 055 056 TEKN.KON 

TORET/FK 

1997 -20 807 550 : 4  451 93 5 290 993;  5 396 270 1  1 21 7  246 i  -9  451 10 7 

1998 6 998 i 3  583 359 2 446 578 : 42  1 49 640 : 1  509 88 0 ; 46 676 695 i 

Datum -20 800 552 8 035 294 2 737 570 i 47  545 910 ! -292 634 i 37 225 589 i 

Figure 4: Reporter report 

It is also possible to combine categories into one category: 

[JjPowerPlay - [PPIay5 of BUDGET05 (Reporter]] 

Ö £fe Edit View Explore Calculate Fornai loofe Window Heta» 

D|aS|Bl»la|o| l.|<HHlfc1öl 
fütum 1 rtBCNKONTORÉTlW |  Aia baskoniton j Rita verksamheter jf AteakiMMar I ni lN ipra^idr |~A!a fria kocfer f ¥ M 

050 051 052 055 056 TEKN.KON 
TORET/FK 

1997 -20 807 550 4 451 935 i 290 993 : 5  396 270 1 21 7  246 i -9  451 107 !  

1998 6 998 3 583 359;  2 446 578;  42 149 640 M -1 509 880:  46 676 695 

1997 .  Gemensam kornmunadm. 285 044 -37 508 974 : 291 91 6 28 518 711 1 454 534 s -6  958 769:  

1998 .  Gemensam kornmunadm. 926 1 1 037 21 2  ^ 2 446 578 3 727 736Ì 239 51 8  1 17  451 970 : 

Figure 5: Combining categories in Reporter-report 
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Working with Powerplay Reports 
Powerplay's multidimensional functions can be used in different ways: 

1. Explore indicators 

2. Drill up and down 

3. Information twist 
and turn 

4. Filter 

Examines information from the point of view of 
one indicator (for instance, profit) and then 
views the same information from another per
spective, i.e., from the point of view of a 
different indicator (for instance, profit margin). 

Drills down to lower levels to see what is 
affecting an indicator, and then drills up again. 

Pulls certain dimensions of interest into a report 
in order to grasp better financial influences and 
relationships. 

Filters a report by making it contain only parts 
of a dimension. 

5. Change views 

6. Ranking 

7. Mark up exceptions 
and deviations 

8. Calculation 

Changes the view of a report by changing ways 
of illustrating financial data. 

Presents financial data by ranking 

Presents deviations from what is expected in 
special ways, i.e., in different styles or colors. 

Creates calculations in the report, i.e., 
differences between expected and actual 
outcomes on a certain variable. 

Table 5: Functions in the Powerplay application 

These functions will be described in more detail in the following 
section. 

•Explore indicators 
An indicator is used to decide how well certain activities are performed. 

They can be just a sum of available information, such as financial costs, or 
calculations, such as budget deviations. This is shown on the far right on the 
dimension-row. It is the first measure in the list that is used in the report. 
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Figure 6: Exploring indicators 

Measures can primarily be changed in two ways: (1) by placing the cur
sor at the list of measures on the far right and choosing a new measure in 
the list, or (2) by opening the dialog-box categories by marking the measure 
and clicking on filter. 

•Drill up and down 
Different aspects of the business can be examined and analyzed by 

drilling up and down in information levels. This is done by double-clicking 
when the cursor is changed to a plus sign. The plus sign is slightly different 
when drilling up and down: 

O Drill down Drill up 

Drilling down will give the user different results in Explorer and 
Reporter: 
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Figure 7: Drilling down in Explorer-report 

In Explorer, the level is changed on the categories in the report. The 
name of the dimension folder will indicate current level. 
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Figure 8: Drilling down in Reporter-report 

In Reporter, the lower categories are added to the report instead of re
placing them with the higher category. The name of the folder does not 
change and is not open. A primary way of drilling down is by clicking on a 
dimension and the information at lower levels will appear. Another way is 
by opening up the dialogue box for Categories and to search there. 

•Information twist and turn 
By twisting and turning the information, it is al tered and re-arranged 

in the report. This can be achieved by pulling new dimensions to the report 
(the cursor will change to indicate that the dimension is pulled and also 
where it can be dropped) and switching rows and columns. 
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Figure 9: Pull new dimensions to report 
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Figure 10: Swap rows and columns 

•Filter 
Filtering refers to changing a report in a way that makes it convey only 

a limited set of data, thus highlighting data of importance. A report is 
filtered by placing the cursor on a dimension row and choosing the category 
of importance. 
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Figure 11: Choosing category for filtered report 

•Change view 
By changing view of financial data, relationships and tendencies can 

more easily be detected and better understood. This can be used in a 
number of ways, for instance by relating the set of data to its context, by 
finding and showing tendencies, by comparing variables and finding devia
tions comparing deviations to the budget, and so on. Also, besides changing 
views there is also the possibility to add more views in order to combine 
them for a specific report. 
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This combination of views is illustrated below: 
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Figure 12: Combination of views 

The views can also be adjusted to the needs and preferences of the user 
by, for instance, changing the shapes and colors of the views. 

•Ranking 
To rank information is appropriate when only certain categories are of 

interest. This can be done by alphabetical order or by ordering categories 
based on numerical values. This can be done in Explorer-reports as well as 
in Reporter-reports. 

The shows how ranking appears in a Reporter-report: 
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Figure 13: Information ranking 

• Mark up exceptions and deviations 
By marking up exceptions and deviations in a report, information is 

more accessible to the user. 

•Calculation 
There are several kinds of calculations possible with the Powerplay 

application. 

Formal loots The different forms of calculations that are 
possible with the application can be found 

Subtract,, i L 11^ / v ;v ; ; under the calculate menu. Divide... 
Multiply... 
Peicent... 
Percent of Base... 
Cumulative Percent of Base.., 
Maximum... 
Minimum,.. 
Average... 
Accumulate 
Exponentiate.,, 

Figure 14: Forms of calculation 
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For instance, it is possible to calculate the difference between budget 
outcomes and actual outcomes by working a deviance analysis: 

[IjPowerPlay [PPIay3 of BUDGET05 (Reporter)] 
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Figure 15: Calculation of the difference between budget outcomes and 
actual outcomes 

Powerplay, according to the initiators, would analyze and present 
financial data in a way that would result in a more efficient financial plan 
and implementation of that plan in the organization. However, in the 
beginning not all functions were seen as useful. During the initial 
discussions about the application, exploring indicators, drill up and down, 
and information twist and turn were seen as the most useful functions. 

The Initial Phases of the Powerplay Project 

The Emergence of a New Information System 
In the case of Powerplay in the municipal organization of Umeå, two 

key problems served as the starting point for the Powerplay project: the 
problem with untimely information for decision-making purposes and 
information overload. The identification of these problems served as a 
starting point for the Powerplay project. The people who identified these 
problems were people working at the accounting department at the 
municipal management office in the municipal organization of Umeå. The 
project was initiated in December 1996, when the project manager for the 
Powerplay project briefly described to department controllers at an 
accounting meeting a new project aiming at establishing a new IS applica
tion to be used for presenting and analyzing financial data. 

If we want to assess the organizational and societal ramifications of new 
technologies, then we have to understand the patterns of the socio-technical 
networks: how networks grow; how networks align with new elements; and 
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how networks stabilize. Thus, I will describe how the networks associated 
with Powerplay grow and how new actors are enrolled. 

As a way to find out what the actors do, I "followed the actors" 
(Latour, 1987) in their daily interactions with Powerplay and other actors. I 
took as a starting point the basic ideas about implementing a new 
technology in a specific setting and followed the actors behind the ideas in 
their interactions with other actors as they attempt to enroll them. The key 
actors in the Powerplay project consisted of four main organizational 
groups: the initiators, the department controllers, the technicians, and the 
politicians. There were other actors in this process—data items, the existing 
technological infrastructure, organizational routines, external authorities, 
and the public at large. I came in contact with all these actors as I followed 
the daily movement and concerns of the key actors. 

The initiators consisted of a small group of people from two different 
departments: the accounting department and the personnel department. 
The manager at the accounting department (in Swedish: redovisnings 
enheten) described their work as follows: 

... my job is to coordinate and see to it that we have a well working review 
and evaluation for the municipal organization and also a well working report 
system, of course, ... for politicians. But [I also] have a responsibility for that 
the financial system and these primary systems to the financial system fills 
the requirements for safety and functionality. (I5a). 

The department's responsibilities include reconciling the books and 
consulting with different departments. A key area is to produce information 
relevant for decision-makers, politicians and managers, in the various 
departments. The personnel and accounting department (in Swedish: 
personal- och ekonomi enheten) deal with issues concerning financial and per
sonnel data. In addition, they maintain the Mac accounting system. 

The department controllers follow up on activities and finances. Two 
of the department controllers described their work as follows: 

My main assignments have to do with serving politicians and managers and 
municipal civil servants with information, decision support. This can be 
statistics as well as financial issues. (PDCla). 

Well it means that we have the overall... we produce the budgets, the all-
embracing budget and then we hand it over to (...) the controllers who help 
the department to work out their internal budgets so we distribute "the big 
bag" and then they'll make their own budgets at the departments, that is the 
way it works. (PDC2a). 
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The work is similar between most departments, but the three sub-
municipal departments are different from other departments: 

Well, at this municipal sub-department, well this is a part of the 
municipality of Umeå, so to speak. [The municipal sub-department] is a de
partment that has an administration at its disposal and at this administration 
I am the manager. My main work has to do with administration (...), finan
cial issues, personnel issues and some all-embracing analysis and planning 
issues. The finances take much of my time, it does, and it concerns working 
with budget and accounting and is really an ongoing thing all year. 
(SDC2a). 

The technicians at the IT office are the experts on IT and IT infra
structure issues in the municipal organization. Their manager described 
their task as follows: 

...at the IT office, we basically have two kinds of assignments. First we have 
this strategic future oriented [assignment] where we work with coordination, 
where we work with strategies, communication nets, applications, [where 
we] see to that everything works well together as a whole, what rules that 
should be applied when new things are implemented, security issues. (...) 
Then we have this other part which has to do with supporting the user with 
installing PC's or installing applications (...) and doing small programming 
jobs etc in order to make these systems working. (T2a). 

The key focus of their work was described by one of the technicians as 
follows: 

Well, at the IT office, we are supposed to be the IT experts in the municipal 
organization. We are also running the AS 400 machines and that is the 
heavy activity, we are running salary and financial systems... The salary 
system is quite extensive, there are around 12,000 salaries each months so 
that's a big part of the work. (Tla). 

Finally, politicians were the key decision-makers in the organization. 
The relationship between politicians and municipal civil servants is a com
plex one. On a formal level, the politicians govern the organization, but the 
relation between politicians and municipal civil servants, however, is not as 
simple as that between those who govern and those who are governed. To 
be sure, municipal civil servants often have an advantage over politicians 
when it comes to knowledge and initiatives on crucial issues (Brunsson & 
Jönsson, 1981). 

The Powerplay project was initiated by municipal civil servants. It was 
the municipal civil servants who identified the problems the project was to 
deal with and they also proposed the solution to the problems. 
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Identifying the Problems and the Solution in the Project 
The initiators identified two major problems in the municipal organi

zation: The problem of untimely information for decision-making purposes 
and information overload. This was done in December 1996. These two 
problems were seen as pervasive and the identification of these problem have 
served as a starting point for a project aiming at solving the problems with 
means of new IS, Powerplay project. 

March describes how organizations tend to produce a steady stream of 
solutions in search of a problem (March, 1994). In this case, the problems 
had been identified and discussed and some members in the organization 
saw what they perceived to be an interesting match: the match between the 
promises connected to the new IS and the problem of untimely information 
for decision-making purposes and the problem of information overload. 
The basic ambition from the initiators side was to implement a new finan
cial planning strategy behavior; that is, to discover a better awareness of the 
financial aspects of organizational work. The Powerplay application was 
seemingly promising in this regard. To the initiators it seemed to have 
potential as an application for analyzing financial issues as well as for pre
senting timely financial analysis to decision-makers in a way that does not 
overburden them with unnecessary information. The problem with un
timely information for decision-making purposes could arguably be dealt 
with by preparing and presenting financial reports more frequently. 
Furthermore, the problem with information overload could, as the initiators 
saw it, be dealt with by structuring financial data in more useable way. 

The initiators sought to determine a set of actors and to establish the 
Powerplay application as an "obligatory passage point" in the network that 
they were establishing. This process of making the technology indispensable 
in the network is labeled as problematization in the actor-network 
terminology. In order to gain support from others, the initiators sought to 
make the Powerplay application an 'obligatory point of passage' (Callon, 
1986b). In order to do this they argued that they all shared two common 
problems: the problem with untimely information for decision-making pur
poses and information overload. If the initiators could succeed in 
convincing other actors that the Powerplay infrastructure is the solution to 
these problems, it could become indispensable. 

The initiators wanted to show that it was in the interest of the other 
actors to align themselves with the actor-network. If they wanted to pursue 
their own interest, they must (1) recognize that Powerplay indeed is the 
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solution to the problems specifically facing them and they must (2) 
recognize that their alliance around Powerplay can benefit each of them. 

Initiators felt that the recruitment of allies and implementation of 
Powerplay should be done in a careful way since they believed that the pro
ject would run the risk of failure if it was rushed. Each actor group could 
potentially benefit from the application, but in different ways. The key actor 
group was considered to be the department controllers and this actor group 
was the first group that initiators discussed the project with. Thus, the 
initiators attempted to translate the interests of the department controllers 
onto the abilities of Powerplay. 

Problematization, the system of alliances or associations between ele
ments, defines the identity and interest of the element. However, elements 
can not be locked into place. Rather, they evolve over t ime and hard work is 
needed in order to keep them in place. This work is i n the actor-network 
terminology labeled as 'intressement'. Basically, 'intressement' refers to the 
negotiation of the identities of the actors in an actor-network. Callon 
defines 'intressement' as "the group of actions by which an entity attempts 
to impose and stabilize the identity of the other actors it defines through its 
problematization" (Callon, 1986b: 207-8). In this process of negotiation, it 
is generally the case that some actors are active while others are passive. In 
the Powerplay project, the initiators were the active group to start with and 
they wanted to encourage negotiation by changing passive actors into active 
actors. 

In the initial phases of the project, Powerplay was seen as an interesting 
idea because it seemed to have a potential to provide good support for deci
sion-makers in ways that had not been possible up to that point. In actor-
network terms, initiators desired to set up Powerplay as an obligatory point 
of passage. 

In the organization, a financial accounting system, Macs, used since the 
mid 1980s, was generally seen to be working well as a database. Initiators 
described Macs as a safe system that allows different primary systems to 
input data on a daily basis. Data was stored there, however, the initiators felt 
that Macs lacked the ability to generate reports and above all it lacked the 
ability to aid analysis. Therefor, the existing technology did not provide 
sufficient help when it came to analyzing and presenting data. Initiators saw 
the existing technology as very limiting their ability to provide timely 
information and efficient amounts of information to decision-makers. In 
order to abstract material from Macs that can be presented to a decision
making group, one had to import it to some other software application, 
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such as Excel, in order to produce a useable report or useable information. 
Macs only produced ordinary data lists, which were fairly hard to interpret 
for people without financial training. Thus, the initiators were seeking a 
technology that might be an aid in the work of financial analysis and 
presentation. Powerplay was one of several technologies available to address 
their concerns. The project manager emphasized that it was more important 
to get started than to find "the best" technology available: 

So that's what has mattered when we have been looking for an appropriate 
tool... and we have seen a number of alternatives on the market, there is one 
called HAT and one called Crosstarget, and now we have looked at one 
called Powerplay, which we have decided to go with. We could go on and 
investigate the market for years and never make a decision, but we have 
decided to go on and we have chosen one of the two most interesting. (Ila). 

After some discussions concerning what software application to try, it 
was decided that a local consultant would demonstrate the application. An 
application named Crosstarget was also in the picture for a while, but it was 
decided that Powerplay more effectively addressed the needs of the organi
zation. 

Initiators described their rationale behind the choice of Powerplay as 
follows: 

We chose Powerplay because we thought, on the one hand, that we had 
good backup here in Umeå to start with and, on the other hand, it was con
cerned a bit with costs and the like, and we thought that it looked interest
ing to try out. Sure, we have not seen any major differences between sys
tems, we cannot say that we have, things would probably work out fine 
with. Crosstarget too. (I5a). 

We thought it was a bit more convenient and we thought that we would 
have more use of it since we would use Impromptu as a report generator in
stead of the one we have now. (I3a). 

As we see things, analyze tools like Crosstarget and Powerplay provides you 
with details on a fairly reasonable level... you can show politicians that this 
is how it looks in graphs and simple tables, more complex tables and also 
when you move on and analyze with clicking up and down. (Ila). 

A basic impetus behind the project was an increasing need of high-
quality decision support. The financial situation for the organization had 
become worse every year and each decision needed to be justified in finan
cial terms. 
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Today all decisions are tough decisions since there is no expansion in the 
public sector, it is rather a question of doing more for the same money. At 
best; sometimes you are supposed to do more for less money, and clearly this 
can be difficult. (Ila). 

In the summer of 1997, it was decided that a local consultant firm 
would demonstrate the technology and also to help build the first cube. The 
outcome, it was thought, was supposed to be an application suitable for 
working with analysis and presentation of data. 

The consultant was only used to start up the project; the initiators 
wanted to manage the development of the application themselves after the 
consultant had done his job. They did not want to rely on an external con
sultant to build this application. Rather, initiators felt a need to be active 
and take a certain responsibility for this work and to learn all the necessary 
details. 

There was not one single person that came up with the idea that 
Powerplay was an application suitable for the organization. Rather, the idea 
was brought up simultaneously by several different actors: 

I think that there are many persons that have discovered this at the same 
time, and after discussions have stuck with the idea. People have been to ex
hibitions and presentations and have discovered this and found it to be OK, 
checked it with experts and maybe been able to confirm that this will be 
suitable and have had some description that suggested that this is something 
that really will give some flexibility. (I2a). 

There was a wide interest to begin the project. There was a political 
motivation behind the project. In addition, the major departments—the 
social department, the school department, and the technical depart
ment—pushed for the project to take off. 

This interest had much to do with the increasing demands to review 
the departmental activities and to explain and get a hold on budget devia
tions. Another impetus behind the Powerplay project was that since April 
1997 there has been a political decision to start doing "personnel 
accounting", which means that the departments had to produce information 
on its status when it comes to the personnel. This includes number of 
employees, numbers of employees on overtime and on leave, how many 
long-term leaves t here are, and the like. This is c omplex information that 
was not easily produced with the old system. 

...it is a hard pressure from the departments and the departmental manage
ment to emphasize reviewing operations, this have been more and more 
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important over the years. When it comes to the personnel department we 
have a political decision to start with personnel accounting. (I4a). 

Personnel accounting? It covers a lot, it covers a review of the whole 
personnel area. Employment is one thing, absence is another. (I4a). 

The idea behind the project was far from new. Rather, the idea had 
been there for quite some time but the technology to provide good decision 
support had not existed before. 

Well, in short it can be said that we have—both in the budget and on the 
financial system—since years had an idea or a philosophy about how the 
financial system should work and we see these systems as databases, ... well 
working databases with safety and security in reporting, and then comes the 
part with the presentation and we believe that with, what should I say, we 
will not get what we want with traditional tools for reports, especially when 
we talk about communicating between systems. It concerns PA-systems 
[personal/administrative systems] and as I said earlier financial systems. 
(I5a). 

The initiators, thus, had identified the problems as well as the solution 
for the Powerplay project. The problems were identified as the problem 
with untimely information for decision-making purposes and information 
overload. The solution to these problems were seem as to increase quality of 
accounting work and create a new financial awareness in the organization. 
This new financial awareness could be reached, initiators argued, if there 
were established better ways of analyzing resources in the organization. 
Powerplay was seen as t he technology that would help the organization do 
this. 

Towards a New Organizational Behavior: Standardization and 
Local Solutions 

Initiators planned to change the organizational behavior to become 
more aware about financial issues. A scenario was inscribed in the Powerplay 
application concerning its intended use with respect to the designers' antici
pation of the users' needs. The main ambition from the initiators' side was 
to increase the quality in the accounting work. The Powerplay infrastructure 
was seen as a part of this. Not as a solution in itself, but as an infrastructure 
that would change organizational behavior. This change would create a 
situation where the organization had a better grip on the financial aspects of 
organization. Indeed, it was central to the Powerplay project that a new 
financial attitude and behavior was initiated in the organization. The project 
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manager described how financial data was registered and how he felt it 
should be done: 

Many times this is done centrally [at the accounting department]. You take 
in figures from a school or a daycare center and (...) register it. And that is, 
that means that there will be a loss of time, but also maybe ... it won't be 
done quite in the same way as it would have been if it had been done out at 
the departments. It becomes less detailed, maybe more rough figures. If 
every department would register, every thousand crowns would be impor
tant, which maybe would make the accrual accounting more accurate. That's 
what I believe anyway. (lib). 

In order for decision-makers to better understand the situation for the 
organization, it was interesting to find the proper key ratios that can 
describe the organizational situation. 

Well, I think that in the long run, we are still struggling with these key 
ratios, but I believe that Powerplay is a good way to handle key ratios as 
well, because there are possibilities to connect different types of, shall I say 
resources, there are financial, personnel [data] (...) which you can (...) 
describe in cubes relation figures and the like. And when we have an in
creased security in both finances and the way we define our activities, which 
is not all that good yet, you will be able to handle the description of organ
izing activities in the same way as the financial description [is handled], in 
the same system. And then I think (...) you will be able to describe to politi
cians what happens in the organization. (lib). 

In creating the new financial awareness, two goals were seen by 
initiators as central to success: (1) standardization of key ratios, and (2) the 
allowance for local solutions to be developed in different departments 
according to their specific needs. 

Standardization of key ratios was described as a central ambition in the 
Powerplay project. An initiator emphasized this: 

...that was the thing that was the foundation for us when we started this, we 
started with these definitions and what was meant with different things and 
... these concepts and these measurements is made out of those definitions. 
(I4a). 

There was a need to standardize key ratios for making financial analysis 
and discussions more accurate. This need was identified by the municipality 
of Umeå as well as t he national government. One of the initiators described 
the situation as follows: 

When it comes to the personnel area there is a working group that have 
worked with this and also put down definitions on what we mean with cer
tain key ratios. We need to compare this with what they come up with at 
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Swedish Association of Local Authorities so that we as soon as possible can 
compare ourselves with other municipalities. This is also what they request 
on a national level, the comparison with the country as a whole. (I4a). 

The demand to standardize financial data came from the municipal 
organization. Every municipality in Sweden had to send in reports on their 
organizational performance to various authorities. The external demands on 
municipalities, because of these reports, was described by one of the initia
tors as follows: 

Well, we have as an example that we today submit statistical data to 
Statistics Sweden etc and this can be different persons that submits the data 
and the data can also be different when it gets to the authorities in Stock
holm and we have received signals about this. And therefore they have 
started a project in Stockholm called, well... I don't remember right now, 
but it's about coordinating submissions of statistical data, it is supposed to 
come from one source and because the data produced from the databases 
today is not of the quality one needs and it is not marked off and well 
defined which means that one have some kind of manual extra work. (Ila). 

The project manager claimed that working with local solutions when it 
comes to key ratios would decrease the quality of financial analysis: 

One can take away some costs, add some revenues that is not done in the 
main system but on the side. And this evaluation made in this process is only 
known to the person in that room, in the next room someone else can make 
completely different evaluations. And this is a bit unfortunate since it is 
somewhat confusing to see the cost for something and different figures are 
used for the same period of time depending on who have submitted the 
data. I don't think we can accept this in the long run. (Ila). 

A central argument from initiators was that standardization of key 
ratios would lead to increased quality in financial analysis and ultimately an 
organizational behavior based on a financial awareness. 

The project manager described how important he felt this to be: 

Well, standardization, for instance the cost for a school pupil, to give to 
every municipal sub-department and to the departments here [at the city 
hall] that these costs will burden [the budget of the] compulsory school and 
in the calculation of a cost per pupil these figures and nothing else need to 
be considered. It has to do with overhead costs and things like that which 
you need to agree upon... It's really about pressing forward to start to 
define, to create a behavior where accounting is important and at the same 
time the key ratios are important, where data on personnel are correct, to get 
an increased quality in the databases to make possible these automatic 
calculations. (Ila). 
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Similarly, the initiators stressed the standardization of key ratios; they 
also stressed that every department should adapt the technology to their 
own specific needs. As one initiator noted: 

...it is a "general store"... to serve a whole municipal organization where we 
have everything from a small department to a really big one. The needs are 
so different, it's like a small and a big corporation, you need to build the 
systems in completely different ways to be able to handle the needs. (I2a). 

Thus, the technology must be flexible enough to be adapted to the 
specific needs of every department. In fact, this was crucial for the project to 
be successful. Initiators claimed that the Powerplay application was flexible 
in the sense that it could be adapted to local needs and preferences. To build 
one standard system would never work. One initiator argued: 

We can never build one financial system, a standard version where we are 
supposed to handle all the needs for all the departments considering that 
some are big and some are small and they have different needs. That is why I 
think we can solve this need for every department with this kind of tool. 
With this they can find their own solutions that fits them, it's so flexible that 
is should be possible to do this. They don't need to build standard report 
upon standard report that is supposed to suit everybody, but rather to 
everyone to take out their own material. So our function to sit and support 
with a lot of standard menus for everyone to be happy, we don't need this 
because it is virtually impossible to do. So I think we will come closer to a 
solution for every user's need with this tool. (I2a) 

Thus, the new financial behavior that initiators saw as desirable as well 
as feasible for the organization involved the standardization of key ratios and 
the flexibility to allow for customized adaptations of the Powerplay applica
tion. Changing behavior by means of an artifact is discussed in ANT as in
scribing behavior. That is, Powerplay and its associated actor-networks in
scribes a particular financial behavior. 

The project managers noted that they had participated in different 
projects over the years, projects that haven't resulted in anything, but still in 
a way they had touched upon the topics the Powerplay project is dealing 
with. Thus, the ideas behind the project were partly a result from previous 
disappointments, where large projects failed to take off because too many 
actors got involved in the early stages of the projects' implementation. 

What we did then, in this context, was that we [people at the accounting 
department] sat down and thought: what do we want? What do we think 
this organization needs. And then we have tried to discuss, and, well used 
the departments as sounding board in this discussion [in order] to come up 
with something that we believe in. (...) And we have not really talked to 
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politicians, technicians, department managers, and the like in this work. Be
cause I believe, in some way, that if anything is going to turn out of this it is 
best that those with the knowledge about it works with it. (lib). 

Knowledge relevant to this project, thus, was perceived by the initiators 
to be an in-depth knowledge on financial issues and accounting procedures. 

Based on their ongoing dialogue with department controllers, the 
initiators felt that they had a good idea about what needs different depart
ments had when it came to new technology: 

The need is a bit different from department to department. If it is a big 
department then they have a greater need to generate statistics on the per
sonnel, if it is a smaller department with maybe under a hundred employees, 
then they have a pretty good picture on how many employees there are and 
so on. (I3a). 

So there are very different needs and I think it's hard to know what you 
really need today, if you don't have an insight [to know what you want] and 
have seen and tried different systems you don't know what's out there and 
thus it can be hard for some to know what they would want. They don't 
know their needs and it can be hard, if you ask them "how would you like 
it"? then very many don't have any specific opinion, they just think what 
they have today is fine. But it isn't, it can be done better. (Ila). 

With the introduction of a new technology such as the Powerplay 
application there are certain intentions from designers/initiators concerning 
its use. A certain scenario is inscribed and this scenario is a subject of nego
tiation with the users. Ultimately the users and the designers negotiate 
whether or not this scenario is desirable and feasible. As the initiators saw 
things, this new scenario included the production of more timely informa
tion and more useable information for employees. 

The Need for More Timely Information 
In the Powerplay project, two problems were explicitly identified: the 

problem with untimely information for decision-making purposes and the 
problem with information overload. People at the accounting department 
wanted the Powerplay application to be implemented so that politicians as 
well as municipal civil servants at the departments were provided with more 
timely and useable information. One of the initiators noted that the need 
for more timely information was evident among politicians: 

We have always satisfied them [the politicians] in the sense that we have re
ported to them in one way or the other, but there is a difference to do this 
two or three times a year and to be able to report on a more continuos basis 
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and that they themselves can pick out information when they need to. Be
cause if you enter a solution like this we have the idea to do this and to 
spread the information with our Intranet solution and this mean that you 
should be able to pick up this information at different levels, it can be the 
political management... but also a political board ... with its political man
agement or it can be further down in an activity area that the people respon
sible wants to look at management information like this. And then they will 
be able to do it with this tool, but like I said we have had hits with this 
information on decisions makers earlier but not in this apparent way, so to 
speak. With this the meaning is also to use this yourself and to ask for 
information. (I5a). 

Among municipal civil servants in the departments, there were also 
needs for more timely information. The initiators described a vision where 
the Powerplay application would become central for the departments in 
their work, thus being better prepared to ensure quality in financial analysis. 

Every department has a financial responsibility and there was a need for 
the departments to have the possibility to look at financial data and to be 
able to do the necessary analysis. A proper solution, initiators believed, 
would enable financial data to be compiled up to a level that every munici
pal board needs for review of their activities. In the end, this will end up in 
compiling financial data to a total level for the municipal board. 

It's like you could see this like a chain through the whole organization where 
we can have a real information base, so to speak, to stand on. Above all... in 
order to make this work we clearly need to secure the safety in the system, 
that we have quality in the system, that we can capture data out of these 
databases in a, well, simple and proper way and ongoing and continuos over 
time. (I5a). 

The need for more timely information, thus, is a need that exists 
throughout the organization—among politicians, controllers, and anyone 
with financial responsibilities. Initiators believed that Powerplay could play 
a role in fulfilling these needs. 

The Need for Better Structured Information 
The need for more and better-structured information was described as 

the second problem for the Powerplay project to deal with. Initiators felt 
that there was a need for making the organizational financial strategy 
apparent and useable for all the members of the organization. It was 
believed that the Powerplay application could be useful for structuring, 
organizing, and dispersing financial information throughout the organiza
tion: 
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I mean what we do then is to make visible this whole process through the 
whole organization... since a specific kindergarten should clearly know what 
it is in the big picture that concerns them, I mean the also the little kinder
garten, that has a responsibility for budget and results, must be aware of the 
structure and say that this is how it looks at this department... and this is 
how it is built up to the department level and up to a total organization 
level. It then that we can kind of see though the organization and know 
where things are in reality, where things happen. (I5a). 

The need to structure, organize, and disperse the financial strategy was 
believed to be especially important when it came to review. The initiators 
pictured the Powerplay application as having a crucial role in this process: 

I have thought that when it comes to financial review... that Powerplay 
could be used as an instrument for reviewing directly, not only concerning 
statistics but also down to the lowest transaction level. Today we distribute 
lists and the like, but instead of that one could run things with Powerplay 
and get your information that way aggregated so that one could review on 
one's budget really quickly. (I4a). 

I think that if one builds into the financial management factors like the ones 
I mentioned... it will become natural to work with these reviews in the 
organization. ... So this will put a pressure on the organization to work with 
correct information, so that will be a consequence of this, it will come out of 
itself. Then I think this will increase the awareness of what one produces and 
also an increased focus on results in the financial management. (I5a). 

The initiators believed that financial analysis and financial reporting 
could help structure, organize, and disperse information throughout the 
organization. Department controllers were targeted as those who would 
primarily use the Powerplay application for analysis purposes. They believed 
Powerplay could produce a useful analysis of the organization's financial 
state. The department controllers are responsible for justifying financial 
decisions and reconciling discrepancies between actual expenditures and 
anticipated expenditures reflected in the budget. The initiators believed that 
Powerplay could help the department controllers perform their duties in a 
more efficient and effective way: 

To value over the year costs and revenues to the period to which they 
belong, to do this in accounting... That is what it takes to be able to use this 
against a key ratio, for instance to know a certain cost per student. All of 
this, everything we are doing now, is really about increasing the quality in 
the information we are using, and then to be able to present our products in 
a better way than before and to use Powerplay is also to increase the quality 
in what we do and maybe to increase the status with those who work with 
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this with a professional... it provides maybe a better way to present infor
mation than handwritten overhead film does. I think in a way that the level 
of professionalism is lifted if you have professional products. So there are 
aspects to this that one believes in. (Ila). 

The first release of the Powerplay application covered only financial 
information in the form of reports and presentations. 

In the initial phases of the project, financial information and personnel 
information was included in the application. This information, for example, 
addresses the amount of employee overtime in each department. Although 
personnel information was to be included in these reports, only financial 
information was included in the first release of the Powerplay application 
while personnel information was left out. However, there was a separate 
personnel database used at this stage in the project. Although this data was 
only used by the personnel department, the initiators also had hopes for the 
politicians and municipal civil servants to use this data: 

We have built this database now and we have very much use of this 
personnel database now. We can present things today, but we want to move 
on and make it more flexible and maybe also get this information out to 
politicians and the departments. (I4a). 

The organization needed better-structured information. The initiators 
believed that Powerplay could structure, organize, and disperse information 
in a more effective and efficient way. 

Expected Changes 
The initiators expected changes in the organization as a result of the 

establishment of Powerplay. The overall expectation was for the organiza
tion to become more aware of financial issues. One initiator described the 
Powerplay project as not just a question of technical implementation, but 
also a question of an implementation of a new financial behavior and atti
tude. 

As important steps in this process, initiators expected that Powerplay 
would mean that financial data would be standardized, unnecessary work 
would be eliminated, and more time would be put into analyzing financial 
data. 

What we want with this, really, ... there are figures for key ratios, and what 
once has been registered I don't think one should need to sacrifice more 
time and effort to think about them. I mean, if one has registered in 
accounting and in budget it is just supposed to be in the system, in which 
one analyzes it. One shouldn't need to take out a report to take it over into 
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an Excel-sheet and check out that those figures are correct... and maybe 
sacrifice days just to put together things that already should have been put 
together... you should be entering a system that directly, the day after the 
figure has been put into the system, is useful to work with analyzes, to take 
out developments, trends and the like. Then one can get rid of this collect
ing that still exists, very much manually. Just this thing with ordering re
ports, tearing sheets, to put them into envelopes and to send them out to 
people, this whole thing is just to be living in the 80's and this process takes 
quite some days. (Ila). 

To be able to analyze financial data in more detail, and thus to better 
understand financial issues, was believed to be crucial for the well being of 
the organization. The initiators expected that establishing Powerplay in the 
organization would improve analysis and understanding of financial issues, 
which in turn would lead to new and more informed organizational 
behaviors. 

Yes, we that this will lead to, once the databases are updated and one has 
built ones own analysis-reports, that things are finished when you come to 
work the next day, that when you turn on your computer one can start the 
real work. To see trends, to go in and analyze, to seek for causes and to be 
able to explain why things have turned out like they did. To be able to use 
time for analyzes than to re-create data that has once been collected. That is 
all we strive for really, to give more time to what's productive and important 
and less time to things that the technology of today can do. (Ila). 

The initiators emphasized that hard work would be required for this 
new financial behavior to emerge. They believed that new demands would 
be required of the employees if positive changes in behaviors and attitudes 
were to occur: 

Yes, I think this will increase the demands on every person that you need to 
know more and to have an ability to work with these systems. You must, so 
to speak, work more, more time has to be put down for entertaining your 
abilities to work with IT. (I2a). 

The initiators believed that continuity in use was important and that 
people in the organization needed to use the technology on a ongoing basis 
in order to make the most of it. 

This is nothing you just do now and then, you have to build it into your 
everyday work, it is a whole new way of working. ... Now in the beginning 
it will of course be those who are most interested and, well, maybe handles 
to enter this from the start. (I2a). 

In order to accomplish the desired changes, the initiators argued that 
employees would need to embrace the technology. The initiators 
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acknowledged that this would not occur overnight and that resistance was to 
be expected. Moreover, the initiators emphasized that employees might ra
tionalize reasons for not using Powerplay and that employees also might feel 
threatened by the technology. That is, employees might believe that the 
technology would displace them: 

The downside is that we are all different, we have different interests and 
abilities to learn new things and the downside will be for those who feel that 
they can't take on this new knowledge... they will have a hard time to do 
their job and to have a place in the organization in the long run. I under
stand this, that's the way it is. So for them things can be tough, that can be a 
downside. And of course there will be rationalizations so that fewer people 
will be needed to work and to produce material in the departments in the 
long run, that's for sure. (I2a). 

While the initiators had clear ideas about what to accomplish with the 
Powerplay project, they also acknowledged that change can be hard to come 
by and that it requires hard work. The initiators felt that the pressure that 
politicians and department managers put on the organization to review and 
evaluate their activities better was the impetus for the necessary changes. In 
addition, many employees were motivated to change the financial system 
irrespective of pressure from politicians and managers. The initiators argued 
that this motivation stemmed from the Powerplay application making it 
possible for work to be more focused on financial analysis. 

This was emphasized by one initiator: 

I think that today the change liability is better than it has been before and 
this has to do with the fact that you are faced with more and more demands, 
more than anything else concerning accounting and to produce correct 
material on time. And we can see that you try to do as much as you can, but 
since you don't have the tools equipped to do this today, so I think that 
today people are more motivated. In parts because of the increased pressure 
on you, but also because of the insight that this [the technology] means that 
we need, so to speak, say something more than we do today. So the liability 
to change I think is...or rather, you are more motivated today than you were, 
say, a couple of years ago for sure. (I5a). 

Thus, even if there was some resistance to the project, initiators 
believed that employee expectations made changes possible. The initiators 
also noted that changes were ongoing: 

I think in general this municipal organization is really in a state of constant 
change really, parallel with technical change there is often organizational 
change, and this can be good or bad. I think that when it comes to imple
ment new technology, there is a good culture, there are no limits to this, I 
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don't think so. What I do think needs to be improved in this organization is 
to find a more coherent strategy for what systems we need in general for 
every user, [systems] that you then can put out and say "this is what we work 
with, this is what everybody is supposed to work with" so that we don't get a 
too varied situation. (I2a). 

The initiators argued that there was a need for an overarching strategy, 
a strategy that politicians should formulate, in order to make Powerplay a 
successful project. The initiators argued that there was a need for an invest
ment in IT infrastructure and that politicians would need to address this 
issue. In particular, using Powerplay would demand an Internet/Intranet 
environment—everybody would need to have access to an Intranet system 
as well as the Internet. The initiators wanted politicians as well as the IT 
office to take some responsibility for this. 

Overcoming Barriers to Change 
The initiators expected resistance from employees. The project 

manager described why resistance could be expected: 

I don't think it has so much to do with technology but rather with the fact 
that you have worked in a certain way, you have to admit this yourself, when 
you have worked in a certain way then this is the best way in the sense that 
you do this every year and you keep doing it and then it's good—because 
otherwise you wouldn't be doing it. And it is hard to step outside yourself 
and to see if this can be done in another way, are there tools available to im
prove things or should I try to find another model to move on. There are 
not so many that does this and therefore most people are quite content since 
it's want's there and you use it and everybody is happy. (Ila). 

The project manager also argued that resistance could be expected 
partly because of previous disappointments with other projects. 

The project manager noted that the Powerplay project had to face this: 

...if we are to create something new, the reaction often will be "oh no, not a 
new thing again". Because renewal and change creates a feeling of "no, this 
will be tough, now we need to learn something new" etc. And at the same 
time you are also a little bit curious. This leads us to how one over the years 
becomes disappointed with new initiatives that have lacked support, partly 
in resources, it might take more time to work with it initially, one lacks 
proper training which makes you uncertain to this novelty. If one doesn't 
use it right it might not turn out as an advantage but rather an disadvantage. 
This whole thing makes people more or less skeptical out in the organization 
and that creates, in parts, a slight resistance. (Ila). 
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In order to realize the desired changes, the initiators noted that there 
were decisions that politicians needed to take to ensure Powerplay was 
successful. The initiators argued that politicians needed to advocate for an 
investment in IT infrastructure. 

I think that traditionally, and this is probably the case everywhere, changes 
are hard to implement because it means, depending on how big the change 
is, that you have to break down patterns and patterns are pretty strong. I 
think this holds for all organizing. There is always a resistance in breaking 
patterns and especially where things work pretty well... In general, there are 
parts that works well and parts that doesn't work well, but a change perhaps 
has to be implemented everywhere, so that can meet a very high resistance 
and this is because you know what you have but you don't know what you'll 
get. You can't see the end-result from the start, not even the project 
management. To see the end result, how it will turn out, even if one has a 
vision it is hard to know the exact result in the end. (Ila). 

Any friction in the process would come from issues that emerge in the 
negotiation process. Although the initiators could not foresee any specific 
reasons for friction, there was a firm belief that this could be dealt with by 
educating the adversarial parties in how the project would benefit them 
individually as well as how the project would benefit the organization as a 
whole. The initiators believed that the employee demand for new 
technology would be sufficient to overcome any friction as the result of 
implementing and adapting the technology: 

There is some friction in changes and it will take some time before we can 
see some effects. We have gone about things the wrong way earlier, it has 
much to do with educating the personnel and that they also see what possi
bilities this new tool provides them with and what they can get in return out 
of all this. Since this hopefully is easy for them, I think can be a good way to 
put it in their hands. At the same time, ...the demands for making costs 
visible is increasing and to be able to describe this to the decision-makers 
and that is what makes the pressure on them to deliver such an information. 
This has not been the case previously, the budget work has been the primary 
thing and results, review and evaluation of activities have been less impor
tant, been less time put into these things. (I4a). 

In order to focus on what was seen as important—especially evaluating 
operations—there were demands for correct and accurate data. In order to 
have updated and correct data in the IS, the initiators believed that it was 
important to work with correct accrual accounting. 

It means in principle that we need to have an updated and correct material 
all the time regardless of whether it's about finances, personnel data or data 
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on the organization. I don't think that this should be seen as a problem, it's 
rather a possibility to work, correct accrual accounting and with precision. It 
kind of increases the status and the level of all material. That is a positive 
thing more than anything else. Then there can be problems if you consider 
that you put forward these tools and don't... you just give this to the 
departments to do this for themselves and maybe not find any structures, 
then I think it can be tough when you build up very different, what shall I 
say, structures and not tie things together from central management so that 
the material looks very different. I think one needs to take a central grip over 
all this if this will...work well and I also think that this also holds for the 
knowledge concerning the systems, or concerning these tools, ...it's not 
possible to work with isolated islands, you need some kind of central backup 
and knowledge concerning this too. (15a). 

The initiators described a vision where education—and timing in edu
cation—was seen as important. It was central, as initiators saw it, that all 
departments obtained the knowledge needed to develop the application 
further and adjust it to their specific needs: 

The vision I have right now, and this will depend a little on how we will 
continue with this, but nevertheless, what we will do as soon as things gets 
more clear with what approach will be chosen and a structure is clear and 
that there is a "go" from the politicians, is to have an external consultant 
who knows Powerplay well to do educate all critical department 
controllers—there's about 20-30 of them—during a day where information 
and training on Powerplay will be provided. We might be forced to divide 
them into smaller groups, but it is important that everyone gets the same 
information and then when you have had your training you will get access to 
the application and can work with it, I think that it is important that this 
must be close, you need to have made the deal and have purchased the 
application so that it is all installed and ready. Then we need to have a group 
where we meet and discuss this application, at least the first years regularly, 
at least once every six months but rather once every three months, where we 
meet and discuss what we have understood and not understood concerning 
use but also future development, what to use it for and adjustments that 
probably some departments will want. So I think that it is important to find 
a model for the work that is adjusted to all. For it is possible to make a lot of 
adjustments with this technology for all, every department, and you could 
do this for them and that will take a little time but I think one could solve 
quite a lot of problems. (Ila). 

Even though initiators expressed some optimism for the project at this 
point, they also emphasized that the future role of the application in the 
organization was uncertain. The initiators believed that Powerplay could 
play an important role in the organization, but the key to make this happen, 
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the initiators believed, rested in encouraging employees to adapt the appli
cation to their specific needs: 

Well, the problem is that ... the major problem in all organizing is informa
tion, people don't get enough information. The problem is that people don't 
get enough education and information to be able to use this, so it will get 
the role it can have. We cannot know exactly what role it will get, since you 
don't know the exact needs out there, exactly how you want to work. It can 
be hard to say that a tool with this or that approach will have the role you 
expect it to have, and in order to get there you need to get out information 
and education and I think generally that where you have changes, informa
tion and education are the hardest parts. That's the key to get some 
acceptance and to have people to say things, to be active in the discussions 
concerning the tool. (Ila). 

The project manager felt that the whole project was a bit unclear and 
uncertain since it depended on many different elements that were inter
twined in a complex way: 

The scope of things is very unclear today. Partly concerning what depart
ments that have [an Internet connection], what departments that are 
connected [to the Internet] today and what departments that are interested 
in becoming connected, because it can be vital that people can get access to 
the Internet at the same time. Not everybody is positive about surfing the 
Net on working hours, that's a risk. So this is really a bigger question, a 
question that we don't really own or can discuss or even put forward. We 
can put forward the question but we don't own it and we can't take a deci
sion. We can't even suggest for the politicians to decide since we have an IT-
council and they are to suggest the policy and route. (Ila). 

There were two things that played important roles when it came to the 
employees' interest in the organization. First, other projects previously had 
addressed the issues of untimely information for decision-making purposes 
and information overload. Thus, there was a perceived organizational need 
and an interest in finding technologies to deal with these problems. Second, 
employees had criticized how IT had been dealt with on a strategic level. 
More specifically, employees criticized IT office in the organization. 

Since the Powerplay project was a project of strategic importance and a 
project not run by the IT office, the project evolved slowly since the initia
tors had to align support for the project as it developed. The existing inter
est by the employees was a platform for the project to start from. 

The project did benefit from discussions initiated by previous projects. 
There had been discussions concerning a potential role for new IS in creat
ing managerial information. Even though previous projects failed to pro-
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duce any results in terms of a new IS, the experiences from previous 
discussions were useful for the Powerplay project. 

There have been groups working for a while and then things were cancelled 
because it didn't lead anywhere and that why it was us, really, who said that 
we need this tool and we don't want to call it management information, we 
see it rather as a tool for analysis and thus we started looking at it. Then it 
has resulted in people talking about it in other contexts, the IT-office ... 
maybe think about this as some kind of management information tool... 
But this has come from us, we wanted something to start and now things are 
happening and we need to take it home, to move it along. (Ila). 

The initiators criticized existing strategic IT management in the orga
nization. As they saw it, there had been no strategic vision for why and how 
to use new technology in the organization. This lack of strategic vision cre
ated problems for the Powerplay project, since there was no common infra
structure in the organization. 

The initiators felt that there were strategic decisions that should have 
been made long ago, and they felt that the IT office lacked a coherent stra
tegic vision on how IS issues s hould work. The initiators said that this lack 
of vision hindered the implementation of the Powerplay project. Because of 
this lack of vision, the organization did not discuss how to manage the 
communication net. Moreover, the organization did not have sufficient 
access to web technology. The initiators perceived the Powerplay application 
as a new kind of technology. This new kind of technology is largely based 
on web infrastructure and the application of this technology is needed every 
department in the organization. The initiators were critical of IT strategy for 
not considering these new developments. 

To sum up, the initiators felt that the project had as much to do with 
creating new organizational attitudes and behaviors about financial strategies 
as with technical details. The initiators had high hopes for the expected 
changes to be realized, but they also expressed a respect for the complexities 
involved in such a project. There was a common interest in the organization 
that served as a starting point for initiating the Powerplay project. The 
Powerplay project benefited from previous discussions about projects that 
failed to address the problems with managerial information. There was 
much criticism in the organization about current IT strategy. Thus, the 
Powerplay project came as a welcome initiative to solve these perceived 
problems. 
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Enrolling Department Controllers 

The Need for New Allies 
The initiators started out the project by identifying two distinct prob

lems: the problem with untimely information for decision-making purposes 
and the problem with information overload. Even though these two prob
lems were distinct, the initiators emphasized that the whole project was un
certain. But how could the status of this entity be transformed from being 
fragile to becoming more stable? Something was needed to make this fragile 
entity into a full-blown actor. 

The initiators were aware of the need to stabilize Powerplay and used 
everything at hand to stabilize the technology. This was, however, a delicate 
process that could not be rushed. The technology was cultivated as a way of 
giving it a more stable shape. In short, the initiators needed find allies who 
would support the Powerplay project. 

The role of the accounting department, in concert with the controllers, 
was first and foremost to develop a well working accounting procedure in 
the organization. In addition, the accounting department needed to provide 
politicians with decision support on financial matters. In order to create a 
better financial awareness in the organization, some people in the account
ing department felt that there was a potential to change the ways in which 
the departments in the organization worked with financial data. This would 
be possible because there already existed a dialogue between the accounting 
department and the department controllers. 

The project manager described their relation: 

...when it comes to the budget, we have always had a pretty good contact 
between, lets say, the department controllers, who mainly works with closing 
of the books, accounting, also budget work in parts, and us at the account
ing department. (...) we want to create a dialogue, where we want to make 
clear our (...) intentions and ways of seeing how things should be like in the 
organization. There we have something of a police work (...) we say that 
you must do this, you cannot do that. And also we are a group that helps the 
municipal board with information, closing of the books and things like that. 
And because of that we have had a lot of contact [with the department 
controllers] and it has come to the point where we preach and they listen 
and, hopefully, do as we say. But this has developed more and more into a 
dialogue. (lib). 

The Powerplay project started was started because the initiators' explo
ration of possibilities to use modern technology to create a better financial 
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awareness in the organization. To start with, other actors such as politicians, 
technicians, and department managers were not involved. The initial phases 
in the project included only the department controllers the initia
tors—employees from the accounting department and the personnel 
department. 

Powerplay as Understood by Positive Department Controllers 
During the spring of 1997, the initiators started discussions with 

department controllers about the project and its possibilities. To begin with, 
discussions were held with controllers from every department in the organi
zation; later on these discussions continued with controllers from the 
departments that showed interest in the project. 

We've met in a group during the spring, at least we've tried to meet during 
the spring, where we have discussed the Powerplay project. And it has been 
people interested... from the technical department, from the school depart
ment, from the social services department and the municipal sub-depart-
ments... And these are our largest departments. And what happened during 
the spring was that the social department started really quick, they basically 
started before we decided to start with all this. They had decided very early 
that they were... and had opinions early on about how they wanted this. 
[...] Then just before summer the school department started to show inter
est, and this depends on, why they hadn't started earlier is because of their 
reorganization during the spring and they've had a lot of effort put into that. 
And now they've seen the need to financial evaluations... (lib). 

The department controllers first learned about the project and the 
Powerplay application in accounting meetings, which were meetings held on 
a regular basis between the accounting department and department 
controllers. 

...we have these accounting meetings, and he [the project manager] brought 
it up at one of those and he showed us some, and then at this intranet he has 
put in some things that you can... it's some cube that he has built that he 
has put there, but I have never really learned that. I think he will rebuild 
that, there was something that wasn't all that good. (PDC3a). 

Well, it's what we have heard from [the project manager], mostly. That's 
what I have got this far. I have not seen the system except from the example 
he has had [on the Intranet] but from what I've heard they are building 
central cubes that contain a certain standard documentation and that we will 
be able to use at our department. As far as I can see we will be able to work 
with these cubes and develop them further, to twist and turn this informa
tion and then send it on to departments that only has the possibility to, well, 
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really just to click up and down. Then he [the project manager] has demon
strated how this is built with possibilities to click down from level to level all 
the way down to the single and smallest invoice. Then he has shown us the 
possibilities for layouts, how to design the reports, combination reports with 
tables and diagrams but also the pure technical aspects. (PDC2a). 

Only one department controller had heard of the Powerplay applica
tion before the accounting meeting. This was a department controller from 
the social services department, where they had had experiences with using 
complex IS applications. 

The controller from the social services department expressed that she 
had first learned about the Powerplay application from technical journals 
and thought that it seemed to be an interesting application. 

Well, you read the technical journals... I read Computer Sweden and there 
you find lots of information about systems and what's new and things like 
that. Then a guy called and wanted to show this system and then we looked 
at it and became interested. It's the cube I'm interested in, to be able to drill 
down... (PDCla). 

There had been an external consultant at the social services department 
that showed the application to them and they decided that Powerplay was 
something that they wanted to use. However, the consultant mentioned 
that he was going to show the application to the accounting department 
later on and the social services department decided to wait for the account
ing department to present a wider solution instead of investing in the appli
cation themselves. 

So when [the project manager] came out with the information I had already 
made up my mind that I wanted this. (PDCla). 

The department controllers from the larger departments were basically 
very positive about the Powerplay project. There was a feeling among the 
positive department controllers that the project had a strategic vision behind 
it, something that had been lacking in the past. 

Yes, we are really happy about them working with the same system so that 
we can work together. We have wanted this for a long time so that they can 
understand our needs but I don't know, it doesn't feel like they have so far 
but now we are heading in the same direction and this is really nice, to be 
able to work together. Because we haven't done this in the past, we have 
done our thing and I guess they have thought it sufficient to work with these 
terminal based systems, they have not put down any efforts in order to 
develop things before but now they are and we are really happy about this. 
(PDCla). 
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As for expected changes, the positive department controllers felt that a 
tool for data analysis and data presentation would result from the imple
mentation of the project. With this new tool, the problem of information 
overload and the problem of untimely information could be addressed. 

They also argued that they needed this new tool in order to live up to 
their financial responsibilities. The existing way of working with large and 
complex lists of financial figures was a not a refined enough tool for that 
purpose. 

Well, now we have all these lists... and they [the people that receive the lists] 
are supposed to look things up here and they think this is really hard. But I 
mean they can learn to go in and click and look, it must be really simple for 
them. (PDC3a). 

We needed this very much. There are many of us who have talked about the 
need for a tool for presentation since the systems we have had are accounting 
systems that are really well working and I think that I can get a lot out of it, 
but they are terrible to read for a person that is not a controller. (PDC2a). 

Lets put it this way—I have really big expectations on this because we have 
been waiting so long to get a good tool for presentation and also for 
management and control... (PDC2a). 

The department controllers felt that the developments initiated by the 
Powerplay project positive: 

Yes, we hope that this is the tool, on the financial side of things, to get a 
more flexible way of doing things and to get a similar way of doing things 
among everybody. (PDC2a). 

The general feeling among the positive department controllers was that 
the Powerplay application was something that they had been waiting for. 
Even though they had not explicitly expressed that they had been waiting 
for a new IS to support their work, they had been frustrated with their 
inability to analyze and report financial data. 

Speaking for our part [the department controllers], I think they are very 
anxious to adapt this because we think of this as something we have been 
waiting for. So they will adapt to this and they will take the time, because if 
they learn this... if it is as good as we think it is, it will save time for us. 
Once we have started we don't need to sit and work with these lists and redo 
things and put it into Excel sheets, this new system will save time for us once 
it's put to use. (PDC2a). 
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When the department controllers analyzed and presented these com
plex lists to colleagues that were not controllers, they felt that employees did 
not understand how to use or how to interpret the information: 

...it is these controllers that has done the presentations and this has been 
done very differently. Some have taken out the lists and, and now I'm talk
ing about the lists from Macs, they have taken out the lists and they have 
tried to train their staff... to understand what they tell you so that they 
understand the importance to look at this and so on. So they send out the 
lists as they are and try to teach people to read them. Others have chosen to 
work on the lists and adjust them by using Excel to a material that the re
ceiver understands. So there have been different paths concerning this. 
(PDC2a). 

While the department controllers had many positive things to say 
about the application and its use, they were also explicit about the negative 
sides of the application. First, they expressed a feeling of unease about the 
costs involved with IS investments. They felt that there was a need for a 
cost-benefit analysis: a discussion about the costs for new IS and what bene
fits could be expected from IS investments. Second, they felt that the 
Powerplay application was primarily an application for controllers and not 
for other employees in the organization. 

The first time I saw this system I thought that this is not a program for any
body, since it seemed to be a bit tricky. But I thought that it was an excellent 
system for me as a controller... (PDCla). 

When asked what the ideal situation looked like, a situation where 
Powerplay was successfully used, the department controllers had much to 
say. They emphasized the possibilities for adjusting the application to the 
specific needs of each department: 

...it is a system that can satisfy all levels of the organization. A caretaker at a 
daycare center should be able to take out the reports she is interested in with 
her web-reader and maybe be able to drill down and find out why things are 
the way they are without having to wait for some datasheets to come with 
the internal mail two weeks after the end of the month. (PDCla). 

Well, first of all you would build a cube so that you will be able to get out 
the information you need... As the situation is today, you would take out 
these reports... as soon as they are done I would quickly send them out to 
them [the engineers] in First Class so that they'll be able to take out their 
reports quickly... Then there is this... we do this prognosis where you com
pare with previous year, and you should be able to take out and look at, look 
at both this year and previous year, that's how I see things today and it 
would be a big advantage and I think that this would make the engineers feel 
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that this is fun to work with, for them to feel that they get the information 
they need because this is pretty important on a psychological level. 
(PDC3a). 

The previous experiences with IS was characterized by a feeling that the 
IS had been slow and inflexible: 

I have often wanted to... do benchmarking, produce statistics for the 
department... and things like that, and our terminal system has not been 
good at, well, going in and dig and drill and see what is going on. (PDCla). 

Although Powerplay is seen as a much faster and more flexible applica
tion than those previously used, it is also seen as much more difficult to use. 
Thus, the supportive department controllers wanted training to be included 
in the implementation of the application: 

I do want some kind of education. I know that [the project manager] and 
the others will learn more programming but we also need an education even 
if you don't learn to program these cubes, to learn to understand it anyway. 
(PDC3a). 

Well this has to be done in different steps as I see it. Because first of all, us 
here at city hall, we need to know the system and maybe need to know how 
to build these cubes and create reports while there maybe is only a query 
function for those further out in the organization where they cannot create 
the cube but can go in and look at the figures... So there will be different 
types of education efforts, I'm sure about that, it has to be that way. 
(PDC2a). 

A critical attitude towards the technology is crucial, supportive depart
ment controllers argued. One of the controllers claimed that there some
times surfaced an uncritical attitude towards new technology—especially 
when people became overwhelmed with what they saw as the new possibili
ties connected to the new technology. 

A critical attitude is missing. Need for a more long-range planning? Yes, I 
think so. He who gets caught up on computers gets really caught up. Hard 
to talk to and gets sort of carried away before anyone has had time to figure 
out what's going on. (PDC2a). 

And then there is this with some being so 'freaky' in a way that makes them 
unable to talk to others and people gets almost afraid of them and says that I 
can't do this, I don't understand a thing, and so on. (PDC2a). 

Employees overwhelmed by technology, can turn up anywhere: 

...they turn up at the most unexpected places. I think they have it as a 
hobby and they soon see the possibilities for what they can do professionally, 
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they work very intensively but this is a teamwork and there can be some 
friction sometimes if someone gets carried away and it starts to cost money 
and they sort of only see the possibilities, and if the others don't jump on 
the train there will be problems. (PDC2a). 

Being overwhelmed by technology can be problematic when it comes 
to technologies—such as Powerplay—that handle financial issues. A critical 
attitude should guide the handling of financial issues, controllers argued. 
Moreover, it was also important "to understand the reality behind the 
figures", as the department controllers put it. Those with the proper educa
tion and training could understand this. Thus, supportive department 
controllers raised the issue that there should be access levels i n the Power-
play application. While department controllers should have access to all 
levels of information, other people in the organization—such as politi
cians—should have less access: 

I have always said that there is a risk that the technology develops in such a 
speed that the craftsmanship behind the figures runs the risk of disappearing. 
So I have been a bit against politicians being able to sit at home and take out 
the figures on their screens, because I know that, like I said before, it might 
look like 28 millions in the accounting, but with the knowledge that we [the 
controllers] have we know that we won't end up there in the end of the year, 
we know that we might end up at 14 millions since we have a knowledge 
about the organization that makes us able to see this. And when it becomes 
easy to take out data/information it can mean that you get wrong signals, 
wrong decision support so to speak, for politicians if it is so easy to get it 
through the intranet. So I have always said that we must put a final touch to 
the data before we put it out because we know that they are like that. 
(PDCla). 

The supportive department controllers emphasized that a basic under
standing of accounting and financial issues was needed to interpret financial 
data. Thus, an easy-to-use IS could, potentially, be a dangerous tool in the 
wrong hands. More specifically, the department controllers were reluctant 
to have politicians using the IS: 

Well,... I know exactly how this works since I've been doing this for so long, 
I know the basics, I understand the system and how everything is ruined so 
for me there is no problem to understand the technology... how everything 
is created. But I can imagine, and you see this with the new people, that they 
don't understand what that figure is doing there... (PDC3a). 

Financial data was not easily interpreted by anyone, department con
trollers argued. Data had to be put in a context, where financial training and 
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education, as well as experiences with practical procedures in the organiza
tion, had to be considered: 

...because often, in order to be able to read a data you need to know the 
history behind it and I don't know how you will have this open for people to 
click down here and there, you might draw wrong conclusions about what 
you see. (PDC2a). 

Everyone cannot make well-grounded interpretations, department 
controllers argued. Thus, they felt that some kind of access level ne eded to 
be discussed: 

For instance between politicians and civil servants. I can imagine that we 
might have discussions where one can sit and defend figures if we release a 
raw material. Now I don't know how they will do this, one can build data
bases with some filter as I understand it, so that they can't click themselves 
down in any way they please. Many times you need to know background 
data to be able to draw the correct conclusions. (PDC2a). 

Positive department controllers directed severe criticism against current 
IS management in the organization. A strategic vision about the future role 
if IS in the organization needed to be developed. 

The IT office, as well as p oliticians, were criticized for not having suffi
ciently considered IS at a strategic level. First, the criticism had to do with 
the financial aspects of IS efforts in the organization. It is believed to be 
unclear whether or not the departments themselves should pay for the IS 
infrastructure. Second, the criticism had to do with the problems the orga
nization was faced with because of each department addresses and solves 
problems differently. 

At this stage in the Powerplay project—November 1997—it was far 
from obvious that Powerplay would be the project that would put IS issues 
on a strategic level in the organization: 

No, unfortunately not. I can't say that Powerplay does that. It might even
tually be so but there are so few who know anything so far and it is really 
only Municipal Management Office and us who have begun to talk about 
Powerplay. The other departments have been given information at a meet
ing, but they didn't seem interested and actually seemed suspicious. But it is 
really a matter of the fact that we have to pay in our own department, I 
mean the social services, we have to pay for communications where fiber is 
laid out, we have to pay that. I mean, it's as if you said to a department that 
now you have to pay for your part of the road, that's how I see the informa
tion highway. It's a communications link. So we'll have to invest and pay the 
costs for fiber out to our districts and I mean if there had been a planned IT 
strategy in the municipality then these costs would have been shared by the 
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entire municipality, then much more of the costs would have been covered 
centrally. There would have been a completely different policy in terms of 
IT, lots of money would be saved if there was a thought out IT strategy with 
all the departments involved. Now one department goes one way, another 
goes a different way and a third one does something completely different. 
(PDCla). 

As positive department controllers saw things, much was missing in 
terms of a coherent IS strategy. Thus, they were very critical of the ways in 
which IS were handled at a strategic level: 

I think it is idiotic that we need to pay for communication links. It is one 
thing to pay traffic fees, but to pay for the investment in communications! I 
think it's horrible to do this. This is something that should be done 
centrally, making sure communications work. (PDCla). 

Positive department controllers argued that people in charge had not 
understood how crucial the new technology was: 

Yes, general disinterest by politicians and upper-management in the munici
pality that haven't understood that this is a cost, that it is something you 
have to invest in. (PDCla). 

The supportive department controllers felt that the lack of a coherent 
IT strategy is evident in the practical details of everyday work: 

It's something to worry about since they think that it changes all the time 
and they feel that they should get connected to the Internet. May I ask why? 
If I'm allowed to say this, maybe you should look at the overall picture then 
you might be more conservative about this. The municipal management 
started talking about it a bit and maybe that bothered the departments. 
Think about when they went over to Word 7.0 and we had 6.0 then. We 
had just gotten 6.0 when suddenly the municipal management wanted to 
send us material and they were upset about this and [a colleague at the 
department] thought we couldn't really invest in 7.0 since we couldn't even 
afford the hardware for so many of us. Of course I could have switched to 
7.0, but there were a lot more than just me that would have to change. 
(PDC3a). 

To sum up, the department controllers from the larger departments 
were all very positive about the whole idea behind the Powerplay project. 
Moreover, they expressed a severe criticism against existing work procedures 
and existing IS management in the organization. 
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Powerplay as Understood by Skeptical Department Controllers 
The department controllers at the municipal sub-units were initially 

skeptical about the technology. They did not believe that the Powerplay 
application was useful to them. They first heard about the application in an 
accounting meeting and they were critical about the way the application was 
presented to them. The presentation was given by employees from the 
accounting department: 

The folks in accounting, the accountants primarily. They usually get all the 
department accountants together for meetings several times a year for 
accounts evenings or meetings for specific purposes, accounting meetings 
and such, and that's when they have had the presentations about Powerplay. 
(SDC2a). 

I got the information at accounting meetings. I think they do it badly at the 
accounting office, and I've said that to [the project manager] too, you're 
suppose to understand everything all at once. We get information overload. 
I mean if you have a meeting from 8:30 to 12 for example and then you're 
suppose to go through a number of items on the agenda then you're already 
tired after two hours, you don't listen even if you do get a coffee break it 
doesn't help. And when its such an important subject that's the only thing 
your going to discuss and everything else gets dropped for four hours, three 
and half-hours, it's too long. (SDCla). 

One skeptical department controller was both irritated and fascinated 
with the prospect of implementing Powerplay. A possible strategy to move 
forward was a "learning-by-doing" approach, where the future role of the 
application is discovered as it is u sed—a heuristic approach. Central to this 
exploration, however, is proper education and training. 

You could say that and I think that if you're going to take one, I can't do 
this, it's as if you are going to learn mathematics, you don't sit and watch 
and look. You work with it instead. Which, if you are going to get started 
with Excel or Word or something, you work with them until you're good at 
it. I hope and think that it's good to try something else because I think we've 
gotten stuck here a bit too much in the reporting part. I would do it this 
way, I know that it requires a lot of energy, but I would prefer to see it this 
way that I get something up on the screen. I get this up then I could see if I 
wanted this or that and how to do it graphically instead of as a list. I get it 
up on the screen, organized or however I want it and then I have an image 
of it that gives me much more. Easy and simple to understand. If you can 
make the complicated easy, then you've come a long way. (SDCla). 
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Skeptical department controllers had mixed feelings about the prospect 
of IS being central in their daily activities, but accepted that they would 
have to use the new technology: 

It's with mixed emotions, mixed emotions. I've noticed that, what should I 
say, I'm talking about the internship again, forget about we administrators 
who sit in the office. Take the home service assistants, the ones who've been 
trained to manage the health care assistants, 30-40 assistants and they get 
support from a few administrators centrally. You know when you've been 
through it yourself and been a manager for a group of health care assistants 
who are difficult, that's how you see it when your tired of it all. To sit there 
on your bum and learn about new technologies, it's fun but that isn't what I 
was hired to do. (SDCla). 

As for expected changes, skeptical department controllers had no clear 
idea about what the Powerplay application would entail. They felt, however, 
that they needed to replace the Macs application with a more effective IS: 

Yes, that's from accounting. Now we have one, the spring books you could 
say based on the Macs system, and that's what we get from our lists on the 
Macs system. But now you see we have only been to some information 
meetings that they've organized with the accounting office in Umeå, [the 
project manager], who is running this, and there we've gotten a bit of 
information about how this should work. I've said this from the beginning, 
I've thought this Macs system, well its good as an accounting system, but 
then you need to get deeper into it, to analyze these things, the costs and 
changes, it's a bit awkward I think. (SDC3a). 

The skeptical department controllers were hopeful, but they were 
uncertain about the future role of Powerplay. Although they believed some 
problems might be solved, a new IS would not be the final solution: 

...you don't know how this part will change because we haven't tried any
thing yet, but obviously any system like this can result in changes, but you 
don't know. But hopefully it will get better, as I see it. You're suppose to be 
able to follow-up costs easier and analyze costs which are ... you know that, 
like I said earlier, that how could it have turned out this way during this 
period, what has happened? I don't know how you get that information, I 
don't know enough about if the system will do it, but the idea is that we'll 
have a better accounting system. That's what I think it could do for us. 
(SDC3a). 

I can't say too much about it since we only received relatively general infor
mation about it, but I've spoken to [the project manager] a bit about it and 
know enough to expect a lot from it, definitely. It should make our 
accounting and planning easier and fix several things, such as helping to 
communicate economic realities to the politicians. (SDC2a) 
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Skeptical department controllers believed that Powerplay had potential 
because they use the accounts for analysis in administration and in executive 
groups—the managers who oversee the overall municipal financial situation. 
Using an advanced tool for this would allow them to address the problems 
in a more effective and efficient way. 

They would get a better picture of why the finances were in the shape 
they were in. They also felt that it would be easier to see the reasons for 
deviations with a more advanced tool and that they would have a better 
chance of finding out why one department had a short fall of money and 
another department had a surplus of money. 

The skeptical department controllers felt that one needed to work with 
the new technology; they felt there was no alternative: 

Yes, we can just see that here in Umeå municipality much of our organiza
tion is based on IT support. Practically all of our administrative and finan
cial systems are based on IT and this is extremely important, and we just 
have to keep on working in this direction. There is no real alternative to go 
back to. An enormous amount of information can be managed in any num
ber of ways using information technology. We just have to keep working to 
expand it. (SDC2a). 

As for risks involved with introducing new IS, skeptical department 
controllers felt that there were a few things to be careful of and be aware of. 
They felt that employees were overwhelmed by technology and that the 
employees thought that anything was possible. People could get so caught 
up in the technology that they focused on getting as much information as 
possible in every system. But skeptical department controllers felt that cer
tain areas had to be prioritized, the type of information needed had to be 
chosen carefully and how the technology would be used had to be deter
mined. Otherwise, the process would be ineffective. Thus, a critical attitude 
was needed: 

Sure, it's important, but as I tried to say earlier, it's not an end unto itself, 
definitely not. You can't just invest in a bunch of IT projects and systems 
just because it's fun to see how far you can go... The mission has to be the 
services provided by the municipality. You have to view IT as a tool to help 
in accomplishing the municipality's obligations and mission, you have to 
develop the services, make them more efficient, more rational, and so on so 
that ultimately the citizens in the municipality receive better service, as good 
of service as possible at as low a cost as possible. Within that context IT has 
an important role to play, but as I said, it isn't an end unto itself, because 
that would ultimately be suicide. (SDC2a). 
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Skeptical department controllers expressed a hope that the initiators 
would be conscious of the fact that training was very important so that the 
full effect of the technology could be realized. 

When asked about the specifics of Powerplay, skeptical department 
controllers said that they could not describe the technology: 

I don't know so much about it. I've been to a couple of talks on it where 
they have described how the program is designed in general terms and as I 
understand it, it's a tool for both analysis of financial information and a way 
of informing everybody. It's for information and analysis. I along with many 
of my colleagues have certain expectations about it, definately. (SDC2a). 

They described Powerplay as a tool, a tool that allowed them to analyze 
information better and help them to be more efficient in their analysis. It 
should also make it easier to keep employees informed about the financial 
situation. This included the politicians because they were the ones who 
needed to know how the finances were doing and they had to be able to 
understand the implications of the financial reports and of the financial 
analysis. 

Skeptical department controllers had no detailed understanding of the 
Powerplay application: 

Yes, as I understand the system, I think one of the advantages can be that 
there is a better way of presenting the numbers in tables and then translating 
those tables relatively easily to graphs and charts. This allows you to get an 
overview of the financial information. That's one of the advantages, as I 
understand it. But, I don't know so much about it yet and can't really say if 
it will work, but I think there are some interesting possibilities for this. 
(SDC2a). 

The existing budget procedures were no good, the initiators and skepti
cal department controllers agreed on this, but skeptical department 
controllers argued that new procedures had to be studied in the context of 
how municipal sub-units actually worked. 

I've said this before, I don't think that these reports are good. It's slow. You 
could say we generalize at this work place, we are a pretty big department, 
we are the fourth largest, yes, we're big. We're the fourth largest, but we 
have by far the smallest administration in relation to our size and we aren't 
experts at this and we don't want to be, but we know how the users in the 
departments want things. We have pretty good contacts out in the depart
ments. I've told [one of the initiators] that these lists, like we use today, 
they're old fashion. (SDCla). 
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Education was the key to make the new technology work, skeptical 
department controllers argued. They wanted formal education, with lectures 
and other training modalities: 

Yes, I think so and they think so up at the top, I think. It's an accounting 
system that provides lists of costs based on approved budgets, you know. I 
mean you can't go into the Macs system and see down at the invoicing level 
where the problem is, if it is an accounting problem or not. You can't do 
that in the Macs system. From what I understand, and I don't know much, 
this new system is suppose to make that easier, but in order to use this, and I 
want this understood here and now, in order to make use of this you've got 
to get some solid training with this. Everything depends on training. I hope 
that when they get this working sometime in the spring as I understand it, 
there has to be some kind of decision by the council and these things cost 
money, I just hope that the ones who are going to use it get some solid 
training, it's important. (SDC3a). 

Yeah, I hope so, that'll make it better and I hope that you take this up and 
emphasize that we get good training with this and not some damn half-
baked thing with just a bunch of talk. We need real, teacher-led training, 
and they need to invest in this. They need to let one or two key persons in 
the municipality, really in every department, learn how to work with this 
well, I think that's the key. Take the two of us for example. If one of us gets 
some rock solid training then he can teach the other one. That's really 
important. It's even better if both us get the training. Maybe here it isn't a 
problem, but say at social services, if there is one or two who learn how to 
do this right, that's how to do it. Another thing to emphasize is that this has 
to be decided at the top, it can't be something that each department is 
responsible for and has to take it out of their budget. If you do that, you 
never know what will happen. There needs to be a real course, even if it is 
individualized a bit, there needs to be a course where you get it in writing 
that you've completed this course. I think that's the key and that's how to 
make sure that the system will be used in the right way. (SDCla). 

The ones who would be working with the Powerplay application 
would have to have training so they would know what the material con
tained and how it could be used. Otherwise there wouldn't be any point in 
implementing the application. In fact, they demanded education: 

Yes I do, or else they can kiss this goodbye. There will be... there are larger 
departments, you know they might have people working with this full time, 
but I mean we can't do this. I'll tell you that the one who can sit down with 
this [on a full time basis], it is one or two persons, one at the school 
[department]... and one or two at the social [services department]... of 
course at the accounting unit I think [the project manager] will work with 
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this. Then, the other departments they are... I mean we are the fourth larg
est department, then you might imagine ... (SDCla). 

The idea that training was crucial for the success of the application was 
widely accepted by skeptical department controllers. They were demanding 
training so they could use the new software in an efficient and appropriate 
way. They expressed a belief that there was a bottleneck in the organization, 
which was an important issue to be aware of and follow-up on. There were 
people all across the municipality in departments who were more or less self-
taught software users and only infrequently used the software. 

Although education was something desirable, the constant lack of time 
was a key problem: 

You have to make sure that time is set aside for this, definitely. It shouldn't 
be a problem to plan. It has to be done together with the other departments 
in the municipality and hopefully the municipality can organize some kind 
of in-house training centrally. This training should be designed so that it fits 
in well with the jobs that have to be done. In principal, all administrative 
personnel regardless of what they do must have a certain amount of in-
service training. (SDC2a). 

... and on the other hand, we are a relatively small part of the municipality, 
we only have about 4000 inhabitants in the this part of the municipality, 
but that's what allows us to have a good overview, a more holistic approach. 
The perspective we have in [the municipal sub-unit] on municipal services, 
you can't have that in an entire municipality of Umeà's size with over 
100,000 inhabitants. It's really only the municipal executive board that has 
that perspective, but they, on the other hand, also have ultimate 
responsibility for municipal services. We have this perspective but we work 
operatively with pure service activities so I personally think this is 
interesting. (SDC2a). 

While a municipality was normally organized vertically within different 
sectors, those working in smaller parts of the municipality—such as the 
municipal sub-units—had a tighter organization. They worked across 
specialties and thus they worked in very different ways. 

Controllers emphasized that budgeting was not an easy thing, and that 
there were many different variables that did not match up. They felt that it 
was the accountants who got caught in the middle of the problems. 
Employees in the field, for example, wanted to blame shortcomings on the 
accountants. They wanted to blame the boards and committees for the 
budget, even if others decided on the guidelines and the accountants and 
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the controllers simply carried out these guidelines. Thus, controllers were 
put under psychological pressure. 

There was a general confusion in the organization concerning budget 
versus reality: 

I'd also like to say that already when we get our budget guidelines, already 
then, there can be errors but we are forced to follow them since it would be 
anarchy if no one followed the guidelines. Yes, as a side note, I want to say 
that you can see how the deficit in different departments, geriatric care, child 
care, schools, it doesn't happen for no reason, even though there have been 
cut backs. What are the preconditions? If you are out walking and you don't 
get to where you want to come to, is the problem the map or is the problem 
reality? (SDCla). 

To sum up, the department controllers at the municipal sub-units were 
somewhat skeptical about the whole idea behind the Powerplay project. 
While they did believe that there were some major problems related to 
existing work procedures, and that new IS indeed had a role to play in the 
organization, they did not embrace the idea whole-heartedly. They did not 
demonstrate any detailed understanding of the software and they demanded 
an extensive training program. At the same time, they said that they did not 
really have time for training. They also pointed out that municipal sub-units 
were different from the departments at city hall and had special require
ments. Skeptical department controllers thought that this should be 
reflected in the project. 

The Process of Enrolling Department Controllers Comes to a 
Close 

While department controllers at the Social Service Department, the 
school department and the technical department were mainly positive about 
the project, the department controllers at the municipal sub-units were a bit 
more skeptical. 

The Social Service Department started with the Powerplay application 
early 1997, and the streets and parks department started soon after. These 
departments need to be able to manage their data differently from the other 
departments. They work a lot in projects, work with other levels, summaries 
where they want to combine different activities, and give them a new title. 
This is an area where the Powerplay application works well, that you can 
create special reports. It allows the user to add things together and present 
things in a way that was impossible before. Thus, these departments were 
satisfied with the new application. 
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The municipal sub-units were a bit more difficult to satisfy. They were 
interesting in that they have nearly everything the other departments have. 
They have a bit of recreation and a bit of cultural activities, they have 
schools and social services, and they have works services, at least some. They 
have a bit of everything. Their problem is that their resources are limited, 
which results in that they are reluctant to start something new. 

The municipal sub-units have a harder time of explaining what they 
actually want, the project manager explained. The school department and 
the Social Service Department have it easier to define and say what they 
want us to do. They know what they want and how they want it. The 
neighborhood councils though, since they have such a mixture of services 
offered, have a little bit harder time explicitly saying what they want. But 
there is interest for this and the initiators are in continual contact with 
them. 

There are several purposes to satisfy and, for the initiators, there is a 
need to continue to have a dialog with people in the organization: 

We are trying to communicate more and Powerplay is somehow a part of 
that, to solve these problems at all levels. That's why we have started to dis
cuss this project as if it were a joint project, meeting a common need. This is 
true both because we need to be able to direct our own work, in relation to 
the municipal executive board, but also to the departments, their dialog with 
their administrative units. (lib). 

To be sure, there are different needs among different departments and 
this is being discussed in relation to how to design the application and adapt 
it to each unit. And as the initiators saw things, this can eventually lead to 
every department working with different models. These models are based on 
the same data; however, they can appear different based on the individual 
needs of each department. 

Enrolling the Technicians 

Powerplay as Understood by Technicians 
In the fall of 1997, the initiators approached technicians in order to re

cruit them to support the network. It was considered important because the 
manager at the IT office was a person with enough authority to influence 
the politicians to financially support the project. 

The next step was to look at the technical aspects of the project, such as 
where they wanted to use Powerplay and how they were going to deal with 
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the application in terms of communication. It was really only at this point 
that technicians became involved in the project; the initiators wanted them 
to take responsibility for contacts with software dealers. 

The IT manager served as an advisor to the initiators from this point. 
Moreover, because the IT manager was an active member on the IT council 
and was well connected with the politicians, the initiators could now begin 
to lobby the politicians. 

The IT manager was, in part, involved in the discussions about the 
implementation of Powerplay. 

You could say we've looked at a number of tools. We have stated that we 
think that a technical solution where you can work in a intranet web 
browser is best. You should be able to both present results on the web and 
work from within a web browser. That's a technical requirement we've had. 
And we've looked at some "management information systems" where stored 
data is presented. We've looked at several different tools for this, spoken 
with other municipalities about what they use. Powerplay has been the one 
solution that seemed most interesting to follow-up on. (T2a). 

The IT office was responsible for working with IS issues at the strategic 
level as well a t the operational level. However, in the Powerplay project the 
role of the IT office was by no means a self-defined strategic role. Rather, 
they were working with issues defined by the initiators. 

We naturally have a certain role, primarily in the base system since we have 
the machines. We serve as consultants. So obviously it is important how we 
view things, but the administration has considerable freedom to do what 
they like. There is no heavy-handed central control from any group. (Tla). 

Even though the municipal organization had its own IT office, the unit 
or department in need could contract any consulting firm to handle their IT 
problems. 

You're allowed to contract consultants. In principal, they can do what they 
like. The only regulations are related to large purchases. That's where we 
have some regulations. But in general, they can go in and buy the best and 
the least expensive. But if it's a large purchase, then there has to be a public 
bidding process according to municipal laws. We manage the purchase of 
machines. We have a general agreement. It's a little special for municipalities 
compared to companies. (Tla). 

Looking to the future, the head of the IT office saw the web and 
potential future web applications as the future for the organization: 

Yes, I think it can help to make work more efficient and easier when we can 
retrieve information, look at it from different perspectives, receive feedback 
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more quickly on what is happening and how things are going. At the same 
time, it allows for better communication with and service to municipal citi
zens. We can, for example, put up forms on the web so that anyone can 
download applications for building permits or childcare. You can even sign 
up on the waiting list for childcare or the purchase of municipal lots directly 
on the net. Then we can offer a service, an alternative to the current service, 
but it can be available 24 hours a day. (T2a). 

Technicians felt that a lot could be done with electronic purchasing in 
a way that would greatly change the nature of work. Receiving data 
electronically would mean that one would not have to sit down and register 
invoices, file printed documents, and perform other time consuming tasks. 
Technicians believed that electronic based information systems would be the 
way organizations would operate in the future. 

One challenge for the Powerplay project, as technicians understood it, 
rested in the need to standardize how data is inputted. Moreover, the 
quality of the data needed to be monitored. The technicians believed there 
was a when one would start to analyze the data from different perspectives 
deficiencies in the quality of the data would become apparent. For the 
initiators, this meant that one would have to correct the problems before the 
organization really continued to develop or use the data the way they ex
pected. 

An important effect that technicians expected to be a result from the 
Powerplay project was that it would offer more clearer picture of the finani-
cial situation. 

You can get access to information but so can others. Maybe the city council 
wants to look at where there is extra money, and so on. Previously you could 
hide things and say that it looked a certain way. Now everything can be 
seen. More and more will be available automatically and it will be more 
difficult if there is a surplus or deficit. You can't hide this fact anymore. 
Even the political leaders will be able to see how things are actually working. 
I think this can be seen as a threat by some, including the middle manage
ment. (T2a). 

Easy access was related to new types of technologies. 

Yes, especially since there will be a transparency. It will be easy for everyone 
to connect to the system and look at everything. You just need a computer 
with a browser. Sure you need an Internet connection, but that's all. There 
aren't any complicated installations, you don't need to connect to AS 400 or 
anything like that. It should be as easy as possible, as thin a client as possible 
you could say. (Tla). 
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As technicians saw things, the ideal situation—the situation where 
Powerplay was efficient—was characterized by a flexible use of an applica
tion that enabled the production of new information. 

Yes, I can see that in the future managers and board members can access 
ratios and information relevant for them to keep track of things they need, 
that they provide more statistics to managers and board members, but they 
also need to have a tool if managers in different departments want to analyze 
and adapt information in more detail. They need a powerful tool to be able 
to combine information quickly, get new information or combine the 
information in a new way. (T2a). 

There were, technicians argued, no alternatives to Internet-based 
technologies: 

Yes, the classic client-server technology, I see it as on its way out. It's old 
fashion. It's too difficult to keep track of what is on all the different clients. 
So we want to have as thin a client as possible. All development in the 
branch is heading in that direction. (Tla). 

As they saw it, there were no arguments in favor of client-server appli
cations. There was too much work connected to them, and, by contrast, the 
maintenance costs connected to Internet-based applications were very low. 
All employees needed good WWW browsers—Netscape or Microsoft 
Explorer—in order to take full advantage of Powerplay. 

As for previous experiences, technicians felt that in most cases they 
were good. For the most part, employee experiences with new technology 
were positive. Then again, employees often wanted more than what was 
available. Technicians could often see where, if there were limited financial 
resources, they could find additional opportunities for accessing more data 
and creating a better basis for decisions. But considering the financial 
framework of the project, technicians thought that they had achieved quite 
a bit. 

Technicians believed that training on the specifics of the application 
was something important and something that could not be left out. They 
believed that there would be a number of people in the municipality with 
the skills to work with and access the application, and use it to its full 
potential. Training, however, would be a necessary part of the application's 
success. 

The manager at the IT office expressed his vision about the strategic 
role of IS in the organization: 

Yes, in general there is the goal that this will make our work more efficient, 
whether it's payroll management or financial management. Another goal is 
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that we have better follow-up and evaluation of municipal services, and, as I 
noted earlier, that we use it as a tool to help us reach the public with more 
information and to communicate with those we serve. (T2a). 

But even though the manager at the IT office expressed his vision 
about the strategic role of IS in the organization, some technical staff were 
worried about what would happen to their jobs and what they would do in 
the future. 

The Process of Enrolling Technicians Comes to a Close 
There were no substantial changes in the direction for the project as 

technicians were aligned with the network. It was necessary for the initiators 
to recruit their support since the manager at the IT office was a person with 
enough authority on these issues to present the ideas behind the project to 
the politicians. The aim with this was to secure financial support for the 
project. 

The initiators expressed a fear that the politicians would not share the 
vision behind the project. And clearly, the politicians' opinions carried the 
most weight. And there were, potentially, a lot of costs involved with a deci
sion to invest in new technology: a web-based solution would require that 
all persons with decision-making responsibility have access t o the Internet 
and there were technical aspects connected to that, such as installing cables 
and expanding the network. Additionally, computers might need to be pur
chased and training to be provided. A potential large outlay of funds might 
be required to initiate and implement the project. 

In the end, the question had to be handed over to the politicians: 

The decision of which analysis tool will be used is still open, but Powerplay 
is a powerful tool and we've tested it and think that it has a lot to offer. 
Then it's a question of if it will work in the end and if it is a justifiable ex
pense. We have to talk with the politicians to see what they think. (I4a). 

The politicians were given two alternatives; they could choose to invest 
in the technology or not to invest in it. But even if the politicians would 
decide not to go ahead with the project, the initiators believed that the 
project would not be scrapped. At this point, the initiators clearly wanted an 
investment on a broader front. Either there would be a decision from the 
upper-management so that everyone would be involved, or there would be 
some form of local solutions where they would work within the framework 
of the regular work and then maybe coordinate some aspects among the 
departments. If that would be the case, then the technology would be used 
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only in a limited way and without some form of central oversight and 
control. 

On April 21st 1998, the manager in the IT office proposed to the city 
political leaders that the Powerplay project be pursued. The estimated cost 
for the project's implementation was SEK 450,000 (USD 52 100), but it 
was emphasized that this cost was the initial cost and that additional cost 
related to building the infrastructure would be necessary. This cost only 
covered the cost to purchase the software. The salaries for the people in
volved was not a part of this cost, since it was underlined that working with 
IT was a part of everyday life in the organization. 

Enrolling the Politicians 

Powerplay as Understood by the Politicians 
The politicians took a formal decision to support the Powerplay project 

on April 21, 1998. The initiators, by this time, could demonstrate that the 
application indeed was working because it already was being used at the 
Social Service Department, the technical office, and the school department. 
Political support was needed, however, to ensure that financial resources 
would be available for the project. 

Although department controllers were seen as the key users for the 
application, the politicians were also seen as users. The idea was that finan
cial data could be put up on the Intranet and therefor available to the politi
cians on a regular basis. The plan was to refine their financial routines so 
that they would do accrual accounting every month, which would mean 
that there would be a monthly balancing of the books. This would mean 
that the accounting employees could put up information about the munici
pality's financial situation every month for the politicians to see. According 
to the initiators, that would provide much better information so that a pic
ture of how the departments was doing could be quickly and reliably up
dated and made available to all interested parties. This financial data would 
not only be based on potential data, but on actual data. This would result, 
the initiators believed, in the politicians being able to see the previous 
month's actual financial data as well as the up-to-date financial data. 

The initiators described the Powerplay project as a part of the IT 
office's strategy, regardless of who came up with the idea and who had 
supported and pushed the issue. This was important, the initiators felt, so 
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that the project would not be perceived as something the accountants had 
come up with. The initiators described the Powerplay project as a joint 
effort among many actors. Even if they were the ones that had pushed the 
issue, the initiators felt that key employees in the organization were 
optimistic about the project's future and in general were in favor of the 
technology. 

As for the politicians, all of the major politicians had Internet access at 
their homes. Thus, the initiators were confident in getting the political 
support they needed. 

The question the politicians had to consider was not only whether 
financially to support the project but also how much financial support to 
offer during the start up phase of the project. The initiators formulated this 
as a choice between a client/server and a web-based application. 

The choice between a client/server and a web-based application was 
mainly an issue of price. First, it could begin centrally. If the whole idea of 
working with a technology like the Powerplay application was considered a 
good way to work and important for the organization as a whole, then it 
would have to be spread to the other levels. Thus, a web version would be a 
natural solution, as the initiators argued. The initiators believed that 
working with software on a web server was the wave of the future. They felt 
that this solution was superior to other solutions for many reasons. For 
instance, if it was more easily available for people in the organization, it 
would be easier to support and maintain. It was also a relatively inexpensive 
solution. 

There had been a discussion in the organization about what kind of 
information the politicians should be able to access. This discussion had 
touched upon issues like the need to formulate key ratios, and on how to get 
political decisions enacted in the departments. In that sense the Powerplay 
project aimed at dealing with issues that had already been addressed. 

A general concern among the politicians was the dissatisfaction with 
the existing work procedures: 

Yes, today's system is fairly rudimentary. It's hard to understand the reality 
behind the numbers. It's not so easy. And what do you really get from 
investments in the schools or the social services? What do you really get? We 
often say we don't have enough money. That's said over and over again. But 
what is the real return on investments, if you can talk in those terms for the 
municipal sector? I'd like to know, but I don't think that is so clear. So 
where does the money we invest in the schools go, SEK 1 billion annually? 
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That's where you would want to know more about the finances in another 
way. (P3a). 

The main thing is that you can know why. If you do this from a financial 
point of view or an operational point of view, you can also explain why there 
was a deviation, why goals haven't been met. That's what we need to know 
for new decisions to be made about appropriating money from the coming 
year's budget. It's important for us to know what happened to the money. 
(P2a). 

The existing procedures were unsatisfactory since the politicians had to 
work with complex list printouts from financial reports. 

One of the politicians described his irritation with these lists as follows: 

I don't want anything like this [holds up the printouts from the latest finan
cial report]. I want an agenda and then a one page summary on what it's 
about. I don't want these thick stacks. Sometimes I've seen the same paper 
sent out several times. Here, this came out today, the municipal executive 
board's papers. And I've seen many of these as attachments and everything 
several times. That's why we decided to streamline how we handle things so 
that I get something printed out, a bit of background information, and then 
a proposal is written up, and then I have to use the technology to find out 
more information about it. (P2a). 

The politicians also emphasized that information could not be valued 
only for how well it helped politicians make decisions. Information also had 
to be available and understandable to the general public. That meant it had 
to be presented in such a way that people would not have to be an expert to 
understand what was written. Since the municipal organization was a public 
authority and had to provide public access to the information, they had to 
consider how to present the information so the public could understand 
make use of it. 

The politicians saw the Powerplay project as an important project for 
improving the quality of the local democracy. 

It's important that the citizens are able to see how tax money is used. Today 
the budget and the operational plan are public knowledge, but it's a matter 
of continually working to make this more accessible to people. Then you 
have to work in a way that people will understand what is written on the 
paper. You shouldn't have to be an accountant to understand when they're 
talking about financial numbers. So that places pressure on the availability in 
the form of how understandable it is. (P4a). 

I don't know, but I think that everyone will eventually start with this. I 
mean that the day we stop encouraging the use of the instruments of 
democracy, that's just what this is, and making them more available and 
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more alive, then we're heading down the path of destruction. We have to 
constantly working on this. (P4a). 

The politicians believed that the public had a growing desire to see the 
information produced and collected by the organization. Moreover, the 
politicians believed that the public would demand that the organization 
present financial information in a way that they could understand and use. 

How should the information be presented? And at what level should it 
be presented? Before the Powerplay IS was established there were only a few 
technically informed employees who could understand and use the infor
mation. Up until the implementation of Powerplay, in order to understand 
the municipality's long-term development strategy one needed to be a 
trained accountant. 

The challenge, thus, rested in breaking down the information in a way 
that lay people could understand. The politicians believed that public Inter
net access to the information was an important to the future success of the 
organization: 

Yes, I think it would be good for democracy if as much information as 
possible were available to those who are interested. What does it actually 
cost? But it still has to be easily understood, maybe even more easily under
stood, when you see the key ratios and so on. Now the municipality has 
passed a budget. The schools department got SEK 1.2 billion. Period. I 
mean, that doesn't say much really. So if you're going to have information 
on the Internet, you have to make it mean something for it to be worth 
something to people. (P3a). 

I think that's an advantage and it's a prerequisite for democracy that you 
have access to this information so people aren't always asking what's really 
going on when decisions are made and that they are suspicious. It's impor
tant that people understand the context? (P3a). 

The politicians also pointed at this ease of access as bein g only one part 
of a more fundamental change in the way work was to be done in the orga
nization. There was a need for more effective and for more efficient infor
mation management: 

Yes, accessibility is one, it's a part of it of course. But also simple manage
ment, so that you input information one time in one place and then it's 
there. I want to see streamlining of our work. You shouldn't do all the paper 
work like we did previously and then put it up on the Internet or Intranet. 
You should do everything once, you save it at a special place and then it's 
always there for everyone. (Pia). 
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The politicians believed that a more effective and that a more efficient 
information management system would have positive effects on the organi
zation. The first and foremost thing that came to their mind was to explore 
the possibilities of doing more work better and with less money. 

Yes, I see where it can streamline certain areas and improve the quality in 
other areas. You can use a tool like this either to cut back costs to perhaps 
get more for the money and to gain a higher quality by accessing better data. 
And I think that we will find certain areas where we can streamline things 
and areas that are very manual in nature. But in other areas we are going to 
be able to say that now we want to have better evaluation system of opera
tions. In our budget with nearly SEK 1.5 billion, if we use 1% of the money 
badly, that's SEK 15 million. And that's a lot and instead of having done 
badly with 1% at the end of the year, we'll see how things are going after 
four months. (Pia). 

The politicians did not think that Powerplay would automatically solve 
all their problems, but they thought it might contribute to increasing the 
usefulness of financial data, something that might motivate people to raise 
the quality of work. For instance, people would need to learn how to use the 
accrual accounts and that it was important to account for these costs in the 
right manner. 

In order for the application to be accepted and used in the organiza
tion, the politicians believed that it was crucial that it be easy to use: 

Yes, first of all there should be an easily understood menu when you start the 
program. It shouldn't be complicated. I mean, sometimes I get a spreadsheet 
and it has 100 cells. And I need to be able to switch in and out of it. The 
menu should fit on one side, and it should show me what I need to know. 
That would be ideal for me. You need to be able to add titles, maybe ten 
lines for this. Then you can go on from there. That's how I'd like to see it. If 
I click on the image there because I have a question about a topic of 
discussion, then it should be so simple that I get to the right spot the first 
try. Then I can go on with something else at any time. And that's where 
both financial aspects and operational follow-up should actually be inte
grated. (P2a). 

The politicians thought that previous IS applications had not always 
paid attention to the user's needs. They believed that the attitude towards 
technology and information had been a bit problematic. A new way of 
thinking had to be established, they thought, in order to meet the new 
challenges in the information society. 

The previous ways of thinking had some problems that were connected 
to the ways in which IS issues were dealt with in the organization. Thus, a 
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new way of thinking about and organizing around IS was necessary to 
identify and encourage. 

One of the politicians had ideas about what had been problem and 
what might be the solution: 

There has been information we've received in the board that has been very 
iffy for such simple things as accrual accounting and such. And we've seen 
that this is caused in part by lack of knowledge and in part because the 
system isn't very user-friendly. It was based on the old mainframe solution 
which was put together here in the municipality. I don't think that Umeå 
municipality should be developing proprietary software. I think we should 
buy what's on the market and not take such big, expensive risks that are 
unnecessary if there are available products for sale. (Pia). 

The development of proprietary software was something that was 
handled by the IT office. The IT office was responsible for operative IS 
issues as well as IS strategies. The Social Democrats, who had been in power 
in the municipal organization since 1994, had planned to develop an orga
nizational role in charge of IS strategy directly with the municipal manage
ment. By organizing the IS this way, the IS would not be responsible for the 
operative side of things. There was, argued the Social Democrats, a potential 
for a conflict of interests. 

The Social Democrats discussed the responsibility of the IS strategy. 
Because of a need to focus on urgent operative IS issues in the organization, 
especially the Y2K problem, there had not been any resources available for 
this kind of reorganization. 

I can't even guess when we'll be able to afford it. We think it's wrong to lay 
off that person since we are just recruiting a new municipal manager; we 
have a new financial officer. We want to have these people involved in 
developing our support functions around the municipal management. So 
maybe it can wait a couple years or a few years. We need people who have 
another perspective than just the operative perspective, which [the manager 
at the IT office] has to have. Yes, it was a bit difficult and it took a bit longer 
with all these things than planned because of the Y2K problem. We've had 
to go in some areas and see what we needed to replace, what we can keep, 
what can be converted, and at what price, what kind of systems are there to 
replace these with? So it's been slow going because of this since we first 
started talking about it, but there is nothing to do about it now. (P2a). 

The politicians all agreed that the Powerplay application could play an 
important role in the efficient and effectiveness of the organization's work 
and they had some thoughts about how they wanted an application like 
Powerplay to work. They wanted the application to be user-friendly. That 
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is, there should be no technological barriers between the application and the 
user. They also believed that the Powerplay application could make financial 
data more accessible and usable. Moreover, they expressed an idea about the 
Powerplay project being a part of a larger project concerned with democracy 
issues. The politicians were concerned with the lack of correlation between 
the actual work of the municipal organization and the public's perception of 
the work of the municipal organization. They expressed a desire for bridging 
this distance by means of a new IS. 

The Process of Enrolling the Politicians Comes to a Close 
The politicians decided to approve and finance the project. They felt 

that IS issues should be seen as central for the organization and although 
they did not have a detailed understanding of the application, they 
supported the project. 

Rather than discussing technical details and features of the application, 
the politicians discussed the strategic role of IS in the organization. They 
wanted the IS to be user friendly and not require much time to learn. They 
also believed that the Powerplay application must lead to a better under
standing of the organization's finances; i.e., budgetary issues should be 
readily available to and useable by the general public. Moreover, the Power-
play project should be seen as a part of a larger project that is consistent 
with democracy and the public's right to know how public financial matters 
are considered. 

Enrolling the Financial Units 
In September 1999, a new version of Powerplay was introduced. The 

project manager referred to this new version as a 'light version' of Power-
play. 

The intended users were financial units, such as schools and kinder
gartens. The project manager immediately received positive feedback, but he 
felt that the effects could be even more profound. He had informed the 
department controllers about the light version at an accounting meeting. 
The department controllers, in their turn, were to inform the financial 
units. 

The project manager was under the impression that the information 
had not reached every financial unit. However, he felt that it was a good 
start for the light version and it was used by a large number of financial 
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units. The efforts to establish the light version of Powerplay also exposed 
some problems that needed attention. For example, some financial units did 
not have Internet access to the light version. 

The financial units were immediately enrolled in the actor-network. 
Although a few minor infrastructural problems were made apparent, the 
financial units were very positive about using a light version of Powerplay. 

Enrolling the Public 
The citizen can never be overlooked when discussing changes—large or 

small—in public organizations. Public organizations, organizations that 
ostensibly work for the good of the public, require public funding. 

For projects like the Powerplay project, it is important to have support 
from the public. The public is o ften skeptical about the motives of public 
organizations and politicians. A "legitimacy crisis" exists in that the public is 
somewhat suspicious of public organizations and their performance. Thus, 
public organizations want to present themselves as rational and thus legiti
mate in the eyes of the public (Sköldberg, 1994). Thus, any project that 
deals with financial issues in public organization will attract public interest. 
This was also the case for the Powerplay project, at least in an indirect way. 

A problem at the social service department and a controversy concern
ing management goals in the organization attracted public interest. These 
issues had a direct impact on the implementation and use of the Powerplay 
project. 

The Problems at the Social Services Department 
In the municipal organization of Umeå, the Social Service Department 

and the school department had been the departments that consumed most 
of the organization's financial resources. For the Social Service Department, 
the situation took a turn to the worse, and by the spring of 1999 the situa
tion was described as "out of control." The problems at the Social Service 
Department were widely discussed in the media and widely debated among 
the public. 

In April 1999, the Social Services Department had a deficit of 
approximately SEK 60 million (USD 7 million). The department saw no 
alternatives to cutting costs; however, there were no obvious places in the 
budget to cut. 
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The media covered the financial crisis at the Social Service Department 
and presented the situation as if the department finances were "out of 
control". Early in 1999, the budget deficit was estimated to be approxi
mately 30 million Swedish crowns (USD 3.5 million), and this turn to the 
worse had surprised the Social Service Department. 

The chair of the social services board is quoted in the local newspaper: 

We need to develop a better financial management. It is very hard for the 
politicians to manage an organization when prognoses differ this much from 
one month to another (Hörnfeldt, 1999a: 19). 

It was necessary to find ways to cut costs, Andersson said, since more 
resources would not be available. As the main reasons for the financial crisis, 
the Social Service Department pointed to two problems: difficulty in find
ing personnel, which had led to an increased use of substitutes, and the in
crease in elderly moving to Umeå. 

However, even if the people at the Social Service Department were 
surprised by the problems they were experiencing, the project manager for 
the Powerplay project was not surprised by the situation: 

These trends about finances have been very obvious the last few years. I'm 
not at all surprised and in the presentation I do at the interim report and 
balancing of the books, I don't describe it as if it is surprising that the situa
tion is the way it is. You'll have to ask the ones who say that , but the trends 
have been clear the last three, four years. Certain costs have been accelerating 
and existing resources have not been able to cover the costs. You can 
naturally always ask why this has happened, but I'd claim that it isn't an un
known phenomenon among administrators. If you read the minutes and re
cords from meetings you can see that the departments have explained the 
problems for many years and these have corresponded one hundred percent 
to the problems presented in the balance sheet. (Ile). 

The project manager believed that the root of the problems rested in 
bad coordination and communication: 

Yes, I don't know how they work, but I think that they have had difficulty 
coordinating their finances. These are large departments and they've sent us 
reports that were more or less hard to understand out of pure habit. I think 
this has made it difficult to see the warning signs out in the departments. 
They don't know what the budget is like and how it is connected to the 
bookkeeping and accounting. That's why deviations have occurred and this 
is the cause. (IId). 
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In May 1999, an external consultant was hired to analyze the financial 
problems at the Social Service Department. The consultants analyzed the 
financial management at the department. 

The report found several reasons for the department's deteriorating 
financial situation including increased costs for mental health services and 
increased costs for elderly care services. The report suggested that costs be 
cut in the department and operations be adjusted to a fewer financial re
sources. In particular, it was proposed that only necessary services be in
cluded in the budget. Another proposal in the report had to do with the 
developing a correlation between financial management (i.e. management-
by-budget) and financial values, as perceived from a number of different 
perspectives (Stadsledningskontoret, 1998). Interest in using the Powerplay 
application increased after this report was published. 

Collecting the information needed to make decisions had not a prob
lem, as information had been readily available to the departments. Never
theless, by the autumn of 1999, the Social Service Department's resources 
had been depleted because the county council had discontinued psychiatric 
care shifting responsibility to the municipality and more services were 
needed for elderly care. This was a shock for the department and they 
quickly saw the consequences take effect. It went from a good situation early 
in 1999 to a serious deficit in the autumn. Although the department was 
normally able to deal with changes, this change occurred so fast that it 
stressed the department's ability to provide services. Organizations adapt 
slowly to new situations. It takes a long time to go from making a decision 
to implementing it fully and then seeing the results. 

One of the initiators emphasized that the problems that surfaced at the 
Social Service Department were not new; however, the extent of the prob
lems were: 

If we talk about Social Services, and maybe we shouldn't really do that, but 
you could say that the problems they are experiencing aren't really news, if 
you want to be honest. We've seen for at least the last two years that they 
have had a negative tendency and they've reported a deficit previously both 
for the interim reports and the final accounts. So it's not news, it's been 
known for some time. But now it has become much larger than what was 
seen previously. They're talking about 60 million in the last interim report. 
It's caused by factors, which can in part be explained by elderly care, care for 
the physically and mentally handicapped, and family services. And these are 
things that cannot be controlled, which no system in the world can make 
guarantees about. (I5b). 
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As reasons for why the financial situation had become so problematic, a 
department controller formerly working at the Social Service Department 
mentioned that here was a certain amount of delay when it came to how 
soon information became available to the employees who are responsible for 
the organization's finances: 

There is a delay between when things happen and when information gets to 
those responsible. Now we provide them with some more information, even 
though they are really responsible for finding out what is going on, but we 
give them better information to help them make better decisions. It's the 
classic situation for social services. You can't get caught up on the financial 
information. You also have to take into account what's happening with the 
staff, and you have to see what the trends are. You don't see these things in 
the financial information as fast as in the actual work being done by staff. 
One of the problems was all the overtime and problems recruiting staff. You 
have to include those things when you're doing forecasts. (PDC4b). 

One of the initiators saw the reason for information delays resting in 
the cultural tradition in certain departments: 

You can see that... My personal opinion is that there are certain cultural 
traditions in some departments, where certain things are more important 
than others, where these financial terms don't have priority. They are more 
concerned with their operations. And the numbers reflect this. I think they 
have things turned around about what is important. I think that, that it's a 
tradition. That's why. (I2b). 

The initiators felt that there was a cultural tradition at the Social 
Service Department that, in part, could explain the financial problems. 
These problems could be dealt with, at least to some extent, by using the 
Powerplay application: 

I think that actually if they had used this product in the way it should be 
used. Then they would have been better prepared. I think so. (I3b). 

The politicians expressed an irritation about how the problems were 
dealt with at the Social Service Department. The irritation had mainly to do 
with how the management at the Social Service Department was seemingly 
surprised by the situation: 

Yes, I've asked myself many times. It's both scary and infuriating. If you take 
this year, we discussed this with Social Services a year ago about this year's 
budget. Then they said that if they got 27.5 million they would be able to 
balance their budget based on the standard of service they had then and now 
they have a SEK 60 million deficit. That means they had a margin of error 
of 87 million. I have to ask myself, where is all the money? Have they put 
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their money on the services they should be compensated for? Or have they 
put it somewhere else? (P2b). 

The politicians felt that the problems at the Social Service Department 
were a sign of a need to continue with the Powerplay efforts. A continual 
overview of operations would make possible for the organization to be more 
sensitive to warning signals: 

I think there is a large part of this project still to be implemented. I mean, 
since it isn't at this level yet. Instead just the first tentative steps have been 
taken, even if it seems like they are in the right direction. But then, what has 
to happen is that the system be accepted. No one should be surprised after 
five months that they suddenly have sixty million surplus or deficit. There 
should be continual overview of operations, at least once a month, so you 
can see warning signals. It's always easier to deal with problems early on than 
to start late. (Plb). 

The politicians also believed that the budget procedures needed to be 
perceived as credible: 

Otherwise, there will never be any credibility for the budget system if they 
are so inflexible that they can't manage the shocks that are always around the 
corner. If you develop a credible budget and the people working feel like 
they can manage the inevitable problems reasonably, then that's like a carrot, 
an incentive that helps staff feel more satisfied with their work when they go 
home at night. More than if they have a system that no one really believes in 
and you just keep going until it falls apart. It's better than doing things 
without knowing what is going to happen. Otherwise, you become disen
chanted and feel like it doesn't matter what you do. It doesn't make you feel 
good. (Plb). 

To sum up, even though there were some severe financial problems in 
the organization—especially at the Social Service Department—there was a 
widely spread belief that things would become better once the Powerplay 
application was properly established in the organization. 

The advantages of Powerplay, as the initiators described them, were 
that although it was the same basic material in the application, i.e. the same 
information, users could create a report for all levels with the same structure. 
This enabled users to see everything from the daycare level to the depart
ment management level in the same report. They just had to indicate what 
level of responsibility they were looking for. This would allow them to 
understand the information better and make it easier for them to analyze it. 

With the Powerplay application the organization had a good early 
warning system, the initiators believed, if they only were able to customize 
the reports, by excluding nonessential information and focus on what is 
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important. For instance, the Social Service Department was able to follow 
their costs over a period months. This had not been possible before. Before 
they had to take out a report for a certain period and then see how things 
were. Now they could theoretically see costs for social benefits on a month 
to month basis in one step. Then they could see graphically how the 
changes have developed. 

And Social Services had that type of problem last autumn when costs in
creased dramatically in a couple of areas. If they had been using these kind 
of reports then, they would have seen the trend immediately, but now they 
discovered it too late since they still work in the old way with follow-up first 
several months afterwards. Then it came as a surprise. This is what we have 
to work with more, following trends. Not with statistical reports that 
measure the situation on a specific date, like we do now. We need to work 
with reports that show a situation in its historical setting to see the trends, to 
follow developments, so that you can see the signs that something is about 
to happen, that something is wrong. I think that kind of signal is an 
advantage, that you go in and check what is happening, and I think we have 
to start using that more and more even in the Social Services. (IId). 

Those kinds of reports had not previously been possible. Now they 
could compare the same month on a year-by-year basis in the same report 
and see how it had changed over the years. They could not get these types of 
reports prior to the implementation of Powerplay. 

It was seen as important to regain the legitimacy in the public's eye for 
the municipal organization in general and for the Social Service Department 
in particular. The Powerplay application was seen as a tool to transform the 
work at the Social Service Department into a more legitimate endeavor. 

The Controversy Concerning Management Ideals in the 
Municipal Organization 

In the fall of 1999, there was a controversy concerning management 
ideals in the municipal organization that caught the public's interest. Since 
the public is the formal clients of the services produced by the municipal 
organization, they have a natural interest in what is happening in the orga
nization. Organizational action and organizational decisions affects the 
public and the public tries to influence the ways in which decisions are 
made through the election process and by lobbying the politicians and 
trying to influence public opinion, which was the case in this project. 

Decision making in an organization is a complex process. Decision
makers are rational actors, but there can certainly be different rationaliza
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tions working as a driving force for decision-makers. Common to all deci
sion-makers, however, is that they need to deal with ambiguity. Practical 
experience with decision-makers dealing with ambiguity shows that deci
sion-makers either deal with ambiguity by trying to resolve it, or by ignoring 
it (March & Olsen, 1976). Either way, decision-makers have a hard time 
with it and devote much effort to dealing with ambiguity. 

In the Powerplay project, the initiators tried to deal with ambiguity by 
reducing it through the accumulation and retrieval of information. The 
ambition behind the Powerplay application was for it to be used for facili
tating information concerning organizational resources—what resources 
that had been consumed and what resources that were available. The infor
mation derived from the Powerplay application had been useful as it re
solved uncertainties about organizational resources. The information used 
created new meaning. 

There was a certain view of decision-making underlying the efforts the 
initiators made to establish the application in the organization. There was a 
belief that a well-controlled process would lead to good decisions and a good 
product. The view of decision making underlying the Powerplay project 
underestimated the importance of ambiguity and that the link between 
decision and action is not as direct as assumed. As so often, garbage can 
decision processes confound the tie between problems and solutions (c.f. 
March, 1994). 

A challenge for the organization was to deal with the financial prob
lems. The Powerplay application was received with enthusiasm by many 
organizational members because they believed that Powerplay had a role to 
play in this context. At the same time as the Powerplay project was running 
there were budget problems, especially at the Social Service Department. 

The financial problems grew worse and worse during 1999. In May 
1999, it became known that the municipality's income coming from taxes 
would be 30 million less i n year 2000 than it had been in 1999. In June 
1999, the first quarterly report indicated that the budget deficit for the 
municipal organization was SEK 120 million (USD 14 million). In a news
paper interview, the local government commissioner made some critical 
remarks about the financial awareness in the organization. He said that he 
could not understand why departments spent more money than they had 
(Hörnfeldt, 1999b: 18). 

In October, the budget deficit for the municipal organization was SEK 
200 million (USD 23 million). The conservative parties described the need 
for a radical reorganization of the municipal organization as urgent. In a 
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debate article, the Social Democrat chair of the school board emphasized 
that a reorganization of the school department and/or the activities in the 
school in the municipality was out of the question. The Social Democrats 
rejected all radical reorganization and suggested that some incremental 
reorganization in combination with more resources directed at educational 
issues would be a more appropriate solution (Berglund, 1999). 

One of the politicians expressed his hopes that the Powerplay applica
tion could be useful in avoiding budget deficits: 

And hopefully this new system can allow us to measure results and quality 
and help in budgeting. But the budget isn't the primary thing. It's more of a 
check to make sure we've done things within the framework of what was 
agreed upon. (Plb). 

It was widely agreed upon that all departments, departmental managers 
and department boards, had to accept their responsibilities concerning the 
budget. 

As one of the initiators put it: 

Yes, I think you can get the key financial ratios and you can decide which 
ones you want to look at. I think you can access this information more 
quickly. That should help us earlier if something is wrong and if things are 
working out as planned. But then they have to decide if they are going to do 
anything about what they've learned or if they just want to see what the 
situation is, but not try to change things. That's the next step, but it offers 
the possibility to analyze their operations. I'm convinced of that. (I2b). 

With these new possibilities, one might be presented with "unpleasant 
facts", things that needed attention: 

I think that you can be presented with unpleasant facts, which you might 
have had a feeling about, but weren't sure about. Now you can confirm the 
things you are worried about faster. That's a good thing since it allows you 
to react more quickly and make the decisions that have to be made in order 
to correct things. Once you see the numbers and that things aren't working 
out as planned, then you can analyze whether your previous assumptions 
and conclusions were incorrect. You have to address the facts even if they are 
unpleasant so that you can correct the situation. I think that the politicians 
have to deal with this type of thing all the time, to dare to take responsibility 
for a mistake and change a previous decisions. (I2b). 

The initiators spoke much about the necessity for more political 
courage and that that was just as important as more and better information. 
What happened in the organization when the IS became established, when 
the IS contained financial data? Can we speak of an financialization of the 
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organization? Can we see a shift from considering qualitative measures in 
terms of objectives for the organization, to the consideration of quantitative 
financial measures? 

Indeed, the idea to initiate a discussion on quality versus economy was 
realized by the end of 1999, but probably in a more dramatic way than the 
initiators expected. 

In November 1999, the top manager among municipal civil servants 
expressed his views on this matter. In an article in the city employee news
letter (a paper sent out to those working in the organization), he developed 
his idea on budget work in the organization and argued that if a certain 
manager could not cope to work within the existing budget, he/she would 
have to leave his/her job: 

What do we do to balance the budget? In short, everybody with budget 
responsibilities must accept the rules or get off the field. (Björinge, 1999a: 
2). 

"Keep the budget or leave your job," was the harsh message the 
municipal managers sent to middle management (i.e., managers at depart
ment levels). It was said to be unacceptable to put ends before means, since 
budget deficits were unacceptable. The municipal board decided on a 
budget and municipal managers could not ignore this budget. The manager 
argued that 'means' (i.e., the resources available) should be carefully consid
ered, and, in a situation where a manager ran the risk of breaking the limits 
given by the budget, the 'ends' had to be sacrificed. 

While the overall purpose with the article was fulfilled—to create a 
dialogue in the organization concerning financial management policies and 
procedures—the discussions became more heated than anyone had ex
pected. The article raised a controversy in the organization and among the 
public. The ideas expressed by the top municipal manager were seen as 
threatening and even as rude by some while others saw it as a welcome 
attempt to restore order in the organization. 

Among the critics of the top municipal manages, two different criti
cisms were stated: First, a general criticism against the language used in the 
article, which was seen as rude and threatening. Second, a criticism con
cerning the practical consequences of the top municipal manager's proposal. 

On November 12, an upset parent filed a complaint against the 
municipal organization with the police. The complaint argued that the shift 
of focus from organizational ends to organizational means would result in 
the municipality breaking existing regulations and laws mandated by the 
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national government. Indeed, it can be questioned if keeping budget limits 
would violate laws that mandate a minimum level of education for students. 
Regardless, the complaint anticipated how heated the discussion would 
become. 

A large part of the public in the municipality of Umeå was very upset 
about the consequences of the cost cuttings in the municipal organization. 
On November 14, over 1000 protestors demonstrated against the cost 
cuttings in the schools. On November 17 teachers at one of the schools in 
the municipality went on strike. 

The practical consequences started to show up in November, when the 
school department presented a cost-cutting proposal that would cut SEK 18 
million (USD 2 million). This was done on November 16. All school 
counselors and psychologists would be laid off. A third of the school nurses 
would be laid off and students at senior high school would have to start 
paying for their lunches. 

In a letter to the editor published in the local newspaper on November 
18, the top municipal manager defended himself against the accusations 
raised against him. While he pointed out that some people in the debate had 
turned to personal attacks against hm rather than reflective arguments in a 
discussion, he again emphasized his main point. The respect for democracy 
and decisions taken in a democratic setting must be the foundation for the 
municipal organization. He also pointed at the need for municipal managers 
to respect the budget (Björinge, 1999b). 

This article did not placate the students. On the same day, November 
18, students from four schools went on strike and marched to city hall in a 
spontaneous demonstration. The School Department superintendent met 
the students at the stairs to the city hall and tried to calm the thousands of 
students. According to the local newspaper, the superintendent told the 
students that there were no more resources available and it was all u p to the 
politicians to decide what would happen (Wynne, 1999). 

On November 19, the manager at the Social Service Department 
announced her resignation in protest against the decision to cut costs at the 
Social Service Department by SEK 25 million (USD 2.9 million) in the year 
2000. She said that she felt she could not participate in actions that made 
the situation worse for people in need. At a press conference she said that 
her decision was in line with the view proposed by the top municipal 
manager: to accept the budget limits or resign (Edin, 1999). 

On November 22, a new student demonstration took place outside the 
city hall. Several thousand students protested against the cost cutting pro-
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posals and the local government commissioner attempted to enter into a 
dialogue with the students. This proved to be difficult, since the students 
did not stop shouting and throwing eggs. The protests soon were out of 
control and hundreds of students forced their way into city hall and tried to 
organize a sit-in. The police had to force the students from the premises. 

The conservative parties blamed the Social Democrats for the situation 
and they proposed an alternative budget that would supposedly solve the 
problems. Demonstrations and strikes at schools continued until November 
29, when the municipal board decided that the schools would receive SEK 
10 million (1.1 USD million) more to solve the problems. It was widely 
acknowledged among the politicians that it was the public's protests that 
had forced the solution (Hörnfeldt, 1999c). 

The debate was not as heated after the decision by the municipal 
board. The debate continued concerning the relation between organiza
tional goals and organizational resources, but in a less heated way. It was 
proposed that discussions concerning organizational goals as well as organi
zational resources (i.e. the budget limits) should be more realistic. Thus, 
civil servants and the politicians both had responsibilities to live up to. 

Even though only a very few of the citizens in Umeå had heard of 
Powerplay, the controversy concerning management goals was closely 
connected to the adoption of the Powerplay application. Since Powerplay 
allowed for a more informed analysis of available resources, but not of orga
nizational goals, the top municipal manager's argument to put means before 
ends was put forward in a situation when the possibilities to overview avail
able resources had been very much improved. Thus, it could be said that the 
Powerplay application supported the management goals to put ends before 
means. 

The Process of Enrolling the Public comes to a Close 
As the fourth negotiation loop came to a close, it can be said that the 

public interest in the municipal organization's affairs arose suddenly and to 
many also surprisingly. The municipal organization had to struggle to regain 
their legitimacy in the public's eye since the organizational decision making 
processes were questioned. 

First, the financial problems at the Social Service Department caught 
the public's interest and the media described the situation as if the depart
ment's finances were out of control. This situation made the public feel that 
the organization needed to be "straightened out". 
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Second, the controversy concerning management ideals in the organi
zation also caught the public's interest, but in a much more controversial 
way. Even if the proposed and widely discussed management goal—to put 
means before ends—was an attempt to straighten things out, the proposal 
was controversial and resulted in demonstrations and strikes. As the contro
versy settled, it was agreed that the municipal financial resources have to be 
carefully managed and that the organization could not overextend itself 
beyond its financial limits. Even public opinion calmed and the public, 
more or less, seemed to accept the situation. They were not enrolled into the 
actor-network thoroughly. 

However, the top municipal manager's main objective was reached: to 
initiate a debate in the organization and among the citizens about the 
quality in the organizational services. This process of starting to talk about 
the required level of quality is needed. This has not been discussed before. It 
has been, more or less, assumed that there was as high a level of quality as 
could be achieved and the problem with organizational resources has been 
to find out the wisest way to spend them. It will be a challenge to start 
talking about organizational performance since many assume that it is hard 
to measure performance and quality with the "soft" services since they have 
such subtle differences. 

The Establishment of the Powerplay Information System 
Municipal organizations are a very special kind of organization. Their 

resources are provided by tax money and with only a few exceptions, they 
do not generate any substantial financial resources themselves. 

This was important to understand, the project manager emphasized, 
since there had to be a limit to how much effort municipal organizations 
should put into keeping costs down. 

...If you are a bit sarcastic, you could say that today we make money by 
doing as little as possible, the less services we provide, the more money we 
have left, and then we are considered as doing a good job. That's compared 
to being good at your work when you produce more at the same cost. (lib). 

There were limits of how much one could change organizational be
havior with technology, the project manager argued. Although there was a 
need for increasing the degree of financial awareness in the organization, the 
project manager noted that from an absurd point of view, a financially 
rational act would be to do nothing. Thus, the application should be used 
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with care and not as a tool by which severe cost-cutting efforts are legiti
mized. 

However, the financial problems were tough on the municipal organi
zation and there was a need to see how resources were being used. Today, 
external factors directly influenced what happened internally and the orga
nization did not get any more money. They knew that the resources put 
into elderly care would be increased dramatically as the number of aging 
people increased. As for childcare, they knew that the number of children 
with special needs would substantially increase as would the costs. 

Thus, Powerplay became established in the organization at a time when 
the financial situation was difficult and many departments in the organiza
tion were experiencing finanical crisis. There was no question that Power-
play would provide the needed means by which to oversee and analyze 
existing expenditures in order to cut costs. It was accurate and reliable. The 
project manager stated: 

Since this is such a good analysis tool, people will see that the numbers are 
more reliable and know whether a trend is going to be short-term or if it is a 
real improvement. You also have to look at that because reports can clearly 
show developments and trends on the screen using diagrams or tables. So 
you can see if you made a mistake somewhere or you know why things are 
better than expected. And that leads to improved accuracy which is then re
flected throughout the organization. It's important to be accurate when you 
working with financial information. That's been a bit of a weak area in some 
places. (Ile). 

As for the initial problems—the problems that served as a starting 
point for the Powerplay project—the project manager felt that they were, if 
not solved, at least better dealt with since Powerplay had been established in 
the organization. The problems with more timely information and infor
mation overload could not be dealt with by merely implementing a new IS 
application. The project manager believed these problems would require a 
long-term change of behavior in the organization. Nevertheless, the project 
manager felt that there were significant changes in organizational behavior 
when it came to these two problems: 

Yes, I think you could say that. In part, our political leaders are demanding 
that they be able to see problems when they occur. You can see that and 
several departments have said that you can gain quicker control of the situa
tion when you have access to better reports and can create reports that 
present more essential information. There is no lack of information in our 
system. Our computer system keeps track of incredible amounts of informa
tion. It's selecting the right information that is the problem. Showing the 
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essential information for what I want to do. And I think that this type of 
tool makes things work more efficiently when you can access information, 
see the whole picture, and manage large amounts of data while also being 
able to break it down into its smaller pieces and create customized reports. 
(He). 

Thus, the initiators as well as department controllers felt that they were 
able to do more because of the Powerplay application. This because of their 
ability now to analyze and present financial data. 

Yes, the information was available, but not in the way I wanted it. We've 
had all the information previously, but usually we received it on paper, really 
only on printed paper. (PDC4b). 

The main effects Powerplay has had on the work of the department 
controllers was that they had more time for analysis. 

There's more time for analysis. And I think that it's easy to see that once the 
reports are developed and the modules have been updated, then very little 
time will be wasted collecting facts. That's already been done. Then you can 
use the time for analysis. (IId). 

Now, for example when the books are being done, I had great use of Power-
play when I was going to analyze things, to examine and rearrange the data. 
It would have taken forever to do this in the Macs database, to ask questions 
and summarize. It's much better to be able to examine different issues so 
easily. (PDC3b). 

The accounting had improved, department controllers argued, and 
they had more control over their work once they had started to use the 
Powerplay application: 

If we are able to create these reports and show just how much easier it is to 
make forecasts when we are using accrued accounting, then I think we can 
make some comparisons. So I think we'll have more control of the 
accounting in this respect. (PDC3b). 

Department controllers described Powerplay as a tool that provided 
them with more opportunities for reflection on financial issues. They had 
more help in analyzing and received quick answers to questions. Depart
ment controllers felt that Powerplay helped them to gain a better under
standing for what the department consumed and generated in resources and 
it allowed them to identify discrepancies in the budget and expenditures. 
When working with the Powerplay application, department controllers de
scribed their role as more actively involved compared to the previous situa-
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tion. They can be, and need to be, more curious, and they could actually 
find the answers to many questions. 

The politicians also recognized the opportunity to instill a new finan
cial awareness. 

Yes, it's much better. And I think that's because we have a more structured 
discussion about what we want out of the different control systems. What's 
missing I think is the continued development of this system so that it is 
transparent in some way, so that the information clearly permeates the orga
nization thus allowing the effects to take place faster. I mean, if you are 
going to start, if you are going to make decisions, it takes time to change 
course for such a large organization. (P4b). 

The politicians felt that the financial reports had improved since 
Powerplay was established and that the situation was continuously getting 
better: 

I think things are going in the right direction. One of the problems with the 
data we've received is that it's already out-dated when we receive it. We need 
up-to-date information if we are going to make use of it. The right informa
tion is needed to make the right decisions. (P3b). 

In terms of financial management, the boards and departments do not 
found out how much money they have until several months into the new 
budget year. That was naturally unfortunate, as the politicians described it, 
but they thought that they were getting this worked out as the Powerplay 
application was put to use. 

Overall, the financial reports had become better structured and were 
filled with more detailed information: 

Yes, much, much better. It's much more convincing, much more structured, 
and the municipal management needs to be able to get these things together. 
Politics works horizontally while these different areas are vertical. And these 
two large departments have to be linked together even in financial terms and 
when planning operations. That's what we've now achieved. So that's very 
good. (P4b). 

The politicians described their information needs as something that 
could be fulfilled by financial reports that were detailed in terms of content, 
but yet very easy to understand: 

Easier, much easier. It sounds something like we wouldn't understand, but 
that's not what it's about. We have to make quick decisions. To do that, we 
need simple, clear, informative data to base the decisions on. For that 
reason, I need, I almost require that the accountants provide summarized 
versions that are easily read. (P3b). 
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The project manager emphasized that there was a financial awareness in 
the organization that was a result from the Powerplay application becoming 
established in the organization: 

Yes, I think that those who use this tool will have much better information 
to base their work on than was available previously. At least I see those indi
cations. I believe I see that my own work and material that I produce is very 
different from what was done before. In the past I felt it was very difficult to 
work with those reports. Terribly difficult. I'm sure that others experience 
that too, but now I can customize reports and access information much 
more quickly. And I get exactly the information I'm looking for, as compact 
as I like it. I don't have to print fifty pages just to get the last line of infor
mation. Instead, I just create a report based on the level of information I 
want to have and it doesn't contain any unnecessary information. (IId). 

The Powerplay application was seen as central in decision processes 
concerning finances. With the new application had come new possibilities 
to follow financial developments more closely, which was appreciated by 
many actors in the organization: 

In the end, it's the department managers who make the financial decisions. 
They're the ones who can influence operations directly on a day to day basis. 
Then it's good if they can follow the financial developments in a clear way. 
Otherwise, you get the situation we're in today where I have ultimate finan
cial responsibility for this department and I am responsible for the 
personnel, but I think they experience me as just coming and pointing out 
all the problems. (SDC2b). 

One of the politicians emphasized that the Powerplay application could 
have important effects in terms of motivation for people out in operations. 
With increased awareness of the financial system, the importance of every
day activities were more clear and people could thus get more motivated as 
they knew that their work meant something in the larger picture: 

But clearly, I think this is important, that if you are going to increase the 
political, no, sorry, the financial awareness, if you are going to be able to 
motivate people, you have to have a greater transparency in the entire 
system. There are, after all, many who are badly informed about the other 
municipal services and their situation. They think we're the only ones who 
have it tough and that resources are available to others. The numbers are so 
large that when something happens for five million then they think it's such 
a huge amount of money for our department. But if you spread it out over 
the whole department, it's only a tiny fraction of our annual budget. Since 
we also have budget responsibility, I think the more we can see the overall 
situation the easier it is to explain and understand and maybe also motivate 
oneself. (Plb). 
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Even if there was an increased awareness of financial matters, the con
trollers were still intermediaries as t hey were the ones that interpreted and 
described the finances for the politicians. The politicians as well as the 
employees in operations did not have access to 'raw data' to interpret the 
financial situation. The department controllers or the accounting unit 
mediated all data. 

There were no problems with this, as one of the politicians put it, since 
this was the only rational solution: 

Yes, it's better that way, you could say that nice pictures, clearer pictures in 
different colors. I think the technology is good in that way. But we still need 
accountants in many respects to interpret the information for us. (P3b). 

An effect of introducting the Powerplay IS in the organization was that 
the role of financial figures became more central. The initiators emphasized 
that people in the organization needed to be able to trust information on 
financial issues. This had not been the case in the past: 

Yes, I mean information has been available, but... I mean all the informa
tion has been stored, but it's been difficult to access it and it hasn't been 
completely reliable. By developing the cubes, we've developed reliable 
material that we can use. It's mainly about making comparisons over time, 
that these are correct and that you are always measuring the same things. 
(I4b). 

Employees and managers in the organization would be able to trust 
financial data if it was standardized, the initiators argued. This would re
solve much of the problems associated with financial discussions. 

Yes, it can mean that if two people or two groups meet from different 
departments, they might think they are talking about the same things and 
comparing the same things, but in reality, they are comparing things with 
different values. One might say they have an attendance record of 80% 
while the other might say they have a 70% attendance record and they 
would think they are comparing the same thing while in fact they might 
have very different ways of calculating attendance numbers. So we want to 
make sure that the same definitions and ways of calculating are used 
throughout the municipality. This makes comparing departments easier. 
(I3b). 

Powerplay reports were also adapted to match SCB's (Statistics 
Sweden) requirements. SCB answers to the parliament so they want to be 
able to examine municipalities across Sweden and receive data that allows 
them to compare municipalities on a national level. This information is 
needed to make new political decisions. The initiators in charge of the SCB 
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reports believed that they were able to provide much higher quality data for 
SCB accounting with the Powerplay application than they were previously 
able to provide. 

Central to the efforts behind standardization, thus, was the need to be 
able to trust financial data. Standardized key ratios were seen as something 
that provided a certain stability. At the same time, the information needs at 
different departments were very different. Thus, the initiators described the 
situation as challenging because it had to do with combining stability and 
flexibility: 

And then we see that it might not just be the financial system that has to be 
redone. We need to look at how this can work without all the other things 
associated with our work. How do we manage inputted data, how we work 
with outputted data? How can we simplify, both to make it flexible and 
provide more reliable reports, that we have essential and reliable information 
in the reports? It's difficult but I think it is a prerequisite for creating flexi
bility. In any case, there still needs to be core safety features that cannot be 
undermined. You can't treat information in any old way. If you do, it might 
not be reliable. It has to be defined in a stable way so that it can't be used 
inappropriately. At the same time, the way information is used in the reports 
for international information in the organization needs to be very flexible 
since the financial information of a daycare center is very different from an 
engineer's data about a building project. It isn't interesting to use the same 
template for describing these two very different types of work and situations. 
Our approach has to be flexible while still use the same definitions. We can't 
have different definitions for the same things. (Ile). 

The initiators felt that they were heading in the right direction. They 
felt that with the Powerplay application, they were effectively managing the 
changes they were seeing. Thus, the initiators were content with the way in 
which stability and flexibility in information was combined in the use of the 
Powerplay application: 

Yes, if we start with this stable part, then we have a clearly expressed 
minimum standard on what parts are a necessity and what parts or periods 
when things should be updated. And we can keep to that. We are able to 
achieve that stability or security. We can also download this material into 
our ordinary system. Every week if we like and it would occur automatically 
so that the same data is placed in the report database as in the regular one. 
So we are able to access the same material. So that's OK. The flexibility is 
actually in having those in every department who can use this tool so that 
they can analyze the way they want to ensure they reflect their own opera
tions. That's what is important. (I2b). 
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Clearly, the perceived stability in the use of the Powerplay application 
had a lot to do with the trust people had in the information. In a discussion 
of, for instance, a budget variance, all those involved need to know exactly 
what is meant by the data and how the data is use d in the discussion. This 
has been achieved by the standardization of key ratios: 

I think stability is important because you have to be able to trust the infor
mation you access. You have to be able to know that it is defined in a way 
that it won't change over time, that the definitions won't change. And you 
could say we have regulations developed centrally by the accounting 
department about how to handle different things, from how to define an 
investment and what are considered operating costs. Those kind of defini
tions. So when you talk about a budget variance, you know exactly what is 
meant by that term. You don't have to wonder what was meant. It's already 
defined. You know what a standard chart of accounts is and what are opera
tions and what's an activity, and such. They're all defined, both verbally and 
in the financial descriptions and material, I mean the modules. It's defined 
in such a way that when I look at an activity, I know where it is and I know 
it is numbered and there are codes assigned to it. When I look at it from 
outside in performance and budgeting, they appear exactly the same regard
less of which organization form is using them. You may decide to add your 
own variables or use them a bit differently based on local needs. But the 
basic core is the same, responsibility code, chart of accounts, operational 
concept, other party, they are all defined and there is no margin for error. 
(Ile). 

Even though key ratios theoretically were standardized before the 
establishment of Powerplay, there was the possibility to interpret data or 
recalculate data in a way that Powerplay does not allow: 

They've always been around, but now they are more clearly defined. I mean, 
Powerplay has formed the modules allowing the definitions to be clearly 
made. And I think that's why it offers a more stable approach to working in 
Powerplay than just ordering the regular reports in Macs. It's easier to make 
mistakes in Macs. All the terms and concepts aren't clearly defined. (Ile). 

To sum up, through the establishment of the Powerplay application, a 
certain stability has been established in the organization around financial 
analysis and financial action. Key ratios have been standardized, which has 
made financial debates more focused since it is defined what is m eant with 
certain figures. There has also been established what can be labeled a flexible 
situation for each department because it has become possible to adjust the 
Powerplay application to local needs. 
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The Design and Use of the Powerplay Information 
System: A Summary 

The process of designing the Powerplay IS in the municipal organiza
tion of Umeå was very much a process of negotiation. The actor-network 
started as a very fragile network. Initially there were only the discussions 
among the initiators about what to do and how to do it. 

The initiators identified two major problems in the municipal organi
zation: The problem with untimely information for decision-making pur
poses and information overload. This was done in December 1996. These 
two problems were seen as pervasive and the identification of these problems 
served as a starting point for the Powerplay project. The initiators wanted to 
change organizational behavior so that the employees would be more aware 
of financial issues. A scenario on how the Powerplay application was 
supposed to be used was "inscribed" in the application. 

The main ambition from the initiators' side was to increase the quality 
in the accounting work. The Powerplay IS was seen as a way to encourage 
change organizational behavior. This change would create a situation where 
the organization had a better understanding of the financial matters. 

As the project took off, new actors were enrolled into the actor-net
work. Figure 16 summarizes in what phase each actor group was enrolled 
and what 'Powerplay version' served as t he node that 'picked up' the actor 
group. It is very important to emphasize how Powerplay versions served as 
key roles in some of the enrollment activities. 
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1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 I 
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Figure 16: A summary of the growth of the actor-network 
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The Powerplay versions can be seen as points of possible connection 
and relevance for the actors involved. Although it was not initially planned, 
the initiators succeeded in translating the interests of the enrolled actors 
because of these points of possible connections—the different versions of 
Powerplay. These actors could easily find that it in fact was in their best 
interest to support an effort like the Powerplay project since the department 
controllers, the politicians, and the financial units saw that "their" Power-
play versions were useful for them. 

Indeed, the enrollment processes were complex at times and included 
long and hard negotiations. These negotiation processes are summarized in 
figure 17. 

<?2 

cO 

o <3 

Initiators Dept. controllers Technicians Politicians 

Figure 17: Negotiation loops 

The arrows 1 and 2 describe the "negotiation loop" taking place 
between the initiators and department controllers. Within this loop, which 
was previously referred to as the "first negotiation loop", the role of the 
Powerplay application is negotiated. In other words, in these loops the new 
actor's interest is translated in order for the actor to become enrolled to the 
actor-network. Thus, arrows 1 and 2 describe the first negotiation loop, 
arrows 3 and 4 describe the second negotiation loop, and arrows 5 and 6 
describe the third negotiation loop. To this figure can be added a fourth 
(enrolling the financial units) and fifth (enrolling the public) negotiatior 
loops. 
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In table 6, the first three negotiation loops are described: 

1. The initiators department 
controllers 

•Wanted to standardize key ratios 
•Wanted to implement an awareness to 
financial issues 
•Offered possibilities for data analysis 

2a. Positive department controllers 
the initiators 

•Wanted possibilities for data presentation 
•Wanted different levels of data access 

2b. Skeptical department 
controllers the initiators 

•Skeptical about possible benefits with the 
technology 
•Demanded good training 

3. The initiators and department 
controllers technicians 

•Wanted the IT office to handle imple
mentation, maintenance, and user education 
•Questioned current IT strategy 

4. Technicians the initiators and 
department controllers 

•Recommended a web solution before 
client-server solution 

5. The initiators, department con
trollers and technicians the 
politicians 

•Offered a tool for analysis and presentation 
of data 
•Wanted the financial aspects for the project 
covered 

6. The politicians -• the initiators, 
department controllers and techni
cians 

• Demanded results: 
- More accessible financial data (i.e., good 
decision support) 
- User friendly technology 
- The technology should be seen as a part of 
a democratization project 

Table 6 A summary of the negotiations between actor groups 

To this can be added the fourth and fifth negotiation loops. In the 
fourth negotiation loop, the financial units were enrolled to the actor-net
work. The web-based reports—the light version of Powerplay—served as a 
key role in the enrollment of the financial units. In the fifth negotiation 
loop, the public was enrolled to the actor-network. While the public debate 
initially was heated, the management idea of focusing on organizational 
resources rather than organizational objectives was finally accomplished. 

By the end of 1999, the Powerplay application had become established 
in the municipal organization of Umeå. It had taken three years and had 
involved a continuos and time demanding negotiation. The project could 
have been forced on the organization at a faster pace, but with the strategy 
used by the initiators the project took time but ran less risk of backfiring. 

From the initiators' point of view, the slow process was sometimes 
frustrating. They had a clear vision about what the Powerplay IS could do 
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for the organization, but had to wait for other organizational members to 
share their vision. 

It was difficult at times for the initiators to move the implementation 
process along much faster because they had to go through municipal 
channels of decision making and finally get things approved by the board. It 
took time from start to finish but the risks involved with forcing the project 
through without waiting for comments from affected groups could result in 
a faster process but it might also have backfired at some point. 

The manager at the IT office saw no problems in the relatively slow 
pace of the project or that the IT office had not been the impetus for the 
change: 

I don't see any problems in that. We will have several paths of development. 
I prefer that one start out in an informal and simple way, than to buy a tool 
on a larger scale just to realize it won't work. ... The IT office can't become 
a passage point where everything has to be pushed through. Things will take 
a whole lot of time to be done if we do things like that. (T2b). 

An interesting dimension with the process of adapting the Powerplay 
IS to the organization was that the problems set up by the initiators as the 
problems to deal with were not really questioned. Besides from the 
discussions held with the municipal sub-units, these problems were accepted 
throughout the organization. Moreover, it was generally agreed among 
organizational members that the initial problems identified in the Powerplay 
project were better dealt with since the Powerplay application had been 
established. The information was more timely and it was also better struc
tured and thus also more comprehensible for organizational members. 
Department controllers described that they had more time for working on 
analyzes since they started working with the Powerplay application. The 
municipal management office reported that the accounting work had 
improved considerably. This had to do with the standardization of key 
ratios and the accrual accounting that had become much more important to 
do since the establishment of the Powerplay application. The politicians 
were also very positive about the changes made possible with the establish
ment of Powerplay. First and foremost, they were pleased with the increased 
accessibility of the organization's financial data. The new behavior in the 
organization was mainly oriented towards being more sensitive to financial 
issues. 

Because people from the accounting unit had initiated the project, they 
had been the ones who were in charge of the project and showed the 
Powerplay application to people and got others involved. They were the 
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ones who had to take the responsibility for training, information collection, 
and keeping contacts up to date about the technology updates. 

The role of the IT office had primarily been concerned with installing 
the software. They have visited those who wanted it and installed the appli
cation and they had taken orders for licenses and had taken care of contacts 
with the licensing company. Even if the accounting unit and personnel 
department had collaborated, personnel issues had previously not been 
widely dealt with using the Powerplay application. 

As the manager at the personnel unit described it, 

In terms of introducing Powerplay lower down in the organization, the 
people involved haven't really been completely ready to accept it, even at the 
departments with priority such as finance and the larger ones, social services 
and schools. (I4b). 

The people from the personnel unit saw the reasons why the Powerplay 
project became focused on financial issues ra ther than personnel issues as a 
matter of priorities at the departments and that the accounting unit had an 
a vested interest in promoting the financial issues as a central part of the 
project: 

If we had had just a bit more resources to get the message out, but we've got 
a tight budget, and like I work alone and have other commitments so it 
doesn't have such a high priority. [The project manager] has been pushing 
this a bit harder and has been able to work more focused on it. Plus the 
accountants in the departments have been more open for a new tool to help 
with the analysis of material compared to staff managers. (I3b). 

Municipal civil servants as well as the politicians appreciated the fact 
that the accounting unit at the city management office had managed the 
project. Organizational members stated that a certain responsibility rested in 
the city management office to push the organization in the proper direc
tion—even if this included working with a new IT : 

Yes, it's great that this is being done. But then it is important that there is a 
continual dialogue about this with the political groups involved. It's impor
tant that it is going in the right direction. At the same time I think it is also 
the responsibility of the regular management within the municipality or 
perhaps primarily for the upper management, the city management office, to 
take the initiative. The departments can naturally take care of their part, but 
it's also wrong for every department to have different systems and different 
routines. We are after all one municipality and the management office is 
responsible for coordination. Of course, it has to be agreed upon within the 
organization, ideas have to be taken in at the operation level on how the 
system should be designed. (Plb). 
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Answering whether or not the process was intentional—to enroll new 
allies to the project one at a time and thus making the project stronger and 
more stable—the project manager claimed that this was not the case. Not 
explicitly anyway: 

No, I don't believe that is intentional, because we did actually base this on 
the fact that we did have a problem and we would try to solve the problem. 
(Ile). 

The two specific problems that served as a starting point for the 
Powerplay project—the problem with untimely information for decision
making purposes and information overload—were seen as problems that 
were better dealt with after the Powerplay application had become estab
lished in the organization. Because of the Powerplay application had 
become widely used throughout the organization, the initiators felt that 
there was a new financial awareness in the organization. But the application 
did not only solve existing organizational problem, it also created a need for 
continuos improvement: 

I think this is a good tool that will solve many of the problems we have had. 
It will help and serve as support. I also think that it makes the need for high 
quality accounting clearer to everyone. We've always discussed the finances, 
but you still have the old-fashion approach of not caring too much about the 
details. (Ile). 

The department controllers were seen as the key group to align with 
the project. If their situation could be improved, it was thought that they 
could improve things internally in the organization. This was also the case, 
and from the fall o f 1999, the initiators felt that it was fair to say that the 
Powerplay application was established in the organization: 

And they use this in their normal work, follow-up and so on. So it has actu
ally gained a concrete meaning now. On the other hand, you can say it's 
taken a long time or it is taking a long time before it is fully implemented so 
that people accept this type of technology and leave the old introverted 
system and see the features this offers. But now we've come so long that we 
know it does what is should out in the larger departments. And it is 
beginning to spread to other areas now that we have some positive examples 
to point to and people who support this. (I5b). 

Two groups used Powerplay. There were those who had used the 
application, discovered the advantages it provided and were satisfied with it. 
They had passed the beginner stage and had started to apply the application 
to a variety of activities and as such, they had explored some of its potential 
in addressing their specific needs. Then there was a group who had not 
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started using the application, but were interested in using it and were ex
ploring the application in the fall of 1999. Thus, there was one group that 
can be labeled as 'early adopters' and one group that can be labeled as 'late 
adopters'. 

By the end of 1999, Powerplay was seen as established in the organiza
tion. There were several different versions of Powerplay, however, in the 
sense that Powerplay was adapted differently at different departments and 
financial units. In that sense, Powerplay was not established as one coherent 
application. 

Moreover, Powerplay was not stabilized in the sense that there were 
clear-cut interpretations concerning the role of Powerplay and the informa
tion produced by Powerplay. In fact, Powerplay was established in the 
municipal organization at the same time as a heated discussion surfaced 
concerning the relation between consumed resources and what the organi
zation actually accomplishes. 

Because of the complexity of the municipal organization and because of 
the organization's finances becoming increasingly complex, the Powerplay 
application was perceived as an important part of the organization's future: 

I think the thing that's interesting with working with this type of tool is 
once you know what can be done using this kind of tool, it can be used in 
future development of the management system or in decision support 
systems and similar areas where you can use this when working with portals, 
databases, and other tools to access key ratios and such. I think tools like 
Powerplay will complement other tools that can be used. (IId). 

In the future the initiators were convinced that they would be working 
with developing what they called decision support systems. Powerplay 
would be one of the building stones together with other tools. Powerplay 
was seen as an important part of the organization because of the ways in 
which it simplified and improved the production and use of information: 

I think for us I can see that it's important the information is put together in 
as simple a way as possible. That means that it takes as little effort as possible 
from those of us putting information together and to put up pages. If it 
takes too long to produce information then it will be hard for us to have the 
energy to do it. If you have to spend lots of time making web sites and such, 
it is easy to get distracted. It has to be easy and that's how I see the web 
technology playing a role. Now, for example, we can use Powerplay to 
automatically produce everything. We input data and an organizer creates 
everything automatically and puts it out on the net. That means we don't 
have to give up so much time doing unnecessary work. It's important to do 
the basics, but then everything should just work. (lib). 
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In the fall of 1999, the Powerplay application had, as the initiators saw 
things, found its role in the total accounting system: 

I Macs system 

Order of 
reports 

Web 
report 

Report 
database 

' Accounting 
routines 

Accrual 
accounting 

Accrual / / Powerplay 
register I I catalog 

Power 

Figure 18: The total accounting system 

The accounting system was divided into four main parts: the primary 
system where information was inputted; the accounting system; the 
processing system (based on support databases and web projects, and the 
output stage). 

The primary system was made up of accounts payable, accounts receiv
able, payroll procedures, employee benefits. There were many operational 
systems within social services, recreation, and schools, which had invoicing 
and charging routines. All information was regularly inputted into the 
system and was controlled by the primary system. Some departments 
entered their information on a daily basis, some did it once a week, and 
there were some that did it once a month depending on how they had pre-
allocated their resources. That information was transferred daily to the 
accounting system Macs. The only thing done with Macs to influence the 
information was that there was an accounting order routine and a re-coding 
routine where adjustments and corrections of inputted material was made 
since there could be coding errors and reallocation issues that needed to be 
addressed. But that was done regularly and vouchers were issued so that any 
changes were clearly seen. 
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Accrual accounting—allocating at a particular period of time—was a 
routine linked to Macs that in part entered the items in Macs which were 
accounted but the majority of items were placed in a separate ledger which 
did not update Macs. It was outside the accounting since allocating to a 
specific period was not understood as a way of keeping the books. It was a 
way of complementing the accounting and gave a realistic picture of the 
financial situation. For example, if there was SEK 10 million in income in 
January that was meant for the entire year, for January they could only use a 
twelfth of the amount. The rest was then allocated to each month. 

The departments also ordered reports, but not from the Macs register. A 
copy was made of the daily transactions in Macs' transaction database, 
balance database, and period databases and this was transferred into what 
was called a report database since certain indexes were done. Macs was an old 
system which used an old-fashioned way of indexing the tables. An 
improved index was created for the report database and all the reports were 
developed from this information. This made it faster to put together the 
reports than if they were to use the standard database. The report database 
was then used to record the allocations. These were stored in the report 
database and had their own type of voucher. This allowed them to be ex
cluded from the reports if one decided not to show the allocations. But one 
could also choose to show them in the report to see the current financial 
situation. The report database gave a complete overall picture of the finan
cial results, something that Macs could not do. 

Previously people would order reports and these reports would then be 
printed. When they switched to Powerplay, they used the report database to 
create the Powerplay catalog and a copy, which was then indexed and 
changed. Instead of ordering reports straight from the report database, they 
had designed a feature to allow subscriptions to reports. In that way, an 
individual could create reports that were sent to everyone in their organiza
tion, even if they were unique reports for each person. It could be decided 
that the reports were put together automatically, no one had to order them. 
If reports were requested once a week, they would be created once a week. 
Then they would be distributed to everyone by e-mail. They were created in 
HTML code and sent directly by e-mail to the person who was supposed to 
receive it when it was ready. 

With this way of handling things, the Powerplay application reached 
further out in the organization. Anyone with some responsibility for 
finances in some unit, for instance someone responsible for a daycare center, 
could request a report using their web browser. They would just indicate 
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which report they wanted and order it and it would be put together 
immediately and sent to them via e-mail when it was done. This meant that 
users did not need to have access to Macs. 

The remaining problem appeared when someone needed more than 
just the regular reports. For example, if someone needed look at the finan
cial situation on a daily basis or wanted to see information about their 
finances. For these purposes, the initiators designed a web-based query system. 
It was still being developed at the end of 1999 and the idea was that a user 
was supposed to be able to use his/her web browser to look at the report 
database and request information based on your authorization code or some 
other criteria. The user could access all information available in the 
accounting system and the information in the primary system. For example, 
if the user saw that he/she had a payroll transaction of SEK 200,000, he/she 
could go in and see which individuals were involved in this cost. First they 
would get the information available in Macs and then they accessed the 
information in the personnel system and this would be presented on the 
web. This meant that one could manage information from most of the 
databases and systems in the municipality without having direct access to 
the actual systems. The only thing needed was a web browser. 

Previously, almost all access had been based on terminal systems. Users 
used a client system or mainframe for personnel systems and accounts pay
able ledgers. To actually access information, users were forced to have the 
system, have an authorization, to log in, to make their enquiry, to look at 
the enquiry, and then print it. With the new system, the user could use a 
web browser to access the same information without having access to the 
system. And daycare administrators, for instance, were able to access the 
financial system to see the basic data for a transaction for a specific amount 
of money with a particular supplier. 

In an increasingly harsh financial situation, the idea of an advanced IS 
to be used for financial purposes throughout the organization, was seen as 
very important to realize. The initiators felt that a financial awareness was 
established in the organization—from the politicians to people in opera
tions—by using Powerplay: 

I mean, we've been fairly well off financially in the past and this clearly led 
to not prioritizing the financial aspects. Now that Swedish municipal 
finances aren't doing so well, every decision is challenged. There is a risk that 
when everyone is upset about the finances and are trying to cut costs every
where that decisions will be made that actually cause costs to rise in other 
areas. This enthusiasm for cutting costs quickly often results in badly 
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thought out proposals. I think the better the information that is used to 
make decisions through tools such as this one and other management infor
mation tools, the better the decisions. That's the actual goal. (Ile). 

Despite the perceived stability in the organization, the Powerplay 
application has not been stabilized once and for all. Rather, new issues keep 
surfacing, issues that require an ongoing adaptation of Powerplay. Such as 
how to deal with "soft data": 

Yes. The biggest challenge I think is that you can start to access different 
databases and see the connection between personnel costs and the results of 
the accounting. Look at how absences due to illness and overtime have 
impacted on our finances. You get more factors to help analyze the results. I 
look forward to getting to that point. (PDC2b). 

This relates to another crucial point, namely to find a way to describe 
the relation between production and finances: 

If you can express what you produce in one way or another, and then com
pare it with the financial aspects, then you are more efficient. You can 
measure your productivity, you can measure costs per produced unit and so 
on. Then you develop another approach to this and that was our basic goal 
from the start. (I5b). 

It means we have to adjust the register and registration, and there are greater 
demands on the data inputted and such. But I think that products like 
Powerplay which require better quality data are good for us. We have to 
redesign our routines. To make use of information, we have to have up-to-
date information and it has to be retrieved earlier from the source, the 
register has to be updated and it has to be done more quickly. The possibili
ties offered by the software pressure us to change how data is inputted. I 
think so. (IId). 

The initiators believed that an important thing related to the use of the 
Powerplay application was that indications about problems were identified 
sooner than before. Thus, possibilities for action to come to terms with 
these problems were enhanced. 

It's been easy to do these analyses after the fact, but the thing is that when 
working with key financial ratios, follow-up and evaluation, you need to be 
doing these things continually. You have to be able to follow developments 
continually, every day almost, at least every week. That's why you don't have 
time to wait until the end of the year before taking action. Often that's six 
months too late. You have to be able to see the indications earlier so that you 
have time to react and save money and time. (IId). 
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However, action will never be an automatic reaction to financial data. 
Even if the application was user friendly, it would take courage to act, and 
the importance of reflecting on the role of the Powerplay application in 
relation to leadership was emphasized by one of the politicians: 

I'd like to see the day that we have made this as easily used as possible, that 
eventually it's used in the entire organization and by managers at all levels so 
that opinions can be quickly shared. This would allow the changes to be 
clearer and more effective than the situation today allows. Now it takes very 
long before you understand what is going on. Having input from a variety of 
people can be a way of seeing whether there is someone who hasn't under
stood or to confirm that decisions have been implemented throughout the 
organization. It has to do with the numbers, with text, with leadership, and 
leading so that the entire organization does the same thing at about the same 
time. (P4b). 

The initiators emphasized that the future for any organizational IS, as 
they perceived it, rested in Internet technologies. This was clearly reflected 
by the choices made by the initiators, but the fact that everybody could not 
connect to the Internet was a major problem: 

It's still a problem that everyone can't connect to the Internet, but I think 
it's just a matter of time before the municipality's information is managed 
through it's own Intranet. That means that anyone who has a computer will 
also be able to connect. Based on this fact, it is likely that everyone will have 
access to a computer. At the same time, the Intranet and tools used on the 
Intranet mean that the computers don't have to be incredibly fast since you 
don't have to run any actual programs. Less expensive computers will work 
fine. (Ile). 

There was a need for a strategic decision, the initiators thought, a deci
sion to invest in an IS infrastructure which would include access to the 
Internet throughout the organization: 

I would like to see speedier strategic decisions for the implementation of 
these kinds of tools so that everyone can benefit and that you avoid small 
isolated groups in departments who have their own way of working. That 
cuts off communication with each other. I think there should be a more 
holistic approach. It's a strategic decision and applies to everyone in the 
municipal departments. We should all use this. If everyone can learn how to 
use the system, then I think this will increase the skills level of staff across 
the board. (I2b). 

To sum up, it was clear that Powerplay was adapted differently at 
different departments and financial units. In that sense, Powerplay was not 
established as a single coherent application. Powerplay not only played an 
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important role in the whole accounting system but as a part in a whole it 
was also sensitive to any change in any other part. That also contributed to 
Powerplay not becoming stabilized once and for all. Moreover, there 
continued to turn up new issues that needed attention contributing to 
Powerplay playing a dynamic and continuously changing role. Among the 
new issues that were discussed in late 1999, we find the need to build a 
better infrastructure in the organization (so that everybody can access some 
version of Powerplay), the need to include "soft data" in the IS, and the 
need to find the political courage to make the necessary decisions. 
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6. The Design and Use of Information 
Systems in an Organizational Context 

In this section, I further analyze the findings in the case study. This 
analysis is very much inspired by ANT, since I focus on the notions of 
inscription and translation. Specifically, I analyze the findings along four 
themes: the way in which IS and organization was intertwined and mutually 
determining, the multi-faceted character of IS, the new organizational 
behavior, and IS and organizational change. 

Information System and Organization as Mutually 
Determining 

How does an organization become intertwined with technology? The 
IS adaptation process in the municipal organization showed how the emer
gence of the Powerplay IS resulted from the emergence of an actor-network 
of social and material relationships. In this process, the IS was produced, 
sustained and integrated in the municipal organization. To create a rela
tively stable IS, diverse material and human elements had to be assembled. 
Together they constituted an actor-network. These elements did not just fall 
into place by accident; a concerted effort was required to gather everything 
in place. 

The Powerplay IS was the instantiation of the Powerplay application. 
Indeed, it was problematic to talk of the Powerplay application, since there 
were several Versions' of it in the organization. However, it was possible to 
talk about the Powerplay IS. This was because the different versions essen
tially used the same information core, although the ability to access as well 
as analyze information varied between the versions. 

A network does not grow by itself. It needs to gather significant 
"institutional momentum" (Hughes, 1994) by mobilizing key actors to 
drive the network building process forward. Thus, technologies and their 
networked worlds are intentionally created. 
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Significant organizational change is often preceded by a ridicule of ex
isting procedures in order to make the change seem necessary (Brunsson & 
Olsen, 1993). A period of turbulence of follows the change, where the orga
nization tries to find its place in the new reality (Rombach, 1995: 200). 
This was also the case in the Powerplay project. The existing procedures 
were described as irrational. For instance, data collection methods for SCB 
(Statistics Sweden) were described as inefficient since different organiza
tional members had collected the same data but with different results. 
Describing existing procedures as irrational was a way of setting the stage for 
the Powerplay project. Experience from previous IS projects also helped in 
this effort. Although these projects did not result in a new IS, the 
discussions that were held in these projects paved the way for the Powerplay 
project. 

Adapting IS in organizations is v ery much about mobilizing allies to 
the IS. This was an undertaking that took time in Umeà's municipal organi
zation, not least because of the complexity in the organization. Complex 
organizations are complex for a number of reasons. They consist of many 
and diverse activities and of many and different professions with diverse 
interests. They also involve a large number of external interests, and they 
have difficulty in measuring their activities and results (for a discussion, see 
Perrow, 1972). The process of implementing Powerplay in the organization 
included several d ifferent professions, and it required the reconciliation of 
differences in terminology and viewpoints. Since different actors did not 
share the same experiences and perspectives, their relation to the IS and the 
process of adapting the IS to the organization was very different. 

In the Powerplay project, the initiators succeeded in mobilizing allies to 
the growing actor-network. Their behavior reflected an understanding of 
how new IS needs to be negotiated among key players for it to find its place 
in the organization. New actors were enrolled along the way to strengthen 
the network: department controllers, technicians, politicians, and financial 
units. Although public opinion played an important role in the project, the 
actor-network did not extensively enlist the public. There were also macro-
actors tied to the network, such as Statistics Sweden and the Swedish Asso
ciation of Local Authorities. These macro-actors were used in the ongoing 
negotiations by the initiators to show that these actors indeed supported the 
efforts proposed by the initiators. Given that the actors involved in the 
actor-network had their own interests, the problem for the enroller is to 
ensure it is the new actors' interests that were translated rather than his own. 
As new allies became involved, the question was "which associations were 
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stronger and which are weaker" (Latour, 1987: 140). The initiators 
succeeded in translating the other actors' interests. In this process, however, 
they tried hard at engaging in negotiations so that the interests of other 
actors were considered in the process of negotiation. 

Initiators identified department controllers as the key actor group, the 
actor group whose needs and perspective were primarily considered in the 
initial stages of the project. Department controllers had no problems with 
relating to the problems identified by initiators, such as the problem with 
untimely information for decision-making purposes and information over
load. Positive department controllers felt these problems were pervasive, and 
they also had no problems relating to the Powerplay IS as a solution. 

However, other actor groups, such as skeptical department controllers 
and politicians, could not relate to the Powerplay IS as easily as positive 
department controllers. Thus, skeptical department controllers and politi
cians supported initiators in a project that they did not fully understand. 
This phenomenon has sometimes been described in terms of "blind actors" 
(David, 1987), i.e. actors that act without knowing why. I prefer to discuss 
this as an example of actors having tunnel vision, i.e. a vision limited by 
their own expertise. While skeptical department controllers and politicians 
did not have the technical expertise to fully grasp all implications of the 
Powerplay project, they trusted the initiators and their expertise. 

The adaptation process was well controlled, in the sense that the initial 
vision from the initiator's side was not dramatically re-negotiated. There was 
an inscribed script in the Powerplay IS, a vision of the context of use "built 
into" the Powerplay IS. Budget expenses had increased over the last few 
years, and wage costs were seen as especially problematic. The municipal 
management office considered this as an important factor for the Powerplay 
project. The problem with untimely information for decision-making pur
poses and the problem with information overload had a clear relation to 
these budget problems. More rational budget procedures would be possible, 
initiators thought, if financial information was more timely and better 
structured. This was the underlying vision behind the Powerplay project. 

However, the initiator strategy was to relinquish control of the process. 
This was evident in the ways in which initiators encouraged negotiation and 
discussion on matters concerning the application and its use. Although the 
Powerplay application was adapted differently among different actor groups, 
the original vision remained. Thus, the process of adapting the Powerplay IS 
to the organization reflected a high degree of control, in the sense that the 
effects were what initiators expected. At the same time, however, the process 
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of adapting the Powerplay IS was characterized by a strategy of "letting go" 
and of opening up the application for negotiation. Ciborra's notion of drift 
can be applied here to further explore what drifted and what remained in 
line with initial visions. Drift, according to Ciborra, is the slight or signifi
cant shift of the role and function of IS in concrete situations compared to 
the planned, predefined, and assigned objectives and requirements (Ciborra, 
1996: 8). Drifting results from the openness of technology, and the inter
ventions, bricolage and improvisations by users. In the Powerplay project, 
there was a drift when it came to the role of technology. Due to the open
ness of the Powerplay application, it was adapted very differently by 
different groups. There was only a very slight drift from original plans, 
though, which essentially remained unchanged throughout the project. 

When reflecting on the IS adaptation process, it becomes clear that the 
notion of translation can, in part, explain the initiators' attitude towards IS 
adaptation. The notion of translation covers the negotiations which an actor 
may (or may not) use to enroll a sufficient number of allies to achieve a 
certain goal. The focus is on the spread in time and space of the Powerplay 
IS, and how it changed in the hands of new actors in the actor-network. 
New actors in the actor-network adapted it according to their own interests 
and needs. Initiators encouraged each department and accounting depart
ment to adapt the IS to their own needs. In this process, they contributed 
with their own expertise and helped to find local solutions throughout the 
organization. 

This is not a new phenomena in IS research. It has recently been 
suggested that organizational changes due to design and use of IS are not 
merely anticipated, well-planned phenomena. Attention thus shifts from 
goal to process, from IS implementation to IS drift (Orlikowski, 1996; 
Orlikowski & Hofman, 1997). To understand better how and why different 
types of changes occur, it is useful to expand the set of actors that can effect 
changes. In particular, IS can be included in the circle of actors. The idea of 
technology as an 'actor' has been developed to analyze the active and unpre
dictable role of technology in social development across a variety of settings 
(Callon 1987; Callon & Law, 1997; Latour 1996b, Phillips, 1997). The 
three Powerplay versions, the client/server version, the Intranet version, and 
the web version, can be understood as actors in the IS adaptation process. 
They each played an important role for department controllers, politicians, 
and the accounting departments. It is important to understand the roles 
they play and to trace the actor-networks. In doing this, we can understand 
how the Powerplay versions came to be full-blown actors. As the different 
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versions came to play important roles at different places in the organization, 
the organization became increasingly entangled with technology. 

It is necessary, after having traced the actor-networks, to specify the 
types of trajectories that took place through a specific and detailed vocabu
lary. The sequences of translation identified in this study, which I label as 
negotiation loops, describe a dynamic process of IS adaptation: 

Issues 

Problem Solution 

Exclusion 

Stabilization 
3 

Validation 

• 
New issues 

Figure 19: Negotiation loops 

While it is rarely accounted for in the planning process, several case 
studies of IS infrastructure development indicate that most technologies 
drift over time (Ciborra & Hanseth, 1998a; Monteiro & Hanseth, 1995; 
Monteiro & Hepso, 1998). Rather than being pushed aside conceptually, 
such technology drift, or unplanned, consequences in designing and using 
IS need to be integrated more prominently into our models. The idea of 
negotiation loops is a model that can help us to understand such 
phenomenon28. 

28 These ideas are similar to those presented by McMaster, Vidgren and Wastell 
(1998). Although the actual process described here is different from that of 
McMaster, Vidgren and Wastell, a similarity is that it is concerned with how a fact 
or an artifact is the result of a process of negotiation. Like the 'negotiation loop 
model', McMaster, Vidgren and Wastell present a model, the due process model, 
that is dynamic and can, potentially, continue to evolve. 
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Initial issues in the Powerplay project included financial management in 
the organization. These issues had to do with difficulties in meeting budget 
and knowing the reasons why this was the case. 

Initiators identified two problems', untimely information for decision
making purposes and information overload. These problems were more 
precise than the issues. Clearly, the initial issues could be narrowed down to 
other problems as well, since moving from issues to problems is about 
narrowing down the initial issues to something more specific. As a solution 
to these problems, initiators presented the Powerplay application. This was 
the case every time new actors were aligned to the actor-network. For each 
negotiation loop, there was an element of validation: "do we really agree that 
the Powerplay application is the solution to the problems?" Finally, the 
application is either excluded or it becomes stabilized. But only a temporary 
stabilization, since the role of the application is re-negotiated when the next 
actor group becomes aligned to the actor-network, or when new issues sur
faced that needed attention. Among these new issues we could find rela
tively small issues concerning the use of the IS (for instance, adjustments 
between applications so that they became more compatible), adjustments of 
reports for certain organizational members, adjustments of the data content 
in the IS, and so on. 

However, it was also clear that there was a core, an information core, 
that was not open for negotiation. In adapting the application to their own 
local needs, each department or financial unit accepted a standardized 
vocabulary to be used for financial issues. 

The idea of negotiation loops is an elaboration of Callon's translation 
model (1986b). The negotiation loops is different from Callon's translation 
model in that the negotiation loop model covers only the enrollment of one 
actor at a time. Thus, enrollment is not one "phase" of the model, but 
rather what the model is about. The negotiation loop model gives a de tailed 
account on what happens in the process of enrollment. It also underscores 
how these negotiation loops are repeated. Thus, it gives a detailed account 
of how allies are mobilized and enrolled to the actor-network. 

Modern organizations are getting more and more intertwined with 
technology. They are surrounded by and dependent on technological arti
facts, just like the municipal organization became intertwined with and 
dependent on the Powerplay IS. It is hard to imagine that modern organi
zations can disentangle themselves from new technology. As t hey face more 
complex choices, the solution is often to rely more on technology. 
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IS should be understood as elements in an actor-network, which under
scores how organizations are intertwined with technology. The design, use 
and effects of new IS are deeply connected with modern organizations and 
influence most aspects of their activities. These influences are embedded in 
technology and in its use; technology is organizations made durable. But 
technology is also organizations made unstable, since it seems as if every 
stabilization of technology is temporary. And when technologies de-stabi-
lizes, so does the hosting organization. 

The Multi-faceted Character of Information Systems 
Initiators felt at an early stage in the project that Powerplay was a tool 

for the trained accountants, the department controllers, who need to be able 
to analyze large amounts of data and provide other operations within the 
organization with customized reports which presents specific, customized 
information for each user. The organization, however, also had other needs 
which were not addressed in the initial planning. 

The initiators started to explore how they could adapt the Powerplay 
application to other areas in addition to the controllers: 

So we've seen Powerplay become the tool of trained administrators to help 
in the organization. But we've seen that it doesn't solve all the problems 
either. The managers out in the field need to know the financial situation 
regularly since their resources are limited. They need to know quickly what 
the costs of their operations are and what income they have. They need to be 
able to quickly see the financial situation at each step to help them to make 
decisions about substitutes when regular staff are sick, if they can afford to 
purchase furniture, or what ever. To do that, you need quick and up-to-date 
information. That's where Powerplay doesn't really meet this need, since 
you need to work with it a lot to be able to use it, and the register needs to 
be updated, and reports and such. We've tried to solve the issue of needing 
updated information by asking simple questions via the Intranet. There, the 
managers can go in and ask about their specific financial status and get an 
immediate answer about the current situation. (Ile). 

Thus, initiators were interested in a web-based solution rather than ex
ploring the client/server solutions further. Web-based solutions had the 
advantage that they were cheaper and easier to maintain for large numbers 
of users. 

I think we can see now that in terms of the client version, it appears that the 
first phase has been reached, use seems to be stable now and I don't think 
there will be any great change. There might be some more people who start 
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using it in the departments, maybe more people will get access to it. But I 
actually don't think that there will be many more that use it. At least on the 
financial side of things. I don't really know about how it is for personnel. 
But I think it has reached that phase now in terms of financial information 
that the departments that are interested have already become involved. 
We've already reached those that we think will use it. (11 d). 

The technicians at the IT office supported a web-based solution from 
the start, and they were very critical towards client/server solutions, which 
they described as "technology of the past". The future was in web applica
tions, they argued, and especially in a situation where many Powerplay users 
probably would use the application only a couple of times a week. This was 
believed to be a probable scenario for managers at small municipal depart
ments, such as principals at school. The costs involved with client/server 
solutions would be unacceptable. 

Yes, you have to do that [go for web solutions], because it's expensive having 
clients. One of these clients costs SEK 6-7000, I think. Plus, you have to 
have better computers to run it. So we are trying to make the information 
available using the Web. We have to. The client/server solution is just too 
expensive. It's expensive to operate. (Tib). 

Powerplay had been used since early 1997 and at the end of 1999 there 
were basically three versions of the application: the client/server version, the 
Intranet reports, and the 'light-version' of Powerplay. 

As noted previously, the client/server version could hardly be viewed as a 
single version. Rather, the application was adapted quite differently at 
different departments. 

The Intranet Reports were put out on the Intranet and used politicians 
and to some extent municipal managers. 

The financial data was presented in an easily accessible way. The 
project manager had a link to 'latest news' on the start page, where the 
accounting department updated current accounting issues. Users could also 
access financial reports for any department and for any period. 
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Figure 20: Intranet report (start page). 

These reports described the financial situation for the department and 
period of time chosen. 
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The report could also present the financial data in the form of chart! 
and graphs. 
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Figure 22: Intranet report (charts and graphs). 

These Intranet reports were updated three times a year, and were regu
larly used by politicians. 

The light-version ofPoiverplayvizs released in September 1999, and had 
since its introduction been popular among municipal managers and staff at 
the operational level. 

The light version could be used through a web browser. At the opening 
web page, users could choose which financial unit and period of time they 
wanted to view. 
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Figure 23: Light version (start page). 

The resulting web page was supposed to serve as an early warning 
system. Budget deviations for a selected time period were indicated in red if 
actual expenditures exceeded budget limits. 
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Figure 24: Light version (early warning system). 
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The project manager emphasized that his goal with the light version 
had been to make a usable system that did not require any prior knowledge 
on accounting or computers. 

Yes, and they don't really need to be able to order a report, they don't need 
to know how we design our reports, columns and rows or what needs to be 
inputted. Instead, theoretically they only need to know what period they 
want to look at and what their code is. Those are really the only two things 
they need. Then they can get early warning signals up on the screen so they 
can see. Then they just continue on by clicking on the month and see what 
transactions have taken place that month. (Ile). 

Indeed, there were many faces o f Powerplay. Since it was first intro
duced in early 1997, the application was adapted to different departments 
and different users in the organization. There were three main versions of 
Powerplay in the municipal organization: the client/server version, the 
Intranet reports, and the 'light version' of Powerplay. But even though there 
existed a number of versions of the application, the 'information core' 
remained the same throughout these versions. 

What does it mean that the character of the Powerplay IS seems so 
multi-faceted? The idea of interpretive flexibility says that an object, like 
technology, is contingent on interpretation and interpretive frameworks. 
The properties of objects are not inherent in the objects themselves but are 
products of social construction. According to this idea, the reason for the 
multi-faceted character in the Powerplay IS would lie in that it is soc ially 
constructed and interpreted differently by different actors. 

While this explains to some extent why the Powerplay IS is so multi-
faceted and has been adapted differently by departments in the organization, 
it does not explain why the actual effects of the IS, in terms of changed be
havior, are similar throughout the organization. Robey and Sahay note that 
in the process of designing and using IS, actors endow them with meaning, 
"somewhat independently of technology's material properties" (Robey & 
Sahay, 1996: 95). They argue that the material properties of technology 
"may be the result of social compromises and fallible knowledge during 
design and construction, so the exact purposes of its designers may not be 
faithfully rendered in the resulting product" (Robey & Sahay, 1996: 96). I 
agree with this position; it should be recognized that the designers' original 
goals often differ from the actual results, both in terms of the intended IS 
and the intended use of the IS. However, I want to stress that even though 
IS are re-negotiated in design and use, the intentions from the designers play 
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an important role and often come through in the final design since they are 
embedded in the IS. 

I believe th at there are limits to how open for interpretation IS are. The 
inscriptions can be strong in the sense that there is sometimes hardly any 
room for interpretation. The Powerplay IS is the result of a process where 
initiator's interests were translated into a larger unified actor-network. 
Together with other elements they formed an actor-network into which 
actors' behavior were inscribed. 

Another way of understanding the multi-faceted character of the 
Powerplay IS would be to understand it as a boundary object. Boundary 
objects separate different social groups at the same time that they delineate 
important points of reference between them. Boundary objects stabilize 
relationships through the negotiation of flexible and dynamic objects (Star, 
1989). Star emphasizes that there are always more than one actor-network. 
The differences in adapting the Powerplay IS could thus be explained by 
there being different and competing actor-networks. 

IS could potentially be seen as boundary objects. Earlier work in IS 
research has acknowledged the existence of several stakeholders with differ
ent areas of expertise and different interests. This has largely been studied 
from a conflict perspective (see Bansler, 1989, Ehn, 1988). While this 
perspective is interesting and in particular has contributed much to the 
development of participatory design methodologies, I do not believe that it 
highlights the important issues in the design and use of the Powerplay IS. 

One challenge with the Powerplay project was to develop a system that 
was meaningful at all levels an d that included both budget and operational 
results in the form of productivity and quality. Another challenge was to 
develop a system that included both the macro overview of the municipality 
as well as offering insight into the lowest resource levels, such as a team of 
teachers at a school. There is an interesting dimension in understanding the 
different actors as actors in the same actor-network, but a multipurpose 
network. 

A multipurpose network is an actor-network that has successfully en
rolled new allies and aligned their interests to the actor-network. In the 
Powerplay project, the initiators worked hard to allow for the enrolled 
actors to maintain their independence and emphasized the importance of 
exploring what local purposes and interests the new IS could address. A 
multipurpose network is a term that describes the kind of organizational 
form resulting from links between a variety of organizational actors. 
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Powerplay had by late 1999 become an accepted and appreciated IS for 
keeping track of finances and operations. People in the organization be
lieved that they had a well functioning IS for their operations that allowed 
them to see the results, to reach a new level of job satisfaction and to meet 
their responsibilities to the citizens of the municipality. 

A New Organizational Behavior 
A study of the design and use of a new information system in the 

Umeå municipal organization cannot ignore societal change. It is important 
to consider the ongoing changes in public organizations when developing a 
better understanding of the design and use of an IS in Umeå municipality. 

Public organizations in general, including the municipal organization 
of Umeå, are under severe financial pressure. They have to focus their 
attention on how they spend their resources. This is the background to the 
Powerplay project. An IS that enables increased insight into and control of 
organizational resources also inevitably leads to an analysis of the relation 
between consumed resources and organizational performance. 

Previous to the implementation of the Powerplay IS, the municipal 
organization's work with budget issues was characterized by valuing 'means' 
before 'ends', i.e. considering organizational resources rather than organiza
tional goals. 

Implementing the Powerplay IS in the organization considerably 
strengthened organizational capabilities to evaluate and manage consumed 
resources. This was, however, an achievement that also reinforced a rational 
model of decision making. With this new IS, it became possible to perform 
accounting differently, faster and with more precision, as perceived by staff 
in the organization. Financial data became "more practical" since the 
implementation of the Powerplay IS. Practicality in the context of 
accounting implies a closeness to management, i.e. a closeness to action (for 
a discussion, see Porter, 1995). Accounting procedures were also changed, 
which according to organizational members had improved the quality of the 
accounting and increased the time available for financial analysis. This 
change in accounting procedures would not have been possible without the 
Powerplay IS. 

But what is so special with the language of accounting? Accounting is a 
technology of "acting at a distance" (c.f. Latour, 1987: 219). Since the rules 
for collecting and interpreting financial data are widely agreed upon, the 
data can be easily used, for instance, to settle disputes, beyond the bounda-
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ries of certain communities of practice. Indeed, numbers have often been an 
agency for acting upon and exercising power over people26. 

In the Umeå municipal organization, the implementation of the 
Powerplay IS was followed by a shift in the attitude toward decision 
making. This attitude was first and foremost concerned with managing and 
controlling organizational resources. Along with the Powerplay IS came a 
"disciplinary objectivity" (Porter, 1995: 3), a discipline that depends on 
certain presuppositions which are articulated only when challenged. This 
view is similar to that prevailing in the "auditing society", as described by 
Power (1994). Auditing has, according to Power, become increasingly 
central in many fields, such as management and medicine. A new view of 
government has emerged, which emphasizes measurability. This develop
ment is well in line with developments in local governments, where respon
sibility and measurability is i ncreasingly emphasized (Rombach & Sahlin-
Andersson, 1995: 15). 

Although all the actor groups in the municipal organization did not 
agree on all aspects, the underlying idea behind the project was never 
challenged. This was largely because of the high degree of trust people had 
for the city management office and the people that worked there. In short, it 
required institutional credibility to produce figures such as the standardized 
key rations produced by initiators in the Powerplay project. Latour's phrase 
"center of calculation" (Latour, 1987: 232), the point from which empires 
are administered, can be appropriate for the accounting department at the 
city management office. Municipal civil servants and politicians relied on 
them to function as this center of calculation. 

The result of the accounting work, the budget, was something that 
politicians had to take responsibility for. While there is gen erally a certain 
amount of trust for financial figures, there has also been a wide spread dis
trust for politicians in Sweden during the last few decades. The controversy 
in the municipality of Umeå had, in part, to do with the public's distrust of 
politicians "acting at a distance" and the public feeling the effects of this 
action27. 

26 For instance, Foucault has described how numbers can turn people into objects 
to be manipulated, through the language of normality created by the authority of 
numbers (1970). 
27 It has been claimed that new technology serves to make life more abstract and 
detached from "hard objects" (Kallinikos, 1996). 
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However, a sense of security is central for an effective organization. The 
main reason for the persistence of the budget's role in the management of 
municipal organizations lies in how it gives a sense of security to organiza
tional members. 

The idea of managing municipal organizations by budget has played a 
central role in Swedish municipalities since 1862. Even though managing 
by budget was questioned during the 1980s, no alternative management 
idea has replaced it. The main reason for this is our need of feeling secure 
(Rombach, 1990). Managing by budget can give a sense of security in situa
tions that are complex and characterized by a high degree of ambiguity. 
Rombach (1990) compares the role of budgeting with that of ritual "rain 
dancing"; the rain will come only if the rain dance is properly executed. If 
the rain still does not come, the techniques involved in rain dancing need 
further improvement. Similarly, budgeting is never questioned as a practice 
and as a management ideal. Even though the goal of focusing on means 
rather than ends might be a limited ideal, it is still goal that can stimulate 
organizational action. Indeed, an absence of management goals may paralyze 
the organization, leaving it unable to act (Brunsson, 1985). While manage-
ment-by-objectives is a management ideal that has been difficult, if not 
impossible, to introduce successfully in municipal organizations (Wildavsky, 
1975; Rombach, 1991), it seems as if the attempts to introduce this are 
continually repeated (Rombach, 1991: 33ff). 

The Powerplay project was not such an attempt. On the contrary, it 
contributed to reinforcing a view on decision-making that was concerned 
with organizational resources rather than organizational objectives. The 
municipal organization was increasingly influenced by decisions that were 
made on such an abstract level that they could hardly be connected with the 
direct consequences of the decision. As a result, the municipal organization 
was partly understood as being subjected to forces that were apparently 
beyond all control. Again, it is necessary to evaluate the network outcomes 
from an ethical perspective. Even though organizational members saw the 
Powerplay IS as a success, this focus only on organizational resources was 
unfortunate. Thus, it is critical for future developments also to include 
organizational objectives in the Powerplay IS, so that these are considered 
more in the organizational decision-making. 

At the municipal departments they gained quicker control of the situa
tion when they had access to better reports with more essential information. 
There had always been extensive amounts of information available for the 
municipal organization. Gaining access to the right information, at the right 
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time, and in a comprehensible way was the problem. The project manager 
felt that the initial problems were better dealt with since Powerplay had 
been implemented in the organization. There were significant changes in 
organizational behavior when it came to these two problems. These changes 
had to do with increased ablity to analyze and present financial data. Initia
tors, department controllers and politicians all said they were better able to 
perform their work as a result of the implementation of the Powerplay 
information system. 

There was a significant difference between the early adopters and the 
late adopters at the different municipal departments. Both the school 
department and the social services department started to use the Powerplay 
application in early 1997. They had both had problems producing financial 
reports for analysis and information to managers. Powerplay helped them in 
their efforts to structure reports and to a large extent the problems were 
solved. 

Both departments started with Powerplay early. In fact, they started as 
soon as they were given the opportunity. 

But we were quick to say we wanted to be a part of this since we are so large 
and complex. We need to find a tool to help us compile the data. At the 
same time we have to present all the information as if it were one unit, the 
schools' total, while we know exactly what it is based on to the smallest 
detail. (PDC2b). 

One advantage with the Powerplay application that larger departments 
appreciated was the security with using the cubes created by the project 
manager. They look alike each time they received a new one, the only 
difference was that data had been added or taken from the cube. It looked 
the same and once a user had worked with it a while, it was easy to 
recognize and there were no surprises. The reports that they created and 
saved and that they opened and updated with new data should be reasona
bly secure in the sense that they did not risk losing anything. 

The department controllers at the larger departments were very satis
fied with the application and they had found a role for the application: 

Yes, now I use summaries and such instead of reports more and more. And 
we send out a lot of reports because I am the coordinator and then there are 
the different departments and down to the sections and the section 
managers. There are lots of reports being sent out. (PDC3b). 

We use it primarily in the financial follow-up on a monthly and triannual 
basis. And above all to get an idea of how it looks from month to month. 
We couldn't do that before. Then we could only get an accumulated result. 
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And now see it month for month, so we have a completely different over
view of everything. I think this is very good. (PDC2b). 

The department controller at the school department explained that 
municipal managers were the primary recipients of reports from application. 
Politicians rarely received printouts on the financial situation. The managers 
had summarized and tried to interpret the material for the politicians. This 
was not always easy since irrelevant information was included in the reports 
making them overwhelming. 

One department controller noted that there were problems integrating 
Powerplay with Microsoft software 

The problem with Powerplay lies in the integration with Microsoft software, 
since it is not possible to link the applications to each other. There are 
problems involved with transferring data from Powerplay into Excel. But 
Powerplay is very good for drilling down and analyzing data. The ratios are 
reliable and it is a fast process. For this I have produced reports. When one 
wants to present data, however, we don't use Powerplay. Then we transfer 
the figures to Excel. (PDClb). 

This problem was seen as something important to deal with in the future. 
Among the early adopters, all department controllers used the Power-

play application to analyze and present financial data. 
As an important advantage with the application, the department 

controllers noted that financial presentations produced with the Powerplay 
application were much easier to read. Individuals received a page instead of 
a thick report. Another appreciated feature with the Powerplay application 
was that the application was malleable and could be used for many pur
poses. 

The features in the application used were: 
• Drill Down: All positive department controllers used this feature 

frequently. They were enthusiastic about this feature, since this kind of 
information was not previously available to them. Previously, they were 
faced with "strange outcomes" but had not been able to trace the reasons for 
this. Now they could, and there were many examples of changes in behavior 
since unnecessary cost could be identified and eliminated. 

• Information twist and turn: All positive department controllers used 
this feature, but frequency of use varied among them. The department 
controller at the technical office used this feature very much. She felt she 
gained a better sense of the data by changing how it was represented. 

• Explore indicators: All department controllers used this feature in 
some way. They indicated indicators as important and used them to decide 
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how well certain activities were performed. The indicators were merely a 
sum of available information, such as financial costs, or calculations, such as 
budget deviations. 

• Mark deviations: All department controllers used this feature when 
producing financial presentations. Information was made easier to find for 
the readers of the presentation by marking exceptions and deviations in the 
report. 

The smaller departments—the municipal sub-units—began to use the 
application later than the others. One municipal sub-unit started to use the 
application early 1999, and the other two began their use during the fall of 
1999. 

The project manager ran a training program for them during the spring 
of 1999, and he felt that the staff from the municipal sub-units was positive 
toward the application and that they saw some potential in using it. 

You have a sense of this being good without being able to define exactly how 
they would be using it. But I think they saw the possibilities pretty quickly, 
that it's a powerful tool that they can use in their work, especially having to 
work between the politicians and the managers. They are in great need of 
quick information, reliable data, which they can pass on both higher up in 
the organization and down to the rank and file. (Ile). 

The application had been available to the municipal sub-units earlier, 
but they had not gotten around to using it, in part resulting from a lack of 
time for the people involved. 

Yes, I have it on my computer, but it's really a question of time for me. I 
know how necessary it is, but you know we had a course a few hours one 
afternoon, and we haven't really gotten started using it yet because of other 
work. It's a pity. (SDClb). 

The department controllers at the municipal sub-units felt that there 
was a difference between larger and smaller departments in terms of avail
able resources. For this reason, the larger departments adopted the new IS 
immediately, while smaller departments were slower in adopting it. 

Yes, it's always like that. The larger the administration, the better the re
sources, that's how it is. But I think it should be dealt with centrally. Sure 
it's going to be adopted by these heavy sectors. It's harder to control in the 
social services and in the schools. That's where we need it. The Works 
department is another thing. If there's a fire in a building, of course that's an 
unplanned expense. Replacing it with another facility is the same thing. 
(SDClb). 
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Department controllers at the smaller departments felt that since they 
had little time to explore the technology, they also had little opportunity to 
explain the qualities with the new and improved reports to people at the 
operational level. There was a potential effect involving adoption of this new 
IS and increasing financial awareness among staff at the operational level 
that was not explored as much as it could have been. 

This was unfortunate, the department controllers felt, since financial 
awareness at the operational level was of vital importance. 

Yes, I think they go hand in hand. But everything really should come from 
the operational level since they are the one's who will read this. I mean, 
that's where, if I can say it this way, that's where the weakest link is, out at 
the operational level. Otherwise there's no point. That's the important 
thing. (SDClb). 

Thus, the department controllers at the municipal sub-units had very 
mixed feelings about the Powerplay application. On the one hand, the 
application was seen as something potentially useful in their work. On the 
other hand, because of a lack of available resources, they were limited in 
exploring the potential in the application. In that sense, the Powerplay 
application became just another thing that took time. 

Some of us, well, you've spoken with Anders Moberg and I agree with him, 
some of us feel like we've enough to do already. We haven't been able to 
actively take part in the development, in the way we should have done. It is 
naturally low priority for the one's involved then in terms of resources when 
putting aside time for development in this area. (SDC2b). 

The opportunity to explore the technology was especially important for 
the municipal sub-units, since they are different from the other departments 
in the municipal organization. This difference was in kinds of problems that 
the different departments had to deal. The two problems that served as a 
starting point for the project, the need for timely information and informa
tion overload, were not pervasive problems for the municipal sub-units. 

Well, I don't see these two things as a big problem today, but that might 
depend on what you are working with. I work at a relatively small depart
ment where it's relatively easy to see what is happening on a broader 
perspective. It's probably more difficult for those at large departments which 
are also larger in terms of volumes. So I think that we really do manage 
things quite well today. Without knowing so much about how this system 
works, I can imagine that it could help us manage things better in the 
future. (SDC2b). 
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This issue of having different problems from the other departments, 
such as the school department and the social department, did not surface 
until the interviews with the department controllers at the municipal sub-
units. They thought that these were common problems in the organization, 
and that the Powerplay application might be the solution. 

In a discussion with the project manager, I suggested that Powerplay 
indeed could be a solution to existing problems at the municipal sub-units, 
but that these problems were unclear and that the department controllers 
should be given an opportunity to explore the application more openly in 
order to find out what role, if any, Powerplay could play in their work. This 
was done in the training program in the spring of 1999. 

Of the three municipal sub-units, only one had explored some of 
Powerplay's potential by the end of 1999. The department controller at that 
sub-unit explained that he also had had a shortage of time, but that Power-
play had in fact helped him to save time and increase the quality of the 
financial reports he produced. He explained that this was partly due to the 
fact that he recently had changed jobs, and had used a similar application at 
his former job28. Thus, he soon became familiar with the application and 
with how to make use of it in his work. 

He used the following features: 
• Drill Down: he traced financial outcomes that seemed somewhat out 

of the ordinary and looked for the reasons for the outcomes. 
• Information twist and turn: he felt that it was a useful feature to 

alternate between ways of representing the financial data and thus "getting a 
feeling" for what really was happening. 

This department controller emphasized that it was a completely new 
thing to be able to discuss financial issues with people in operations like he 
could do now. He produced financial reports for small units in the munici
pal sub-unit allowing this unit to get a grip on their financial situation. In 
particular, he mentioned that there were teams of teachers in the schools 
that had a budget of their own, and since the new and improved reports had 
been distributed to them, they had begun to be more aware to financial 
issues. 

An important issue in this context is to what extent the Powerplay 
application inscribed a certain behaviour. To discuss the strength of an in

28 This department controller had replaced the department controller labeled as 
SDC3a. 
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scription is t o discuss the extent to which inscriptions in a given case actu
ally succeed in disciplining use (c.f. Hanseth & Monteiro, 1997). 

According to Latour, most things we attribute to social order (power, 
hierarchy, the distribution of roles, etc) are not possible if we do not align 
non-humans. As a very simple example, the use we make of rooms is highly 
dependent on the non-human actors we know as doors. They enable us to 
have meeting spaces which we can enter and leave and still keep private 
(Latour, 1992). Moreover, hotel managers make use of "large weights" 
which they attach to room keys in order to persuade their guests to leave 
their keys at the desk when they leave the hotel (Latour, 1991). Latour's 
example of the hotel keys is a good example of how our behavior often 
changes because of non-human actors. 

Information systems are examples of non-humans which act in a 
similar way and that shapes our behavior. Implementing the Powerplay IS 
in the municipal organization has considerably strengthened organizational 
capabilities to survey and manage consumed resources. This effort rein
forced a rational model of decision-making, a view concerned with means 
rather than ends. With this new IS, it became possible to perform account
ing faster and with more precision. Thus, the organizational behavior was 
largely shaped by the Powerplay IS. 

Information Systems and Organizational Change 
When discussing IS and organizational change, it seems advisable to 

first address what organizational characteristics one refers to when talking of 
organizational change. In short, organizational characteristics can either be 
looked upon as structural properties (e.g. hierarchical levels, number of 
functional units, etc.) or as behavioral/processual aspects (e.g. interaction 
processes linking activities together). These dimensions are deeply inter
twined; even though structures "create" organizational behavior (e.g. struc
tures as determining actions) it is also true that organizational behavior 
changes structures. As we already have noted, organizational changes in the 
Powerplay project were predominantly behavioral changes. 

But is there something that can be learned from these changes? The 
changes took place as a result of a process of translation, where the Power-
play IS changed the municipal organization and the municipal organization 
rewrote the IS's script. The result was a relatively stable actor-network in 
which both IS and organization were mirrored within the other. There are 
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some characteristics in this process that deserve a deeper exploration in order 
to learn more about IS and organizational change. 

Getting a new IS to work involved continuos negotiation with a variety 
of actors. In these negotiations, designers/initiators try to change the organi
zation according to their view of the requirements of the technology. But 
just as o rganizational change is a common result of IS efforts, the IS itself is 
commonly changed in this process. Very often, initial ideas have to be 
abandoned in order to accommodate the different goals different actors 
might have. This has been labeled as "the localization of the tool" (Berg, 
1997). Berg notes the double meaning of the term. While the technology's 
universality diminished, in the sense that the technology becomes more 
specific, it also increasingly disciplines a particular practice (Berg, 1997: 
104ff). 

There is indeed an intricate relationship between the processes of disci
plining the organization according to the scenario of the context built into 
the IS, and the localization of the IS. Implementing an IS such as Powerplay 
in an organization involves negotiating not only the character and role of 
the IS, but also the nature of accounting work and the role of the budget in 
the organization. For the initiators in the project, implementing the Power-
play IS in the organization required making a long list of actors sufficiently 
docile: department controllers, technicians, politicians, data items, the 
existing technological infrastructure, organizational routines, external 
authorities and the public opinion. 

Thus, adopting an IS in an organization is a process of negotiations. 
Powerplay was not a completely malleable application. Rather, it contained 
specific ideas of what the roles were for politicians, department controllers 
and other people with financial responsibilities. The Powerplay IS had an 
inscribed script delineating what proper budget procedures were and what 
roles were involved. This script was never really challenged even though all 
elements in the actor-network were open for negotiation. However, 
throughout the processes of negotiation the script remained essentially the 
same. 

In implementing Powerplay in the organization, a script was inscribed 
in the application to which the involved elements were, to different degrees, 
disciplined. The networks of these elements were made sufficiently "fit" for 
Powerplay to function (c.f. Callon, 1991). However, there were also proc
esses inv olved at making the application more suited for local needs. The 
localization processes were very different among different actor groups. 
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The larger departments used the client/server version of the Powerplay 
application for analyzing and presenting financial data. The department 
controllers had more time for analysis and could present financial data in a 
more comprehensible way for others. 

The municipal sub-units had not really begun to work with the applica
tion to the extent that they had explored its possibilities. One department 
controller at a municipal sub-unit, however, had used the application for 
producing reports for staff in operations. This department controller 
emphasized that it was a completely new possibility to be able to discuss 
financial issues with staff in operations in the ways that had become possible 
after he started to do these reports. He produced financial reports for small 
units in the municipal sub-unit, and thus this unit could see their financial 
situation. 

Politicians received financial reports from department controllers, and 
they noted that these reports had increased in quality significantly. The 
politicians also used the Powerplay version in the form of the Intranet 
reports. They were very satisfied with these reports since they were just "one 
click away" from important information. 

There were also other elements with financial responsibilities. These 
elements were called financial units that included, for instance, daycare 
centers and schools. These financial units were content with the web-based 
reports made accessible to them. 

However, there was also a matter of standardization involved with the 
implementation of the Powerplay IS. Initiators stated early on in the project 
that standardization of key ratios was a prerequisite. This view neither 
implied nor presupposed a lack of understanding of local knowledge. 

The idea of standardized key ratios is that the key ratios are not nego
tiable and serves as a standard throughout the organization. In Latour's 
words, they are "immutable mobiles" (Latour, 1987: 227). Immutable 
mobiles are representations that can be present, read and combined with 
one another. They have the property of conveying over a distance without 
changing themselves. No immutable mobiles are completely immutable, 
however, because of a tension between immutability and the particularities 
of local settings. Indeed, information as something that will be carried 
through space and time without deformation is a complete myth. In order 
to be useful, an immutable mobile must be instantiated in and adapted to 
local settings. The tension that appears is a tension between abstract 
representations and real-world practices (Star, 1995: 92). 
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This tension was expressed differently at different places, which 
supports the idea that IS's consequences not only depend on its material 
properties but that they also are socially constructed. 

Before the Powerplay IS was implemented in the organization, 
economic results were largely outputs from a black box. The reasons behind 
the results were not possible to grasp in a satisfactory way. 

With the implementation of the Powerplay IS in the organization there 
also came new possibilities to 'open up the black box of economy.' The 
reasons behind financial results could now be traced, identified and 
analyzed. The ability to break down financial results into smaller units con
tributed to this. The ability to change views and alternate between different 
representations of financial data contributed to better analysis. Moreover, 
the ability to present and spread financial data, and thus facilitate 
discussions on financial matters among organizational members, also con
tributed to opening up the black box of economy. 

As long as financial results are 'black-boxed', they are taken for granted 
since they are not subject for critical scrutiny. Opening up the black box of 
economy is to open up possibilities to learn more about the reasons behind 
the results and also proactively changing the results. 

In a crisis, when current states of affairs are questioned, it is possible to 
open up the black box. This was the case in the municipal organization, and 
the financial black box did open up as the finances became more transparent 
after the Powerplay application was implemented. 

A crucial point made by Latour is that technological change involves 
not only opening up but also creating black boxes (Latour, 1987: 2). In this 
case t he Powerplay IS would be used more or less automatically to solve a 
task. As we have seen, the Powerplay IS has not been completely turned into 
a black box, but the executing of some tasks via the Powerplay IS have been 
packed into a black box. This is because the organization's finances are 
largely black boxed for everybody but department controllers. 

However, the different versions of the Powerplay application contrib
uted to allowing more organizational members to access m ore information 
on financial matters. Such a transformation is in itself positive as it helps to 
reduce imbalances in terms of access to information concerning financial 
matters between people in the organization and the department controllers. 
However, it does not necessarily eliminate imbalances of power between the 
department controllers and other actor groups. Even though people in the 
organization were able to interpret the information in the light of their own 
unique situation, they still needed to rely on a professional controller who 
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can interpret the information for them. This was due to the complexity in
volved with interpreting the information as well as u sing the application. 

Pinch and Bijker (1987) have argued that the stabilization of an artifact 
(or closure of the debate surrounding an artifact) happens when the relevant 
social groups see the problem discussed as solved. This can occur through 
rhetorical closure or redefinition of the problem. Rhetorical closure may be 
achieved through claims which are aimed at changing or shaping the 
meaning that various social groups attach to an artifact in order to enroll 
their support. Closure by redefinition can be achieved by redefining the 
problem for which the artifact is then seen to be a solution. 

There are several questions that arises from Pinch and Bijkers' 
discussion. Does stabilization or closure really require all the relevant social 
groups to see the problem as so lved or only those who have the decision
making power? What are the specific mechanisms by which a particular 
artifact succeeds and becomes stabilized? And does an IS stabilize in a 
similar way to the artifacts that Bijker and Pinch discuss? 

The question of power is clearly of importance when it comes to 
understanding the underlying mechanisms in these stabilization processes. I 
want to argue that IS are more open-ended than most other artifacts, in that 
it is more open for continuos re-appropriation in organization. 

But it seems as if organizations are not radically re-appropriating IS all 
the time. There seem to be periods when the interpretation and use of IS is 
relatively stable. In previous research, it has been found that organizations 
are open to change only during breif 'windows of opportunity' (Tyre & 
Orlikowski, 1994). Once these windows are closed, they are difficult to 
open again in order to be open to change again. Certainly, it seems plausible 
that this window of opportunity could be held open longer. Among factors 
discussed as contributing to the closing of the window, are pressures on the 
production system, realistic expectations on the technology, patterns of use 
becoming locked and poor team culture. Among factors that, arguably, can 
open up the window of opportunity again, are new technology, new staff, 
new management and new rules/procedures (Tyre & Orlikowski, 1994). 
Similar temporal patterns of the design and use of IS were found in a study 
of an IS design project at a major Swedish corporation. It was found that 
the initial phase of an IS design project was c rucial for change related to a 
new IS. Change is unlikely once a technological frame, the assumptions, 
expectations, and knowledge concerning an IS, has stabilized (Holmström, 
1999). 
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A difference between my study and the study made by Tyre and 
Orlikowski was that there was a continuos change in the municipal organi
zation. While Tyre and Orlikowski identified vital and important issues that 
triggered change, such as new technology, new staff, new management and 
new rules/procedures, the issues that triggered change in the municipal 
organization were on a smaller and more mundane scale. These included 
first of all the enrollment of new actors and relatively small issues concern
ing the use of the IS, such as adjustments between applications so that they 
became more compatible, adjustments of reports for certain organizational 
members, adjustments of the data content in the IS, and so on. 

Although the IS never completely stabilized in the municipal organiza
tion, it became more stable after a period. As the Powerplay IS use started to 
become more of a routine in the organization, the application became to 
some extent black boxed and stabilized. While flexibility is generally seen as 
something positive for organizations, stability is g enerally seen as the very 
opposite. Indeed, there are many cases where new IS have contributed in 
making organizations stable and rigid and not open to change (Gill, 1995). 
In the case of the Powerplay project, however, we can see that a certain kind 
of stability, besides the stability that had to do with routine use, contributed 
to making the organization more flexible and open to change. 

'The information core', as labeled by the initiators, was seen as the 
stable content in the IS, which also contributed to organizational stability 
once the IS was implemented in the organization. This form of stability was 
a prerequisite for organizational flexibility. The stability that stemmed from 
the information core had to do with the fact that organizational members 
could trust the data as a basis for org anizational action. 

While new IS enable some organizational activities, other activities are 
inhibited by IS. In the case of the Powerplay IS, it is clear that disagree
ments on financial figures have been eliminated. This organizational 
activity—disagreements on financial figures—had previously taken much 
time and effort from organizational members. 

These disagreements were caused by financial data being calculated 
differently by different people, which led to discussions on which calcula
tion to trust. The standardizing of key ratios put an end to these discussions, 
and financial disagreements were replaced with financial debates. These 
debates took place within and between actor groups and improved the 
learning opportunities. 

The debates within actor groups had been working well for a long 
time. Nevertheless, these debates were improved after the implementation of 
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the Powerplay IS since the debates were based on more precise information 
concerning consumed resources in the organization. 

The debates between actor groups improved more drastically. The 
Powerplay IS was implemented at most departments and at most financial 
units and because of this, the initiators could debate financial issues at a 
more detailed level and in a more in-depth way. 
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7. Understanding Information System 
and Organization as Multipurpose 
Network 

In the previous section, I described how the design and use of IS in an 
organizational context is a process of mutual influence between IS and 
organizations. It is a process of translation where the IS changes the organi
zation and the organization rewrites the IS's script. The end result is a stable 
actor-network in which both the IS and the organization are reflected in one 
another. In this section, I present the main conclusions of the thesis and also 
discuss how the actor-network approach helped me to understand the case 
study. 

Understanding Information System and Organization 
Most researchers believe that IS have become one of the most impor

tant resources in society. It is also widely recognized that many sectors of 
society, including the public sector, are increasingly dependent on and 
influenced by IS. When it comes to the role and consequences of IS, how
ever, the opinions differ. Usually, three different conceptualizations of IS 
and organizations are distinguished. First, an organization socially 
constructs its IS. Second, an IS determines its organizational context. Third, 
an IS and its' organizational form shape and influence one another: IS and 
organizations are mutually dependent. Indeed, IS and organizations are so 
intertwined with each other that together they must be viewed as a distinct 
phenomenon. This study embraces the premise that IS and organizations 
are inextricably intertwined; therefore, any discussion about an IS must in
clude the influence of its organization and any discussion about an organi
zation must include the influence of its IS. 

In order to create a better understanding of the design and use of IS in 
an organizational context, this thesis explores the actors involved with the 
process of implementing a new IS in an organization. This study uses ANT 
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as a way to understand how IS and organizations influence and shape each 
other. ANT requires a researcher to document the actors as they perform 
their daily work tasks in an attempt to implement a new IS in an organiza
tion. By following the actors as they try to implement a new IS, a researcher 
can develop a picture of how the implementation of a new IS influences an 
organization and how an organization influences the implementation of a 
new IS. ANT specifically addresses technology (Monteiro & Hanseth, 
1995) and how it is used (Jones, 1999). This study shows how the ANT's 
methodology allows for an analysis of the influences involved with adapting 
a new IS to a technology-dependent organization and how the actors, 
people and IS, evolve. ANT requires that a researcher observe actors in their 
real work environment. The foundation of ANT, inscription and transla
tion, demands that a researcher focus on the characteristics and dynamics of 
socio-technical changes. Translation occurs when an IS transforms its orga
nization and the organization transforms the IS by rewriting the IS script. 
The analytical focus on negotiations underlines the importance of how new 
allies are enrolled into the actor-network and how this enrollment changes 
the actor-network. ANT does not, however, account for actors who are ex
cluded from the actor-network. 

ANT classifies an IS as an actor. As stated earlier, ANT allows the 
researcher to focus on the interplay between IS and organizations. ANT is 
based on a logic of opposition: An understanding of change which results 
from the interplay of opposing forces, the IS and the organization (c.f. 
Robey & Boudreau, 1999). 

This research demonstrates that assessing the appropriateness of an IS 
in an organizational context requires an understanding of how the actors 
involved negotiate the implementation of the IS. In order to successfully 
adapt, an IS has to be consistent with the interests of the actors involved. 
When successful, networks of aligned interests "are created through the 
enrolment of a sufficient body of allies, and the translation of their interests 
so that they are willing to participate in particular ways of thinking and 
acting which maintain the network" (Walsham, 1997: 469). In this process, 
I believe that it needs to be underlined that I would not use the word 
success if it merely was a matter of a Machiavellian power-game, where 
actors with restricted resources were outflanked or excluded. When one 
actor's interests translates into an enroller's interest, this action does not 
replace the actor's interests with the enroller's interests. I believe that an 
actor-network can consist of several purposes and interests and that success 
is not confined to the interests of the initiators, but rather success encom-
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passes a wider range of social phenomena. Thus, as with the implementation 
of the Powerplay application, success is possible for all ac tors involved. 

This research demonstrates how IS and organizations are inextricably 
intertwined. Indeed, IS and organizations are so deeply intertwined with 
each other that they cannot be understood as separate entities. Inscription 
underlines how an IS embodies patterns of use. Powerplay's design encour
ages previously isolated actors to communicate and solve problems together. 
This allowed the actor-network to pursue more effectively the control over 
organizational resources. It was very clear that the effects of that pursuit 
were felt somewhere else, by someone else, separated from those who 
decided. 

Multipurpose Networks: Stable and Flexible 
It is necessary to simultaneously think of IS and organizations because 

they spiral into and out of each other. When a new arrangement of hetero
geneous elements—human and non-humans actors—stabilize, a new actor-
network can present new possibilities for the organization. This, in turn, 
transforms the relationship among the different actors. Once the technology 
has stabilized, the network still has to be actively maintained in order to 
ensure effective and efficient day-to-day operations. Thus, I agree with 
Latour's view that "For technology, every day is a working day" (Latour, 
1996a: 86). 

After the establishment of the Powerplay IS and the standardization of 
key ratios, the key ratios became central to organizational work. There was a 
tension, however, between the standardized key ratios and local settings 
once Powerplay was implemented. According to Star (Star 1995: 104), there 
are four organizational responses to the tension between abstract representa
tions and local settings. First, abstract representations become inflexible, 
negotiations between opposing actors cease. Second, wizards might be used 
to work around the problems. Third, tacit knowledge may be modeled; that 
is, actors may document work arounds and ad hoc solutions. Fourth, 
standard ratios could be seen as a way to combat the biases present in local 
settings. In addition, I believe that establishing an evolving multipurpose 
network would help ameliorate the tension between abstract representations 
and local settings. 

A multipurpose network is an actor-network that has successfully en
rolled new allies and aligned their interests to the actor-network. This was 
evident in the Powerplay project. As actors in a dynamic environment, 
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initiators worked hard to allow for the enrolled actors to maintain their in
dependence and they encouraged them to explore how the IS could address 
their specific needs. 

The impact of multipurpose networks is p rocedural rather than struc
tural. They describe and promote subtle and complex processes that may 
seem counterintuitive: multipurpose networks reward self-interest while 
simultaneously they promote collaboration. Different interests in the same 
actor-network involve either competition or co-existence. I argue that it is 
central to develop actor-networks that allow for different interests to co
exist. They must allow for multiple and simultaneous translations which will 
result in a multipurpose networks (Holmström and Stalder, forthcoming). 
Multipurpose networks refers to the interdependency of interests among 
interdependent actors: In the Powerplay example several different versions 
of the application co-existed. As Law and Mol (1995) note: 

The co-existence of multiple strategic semiotics implies the co-existence of 
multiple forms of materiality. Which means that the world is a kind of 
kaleidoscope in which materiality is continually being organized and 
reorganized. Perhaps at times these materialities compete. But it isn't 
necessarily the case. (Law & Mol, 1995: 286). 

The Powerplay versions did not compete. Rather, they co-existed well 
and worked as 'nodes' that enrolled new allies to the actor-network. As more 
and more actors became enrolled into the actor-network, the actor-network 
grew more stable. However, because of the intense technical and social 
implications, organizational change was slow. Therefore, there were times 
when the initiators had to carefully plan and discuss the details of their 
strategy with other actors in order to engage and motivate them to imple
ment Powerplay. That is, the initiators had to convince the other actors that 
Powerplay would benefit their specific work. They did this, in part, by 
eliciting their ideas and concerns about how IS could address their specific 
needs. 

Another basis for stability in the actor-network was that the key ratios 
were standardized. 'The information core', as initiators put it, enabled 
financial analysis, discussion, and action in a way that was not possible 
before the Powerplay IS was established. Because Powerplay standardized 
the way the organization talked about financial matters, financial analysis, 
discussion, and action occurred without disagreements about definitions. As 
a result real discussion occurred about financial analysis instead of mere 
quarrels on the way terms were used. 
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A certain amount of stability, based on a mutual vocabulary and a large 
body of aligned actors, is a key characteristic for multipurpose networks. 
Another important characteristic is that they are flexible. Multipurpose net
works are flexible because they have a certain momentum that serves as a 
driving force for change to occur; however, they do allow for any specific 
actors to change the network according to their own needs. Multipurpose 
networks are flexible in the sense that there is a certain momentum in the 
network that promotes change29. It must be emphasized, however, that such 
momentum does not spontaneously occur; it must be cultivated. Even if 
there are "key cultivators", which in the Powerplay project were the initia
tors, they cannot change the network according to their own interests. They 
have to pay attention to the interests of the other actors. 

Latour states that even after closure is arrived at, the process of transla
tion continues; even after a black box is closed around a product, the trans
lation process continues. This is because an artifact has no momentum of its 
own to survive. It must therefore be continuously re-negotiated (Latour, 
1987: 137ff). This was also the case with the Powerplay IS, as i t gained a 
certain technological momentum (Hughes, 1994) it had to be re-negotiated. 
This momentum, which makes the multipurpose network flexible, is 
important to the success of the IS. 

A multipurpose network is an actor-network that enrolls and maintains 
actors in the actor-networks. In one sense, a multipurpose network is a con
figuration of several actor-networks and the integration of these actor-net-
works into one. Because specific purposes and interests remain important to 
each actor in the networks, the actors involved in a multipurpose network 
maintain their independence. Interdependence between actors is stressed. 
There are, however, common interests in the multipurpose network. This is 
especially evident in a case such as the Powerplay project where the munici
pal organization needs to satisfy its clients. 

29 Brunsson (1985: 144) makes a distinction between changeful and changeable 
organizations, where changeful organizations are those that are more prone to 
adaptive change because of being more observant to environmental changes. By 
contrast, changeable organizations are those more open for changes imposed by a 
certain agent—internal or external—and the change does not stem from the 
organization's own ideologies. 
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Socio-Technical Momentum: Negotiation Loops 
Continue 

Was the Powerplay IS an effective project for the municipal organiza
tion? A seemingly simple question, but nevertheless very difficult to answer. 
Whether an IS is successful or unsuccessful is a judgement that is socia lly 
constructed rather than an intrinsic property of the IS. The assessment of 
the outcome and the significance of the outcome is open to interpretation. 
However, the Powerplay IS was successful in accommodating the interests 
of several actors. The Powerplay IS proved to be an open-ended and flexible 
IS and its application was continuously adapted and re-negotiated. Because 
the networks in which this ability for adaptive change is complex and diffi
cult to predict, it is difficult to manage them. 

How is it possible to cultivate evolving multipurpose networks? The 
answer is inevitably complex because all the intricacies of context. But there 
are some things that can be said. A key to cultivating evolving multipurpose 
networks lies in balancing the dynamics between standardization and flexi
bility. While it is advisable to standardize the content—data—in the IS, it is 
also advisable for the IS to encourage actors to address their specific needs. 
Standardizing financial data makes it possible to avoid unnecessary disputes 
over definitions and terminology. In the municipal organization of Umeå, 
the standardization of key ratios discouraged quarrels over terminology and 
encouraged real and useful discussions on financial matters. Encouraging 
local adaptations of the application is central to the idea of evolving multi
purpose networks. The different Powerplay versions contributed to the en
rollment of new allies to the actor-network. By using a specific Powerplay 
version, the different actors could realize their own interests. The key to 
cultivating evolving multipurpose networks lies in balancing the dynamics 
between standardization and flexibility. 

As described earlier, the idea of negotiation loops can be used to 
describe negotiations among the actors in an actor-network. By addressing 
specific issues, new issues emerge that also need to be dealt with. 
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Negotiation loops are continuously addressing the needs of the actors 
in the organization. This process is described in figure 25. 

Issues 

Negotiation loop 1 

Exclusion New issues 

Negotiation loop 2 

Exclusion New issues 

Negotiation loop 

Exclusion New issues 

Figure 25: Negotiation loops are ongoing 

This process of continuos negotiation loops occurred in Powerplay 
project. Even at the end of the project, as t he Powerplay IS had become a 
stable part in organizational activities, new issues emerged. As most central 
among the new issues to deal with, we find the challenge to include data on 
organizational objectives and the challenge to enroll the public into the 
actor-network. Hughes (1983; 1994) discusses how large technical systems 
never stand still and that they go through phases with certain characteristics 
and dynamics. As an attempt to capture such dynamics, Hughes (1994) 
talks of technological momentum. Technological momentum is a central 
characteristic in the Powerplay project; the multipurpose network around 
the Powerplay IS continuously evolved due to ever-emerging new issues. 

Evolving multipurpose networks underscores how IS and organization 
are intertwined: IS cannot stand alone. An IS and an organization are 
connected to each other and their role and their meaning depends on this 
connection. This connection is of crucial importance: change one element 
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and you also change the other. Out of this change new meaning arises, 
which redirects the actor-network. In short, actor-networks are in constant 
flux because change feeds upon itself. Even small changes can trigger a chain 
of adaptive reactions as the actor-network rearranges itself according to new 
conditions. Evolving multipurpose networks encourages an openness to 
technology; it is an openness to technology that is reflected in how the users 
and specialists learn to exploit the features in the IS in a way that suits their 
needs. Moreover, evolving multipurpose networks means that organizations 
and IS cannot be easily changed. Attempts to take shortcuts in the adapta
tion process may backfire. A slower pace in the adaptation process facilitates 
learning among the actors involved. Fast adaptation processes often rely on 
making organizational members accept the new IS; however, the new IS will 
fail unless it is properly understood and adapted to reflect the interests of 
the actors involved. 

Because this thesis uses only one case s tudy, the results in this study 
cannot be easily generalized to other settings. Since IS are context depend
ent, we should expect different results in other organizational contexts. A 
case study such as this is ra ther difficult to generalize to a wider theoretical 
domain (Yin, 1994: 36). While more empirical work is necessary to 
elaborate and verify this approach to the interplay between IS and organiza
tion, it is believed that a useful beginning has been made. 

However, I suggest that the idea of understanding IS and organizations 
as evolving multipurpose networks has a more general applicability. First, I 
believe that the idea of evolving multipurpose networks is applicable to 
complex organizations, in particular organizations with many different types 
of professionals. Second, I believe that the idea of evolving multipurpose 
networks points at the importance of reflexivity. Indeed, much effort behind 
IS adaptation has to do with developing information and IS for increased 
control over organizational processes. A central motivation behind adapting 
IS in organizations is to use it to examine organizational practices and pro
cedures. The idea of evolving multipurpose networks underscores how the 
reflexivity of modern life is largely characterized by social practices being 
constantly examined and re-examined in the light of incoming information 
about these practices (c.f. Giddens, 1991). Thus, their characters are 
constantly changing and never stable. Reflexivity is the very basis of such 
continuos change. Accordingly, an IS that facilitates an evolving 
multipurpose network also enhances a context where reflection on organi
zational action is central and where it attempts to satisfy the needs of every 
actor. 
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Reflexivity is thus the basis of evolving multipurpose networks. The 
notion of evolving multipurpose networks is also meant to stimulate reflec
tion both for researchers and practitioners, underscoring the negotiated 
character of IS and organizations. 
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Appendix 1: Interview Guide I 
INTERVIEW CATEGORIES 

I. Respondent background: job description, educational background, work 
history. 

II. Nature of Technology 

• What do you know about Powerplay? Can you describe what kind of 
system Powerplay is? 

• How did you receive this information? 
• How does it affect you? 
• Why is the municipality investing in Powerplay? 
• Based on what you know so far about Powerplay, what do you think 

about it? 
- Functionality 
- Weakness/Advantages 
- Possibilities 

• How do you currently work with the things that Powerplay will help 
you with? 

• What previous experience do you have working with information 
technology? 

• What is your opinion about the increasing importance of IT in your 
organization? 

III. Technology in Use 

• How will Powerplay fit into your work? 
- How will it affect you? 
- How will your work change? 
- Do you consider it possible to change the organization? 

• What problems or possibilities does Powerplay create? 
• What problems does Powerplay solve? 

- Problems with budgeting? 
- Problems with information management? 
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• Does Powerplay create new problems? 
- Weakness/Advantages 

Technical 
Social 
Financial 

• What expectations or worries do you have in connection with the 
introduction of Powerplay? 

- What would you like to happen? 
- How do think it will turn out? 
- Positive/negative? 
- Imposed/wished for? 
- Necessary development/conscious choice? 

IV. Strategy 

• Can you describe for me how you would define the optimal use of 
Powerplay, how things would be if Powerplay is used i n the right way? 

• Where did the idea for getting started with Powerplay come from? 
- How was the issue decided? 
- Consensus? 
- Opposition? 
- How have people responded to the idea? 

• Whose idea was it to start using Powerplay? 
- Who is pushing the issue? Who decides? 

• Who gets the most out of it? Who experiences the negative aspects the 
most? 

• Does this impact others? 
• Do you have the skills to be able to work with this technology? 
• What skills are needed? 
• Training? 

- Do you have time for training? 
• Do you consider Powerplay to be a part of a well-planned IT strategy in 

the organization 
• Is there a well-planned IT strategy in the organization? 
• Have you read the IT policy document? 
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Appendix 2: Interview Guide II 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECTS OF POWERPLAY ON 
THE ORGANIZATION 

• How is Powerplay used? 

• How has Powerplay changed the way people work? 

• Is Powerplay the solution to the initial problems? 

• Why has the accounting office at the municipal administration managed 
the project? 

• How is Powerplay related to the municipality's financial crisis? 

• Future challenges? 
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